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EFFECTS OF HIGH INTEREST RATES ON
MARYLAND COMMUNITIES

MONDAY, AUGUST 31, 1981

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTMENT, JOBS, AND PRICES

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:15 p.m., in room
106, Baltimore County Office Building, Towson, Md., Hon. Paul S.
Sarbanes (member of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Sarbanes.
Also present: James K. Galbraith, executive director; William R.

Buechner, professional staff member; and Betty Maddox, assistant
director for administration.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES, PRESIDING

Senator SARBANES. Today the Subcommittee on Investment, Jobs,
and Prices of the Joint Economic Committee begins a series of
hearings across the State of Maryland to review and document the
effects of high interest rates on Maryland citizens and communi-
ties.

In 6 separate hearings this week, the subcommittee will hear
from more than 80 witnesses about the severe challenge of high
interest rates-a challenge which these witnesses know best since
they face it daily in their own economic activities.

It is no exaggeration to say that the problems created by continu-
ing high interest rates are approaching crisis proportions.

The situation this year, with the prime rate remaining over 17.5
percent, is unparalleled. In the last 12 months, the prime has been
as high as 21.5 percent; today, it remains at 20.5 percent.

The mortgage rate at many financial institutions is over 17
percent, the highest it has ever been. The interest rate on tax-free
municipal bonds is now over 11 percent, twice what local govern-
ments had to pay only 4 years ago.

These rates have created great obstacles to the operations of
many established and productive enterprises, particularly in those
sectors of the economy which depend upon a line of credit. The
damage thus far is serious; and, if conditions are not soon im-
proved, will be irreparable. Enterprises which have been an impor-
tant asset to their respective communities, an important economic
resource, will be lost.

The burden of high interest rates has become a major financial
problem for small businesses. Auto dealers and other sellers of
consumer durables have been particularly hit.

(1)



For the first time in the history of a quarterly survey by the
National Federation of Independent Business, small businesses
rank interest rates and financing as the single most important
problem facing them. The survey, which was released last week,
says:

"The currently high rates of interest are making a bad situation
unbearable for many small firms."

Last year almost 12,000 businesses failed nationwide, the highest
figure in more than a decade and almost double the number of
failures in 1978, when interest rates were only half their current
level.

The situation is particularly critical in the homebuilding indus-
try. Housing starts last month stood at an annual adjusted rate of
just over 1 million, down 17 percent from the already-reduced pace
of a year ago and only half the 2 million starts needed to meet
nationwide demand.

Construction-related business is similarly depressed. Unemploy-
ment in the construction industry is running at 15 percent, more
than twice the industrial average. Home sales have fallen dramati-
cally, down in Maryland as much as one-third from the levels of 2
years ago.

With mortgage rates now around 17 percent, purchase of a
median-priced house in the national capital area, for example,
would require an annual income of more than $50,000-an income
well above the national mean.

Financial institutions, particularly savings and loan associations,
which have done so much to make homeownership a reality, face
unprecedented pressure. High interest rates also have very serious
implications for the finances of State and local governments.

As a Sunday's New York Times article commented-
These are dark days for State and local treasuries. * * * Prices of municipal

bonds have been sliding all year and fell to a historic low last week. At the same
time, the interest rates that government have to pay on their new bonds have
reached historic highs.

This is an especially serious blow at a time when State and local
jurisdictions must look forward to sharp reductions in financial
support from the Federal Government.

The Federal Reserve Bank in Richmond reports that Maryland
farmers are now paying the highest interest rate they have ever
had to pay for bank loans, with many farmers paying 2 percentage
points above the current prime rate.

As a result, farmers across the State, as elsewhere in the Nation,
have been postponing or abandoning* productive investments which
would make them more efficient and effective producers.

The purpose of these hearings is to document across the State,
with testimony from those directly affected, the conditions to which
these statistics attest.

Over the past 18 months, the Joint Economic Committee, created
by the Employment Act of 1946 to provide Congress with economic
information and advice, has held a number of hearings on the
interest rate question, and will undoubtedly return to this matter
when the committee, in the fall, begins its examination of the
impact of the recently enacted economic program.



It is my hope and expectation that the record of the Maryland
experience established by these hearings will make an important
contribution to the committee's work and to the response which
policymakers must undertake to remedy this pressing economic
situation.

I want to thank those who have agreed to join us as witnesses
today.

I think there is a witness list available. We have arranged it, to
some extent, according to economic sectors of activity. And where
there is more than one witness, we will hear people within that
sector in panels.

Jim Lucass, who will be testifying for the County Executive, will
be here later. He, of course, is the Director of Economic Develop-
ment Commission.

We will therefore go first to the representatives of the financial
institutions.

We are very pleased to have Thomas Devlin, who is the manager
of the Baltimore County Employees Federal Credit Union, with us;
and Mr. Thomas Marvel, who is the senior vice president of Loyola
Federal Savings & Loan.

Gentlemen, if you would come forward, we would be very happy
to receive your testimony.

Mr. Devlin, I think we will go alphabetically, and begin with
you-unless you gentlemen have worked out some other order
between yourselves.

If you will identify yourselves for the reporter, we would appreci-
ate that.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS DEVLIN, MANAGER, BALTIMORE
COUNTY EMPLOYEES FEDERAL CREDIT UNION, TOWSON, MD.
Mr. DEVLIN. I'm Thomas H. Devlin, manager for the Baltimore

County Employees Federal Credit Union. My statement is very
short.

High interest rates have had an effect on credit unions in this
area, particularly those of us who have had to go to money market
certificates and share certificates to prevent an outflow of cash to
our competitors, banks and savings and loans, or building and
loans.. And now we are.suffering, due to the high interest we must
pay on these certificates. This, in turn, has caused us to increase
our rates on our loans.

And, of course, this defeats one of the main purposes of credit
unions, which is to serve the small saver. High interest rates, of
course, increases the consumer's prices. Thus, a member, in an
effort to take care of his family, will forego loan payments and
savings; and this has caused a drastic increase on our bankruptcies
and delinquencies in the credit union field.

Many members will also withdraw their savings, rather than pay
the high interest rates. Here again, they drain the cash from the
credit union, and not leaving us anything to loan out to our mem-
bers.

It also dictates that we must be more careful and screen our loan
applicants more carefully. Again, this hurts those who probably
most desparately are in need of a loan.



Generally, this is how the overall high interest rates are affect-
ing us. In fact, we're having another meeting tomorrow to deter-
mine whether we should raise our rates again on our loans just to
cover these interest rates.

Tha't all I have to say.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you.
Mr. Marvel.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS A. MARVEL, SENIOR VICE PRESI-
DENT, LOYOLA FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION,
BALTIMORE, MD.
Mr. MARVEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Thomas A. Marvel. I'm senior vice president with

Loyola Federal Savings & Loan Association and chief lending offi-
cer.

I would like to address my comments today to high interest rates
and their impact on the thrift industry and relate that somewhat
to the local economy.

I think it is kind of instructive to take a look at some of the
changes that have affected our industry over the last couple of
years.

As you all know, we have been fixed-rate, long-term, residential
lenders for many, many years. That has been our sole purpose.

We have been, for a number of years, borrowing short and lend-
ing long, if you will. That has worked out pretty well for us when
we had moderate inflation; but we have added some regulation on
our savings rates that we paid our savers, but that is kind of out
the window now.

A couple of years ago, we entered into a phase of deregulation.
And the first thing that was attacked was our savings account, our
savings portfolio, which we referred to as the liability side of our
balance sheet. And we are how paying-I would say that 60 per-
cent of our savings base is reflective of market rates; and probably
100 percent will be over the next 3 or 4 years, as the DIDC makes
its final actions.

Just to give you an idea of how the rates have moved on us, in
1980, our money market certificate rate, which represents about 40
to 45 percent of our total savings base now-in 1980, it moved from
7% percent to 15.70 percent in just a period of 6 to 9 months,
which is a lot if you. think about the impact that it has on us.

The other side of our balance sheet is that the asset side-and
that is made up of fixed-rate, long-term, residential loans-that
rate-that the yield on that, the asset side of our balance sheet,
has not moved anywhere near that. It moves maybe 5 or 10 basis
points a year. So, what that has done, it has put us in a negative
spread. It means we are losing money.

I would say that maybe 60 to 70 percent of the S. & L.'s in this
State, as well as in the country, are losing money right now. It is
as simple as that. There is no way we can do anything else but.

The other problem that we have, of course, is that we are seeing
our money flow out, our savings base eroded because of the money
market funds. We are losing substantial deposits. Over the last 7
months, we have lost a lot of dollars. And the growth of the money
market funds really parallels the erosion of our savings base. We



don't see any improvement in the situation at all in the near
future.

I think the money market funds are the product of high inflation
and high interest rates and the negative yield curve. The bottom
line of all of this is that 60 to 75 percent of the residential mort-
gage lenders are out of the market; they don't have money tolend
because they are losing savings dollars.

And as I said, the prospects for 1982 are not very good. We are
witnessing a consolidation in the thrift industry and in the banking
industry. We have seen mergers; we are going to see more merg-
ers-it is inevitable.

I think that the building industry, the real estate industry are
virtually at a standstill. We used to be an active construction
lender. We used to have a number of builders come in for project
loans. I have yet to have the first builder walk through my office
door this year; they can't do it. Their projects will not support 20
percent interest rates; they just not will do it.

And again, the prospects are not good.
We have had a recent proposal for the All-Savers Certificate,

which is held to be the panacea for our industry. Wrong, Not so. I
don't perceive that to be the panacea. I think that, in the short
run, it will help us, because it will reduce our cost of money. But
there is no way that I can take the money and make long-term
residential real estate loans with it because of the short-term
nature of that certificate.

If they take that away from me in 15 months and all that
moneys disintermediates again, I have got a terrible liquidity prob-
lem. So, I don't see that as being a panacea. I see it as being a help
to reduce the cost of money and stop the outflows.

I really have no other comments. I would be happy to answer
any questions.

And thank you, again, for the opportunity to testify.
Senator SARBANES. Gentlemen, thank you very much.
Mr. Marvel, let me ask you this question. You say that 60 to 70

percent of the S. & L.'s in this area are not making loans?
Mr. MARVEL. Yes, sir.
Senator SARBANEs. And the ones that are making them, at what

rates are they making them?
Mr. MARVEL. We are at 18 percent, and I think that is pretty

much the market. And quite frankly, if I had a substantial volume
of loan requests at 18 percent, I would move the rate, because I just
don't have the dollars to make the loans.

Senator SARBANES. So you would move it upward?
Mr. MARVEL. I would move it up; that's right.
Senator SARBANES. Have late payments on mortgages gone up

significantly over this period-and foreclosures?
Mr. MARVEL. No, they haven't. Our delinquency has held pretty

constant. We have seen bankruptcies go up because of the favora-
ble bankruptcy laws, but the late payments and foreclosures have
remained pretty constant. And we could be bucking a trend. I
understand that, nationwide, they have moved up a little bit.

Senator SARBANES. Now, Mr. Devlin, what is the situation with
the credit unions in terms of making credit available to your
customers?



Mr. DEVLIN. We are still issuing loans. And as I said, we are
talking tomorrow-having a meeting tomorrow on our loan rates.
Right now we're charging 15 percent on a personal loan. We are
paying over 15 on our money market and 17 on the 30-month
certificates. So, you can't keep doing business that way.

We care going to have to raise our loan rates to help cover the
certificates.

Senator SARBANES. How would you characterize -the current
health of the credit union industry?

Mr. DEVLIN. That is a hard question to answer. It depends upon
what industry your credit union is located in. We are very favora-
ble, I think, because we are located in a governmental agency. In
other words, we are not having layoffs, like the steel industry and
the automobile industry. They are really hurting-those credit
unions. But ours, in the governmental credit union-credit
unions-I think, are holding their own. But we're still having a
problem of having to pay those high rates and covering those high
rates.

If we don't offer the money markets or the savers' certificates,
then we don't get the money. They will take their money out and
go down the street- you see, we're surrounded in Towson, here, by
every bank and savings and loan in the State of Maryland. So, we
are in competition with them.

At one time, everybody said the credit union was just a little old
family affair. Not any more.

Senator SARBANES. Could you both address the deposit flows into
and out of the S. & L.'s and the credit unions over the last few
years? What has happended there? I think we ought to get that on
the record.

Mr. MARVEL. OK.
Well, since the first of this year, we have seen substantial deposit

outflows. And that has been pretty much throughout the industry
within the State, and nationwide as well, And, of course, most of
this money-or a great deal of the money has gone to the unregu-
lated money market funds.

We are having a great deal of difficulty competing with these
funds, because they are paying higher rates than we can pay; and,
of course, because of the nature of the liquidity-it is an in-and-out
situation-they can withdraw their money at any time. So, I would
say that is where the bulk of the money has gone.

Previous, or prior to that, we had positive inflows, in 1980 and
1979, if my recollection serves me. I'm not sure of the exact
amount, but we did have positive inflows until we got into a period
of high interest rates and high inflation.

Senator SARBANES. What is your expectation for the future if
these rates continue at these high levels?

Everyone is always promising that they will go down; and, obvi-
ously, that is a very deep concern on the part of many of us.

But, just to sketch out a scenario, what is your expectation of
how things will go if the rates continue at these high levels for a
substantial period of time?

Mr. MARVEL. Well, I don't think that they can continue at these
high levels for 2 or 3 years. if they do, then I think we face the
prospects of a very severe depression. Businesses can pay 20 and 25



percent for 6 or 8 months, but I don't think they can pay that kind
of rate for 2 or 3 years; it is inconceivable to me.

Mr. DEVLIN. Well, I guess we have been lucky, because we have a
stable membership, the Baltimore County employees and their im-
mediate families. But we do lose the money market funds. We can't
compete with them. We don't try to compete. We just wish the
member good luck when he takes his umpteen thousand out.

And, as I say, we try. We haven't had a bit withdrawal. We have
had a big drain on loans lately. And there, again, I guess the poor
soul is trying to keep up with his bills.

Senator SARBANES. Well, would you say your members are stay-
ing with you out of--

Mr. DEVLIN. Loyalty. Absolutely.
Senator SARBANES. And do you expect that to continue, or are

you concerned that if the pressures stay as they are--
Mr. DEVLIN. We have a certain group of investors, as any institu-

tion does. In other words, if we don't offer the best rate, they're
going to take it and go down the street. And we try to compete the
best way we can. But as i say, we're not going to try to compete
with the money market funds; it is impossible.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Marvel, what was the figure you used for
the Nation's S. & L.'s that you said were currently losing money?

Mr. MARVEL. I would estimate that probably 60 percent of the
Nation's S. & L.'s are in a negative-spread posture at this point.

Senator SARBANES. And would you say that is true of the S. &
L.'s here?

Mr. MARVEL. Yes, that is-true of the S. & L.'s here, as well.
Senator SARBANES. Looking back over the last few years, what

has happended to the composition of your deposits in terms of
percentages?

Mr. MARVEL. Well, over the past few years, of course, a substan-
tial amount of our deposit base was held in the passbook account.
And of course, as the certificate came on the scene, some of that
passbook money moved into the certificate accounts. And as the
money market certificate account came on the scene, the a major-
ity of the deposit base moved into that account.

I would say we, in our association, probably have 40 percent of
our desposit base in the money market certificate. That is the 6-
mongh certificate. We also have a small percentage of our deposit
base in jumbo certificates, or those are certificates that are
$100,000 and above. We probably have 1 to 2 percent in jumbo-
and I guess the national average is probably 10 to 15 percent-
simply because we have not been aggressive for that type of certifi-
cate. We didn't need the liqudity. We didn't want to pay the high
interest rates.

But most of our deposit base has moved to shorter term, market-
sensitive instruments. That is the problem, not that the problem is
deregulation-I'm not opposed to that. I think, in retrospect, we
made the mistake-we deregulated the liability side of our balance
sheet, and we should have started with the asset side, maybe 4 or 5
years, to give us time to position that, then deregulate the other
side. It would have worked then, I think.

Senator SARBANES. Is the composition of your asset base chang-
ing as well?



Mr. MARVEL. No, unfortunately not, because we are not making
loans. We don't have the money to make loans. It is changing, but
not at the rate which we hoped it would change. Our portfolio
ordinarily would roll over every 8 to 10 years; it would completely
turn over. But that is, our course, when we were active lenders.

In our very active years, we were making $200 to $260 million in
loans. This year, we will be very lucky to close $75 million in loans.
So, you can see the decline in lending.

Senator SARBANES. What kind of reaction are you getting from
consumers-well, first of all, are they coming to you? And, second
of all, if they are, what kind of reaction are you getting?

Mr. MARVEL. At this point, they're not coming to us. Because of
all of the publicity and the high interest rates, they realize that it
is very difficult to qualify for an 18 percent loan.

And quite frankly, unless you really have to have a house or a
mortgage, you're not going to look for an 18 percent loan, you're
going to sit back and wait for better times, hopefully. So, they have
really stopped coming at this point.

That's not to say the demand is not there, because we were
active in the Baltimore City residential bond program, and we had
some $45 million to lend. And that was all committed and loaned
within a matter of 2 or 3 weeks. Those were rates of around 11 to
12 percent. So the demand -is there-there's no question about it-
but not at 18 percent.

Senator SARBANES. Is there a significant difference in the rate,
depending upon the down payment? I saw some figures that indi-
cated there was no difference.

Mr. MARVEL. No, there is no significant difference.
Senator SARBANES. So, whether you put 5 percent down or 20

percent down, you're still paying about the same?
Mr. MARVEL. You're still paying about the same rate; that's

correct.
Senator SARBANES. What, for an average-priced home, would the

monthly payment be?
Mr. MARVEL. I would say that you are probably close to-with

the tax and insurance payments, you are probably close to $700 or
$800 a month.

Senator SARBANES. What kind of income would you expect a
borrower to have to carry that monthly payment?

Mr. MARVEL. I would think that you would need probably $30,000
to $35,000 a year.

Senator SARBANES. Well, gentlemen, this has been very helpful.
We're going to hear from the homebuilders next, which, of

course, ties right in with the problems you face.
I must say, to the S. & L.'s, as a member of the Senate Banking

Committee, I have been quite concerned about your financial situa-
tion. The S. & L.'s have performed an enormously important func-
tion over the years in encouraging home ownership in this country.
I think that it has been a very productive contribution.

And it is a matter of extreme concern that organizations which
have operated extremely effectively are now facing grave obstacles
to continuing operations. I don't think there is any valid charge of
mismanagement or bad practices. We are talking about some of the
most viable and effective of the institutions confronting external



pressures that create a situation which has placed them in a situa-
tion of some jeopardy.

I think it is important to try to get these things back in balance
so at least they can go on doing their business in a productive way.

Thank you very much, gentlemen, for your testimony.
We will now go on to David Thaler of the Omega Land Develop-

ment Co. and George Schnader of the George L. Schnader Builders,
Inc.

STATEMENT OF DAVID S. THALER, OMEGA LAND DEVELOP-
MENT CORP., BALTIMORE, MD., AND VICE PRESIDENT, BALTI-
MORE COUNTY CHAPTER, HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATION OF
MARYLAND
Mr. THALER. Senator Sarbanes, ladies and gentlemen, my name

is David Thaler. For the record, my offices are at 11 Warren Road,
Baltimore, Md.

This afternoon, I represent the Home Builders Association of
Maryland. The Home Builders Association represents approximate-
ly 1,000 member firms, who conduct business in the Baltimore
metropolitan region. In normal times, our firms employ approxi-
mately 40,000 individuals.

By way of personal introduction, I am a consultant civil engi-
neer, a builder, and a land developer. My family firm has been in
the home building business in Baltimore City and Baltimore
County for over 35 years. I am here today to express my serious
concerns on behalf of our membership, about the tight money and
high interest rate policy presently enforced by the Federal Reserve
Board.

It is a great privilege, Senator Sarbanes, to testify here. But the
thought occurred to me to be a little bit theatric, and I thought
that I would go over to the sheriffs department and borrow one of
his foreclosure notices, and tack it up on the wall. But the situation
simply defies drama and defies rhetoric. Simply speaking, we are
an industry that is literally haunted by the spectre of bankruptcy.
We are having difficulty in meeting our obligations and making
our payrolls.

The cause is simply the unprecedented continued high level of
interest rates and its effect, of course, upon housing sales. Here in
Baltimore County, the home building industry has suffered as
deeply as any place in the country. Our production is off 65 percent
from normal levels. The July building permit figures show that we
took out just over 1,000 building permits during 1981; during a
similar period in 1978, the building industry in Baltimore County
had used almost 3,000 building permits.

There are virtually no multiple-family units begun in Baltimore
County in 1981. With the continued conversion of the housing stock
to condominiums, I am afraid that if this trend continues, there
portends a severe housing shortage. According to the regional plan-
ning council, the normal niarket demand in Baltimore County
would have the building industry produce about 5,000 units annual-
ly, at an average price of $75,000 per unit. This represents annual
sales of $375 million.

According to economists at the National Association of Home
Builders, the true economic impact of this is found by using a
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multiplier of at least two times. The full economic impact can then
be calculated to be at least $750 million. This means that with
building activity off by more than 65 percent from where it should
be, the loss to the county is more than $480 million.

Also, according to the U.S. Department of Commerce, each new
house represents 1.7 man-years of employment. For Baltimore
County, this means almost 8,500 jobs in a normal year; the current
drop in building means the loss of more than 5,000 jobs.

I would just add that the generally accepted figure in Baltimore
County is that approximately one out of every eight jobs is some-
how related to the construction industry, if not in home building
itself, then in home furnishings or manufacturing or one of the
related areas.

Homebuilding, as well as other small businesses, cannot wait any
longer to begin getting interest rates back to reasonable levels.
Congress has approved the President's economic program, and it
was our hope that once this approval was secured, that interest
rates would drop quickly. However, of late, even the administra-
tion's economists have been saying that rates will continue to stay
high, at least through the end of this year.

We feel that this is an unacceptable situation. We also feel that
the current interest rates are much too high, based upon the
current inflation rate. The normal spread between prime rate and
the Consumer Price Index has been between 3 and 4 points; today,
that spread is well over 12 points.

Additionally, we note that credit is being diverted toward non-
productive activities, such as corporate takeovers and the like. We
understand that some $35 billion in credit was tied up by the large
corporations, merely in the recent bidding war for Conoco.

The other, and perhaps more insidious, effect* of high interest
rates has been to divert the S. & L. industry into short-term money
market instruments. In America, we have traditionally financed
our homebuilding industry by our savings and loan industry. Now,
Europe is a little bit different.

Now, there are two problems. It is bad enough-the construction
industry typically has construction loans and permanent loans;
both are bad. The construction loans are typically two points above
the prime rate or, at today's rate, somewhere around 22 percent.
That is intolerable. But what is more intolerable is the affect on
permanent lending, because permanent rates are on the order of 18
percent, and the money is simply not available. There are almost
no new housing sales in the housing industry.

In conclusion, Senator, it is our hope that Government can re-
lieve the situation at once. Certainly, I would note that if Govern-
ment does not resolve it, the voters will make this a number one
issue at this time next year. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Thaler follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID S. THALER

My name is David Thaler. I am vice president of the Baltimore County Chapter of
the Home Builders Association of Maryland. I am here today to protest, on behalf of
our membership, the tight money, high interest rate policy presently enforced by
the Federal Reserve Board.

Home building, as well as other small businesses cannot wait any longer to begin
getting interest rates back to reasonable levels. Congress has approved the Presi-
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dent's economic program. It was our understanding that once this approval was
secured the interest rates would drop quickly. However, of late, even the Adminis-
tration's economists have been saying that rates will continue to stay high at least
through the end of this year. We feel this is an unacceptable situation.

We also feel that current interest rates are much too high based upon the current
inflation rate. I understand that the spread between the prime rate and the consum-
er price index should be about 3V2 to 4 points. Today that spread is over 12 points.

Additionally, we find credit being diverted toward nonproductive activities such
as corporate takeovers and the like. We've been advised that some $35 billion in
credit was tied up by large corporations in the recent bidding war for Conoco.

There is a feeling among the membership of this Association, as well as others in
small businesses, that this whole question of high interest rates is not receiving the
kind of attention it should be receiving from the Congress and the Administration.

Here in Baltimore County the home building industry has suffered as deeply as
any place in the country. Our production is off 65 percent from normal levels. The
July building permit figures show that we took out just over 1,000 building permits
during 1981. During a similar period in 1978, the building industry in Baltimore
County had used almost 3,000 building permits. The principal cause for this decline
has been the high interest rate policies of the Federal Reserve Board.

According to the Regional Planning Council normal market demand in Baltimore
County would have the building industry produce about 5,000 units annually. At an
average price of $75,000 this represents annual sales of $375 million. And according
to economists at the National Association of Home Builders, the true economic
impact of this is found by using a multiplier of at least two times (2X). The full
economic impact can then be calculated to be at least $750 million. This means that
with building activity off by more than 65 percent from where it should be the loss
to the county is more than $480 million dollars.

Also, according to the U.S. Department of Commerce each new house represents
1.7 man-years of employment. For Baltimore County this means almost 8,500 jobs in
a normal year. The current drop in building means the loss of more than 5,000 jobs.

It is our hope that government can relieve this situation at once. For certainly, if
government does not resolve it, voters will make this the number one issue this
time next year.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much.
Mr. Schnader, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE L. SCHNADER, JR., GEORGE L.
SCHNADER, JR., INC., BUILDERS, BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. SCHNADER. Senator Sarbanes, ladies and gentlemen, as a
homebuilder for the past 32 years, and a past president of the
Home Builders Association of Maryland, I am not here today testi-
fying before you to complain, to tell you about interest rates, or
that housing needs are not being met. Nor, am I here about sewer
and water moratoriums, because you read the papers and I am
sure that you are aware of thest problems.

I am testifying today to try to explain the seriousness of the
housing market today, and to give you the opportunity to respond
to our situation.

We are not just in a depression in housing, we are not on the
way down-we are down. I am not saying "save the jobs" for the
plumbers, the electricians, or for the mechanics, the heart of our
business, because, for the most part, they are gone.

I am not talking about saving the administration-type jobs, the
secretarial, time keepers, sales people, because most of them are
gone also. These people are off our payrolls; they are now on the
Government and the taxpayers.

When housing starts drop to an annual rate of less than a
million and there is a 9-month inventory of new housing, when
preowned homes cannot be sold because financing is not available,
when small and large builders are rapidly disappearing, when FHA
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and VA market rates are 16.5 percent plus 8 points, when conven-
tional buyers must pay 18 percent to 18.5 percent interest rates
plus 2 to 3 points and have a bank connection on top of this, with
no assurance of getting mortgages, when construction mortgages
are 3 to 4 points above floating prime rate, the housing industry is
as destitute as it can get without being considered completely dead.

When the unemployment rate in housing has reached 20 per-
cent-and, in all probability, will hit a 30-percent level by the end
of the year-I think it is pretty clear that the home and apartment
industry and allied industries are bearing an unfair share.

The monetary policies of our Federal Reserve Board have been
disastrous in the past, and are proving to be even more disastrous
now.

A $60,000 mortgage at 1977's rate of 9 percent would have re-
quired principal and interest payments of $482.78 an month. At 18
percent, the payment becomes $904.26, or almost double.

The recently passed "all savers act" will do nothing to increase
the supply of mortgage funds or reduce the cost of mortgage
money. The housing industry simply cannot wait any longer. We
must have a reduction in interest rates, unless it is the intent of
the Federal Reserve to bankrupt the industry.

Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you, sir, for a very powerful state-

ment.
First of all, let me ask you how many home builders are in the

practice of buying down the interest rate for the purchasers in this
area?

Mr. THALER. I would say it is a common practice. I don't know
the exact number. Quite a few.

Senator SARBANES. And how does that affect the price of a home
that is being sold?

Mr. SCHNADER. Well, it affects the price. You know, you have
inventory now, Senator, and you're willing to buy down the inter-
est rates in order to make some kind of a deal, you know, even just
so that you can get out with your whole skin. Because, generally a
builder, after his construction money is gone, he has no income,
unless he is diversified in the apartment house industry and so
forth, and has other investments.

But the average builder, on a national level, produces less than
10 houses a year, and this small builder is really being clobbered.

Senator SARBANES. For what period do you usually buy down the
interest rate?

Mr. SCHNADER. That would depend, I think, on the deal you
make with the lending institution. You may buy a 6-month forward
commitment or a year forward commitment. It would all depend
how you put your deal together. And then your points may have to
be up front, maybe, at the time of settlement. You don't know this.

But many builders in today's market have bought down interest
rates, and they're still not selling these houses. Maybe he put a lot
of money up front. He has got a 6-month commitment, so he loses
that.

Senator SARBANES. Let me ask you this. I have always been
concerned about what the ups and downs in home building do to
the efficiency of your work force. You talked earlier about losing



carpenters and plumbers. And one of the things we want to encour-
age in our economy is a more efficient production, it seems to me.

What is happening to the homebuilder, in terms of holding on to
their skilled work force and keeping it together as a functioning
unit, for the purposes of production?

Mr. THALER. One of the most serious problems that home build-
ers recognize is the problem of the warranty, or producing the
properly guaranteed product. And the homebuilding industry has
attempted to solve that with its home owners warranty program,
and the Federal Trade Commission has made certain other propos-
als.

But the fact is that the boom and bust cycles are so intense in
the home building industry that the carpenters and the bricklayers
and the skilled craftsmen are laid off during the bust cycles, and
during the boom cycles it's very difficult to get equal skill back in
time.

The same with the manufacturers. The manufacturers lay off
productive capacity during the bust cycles, and are reluctant to put
it back on during the expansionary cycles. So it has a very serious
effect on our ability to produce a high quality product.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Schnader, did you want to address that?
Mr. SCHNADER. Well, the history of housing, Senator, has

shown-in the last 15 years, we have had four credit crunches; we
had one in 1966, one in 1970, one in 1974 or 1975, and this most
recent one started in late 1979. And each time, the cost of housing
has gone up considerably.

One of the reasons is, as Mr. Thaler has said, we lose our
personnel. And you have got to attract these men, and every time
you gear up again, it seems like, in this industry, and you take the
apprentice boy and try to train him, and you start to gear up, right
away you are hit with another money crunch and, you know, you
are down again.

Now, most builders, basically, I would say, are out of business. If
you build today, with the high cost of money, you are building a
monument, generally speaking. And you can't build apartments,
because you can't put the figures together.

And if you would take it one step further, and take out-in the
permits that Mr. Thaler quoted earlier, that have come in the
metropolitan area of Baltimore, if you take out subsidized housing,
your permit structure on conventional starts would be way down,
because there is very little conventional building today. Most of the
building that is going on at the larger jobs are a product of subsi-
dized housing.

Senator SARBANES. I want to pursue this point a little further. I
think it is very important, in terms of efficiency and cost in the
home building industry. As I understand it, a lot of homebuilders
will make a lot of sacrifices to try to hold their working force
together, if they can do that.

Would you say that the conditions have been so serious in recent
times that most homebuilders are beyond that point-they have
simply had to let their work force go and in effect, disband it?

Or are they still trying-and still able, in some instances-to
hold it together?



Mr. THALER. The unemployment in the home building industry is
as serious as we have ever seen it, and most of the good employees
have been laid off or have sought other jobs.

I would just add, Senator, that home building is a very long-
range form of business. Typically, from conception to the finishing
of the final house, it is a 5-year period for an average developer.
One that I'm working on now is in its 15th year, and that is
unusual, but not that rare.

It used to be that the interest rate moved a quarter of a point a
month-a point a year-and that you could predict 5 years from
now, with reasonable assurance, what the economic conditions
would be. Not any more. The Federal funds rate moved 3 points on
Friday. So the short-term conditions are changing much more rap-
idly than our long-term industry is able to cope with. And in that
uncertainty, we are not able to produce.

Senator SARBANES. When you go for financing, is the financing
not available or, if available, is it at a cost so high that you don't
have any customers? Or both?

Mr. THALER. There is an agency called the Peak Reports-and
it's printed in the Sunpapers-that follows the financing from all
the lending institutions.

In answer to your question, briefly, there is no financing around.
There are-every week that the reports come out, we see an ero-
sion of the number of open institutions; and the only institutions
still available for mortgaging are the very small banks on the
Eastern Shore and in western Maryland, that deal with their very
small communities.

Essentially, there is no mortgage money available, at any price.
Mr. SCHNADER. Senator, I would like to comment a little bit

further on that. Essentially, there is no mortgage money.
Now, you know, a builder can go out and he can make a con-

struction loan today, but the lender is going to tie him up so tight
that he can't afford it. He's going to put such limits on it. Now,
that lender may be willing to make you a construction mortgage
above floating prime, but it is very rare in today's market that a
lender will commit to the- end loan, which is the permanent financ-
ing. And this is just not available.

Our secondary markets, such as FNMA and FHLMC, are in utter
chaos. As I recited in my speech, when you're talking-you know,
on Friday, the points were 8.

Now, I have a subdivision, in Baltimore City, on a $50,000 town-
house. Now, if I close that loan under VA and FHA, on a $50,000
townhouse, I'm going to pay $4,000 to get the mortgage. Now,
that's unheard of. I don't have that kind of profit in a $50,000
townhouse.

Senator SARBANES. What are you paying?
What is the current cost of a construction loan that you say you

can get?
Mr. THALER. Construction loans are typically 2 to 3 points above

prime, which would put it at 22 or 23 percent today, plus 2 or 3
points origination fee. That is generally available; it is the perma-
nent loans that are essentially unavailable.

To say it again, the homebuilding industry runs, or is financed,
on permanent loans. -



Senator SARBANES. Mr. Schnader, could you repeat again the
figures that were in your prepared statement, on the difference in
the monthly payment, related to the different interest rates and
the sales figure?

Mr. SCHNADER. Senator, on a $60,000 mortgage, in 1977, with 30-
year amortization at 9 percent, the payment was $482.78 a month.
Now, at an 18-percent rate, that payment jumps to $904.26.

Senator SARBANES. The same 30 years, I take it?
Mr. SCHNADER. The same 30 years. Now, remember that does not

include their taxes and their insurance payment. So, that $904
payment goes over $1,000.

Senator SARBANEs. The figures you are giving are just for the
interest and principal payments?

Mr. SCHNADER. Yes, sir.
Senator SARBANES. Well, it's no wonder nobody is coming to you

to buy homes, obviously, with those kinds of figures.
How do you see the situation of the financial institutions that

you deal with?
What concerns do you have in that regard?
Mr. THALER. What we see is essentially what was expressed by

the two lenders who appeared before us. The savings and loans are
losing money, are suffering disintermediation, don't have any
money to lend, and are in chaos. The savings and loans have been
the primary source of owner financing during the 1950's, 1960's,
and 1970's, during our history.

Senator SARBANES. Do the homebuilders have a concern that the
evolution of the financial institutions is such that they may be
moving, general speaking, away from financing homeownership,
where I think we have done really an impressive job, compared
with other countries?

If you look at the percentage terms and the availability of home
ownership, what we have done is a major achievement, I think, of
this society. I now see developing a trend where there are not going
to be any financial institutions whose primary focus is financing
home ownership. This will impact upon the homebuilders, in terms
of the source and availability of funds.

Do you see that happening?
Mr. SCHNADER. I see the concern about that. The savings and

loans basically made home mortgages, and with the recent deregu-
lations, they are almost a commercial bank in today's market. And,
you know, they have been burned by the fixed-rate mortgages-
let's face it. And as the previous gentlemen testified, you have a
negative spread.

So, I see savings and loans going into many other fields, where
they now have their powers, and they will put less money into
home mortgage financing. I think that is evident. It is there. It has
happended. We put the savings and loan industry in the condition
it is today.

Senator SARBANES. How much pent-up demand do you see for
housing?

Mr. THALER. "Pent-up demand" is a strange term. The theory
goes that the baby boom is coming of age and entering its 1930's
now, and that traditionally they should be demanding single-family
homes, and the traditional accepted number is that the demand is



2 million houses a year, nationally. However, demand is a function
of price, and at the current-the assumption of pent-up demand
assumes normal housing prices, normal carrying costs.

Because carrying costs are so high, there is no demand. Demand
is zero, because nobody can afford to buy a house. Demand is very
close to zero.

Senator SARBANES. Now, Mr. Thaler, you talked about this shift
to condominiums. Does that require credit, frequently, in order to
do it?

What is it that make that feasible?
Mr. THALER. The condominium conversion is being forced along

by other market forces. There are no permanent rates, and other
rates are so high that nobody can afford to build new apartments.
Because there are no new apartments being built, there is no great
demand in the existing housing stock, so that rental rates are
arising at a very high rate-lower than the Consumer Price Index,
but the increase in rents is very high.

Nonetheless, this is constrained by tenant dissatisfaction, and the
solution seems to be to convert to condominums, and sell them.

Senator SARBANES. Now, what about your suppliers?
Obviously, this works back upon them and affects their employ-

ment situation as well. Does it affect their pricing policy?
Mr. THALER. We found prices beginning to drop. The suppliers

are as devastated as the home building industry. The lumber deal-
ers, the brick dealers, the bathroom manufacturers, the tile manu-
facturers-and their prices are beginning to drop.

Senator SARBANES. Do you want to comment on that, Mr.
Schnader?

Mr. SCHNADER. Well, prices are in some-in some phases are
dropping a little bit, but not a considerable amount. And once this
thing starts up again-and I think we saw this about 30 days ago-
the lumber industry produces at something like 35 to 40 percent of
capacity. When you saw a strike in the lumber market, you saw
prices go up almost $30 to $1,000 overnight, because of the little bit
if inventory that is there.

History has shown that once this housing market turns, the
housing prices will go up considerably. We saw it from 1975 to
1980, where the price of a house doubled. And you can go all the
way back to 1960, when we started these crunches, with the Feder-
al Reserve's irresponsible policies. Each time that you knock the
industry down, the prices skyrocket.

Senator SARBANES. Well, this is the boom and bust syndrome
that we were talking about before. It affects the cost of your work
force, and is also reflected in the cost of your suppliers' work force,
as I understand it.

Gentlemen, this has been very helpful testimony, and we appre-
ciate your making yourselves available in order to help us with
this effort.

Thank you very much.
Mr. THALER. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. SCHNADER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator SARBANES. I think we will go now to the panel of real-

tors: Ms. Sara Broadbent; and I understand Bill Byrnes is going totestify in place of Jim O'Connor; and Mr. Robert Schmidt.



STATEMENT OF ROBERT N. SCHMIDT, CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER, RUSSELL T. BAKER & CO., BALTIMORE. MD.

Mr. SCHMIDT.. Mr. Chairman, I don't think any of us have any
particular prepared statements, but we would like to bring some
points to your attention. We appreciate this opportunity to appear
before this hearing today. Within the Greater Baltimore area, the
amount of resales that took place in the month of July relative to
last year were 14 percent below last year in numbers. The dollar
volume, however, was off 25 percent.

Now part of the reason for that, of course, is that there are a
number of lower priced houses being sold these days for a variety
of reasons, one of them being the city bond issue that Mr. Marvel
mentioned to you a little earlier, and also the fact that nearly 50
percent of the sales have been properties in which there has been
what is frequently referred to as creative or alternative types of
financing, which are including short-term secondary notes held by
second sellers, sellers subsidizing buyers' payments, negotiating
current mortgage holders to grant a rollover at below current
market rates and also employer assistance.

Home buyers, right at this time, are faced with monthly housing
costs that are double what they were last July, just 14 months ago,
when considering the current mortgage interest cost of 17 to 18
percent, coupled with the current increased real estate taxes and
insurance and utility cost just 14 months ago, the monthly pay-
ments would have been half what they are today.

In July of last year, the mortgage rates got down to the rate of
10 percent. Home sellers are also finding that because of high
interest rates for buyers, it is taking a much longer additional
amount of time to find qualified buyers. Sales of lower priced
homes to first-time buyers have been squenched, particularly, since
the latest move just 2 weeks ago, where the FHA-VA rate was
increased at one fell swoop by 7 percent, when it went from 1512 to
162 percent and the point discount to the sellers which was al-
ready stated here are running in the 6- to 8-percent category.

The sales of properties with assumable mortgages is a large
segment of the volume, but the usury ceiling on second mortgages
which is 16 percent is stymieing the ability to have WRAP mort-
gages which combine the first mortgage existing with a second
mortgage to make the payments lower for the home buyer. And the
typical husband and wife today in eastern Baltimore County might
be where one of the family members is working at Sparrows Point
and another might be a part-time nurse and they might have a
combined family income of $28,000. If you want to buy a $45,000
townhouse, which is the normal in zone 6, and even though they
are being qualified on the basis of 30 to 35 percent of their monthly
income, they still cannot afford to buy that price-range house
which is still considerably below what is frequently described in
the media as a medium house at the $63,000 to $73,000 level.

And so again the home buyers are again bearing the brunt of
poor Federal fiscal and economic policy, high deficit spending and
excessive slow money growth.

Within the real estate industry itself, the residential real estate
brokers are having increased cost, their fixed costs, their CPI in-
dexes for rents, insurance, E. & 0. insurance, telephones, advertis-



ing, staff salaries and fringes, all of these kinds of things. And
there is an inability to pass all of these increased expenses. All
costs for operating real estate brokerage offices have been at least
as much as the increases in home prices, and the effect, certainly,of the inability to reduce these costs would produce financial hard-ships on real estate brokers, which reduces profits, which reduces
taxes.

A firm that might have had a $100,000 tax liability in 1979,
wherein the circumstances of this increased high interest rate pro-
hibiting sales could well mean that that firm would not only not bepaying taxes to support the spending, but they would be looking forrebates of their taxes and be doing it in reverse, as a matter of fact.

So the services to the customers have increased. Because it istaking longer to produce buyers, it means that the real estate sales
associates are having to take longer time with more expensive
transportation. There is a requirement for more advertising at
greater expense for longer periods of time. There is an extension of
the cash flow to the broker, when he creates a sale, instead oflooking to a settlement to occur within 30 to 60 days, may well be
looking for a settlement to occur within 60 to 120 days.

And the cost of the training even has gone up because of the
need for realtor associate licensees to be much more knowledgeable
about all of the variety and kinds of financing that is available
today.

Now within the real estate industry we have seen that a number
of real estate firms, just as Mr. Schnader alluded to, the numbers
of homebuilders are, indeed, finding it necessary to close shop. Ipersonally have had calls from many brokers wanting to sell out.
I've talked to a half a dozen in the last 6 months. As a matter offact, we've acquired three. So we do see that the high interest rates
are having an extremely detrimental effect on the home seller andthe realtors that are involved in providing this service.

Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you.
Mr. Byrnes, please.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. BYRNES, WILLIAM J. BYRNES
REALTY, INC., TOWSON, MD.

Mr. BYRNES. Well, to tailgate right on to what Mr. Schmidt said
for some hard numbers about brokerage companies that are aliveand those that are not. Multiple-list statistics show that the
number of members, the number of brokers has decreased by 17percent from this time last year. You could interpret that to mean17 companies that have gone out of business. The number of oper-
ating offices has decreased by 12 percent, meaning that companies
have decided to close an office or terminate a certain activity in acertain area. That represents a very serious problem that wehaven't looked at.

I have another point that I think takes us away for 1 minutefrom the numbers and looks more to the emotional side of homebuying, and that is on the FHA-VA interest rate when it was at13%1/2 a buyer with, let's say, a $2,000-a-month income, $24,000 ayear, as we might have had a minute ago, with $20,000 in cash,that person was able to buy in the low $50,000 price range. With



the interest rate now, the FHA-VA at 162, they are able to buy
approximately $5,000 less.

Now that doesn't on the surface appear to be an extremely
difficult number to cope with, since we have talked about some
rather startling numbers. But what that does mean is that the
number of available properties from $45,000 to $55,000, based on
today's multiple-list current inventory, reduces by 50 percent. So
there are half as many houses for that buying couple to look at.

And to me that means a diminished response to the excitement,
to the emotional aspects to all of the traditional values that we're
used to in home buying. The home-buying process now becomes a

very tragic situation rather than a happy one. When your inven-
tory had 1,400 houses to look at, obviously you would not expect all
1,400, but that move in the interest rates reduced that available
inventory directly in half.

So without getting involved in economics, looking from the emo-
tional side, looking from the traditional values that we have here
of homeownership, we have seen people not in the marketplace,
simply because it is no longer fun, it is no longer an exciting great
event in the family. The only people who are still in the market-
place are those who have to buy. Those who have to for business
reasons or personal reasons who have to move. It is not fun to be in
the market, when you work with that kind of person. It really isn't.

So maybe that emotional approach might be of interest.
Senator SARBANES. That's interesting perspective.
Ms. Broadbent, would you proceed as you wish?

STATEMENT OF SARA H. BROADBENT, REISTERSTOWN, MD.

Ms. BROADBENT. One of the ironies, I think, of the whole situa-
tion that we have seen recently, a majority of our buyers are using
creative financing that Mr. Schmidt alluded. We rarely have to
check with the lenders to see what their interest rates are. It used
to be that you would check at least once a week, sometimes twice a
week. If you were taking a customer out to show him a home, you
would check before you went out.

Today most buyers can't afford it. You don't even have to bother
to check. It really doesn't matter whether the lender has the funds
or whether he doesn't, because the buyer can't afford to pay them
anyway. In using the creative financing, we have seen a lot of
sellers who, because of the position that they're put in, are taking
back some portion of the funds at a lower interest rate. That seller
expects to be paid for that, we have found.

We have found our sellers, when they can offer an assumable
mortgage at 9/ percent, a VA mortgage that he knows is assuma-
ble, he expects several thousand dollars more than the seller who
has the same house that does not have that kind of a mortgage.
And as a matter of fact, we have just recently sold two, I personal-
ly have, at those lower rates, at perhaps $2,000 more than the
market, the lower rates are not helping the inflationary factor,
because the buyers are paying the higher prices to get the lower
rates.

Senator SARBANES. What you get on one hand, you have to take
from the other.



Ms. BROADBENT. That's right, and that alos puts kind of a differ-
ent light on the picture when you are looking at your prices
nationally as well as locally, as far as the increase and the infla-tion on the price of homes. A lot of the reason for this inflation isbecause we are building and the sellers are building in these fac-tors and the lenders are. When there are 8 points involved on a$50,000 sale, you are talking about $4,000. Actually, that sale wasnot worth $50,000 to that seller at all.

Senator SARBANES. Well, that is a very interesting point. TheConsumer Price Index figure which showed that sharp jump, alsoshowed that a good deal of it relates to housing costs and tointerest rates. You get it both ways: the high interest rates become
a factor in inflation in terms of the price index and so do thehigher housing costs, which are being used in some instances, asyou point out, to offset a more attractive mortgage situation.

Let me ask this question: What percentage of home resales todayinvolve some kind of owner financing; has that gone up markedly;
and how does that compare?

Mr. SCHMIDT. I don't have specific figures on that. Within house,
we have been attempting to determine that, and it would appearthat it is somewhere in the 15- to 20-percent range. Prior to 2 yearsago, it would not have been one-hundredth of 1 percent in thisBaltimore market to be accepting this as a norm for seller take-back mortgages or even partial mortgages.

Senator SARBANES. If a house goes on the market today without
some kind of creative financing, what are the chances of its selling?Mr. BYRNES. Well, it certainly is diminished. Of course, the con-verse would be true. The more attractive the owner financing, themore chance it has to sell. It doesn't mean it sells immediately orfaster because of what Sally pointed out, but sometimes thesehouses carry very high price tags, but with a mortgage that-well,let me put it this way.

The existence of an assumable, a straight assumable first mort-gage is not always an attraction, because usually the equity that isrequired by the buyer is so substantial and, as you heard, withsecond mortgages at 16 percent, that sort of reduces the effective-
ness of a 9- and 10-percent assumable first mortgage, assumingthat the person had the cash in the first place.

So the only real benefit would be a seller who needs very little ofhis equity, so this would be the proverbial empty nester or a sellerso financially well off that he does not need this money to go onand purchase. That is somewhat unusual, so when you see thespecial financial flag, usually you have to look. That does not meanan unattractive situation necessarily. It means something thatneeds to be investigated.
As Bob pointed out, it is a day-by-day business. You cannot lookand see what is going on today based upon what went on yesterday.Each day is entirely new, and each listing is entirely new. Sellerfinancing could mean something entirely different.
So it is not that much of an attraction.
Senator SARBANES. Does anyone else want to add to that?
Mr. SCHMIDT. Just if I may, to make this statement, that anypiece of property is going to have a variety of attributes, andcertainly, a seller take-back financing under current market rates
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would be one of those kinds of attributes. Others wold be the
norm in the marketplace. The condition, the location, the particu-
lar type, style and the value, and if, in fact, there are additional
buyers coming in from out of town with the attraction of additional
industries in Maryland, and where there are some instances that
an employer will be called up to subsidize the purchaser's mort-
gage, than that kind of buyer is going to be attracted to this house
that may be on the market under this alternative, extraordinary
financing.

Senator SARBANES. That leads right into the next question I
wanted to ask, which is how families that must move, because of
company transfers or perhaps a military transfer or some other
comparable situation are being affected by this situation?

Ms. BROADBENT. We just recently sold a house that had been on
the market for close to a year. The people had been transferred.
They had been living in Illinous. They had a house they wanted to
buy they could not buy. They had been paying rent plus mortgage
payments here. They walked away, taking $5,000 less than what
they paid for the house a year ago, simply to get out from under
the pressure of two payments.

And this is not unusual when you list a property today. When we
listed a property 2 years ago, we would certainly expect it would be
sold, if it was priced right, if the condition was good and the
location was reasonable, within 3 months.

When you list a property today, unless there is something ex-
traordinary about it, you have got to be looking at 6 months and
maybe longer.

Senator SARBANES. Six months, 6 to 9 months?
Ms. BROADBENT. Yes; and anybody who doesn't prepare a seller

for this in today's market isn't doing the job right, in my opinion.
Mr. BYRNES. The transferee usually will not make the move at

all, unless there is some assistance by the corporation. A recent
transferee bought a home in New Jersey. The only reason why he
made the move at all, aside from career goals, was that he received
what was known as a mortgage interest differential factor. So the
company subsidizes the difference between what he had and what
he will have, and they do this for a couple of years perhaps, or
maybe for the life of the time he's on the job, meaning that if there
is not any economic benefit, aside from just as I said, salary and
career, they won't make the move at all.

Now these extra costs-a recent conference I attended had the
cost of a transferee move doubling in the last 3 years. These costs
to move these -people are passed on to you and I. There's no
question about it.

So unless there is some economic benefit besides the job, they
won't move at all.

Senator SARBANES. what percent of the companies make that
arrangement, would you estimate? Do you have any feel for that?

Mr. BYRNES. I would say that there are none that do not.
Mr. SCHMIDT. I feel that the larger-all of the larger corporations

do. Some of the smaller ones will have individualized kinds of
things. They won't have as much a blanket arrangement with their
total staff, but they will individualize them, depending upon the
characteristics of that particular employee.



Senator SARBANES. Of course it then becomes a disadvantage
that smaller businesses face in attracting talent in competition
with the larger concerns which are able to provide this subsidy tothe employees they are trying to attract.

Mr. SCHMIDT. That's right. I've seen statistics that indicate thatsomewhere over 70 percent of the major corporations do provide
this kind of subsidy for their employees. And today that is beingincluded for what they call "new hires," as well as those that arebeing transferred, current employees being transferred. And theyare making programs as well, here in Maryland, if a corporation isgoing expand and it wants to bring in a "new hire," as it's called,from out of State, doing the same kind of thing for him or her as
well.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Byrnes, I was interested in your descrip-
tion of the whole attitude which now prevails as you try to dobusiness. How much embitterment do you encounter amongst
people who are seeking a home on the one hand, or among sellerson the other, when they confront these situations and aren't ableto proceed in what they would regard as a reasonable way?

Mr. BYRNES. Well, it is present. It really is. It is very difficult togo to a seller today, to tell the seller that despite our talents andour abilities, it is going to take 6 months to get the house sold.They can't believe that. It is very difficult to go to a buyer who hashis goal set way up here and finds them diminished substantially.
I think our industry has done a very good job of attempting toget away from the problem that is referred to as sometimes ablaming the messenger for the message. The message is quite clearthat housing today is a very, very expensive situation. We findresentment, not directed to us necessarily, but to those who con-trol, those who are pulling the strings. Like "Why does there haveto be a 16'/2 FHA rate with"-as I left my office-"61/2 discount tothe seller. Where is the logic? Where is the intelligence in this?" Itis not there. So the resentment is based not necessarily at our salespeople or ourselves but to those who write the economic and thefiscal policy of this country. "It just doesn't make any sense."So we help them. We sooth it. We try to get the emotions out ofthe decisionmaking and bring it more into the fiscal situationwhich it now is. And the buyers buy and the sellers sell, neitherone of them ending up with what they wanted or what they hadlooked for.

So that is how we have handled. It is still there though. Youanswer the phone and have someone ask what the price is. Theycan handle the price, but then to ask what the monthly paymentwill be, as.we're prepared to do. For instances, I'm looking here ata Baltimore County $75,000 house, which is below average. Themonthly payment, principal and interest with 10 percent down is$1,125 a month and that requires an annual salary of $54,000 tobuy.
And that's not. Montgomery Country and that's not California.That is across the street. That causes the resentment. That iswhere the people who come-they can't believe that number.
Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you very much. You've been avery helpful panel and we appreciate it.



There have been some changes from the announced list in the
small business panel. Hallie Rice, the vice president of the Small
Business Council of the Baltimore County Chamber of Commerce,
and the president of EIL Instruments of Sparks, Md., is out of
town, and his testimony will be presented by Robert Cannon, who
is president of the Baltimore County Chamber of Commerce.

And we also have with us Raymond Seager, chairman of the
Small Business Council of the Baltimore County Chamber of Com-
merce and president of the Mary Proctor Tables Corp., and James
Grady, who is chairman of the governmental relations of the Small
Business Council of the Baltimore County Chamber and the owner
of Woodbrook Exxon in the 6200 block of North Charles Street.

I understand business obligations keep Ms. Dorsey from being
with us.

Gentlemen, we are very pleased to have you with us and to have
this opportunity to hear from the representatives of the chamber
and particularly of the small businesses council. Mr. Seager, I
think we will start with you.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND H. SEAGER, PRESIDENT, MARY
PROCTOR TABLES, INC., AND CHAIRMAN, SMALL BUSINESS
COUNCIL, BALTIMORE COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. SEAGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Raymond H. Seager, president of Mary Proctor Tables, Inc.,

and chairman of the Small Business Council of the Baltimore
County Chamber of Commerce.

The small business council represents 85 percent of the cham-
ber's 500 members.

If I may be blunt, high interest rates are driving many small
businesses to the wall. Let me cite a few critical potential conse-
quences of high interest rates:

Plans to replace necessary plant and equipment will be post-
poned and or abandoned. Reduced ability of business to expand;
impacts upon those seeking jobs, particularly minorities and other
disadvantaged groups. For many, current interest rates threaten
even survival profits, let alone profits that are enticing enough to
attract investors. Letting small business fail can lead to reduced
levels of competition, with potential disadvantages for the consum-
ing public. High interest rates limit our domestic firms' ability to
compete with foreign competition. Consumers lose when free cus-
tomer services are discontinued.

That concludes my statement on behalf of the small business
council. And at this time I would like to address the impact of high
interest rates on my business.

Mary Proctor Tables is a small manufacturing company, located
just over the city line, in Baltimore County. We are well within the
Federal Government's guidelines of being a small business and feel
we are representative of many of the Nation's small business com-
munity.

We employ 50 skilled and semiskilled persons, including supervi-
sory personnel. MPT has been active in employing minorities,
handicapped, ex-offenders, and economically disadvantaged.



We are considered an old-line company because the products we
make are in mature markets within the housewares industry. Our
products, mainly ironing boards, are dependent on new families
and new households.

As a small firm, we are seriously affected by high interest rates,
as outlined below:

One, conventional bank borrowings are almost impossible forsmaller firms due to deteriorating profits and declining net worths.Banks turn away from small businesses in times of difficulty andtight money, turning to the large, less risky, publicly held corpora-
tions.

Two, venture capital companies and SBIC's are looking at hightechnology companies because of the potential stock appreciation,
thus they ignore the old-line companies who for years have contrib-uted to our economy.

Three, accounts receivable and inventory are financed throughfactors who raise and lower rates based on a prime rate. Thisseriously diminishes our cash flow and ruins our competitive posi-tion when larger competition is paying less than prime and we pay5 points over prime.
Four, materials and material handling costs become higher, andwe must adjust our prices accordingly. If we raise our prices toohigh, we will lose our customers to our better-financed competition,whose borrowings are more favorable and able to absorb high costsfor a longer period of time.
Five, the higher the interest rates, the lower our profit andreturn on investment. Therefore, individual investors have no in-centive to invest in small, old-line firms when they can get 17 to 20percent return in money markets and avoid the risks and head-aches of small business.
In summary, small business will fall by the wayside if highinterest rates continue to impact:
First, profits,
Second, ability to attract equity investment and conventionalfinancing, and
Third, competitive pricing practices by larger competitors.
The demise of small businesses and related jobs will only creategreater pressure on social-economic problems for the entrepreneur,the economically disadvantaged, and the Nation.
I feel small business has been the backbone of the country'seconomy and we need an action plan.
Thank you for your interest and the time you have taken tolisten to the plight of a typical small businessperson in thesedifficult times.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Grady.

STATEMENT OF JAMES GRADY, OWNER, WOODBROOK EXXON,
BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. GRADY. Yes, Senator. Thank you.
I operate the Exxon service station on Charles Street, just northof the city line. I went into business in the spring of 1979.Most of the capital that I put into it for inventory and workingcapital came from savings I had accumulated in a previous career.



But I was determined to bring a modern car care center to the
Charles Street area, so I did take a loan to invest in some electron-
ic equipment for engine analysis, front end alinement, wheel bal-
ancing, and that type of service.

I went through my books over the weekend and pulled out a few
examples.

I took this loan out on April 27, 1979, at an interest tied to

prime. My first payment was due on June 1, 1979, at 10V2 percent.
My 12th payment was due on May 1, 1980, at 18.25 percent, the
same loan. The payment that is due tomorrow, the 28th payment-
thank goodness the principal is down-is at 20.75 percent. It's the
same loan. I did not plan on that. That is one of the few things I
planned on when I went into the business. In my generation,
growing up, that was the kind of interest you expected to pay if
you borrowed from the Mafia. I have a dilemma with these high
interest rates.

I should now invest in two more pieces of equipment, advanced
engine analysis that now is designed to measure carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbons. And although Maryland does not yet have a law
in place to measure these poisonous emissions, I am in the kind of
a neighborhood where a great number of my customers would pay
annually, or periodically, to have such service, not just for the
environmental advantages, but proper emissions means maximum
fuel economy. In today's market, that is just as important.

The various pieces of equipment that I have looked at for this
run between $15 to $23,000. Now, the dilemma is: I have been
successful; I have almost enough money to buy this equipment
invested in CD's and money market certificates that are earning 13
to 17 /2 percent; do I cash those in and take the rest out in another

21 percent loan? Because if I do, will I make enough return on this
investment that I'm losing and paying, which to me is just an
investment in the use of money.

At 10 or 11 percent interest, I wouldn't hesitate to make the
investment. And it would stimulate the economy, because I would
be buying it from a Maryland firm, like Sun or Marquette or Allen,
but not just me, not just one dealer. There are a couple of hundred
dealers in Maryland that are in this boat, and probably 1,000 or
more across the country.

A second piece of equipment is my tow truck. It is-the one I'm
using is approaching 7 years of age, and it is becoming a liability
out there on the road. Now, this is a $20,000 investment. Be-
tween-half of it would go to Ford or GM for the body, and the
other half to the people who build, locally, the superstructure.
Again, other dealers are facing this.

As a consumer, until 1978, I traded an automobile every 2 years.
I would keep a 24-month loan, renewing it at the bank. I haven't
done this in the last couple of years, and I don't know what it is

going to lead to in consequences. Fortunately, today, I can take
care of them at cost.

But I have, about 300 customers that are doing the same thing-
that in the last 18 months they haven't bought new cars-instead,
they're bringing them into my shop for repairs. And lower interest
rates might not hurt that. I'm not that worried about it. I have the



kind of business that I still have people waiting to come in for
service.

Finally, I was feeling sorry for the previous speakers, because I
am probably driving the real estate people in my business area
nuts. I look at every new house that comes on the market there
because I would like to move closer to my business, but I am not
going to give up a 7 percent mortgage out in Phoenix for a 14 to 16percent mortgage here just to be closer to my business, even
though-its easier on the nerves than driving in traffic-the
energy advantage, the environmental advantage would be there. Itis just not monetarily worth it today.

Senator, these are the problems. I'm not an economist. I don'tpretend to know what the answers are. But I can sincerely saythat, in my limited and personal way, if the interest rates werehalf of what I'm paying right now, thousands and thousands ofdollars would change hands right in my own environment.
Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you.
That was a very perceptive statement. You may not be an econi-

mist, but you, obviously, are a very practical man.
There is difficulty in the framework in which people are operat-ing, obviously, it does not square with the practicalities of how theywould conduct their daily business in the ways you just outlined. Iwill return to that in the question period.
Mr. Cannon, why don't we hear from you?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT CANNON, PRESIDENT, BALTIMORE
COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. CANNON. Senator Sarbanes, it's my pleasure to be heretoday.
I am here as president of the Baltimore County Chamber ofCommerce. I am pinch-hitting today for Hallie P. Rice, president ofthe E.I.L. Instruments, Inc., who is a member of our board ofdirectors and a vice president of the chamber, charged with theresponsibility for small business.
Mr. Rice has prepared a statement, which I would like to takeexcerpts from, and which we have delivered here today.
Senator SARBANES. Fine. We will include the prepared statementin full in the record at the end of your testimony.
Mr. CANNON. I'm just taking certain selected portions that Ithink are worth calling to your attention.
Essentially, he describes E.I.L. Instruments and its history andsays that the harsh economic business environment small businessfinds itself in today is the result of Government intervention andstrangulation of free enterprise.
He further recites the history of his having built his businessover the last 10 years, almost entirely upon debt financing, andpoints out that small business generally obtains its funds from twosources, either debt financing or retained earnings.
Mr. Rice highlights in his statement the fact that, as a smallbusinessman, he feels that small business has been discriminated

against by Congress in the various tax benefits that have beenmade available to the business community.



He lists six or seven specific types of incentives that Congress
has provided to business and says that, in effect, only one of these
is available for the small business industry.

Pointing out that, even under the Economic Recovery Act, small
businesses will still continue to pay something like 48 percent or
more of their total earned income to both the Federal Government
and State governments as tax.

He then points out, by comparison, his investment in five public-

ly-held, large companies, and points out that the total taxes they
pay, as a percentage of their income, is significantly smaller than
those E.I.L. and other similarly situated small businesses pay.

And obviously, he is making an appeal to Congress for more
legislation that would permit and provide more incentives to small
businesses, so as to reduce the amount of borrowing necessary for
them to fund their investments.

Pointing out the impact of high interest rates on his operations,
but said it could be diminished if Congress would provide compara-
ble incentives to small business, so as to reduce their need to
borrow and have retained earnings available to help in that pur-
pose.

That all the legislation that has been passed during the last 5 or

10 years to provide relief from taxes has been addressed to large
businesses.

He then points out, based upon the experiences of his own com-

pany, what I would characterize as over Government or reporting
requirements imposed upon a company like his. Because of Federal
requirements, and the requirements of the various States in which
they do business, they currently have to prepare and submit over
300 different kinds of tax reports annually.

Now, I know Mr. Rice and I know the way in which he does
business, and he says he believes that they suffer penalties on at
least 15 percent of those because of the inability to keep up and
meet the deadlines that are imposed by all of the different govern-
mental agencies that they have to report to.

He summarizes his report by saying:
First, reduce the cost of government at all levels. That will lead

to an eventual reduction of the multitude of the State, county, and
municipal taxes.

He also appeals to have small business have an opportunity to
retain a much more significant portion of its earnings, as Congress
has done for large businesses, to provide the working capital to
finance the growth through retained earnings and thereby dimin-
ish their need to rely upon borrowing at the prime, or, as Ray
Seager points out, 5 points over prime, as many of the small
businesses have found it necessary to do.

Independent of Mr. Rice's statement and based upon my own
experience, both within the chamber and in the practice of law, I
believe that incentives are necessary from the Federal Govern-
ment, as well as from local governments and State governments, in
order to meet the crisis that is at hand.

The industrial revenue bonds I know Congress is looking at. I, for
one, find that any kind of incentives that provide jobs are going to
make huge returns to Government, both at the local, State, and
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Federal levels. And I certainly encourage the continued use of
industrial revenue bonds to create jobs.

I think something comparable is necessary for the housing indus-
try, because I think there is a crisis like one we have never seen in
the housing industry. And I, for one, cannot see any solution to
that in the near future.

The ripple effects of that upon small business, the entrepreneurs,
the carpenters, the plumbers, the electricians-all of these entre-
preneurs who demonstrate the pioneer American spirit, they are
just being crushed.

There will be no one but the conglomerates left unless Govern-
ment steps in to provide affordable housing and to provide jobs for
the unemployed. I think these are essential. I don't think they are
moneys that are not well spent.

I think that experience shows that, for example, UDAG grants in
appropriate areas, when leveraged with private investment, have
served as tremendous incentives-these are not just Government
funds that are being squandered.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I am sure my
associates with the chamber would be pleased to answer any ques-
tions that you may have.

[The prepare statement of Hallie P. Rice, together with attach-
ments, follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HALLIE P. RIcE

Thank you for the opportunity to appear at the subject hearing. Unfortunately, aprior business commitment makes it impossible for me to attend in person but I am
taking this opportunity to submit my comments in a prepared statement.

The harsh economic business environment, particularly Small Business, finds
itself in today is the result of many years of Government intervention and strangu-
lation of free enterprise. I believe I speak with some degree of experience and
authority as indicated by the attached items of recognition:

(A) Congressional Record, May 12, 1976-Hallie P. Rice, Maryland Small Business
Honoree by Honorable Clarence D. Long.

(B) EIL Instruments, Inc.-a portrait of its founder, Baltimore News American,
Sunday, August 16, 1981.

As one who built his business for the past ten (10) years entirely on debt financ-
ing, I am acutely aware of the impact of interest rates; but I do not believe it is the
most restrictive element in the success or failure of a small business. Interest is anexpense of operations before taxes and usually analyzed as a percent of sales.
Companies' growth are sustained by the addition of funds necessary to finance
receivables, inventory and, to a lesser extent, purchase of assets (machinery andequipment). Small private businesses obtain these funds from two source, i.e. re-tained earnings and borrowed money (debt financing).

What a Company has left in retained earnings is controlled and legislated byCongress who votes various tax benefits to help companies defer or eliminate taxesthus strengthening their working capital position. Benefits that currently receive
much publicity are listed below:

(A) Investment Tax Credits.
(B) Targeted Job Tax Credits.
(C) Deferred Taxes for a DISC (Domestic International Sales Corporation).
(D) Accelerated Cost Recovery System (Depreciation) 10-5-3-Rule for rapid depre-ciation.
(E) Extended 15 year rule for carryover of Losses and Investment Credits.
(F) Research Credits.
Do all of these Tax Credit Provisions help Small Business? Let's look for amoment at the facts.
Under the new Economic Recovery Act, any small business with taxable incomeof $100,000 is, and will continue, in the 46 percent Federal Tax Bracket and at theusual 2 percent State Income Tax and you arrive at the fact that Small Businessesthat are successful are paying 48 percent or more of their total earned income to



the Governments as tax, leaving them retained earnings for growth about 50 per-
cent of what they earned.

Some limited facts that I have put together would surely indicate that legislation
is focused to help the politically influential large businesses. Shown below is a
random sampling of the net income taxes paid by five companies I happen to be a

stockholder in. I pulled their annual reports for 1980 out at random and you can see
that the taxes they pay, because of various benefits, is incredibly less than small
businesses:

Total taxes paid as a percent of income

Company:
T h e H oover C o ............................. ........................ .................................................. 19.4

Ball Corp....................................................--................................................... 37.8
G eneral P ortland C o ................................................................................................ 38.0
P P G Ind u stries.................................... -. -............ ................................................. 4 1.7

U nion C a rbide C orp ............................. -. --.............. ............................................ 33.6

This speaks to the point that legislation addresses itself to the need of capital
intensive businesses and not to the small emerging business that is personnel and

service oriented. If you will search the list of legislated tax benefits above, you will

find only one that gives any relief to the small business and that is Item B

"Targeted Job Tax Credits" and, as you are probably aware, this has been legislated
out by 1983. Originally it had a maximum tax credit of $50,000 so you can see that

it never had any impact in a large company but had very significant impact in

small businesses and was a strong incentive for us to try to hire disadvantage
individuals.

In the area of Investment Tax Credit, this benefits the company that makes, and
must make, major investments in machinery and equipment. Again, small business-

es are service-oriented, generally speaking, and invest in people. The next area is

the tax benefits derived from DISC's. This is an interesting area and, as small

businesses emerge, they look over the horizon to the opportunities to sell interna-

tionally but certainly, iintil you develop a national identity, you do not attempt to
establish an international business. The recently passed Accelerated Cost Recovery
System again benefits the company that has made major investments in buildings,

equipment and automobiles and permits them to accelerate their depreciation and

derive tax benefits.
The extension to 15 years of the carryover of losses and investment credits again

has no direct concern to a small business.
And lastly, Research Credits, as the law is written, is going to be very difficult for

use to find an arena to conduct the research and to do the documentation that is

required.
Without retained earnings, the small business does go to the bank and does have

to do debt financing. And, at unrealistic interest rates, he is thwarted in his plans.

But, the long-range solution to this problem is giving the enterpreneur the opportu-

nity to retain his earnings and grow internally. This is certainly what we are

hoping the private sector will do rather than continuing to increase their debt.

My point, is summarizing this section, is all of the legislation that has been

passed during the last five or ten years to give business relief from taxes and

preserve their retained earnings have addressed themselves almost exclusively to
large businesses.

The other arena that completely submerges the small businessman, as he tries to

gain a foothole in his area of expertise and function within our bureaucratic society,
is the tremendous pressures that are put on him in the area of tax reporting and
tax compliance. Think about a small business, like our company that has distribu-

tion outlets in eighteen States. This requires monthly reporting on sales tax, on

unemployment tax, or workmen's compensation, etc. Take this one step further and

each State, as well as County, and very often municipality, has franchising tax
reporting, personal property taxes, business license, various nuisance taxes, etc. As

a small company located here in Maryland, we are submitting over three hundred

tax reports annually and probably receiving penalties of 15 percent of them because

they are filed improperly or they are filed late. The sheer magnitude of controlling
and managing this tax reporting is very difficult. We estimate that somewhere

between twelve and fifteen percent of our total labor dollars spent in our accounting

department is spent to prepare and respond to tax requirements-either preparing
the returns or spending intermindable hours with auditors, whether it is on State

Sales Tax, whether it is on FICA, or whether it is on Government Withholding, all
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of them require audits and audits take time. I guess I'm just grateful that may
customer base of 95 percent industrials don't audit me for everything I do.

In summary, first reduce the cost of Government at all levels; this should lead to
eventual reduction of a multitude of state, county and municipal taxes. Giving small
business the opportunity to retain a much more significant portion of his earnings
(as Congress has done for large business), will provide the working capital to finance
growth thru retained earnings and use the banks for short-term financing rather
than a permanent source of funds.

Attachments.

[From the Congressional Record-Extensions of Remarks, May 25, 1976]

HALLIE P. RICE-MARYLAND SMALL BUSINESS HONOREE

(By Hon. Clarence D. Long of Maryland in the House of Representatives)
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Speaker, Hallie P. Rice, founder of E.I.L. Instruments

in Timonium, Md., has been named Maryland's Small Business Person of the Year.
He will be honored, together with other State Small Business People, at a reception
this Thursday, May 13, for Members of Congress to meet Mr. Rice and other
outstanding representatives of the more than 13 million small business entrepre-
neurs in this Nation.

Mr. Rice, who was raised in Alaska, attended Reed College in Portland, Oreg., and
was graduated in 1945 from the U.S. Naval Academy. He holds a master of sci-
ence-physics-degree from the Catholic University of America.

The company he founded, E.I.L. Instruments, Inc., was started in part with funds
guaranteed by the Small Business Administration. Having repaid that initial loan,
Mr. Rice has continued his business efforts with the assistance of another loan
partially guaranteed by SBA.

In the 6 years of E.I.L.'s existence, it has had an annual growth rate of 25
percent. Sales are estimated at $5 million this year.

E.I.L. is headquartered in Timonium, but has seven branch offices-in Maryland,
Chicago, Indianapolis, Pittsburgh, Ohio, Rhode Island and Virginia. The firm spe-
cializes in the sale and service of electrical and electronic test equipment, and has
outbid large competitors, including Honeywell and General Electric for Federal
contracts to provide an "on-call" service for Federal installations. The firm has also
been involved in work at the Calvert Cliffs nuclear powerplant in Maryland, where
it provided nuclear instrumentation testing.

Mr. Rice and his firm have achieven a remarkable success. Meanwhile, he has
been active in the community, serving as a vestryman of his Episcopal parish, as amember of the advisory board of the College of Notre Dame of Maryland, in the
Naval Academy Alumni Chapter for Baltimore, and as a member of the Engineer-
ing Society of Baltimore.

I am proud to bring Mr. Rice's achievements through his own efforts with theencouragement of the Small Business Administration to the attention of my col-
leages. I am especially proud as Congressman from the Second District of Maryland
to represent Hallie Rice and his family.

[From the Baltimore News American, Aug. 16, 1981]

E.I.L. INSTRUMENTS INC.-A PORTRAIT OF A FOUNDER

(By Ellison Moss)
Ten years ago Hallie P. Rice, then at the age of 48, decided to take a calculated

risk. He bought a small firm that distributed electrical process instruments with
$200,000 capitalization.

Today that company, E.I.L. Instruments Inc., does in excess of $20 million a year;it has moved into its own building at the Loveton Center in Sparks, and it main-tains 350 employees nationwide and in Puerto Rico-120 of them in its Sparks
headquarters in the Loveton Center near Hunt Valley.

While the fortunes of the company are varied and its figures show dramatic
changes, the background of the company founder, Rice, is essential in telling thestory of E.I.L. Instruments.

He was born in Juneau, Alaska, in August 1923. He attended local schools andReid College in Oregon and later, won an appointment to the U.S. Naval Academyat Annapolis. He graduated in 1945.
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The three years he spent at the academy-it was during World War II and the

academy had an accelerated course-were his start of his love affair with the Free

State.
Rice left active naval duty in 1955 as Lt. Commander but remained in the naval

reserve and recently retired as a captain
From 1955 to 1963, Rice worked as a manufacturer's representative selling electri-

cal products.
It was in 1963 that he bought a small "Ma and Pa" business which was in the

2000 block of St. Paul St.-a business that was begun in 1945 and run by a man

named Edgerly who called his operation "Edgerly Instrument Laboratories Inc."

"He didn't like to go out in public and meet people. He was happy just tinkering
around in his shop," Rice remembers.

The business repaired analog meters.
Two years later Rice was approached by Baltimore-based Unitec Industries, a

conglomerate, and he sold them his business and went with them as an employee.
"I learned the ropes working there, and most importantly I learned what not to

do." Rice said.
But Unitec overextended itself and "began to fall apart," Rice said.

"That was in 1970 and so, with a small group of investors, I bought my company

back, By then I knew what I had to do and how to do it. During those five years I

saw the mistakes others made and I learned not to make the same kinds of

mistakes.
"I learned in the 'school of hard knocks' and I went to school and took manage-

ment courses."
In 1970, the company whose name was changed to E.I.L. Instruments Inc., had

sales of $1.511 million.
In its early years, E.LL. serviced, repaired and calibrated electrical and electronic

test equipment and to a limited degree, customized analog panel and switchboard

meters. But the Rices also sought to reorganize the firm along clear-cut lines of

profit center responsibilities and to create the foundation for both geographic
growth and expansion into related areas.

For its fiscal 1980, the company had sales of $20.019 million, a 33 percent gain
over fiscal 1979. The firm's 10-year annualized growth in sales has been 33 percent.

This year Rice and his board of directors decided to go public with a stock offering

that was put together by Baker, Watts & Co., a Baltimore investment firm, with the

date of the prospectus set at April 8.
The company offered 300,000 shares of its common stock at $12, yielding $6

million to be used for expansion and other purposes. It is traded Over-the-Counter

in Baltimore.
Its stock was quoted this week at 74-8/2, a respectable quotation for a just issued

stock, according to Baltimore investment brokers.
The company, which spent considerable time this year in the decision-making

process of going public (company control remains with insiders, since the stock sale

represented 19 percent of the company's total) has projected its sales for fiscal 1981

will reach $23.5 million,
Its profits for the prior fiscal year were $745,872, or $1.96 a share, up 34 percent

over 1979 profits of $555,600. The firm's annualized earnings growth has been 33

percent in its first decade of operation.
Rice sees a 17 percent growth for the firm this year, not as much as in previous

years because of the time spent on going public.
He also credits his advisors with the tremendous growth of his firm, a growth that

prompted Inc. magazine, an industrial-financial publication, to place E.I.L. in with

the top 200 growth companies in the U.S.
"Part of my 10-year plan was to control our growth. At the end of the 10 years I

determined that if we'd made it all right then we'd go public and that's just what

we did."
The company's manufactures electrical instruments which accounts for 10 percent

of sales. Its manufacturing includes state-of-the-art electricial test equipment, often

of proprietary design. This equipment is sold to industrial firms, electrical utilities,

independent testing companies, service shops and government agencies.

These units are primarily used in testing protective devices associated with elec-

trical distribution systems.
The other 90 percent of its business involves distribution of electrical equipment

through 18 sales and service centers in the U.S.
It sells analog and digital panel meters, testers and related instruments from 29

leading manufacturers. Shipments are usually within 24 hours from local inven-

tories.
It also modifies or customizes this type of equipment for customers.



An international division will be added soon.
Rice said the company also operates in the Middle East and in Africa and usesvarious U.S. exporting companies to handle products in South America and the FarEast.
Rice who like President Reagan enjoys jelly beans and has two containers in hiscorner office, is a solidly built man who has kept his trim figure and athletic ways.He participates in the Annapolis-Newport and in the Bermuda yacht races. Ricehas also sailed his own vessels including a Ludders 44 and most recently, a Morgan34-footer and is now perusing yachting magazines seeking to buy another sail.He has some leisure time these days, but not much.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much.
I might add something on the UDAG grants, because that issomething we have tried very hard to preserve. We have succeeded

to a limited extent, the Maryland ratio on leveraging was the bestin the country. We did a more successful job in the State of
drawing in private dollars, in relationship to the public dollars
involved, than any other State in the Union. We reached 6 to 1, onour leveraging, which was quite an accomplishment and really atribute to what had been put together to serve as a magnet todrawing the private funds.

Mr. CANNON. It does prove that if the seed money is there, it will
attract risk money from the private enterprise and that it does
work if managed properly.

Senator SARBANES. That's right. And without the seed money,
there is frequently not enough catalyst to bring it all together.

And frequently the consequence of that approach is a public-private partnership, in trying to solve a problem, which I think ishighly commendable. My own view is that too often we see thepublic and private sectors as in conflict with one another, instead
of appreciating the real opportunity for a cooperative venture,where the public sector accomplishes what it is uniquely able to doin providing basic infrastructure, and then the private sector is ableto take that framework and move with it.

Gentlemen, there is one point you made that I think is veryinteresting. Mr. Grady outlined in particular detail and, Mr.Seager, you mentioned it, too. It is thus: If you have funds to investin your business-and let's assume that for the moment, although Iknow it is a very big assumption for a lot of small businesses-do
high interest rates create a conflict in your mind over whether youought simply to put the money out on loan at the high rates ratherthan invest it in further development of your business, particularlyif-as in Mr. Grady's case, I understand-you must both investyour own money and forego the higher return and borrow in orderto make up for the package and the high rates.

How common is this conflict in thinking among successful smallbusinessmen, who are in a position to make an investment?
Mr. GRADY. In my own industry, Senator, talking to other deal-ers-because I do represent' them in a trade association, also-theimpact it has is they are waiting until they absolutely are forced tothe wall to make the change, to make the investment.
Senator SARBANES. Which may not be the most efficient way towork.
Mr. GRADY. Of course, it's not.
Mr. SEAGER. I think that in small business you're finding that-especially where there is older management-the individuals areselling their businesses or they are liquidating them, and they are



putting money into the money market funds, either because they
are tired of the hassle or the next generation says, "Hey, this is a
better investment by doing this."

So, I think you're seeing more and more small businesses that
have been successful liquidate, not only in Maryland but through-
out the country.

Senator SARBANES. And we're not talking now about the margin-
al people. We're talking about those who have been effective and
productive, I take it.

Mr. SEAGER. The marginal people don't have much to sell.
Senator SARBANES. Do you agree with the National Federation of

Independent Business Survey, that interest rates and financing is
now the single most important problem facing small business cur-
rently?

Mr. GRADY. I think it is neck and neck with unemployment
insurance and workmen's comp rates.

Senator SARBANEs. Do you mean the carrying charges you have
to pay with respect to unemployment?

Mr. GRADY. Yes; I pay over $8,000 a year for that alone, and I
haven't had an accident since I've been in business and I haven't
fired anybody.

Senator SARBANES. You sound like a good employer, I must say.
Mr. GRADY. I'm careful who I hire.
Senator SARBANES. Well, that's part of being a good employer.
Mr. Cannon.
Mr. CANNON. I would agree that it is, because it all gets chan-

neled into the bottom line and the enormous carrying load of debt
is the thing that is going to-well, that has cost so many in the
housing industry and other related industries. It cannot go on as it
is.

Senator SARBANES. I think your point about debt financing is
important.

I was involved in enacting legislation to make it easier for ven-
ture capital companies to function as small business investment
companies. As Mr. Seager pointed out, their focus tends very much
to be in the high technology area. But in the course of those
hearings, it was brought out very clearly, that small business, as
you point out, is almost entirely dependent upon debt financing
and on retained earnings.

The difficulty of access to equity financing is something that
simply exacerbates this problem.

The fact is that the high interest rates have a greater impact on
small businesses than on large companies, and therefore increases
the competitive disadvantage at which small business functions.

Mr. SEAGER. It has become a two-tiered system almost.
Senator SARBANES. Besides banks, what are the other sources of

credit to which small business looks?
Mr. SEAGER. They look toward the collateral lenders and also

private investors, SMIC's, ventue capital.
In most cases, because of the high interest rates that are being

paid in the money market funds, we are finding it very reluctant
for investors to come aboard.

Senator SARBANES. Are small businesses finding that in those
instances where they deal with large companies, either as suppliers



or as purchasers, the large companies, given the high interest rate
situation, are shifting the float in such a way as to maximize their
own position in holding the money either at one end or another
end-in effect, throwing the burden back on the small business?
Are you encountering that?

Mr. SEAGER. We are finding it both ways. The lenders are tight-
ening their credit terms. They are also able to pass their price
increases through to small businessmen, not necessarily large busi-
ness.

Large businesses have the leverage, and they are able to delay
some of the price increases; so, you have that as a factor. Plus, they
are tightening down on terms.

On the other end of it are your customers, where you have, in
our particular case, large retailers-you find them going out fur-
ther and further as far as their payments go.

Senator SARBANES. So, you are carrying them for longer than
was previously the case?

Mr. SEAGER. Plus, you are finding, are deductions, unauthorized
deductions much greater. So, you are getting the small business
person, who is getting caught right in the squeeze, with the vendor
tightening down and passing through price increases, shortening
terms; and the large retailers, on the other hand, extending out,
taking unauthorized deductions. It may take you 6 months to 1
year to try to get that money back because, again, you don't have
the staff to do the work and continue to be on top of them. You
don't have the leverage to say, "OK, if you don't pay in 30 days,
we're going to put you on hold." It might be your largest customer.
It might take 60, 90, 120 days.

Mr. GRADY. Both of the questions you posed on the source of
financing in the service station business. There are some manufac-
turers of equipment that will now come in and allow you to rent
the piece of equipment at a very high rent, but it is an expense
item for 5 or 6 years. And then for a nominal 2 percent or so, you
buy it used, and it is yours on credit. On credit in our industry,
mostly we had one major supplier, the one who supplies us motor
fuel.

And what is happened is, in the 2 short years that I've been in
business, the cost of fuel has more than doubled the investment
each dealer has in this business. When I started out, the gas I had
in the ground which I must pay for and the credit card float, which
I used-where I used the company's credit card, it amounted to
about $18,000 outstanding at all times. Today, in 1 day, it is $50,000
for me as an individual dealer.

My supplier is even stricter on credit than they were 2 years ago,and at their shareholders' meeting in May, the president of the
company talked about finding a way to pass on the cost of credit
cards. In my neighborhood, that is going to be a tremendous
burden on me, because at least two-thirds of my business is the
company credit card.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Cannon, did you want to add to that?
Mr. CANNON. Just one other thing. You asked about sources of

funds for small business. Just giving Mr. Rice's company as exam-
ple with the exhibits that are attached to his presentation, he
recites historically that the original funds he used to purchase the



business were because of a loan that was guaranteed by the SBA
and that made it affordable, if you will, so that the risk was
compensated for by the guarantee. And it has permitted his busi-
ness to grown from $1.5 million in gross sales in 1970 to almost $25
million this past year during which he took his company public.

But there is no question that, based upon my own experience
independent of this, the Small Business Administration and direct
loans from the Small Business Administration, when they are
available, are the first source that a small business goes to, both to
start its business and to expand its business. To the extent that
that is curtailed and to the extent that a guarantee is not availa-
ble, which results then in the need to go to a factor or other
adjectives that are used to describe lenders who charge extraordi-
narily high interest, it is all reflected to the extent that a guaran-
tee is available by the SBA or some other Government agency. It
would reduce, in theory, and it historically has reduced the interest
rate that the lender deemed appropriate to charge, because they
had hedged a portion of the risk.

Senator SARBANEs. The rates are raised on the premise of fight-
ing inflation, but I'm concerned that the higher rates themselves
contribute to the inflation that they are supposedly fighting.

In the case of small business, wouldn't it be fair to say that
almost invariably the higher cost of money and credit which you
are paying is passed on to your customers? It must be. What else
can you do with it?

Mr. SEAGER. Small business, especially when we're competing
with large corporations, it is very difficult to get the full. price
interest through, especially with the rate of inflation being so steep
here in the last 2 years. So it's very difficult to pass it through, as
far as price increases. So that is why we are seeing deteriorating
profits and deteriorating net worths. It is a much more difficult
situation for the small businessman to borrow on.

Senator SARBANES. That would then address these figures. The
statistics on the increasing number of businesses that actually
failed, I read at the outset, have almost doubled since 1978 and are
at their highest level in the last decade. In other words, you are
caught in a situation where, because of the competitive situation
with large concerns, you are not able to pass on that cost fully.

Mr. SEAGER. That's right. In the long run, it would be inflation-
ary, because of the elimination of the small businessman, as far as
competition. There will become more and more monopoly with the
large corporations.

Senator SARBANES. Let me ask you an either/or question. I know
people like to have it both ways. A lot of tax cuts have been made,
and I'm supportive of a number of those. On the other hand, it's
arguable that the size of the tax package is now causing the Fed to
pursue this policy.

Would you say that getting the interest rate and credit situation
into some reasonable perspective is a most important priority?
Would you trade off some tax concessions which obviously are
advantageous to you, if it meant you could get the credit situation
into a reasonable perspective?

Does that make sense in the view of small business?



Mr. SEAGER. It definitely would, because in the case of the small
businessman, the tax incentives are not really that beneficial to
him. Again, if the profits are deteriorating and again, describing
the size of the small businessman, you're not talking how many
dollars as far as tax incentives go, so the key to it is to be able to
control the interest and to be able to have the availability of funds.
Many decisions now by small businessmen are made on the day-to-
day basis, based upon cash needs; then it is the bottom line.

So it would be anything that can help as far as lowering the day-
to-day cost are much more critical to the small businessman than
something that may be 1 year or 2 years out, as far as tax incen-
tive. And again, taking a look at it on the overall scope as far as
dollars go, it is much more critical to the small businessman as far
as cash goes.

Senator SARBANES. I do want to underscore Mr. Cannon's point
about the forms and the regulations, and so forth. I think it is very
important. There have been some efforts made in the Congress to
achieve some simplification, but obviously a large concern has an
office to do its own internal work, but a small business does not
have such an office, and you really are adding to their burden.

Mr. Grady, did you want to comment on that?
Mr. GRADY. Well, I tried to come prepared to answer that ques-

tion, but my accountant has not had a chance to look at the
proposed benefits to small business. I would take it, and have asked
him as soon as he has a chance or when it is printed to take it on
an individual basis, the two pieces of equipment that I would like
to invest in. Will the tax benefit and a fast writeoff overcome the
steep interest rate?

I don't think I will ever borrow again where my interest rides up
and down, if I can find other money with a fixed interest rate. I
may not be able to, but I would look at it on that basis. On an
investment in capital equipment, does the new tax rate enable me
to ignore the interest rate and will I be coming out with something
that makes sense to me? And if it does, I'm the kind of guy who
wants to make the investment. I want to expand. I want to mod-
ernize.

Senator SARBANES. Did you want to add anything, Mr. Cannon?
Mr. CANNON. Just to distinguish Mr. Rice's situation where he

particularizes the situation with his own company and says be-
cause it is so heavily personnel and service-oriented, that the in-
vestment tax credit and some of the -credits that have been pro-
vided in the Economic Recovery Act are of no benefit or an insig-
nificant benefit to his type of industry.

Senator SARBANES. That's a good point. Obviously, it relates to
the nature of one's business.

Mr. CANNON. He says the only one of the credits or incentives
available that are going to help his business is the targeted job tax
credits, but that has a 1983 phaseout deadline.

So he summarized the act and its impact on his business, saying
"I only have one carrot in that patch, and that carrot has a self-
destruct period of 1983." So he is very specific, and I think he has
done a very thorough analysis of it as it impacts his -business,
which has been very successful.



Senator SARBANES. Very good. As I said, his statement will be
included in the record in full.

Gentlemen, we thank you. You have been a very helpful and
thoughful panel, and we appreciate your participation. I ought to
add that the hearing record will be left open following the close of
the hearing, so if people should wish to submit further material or
information during a reasonable period time, probably a week or so
after the hearing is concluded, that will be acceptable.

If we could now go to Jerry Stautberg of Jerry's Chevrolet.
You've been very patient, and we appreciate your being here today.
Please go ahead.

STATEMENT OF JERRY STAUTBERG, JERRY'S CHEVROLET, INC.,
BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. STAUTBERG. Thank you. I've found that the automobile busi-
ness isn't an island in itself after listening to this; but however,
being in the automobile business for the last couple of years we
have a good deal, and I've listened with interest all afternoon-and
interest is a great expense to us and a great problem in our
industry.

We have another shadow just around the corner that nobody
seemed to allude to that has been a great problem. That has been
inflation.

So I sit here with mixed emotions on how to handle those. We
had the NADA draw up some statistics, and I have just a very brief
statement here regarding the automobile business this year.
During the first half of 1981 325 franchised new car dealers have
closed their doors. The single greatest cause of dealer failure is the
burden of floor-plan interest. That is our interest on inventory, if
you will. The estimated average annual floor-plan interest per
dealer was $13,046 in 1970. During 1980 floor-plan interest expense
rose on an average to $78,947 per dealer.

This is, or course, due to the tremendous inflationary cost of the
vehicles, too, because the cost per vehicle that we're financing had
increased tremendously in that decade, more than six times the
1970 figure.

With the weighted average prime rate during 1981 running be-
tween 3 and 4 percent higher than 1980, the floor-plan interest
expenses burden during 1981 has been even greater. Inventory
levels on August 1 of 1981 set an all-time record for that date of
$2.1 million new cars. At the current floor-plan interest rate of 21,
financing this level of inventory for the 80-day supply, it represents
cost the dealer body $784 million.

Dealer employment between 1979 and 1980 fell from 813,400,000
to 738,000. This figure does not include the unemployment which
resulted from the closing of 1,650 dealerships during 1980. It is
estimated that these dealer closings represent a direct loss of
44,550 jobs.

High interest rates also depress consumer demand for new vehi-
cles. Sales of new vehicles during 1980 were the lowest they have
been since .1961. With interest rates even higher in 1981 than they
were in 1980, sales of new vehicles are even lower this year, down
2 /2 percent from last year.



The 34 percent increase from General Motors sales during the
first 10 days of August in response to GM's 13.8 percent financing
rate promotion is indicative of the consumer sensitivity to finance
rates. And there is no question that since the 13.8 promotion was
put in effect the last few days of July that our floor traffic and our
sales have increased considerably in the last 30 days, and just thismorning they announced an extension of that program through the23d of September; however, the dealer pays a good portion of that.

Senator SARBANES. I was going to ask that question.
Mr. STAUTBERG. We pay dearly for it, and we have to increase

our sales considerably to try to stay even, if you will, with the
incomes that we had on sales prior to this campaign taking effect,
but by the same token, we are moving inventory and, as we move
inventory, we get off of interest expense with the high inventories
that we have been carrying, we historically have paid to GMAC
three-fourths of 1 percent over the prime to finance our inventories
and that has just been raised effective tomorrow to 1 percent,
rather than three-fourths percent. And at 21-plus percent it is very
difficult to pass that through to the consumer. So therefore, that
has a great effect, obviously, on the bottom line operations.

Senator SARBANES. What was the financing rate you were giving
the consumer before the GMAC put in this program?

Mr. STAUTBERG. Depending upon credit background, Senator, it
would be in the area of 17 percent on new cars. On used it runs
higher than that. Here again, used would depend upon the model
year, how recent, and it would vary, I would say, from 18 to 19 up
to 21 percent.

Interest, of course, is a tremendous problem to us, in that it
limits the market, the ability of the buyer to buy. The disposable
dollars that they had at their disposal in the last few years has
dwindled considerably. Together with the inflation and the interest
rates that we have to pass through-I keep referring to the infla-
tion, because our increase in the price of product has been so
significant in the last few years, that we watched 6 and 7 and 8
and 9 percent increases come at one crack, and to the point where
we look at the average cost of a GM automoble in 1982 is going to
be some odd $11,000.

Now that's taking the entire spectrum from Cadillac to Chevro-
let. But a very significant increase, and, of course, with all of these
increases, and fewer automobiles and trucks being sold, that again
has a direct relation on employment and not only unemployment
in manufacturing, but employment on the local scene with the
dealers, the number of people that we need to operate our places ofbusiness.

We, in order to survive through these periods, have had to
shrink our operations and our expenses and, obviously, when you
go through one of these periods, personnel, unfortunately, are
always affected. But it is fewer people working for us directly and
fewer people for our suppliers and fewer people for, obviously, the
manufacturers and their suppliers. And therefore, fewer people tobuy those products.

And we feel that continually, and it also limits the stock that we
can handle with the high interest rates, and we have fewer units
available, more often than that. You're going to sell fewer, so it is



fewer jobs again, because of lesser inventory, which is all we are
able to carry, quite frankly.

The floor plan, as I mentioned, is 21 V2 percent. And in order to
cope with that, dealer after dealer has been forced to reduce his
inventory significantly. Now the manufacturers have come with
various plans, if you will, trying to make it somewhat easier for the
dealer to stock inventory, so that they can keep their assembly
plants. But here again, it is all on the burden of the consumer,
because those costs are passed directly through in the marketplace
in pricing. And here again, the consumer is the one who finally is
asked to pay the bill. And because of prices, we again hurt our
ability to do business. Our monthly payments on automobiles today
are very similar to what the gentlemen in the housing industry
were referring to on housing payments a couple of years back.

So when you take the housing cost, as well as the automobile
cost, from the average budget, it puts a heck of a dent into it.

I mentioned small business versus big business through the inter-
est, and invariably the small guy seems to get hurt more in periods
such as this, and certainly, the automobile business and the build-
ing business and savings and loan industry have been some areas, I
think, who have shouldered this portion of the burden through the
present crisis we are going through.

Our business, both from a manufacturing end and a retail end
certainly has been a very viable business. It has been a heck of a
good contributor over the years to the economy, and we think can
and will be again. There have been statistics recently, as recently
as a year or two ago, where one in six people employed in this
country, either directly or indirectly, were employed as a result of
the automobile business. And we feel that we are vital, and we
have got to find a way to get through this period and remain viable
so that we are here to do a job.

Since January 1, 1979, through July of this year, there has been
2,600 new car automobile dealers who have gone out of business,
who have closed their doors, and if we don't get a handle on this
interest situation, and I will say I. & I. interest and inflation
together, we are going to have a heck of a lot more of them pass
out of the picture with the track we are on, because you can handle
it for just so long and one of two things happen, either you are
unable to stay in, or it gets to a point that it just isn't worth it, and
you try to free up your capital and just get out of that business and
invest it and forget about it.

We also have a situation right now from a competitive stand-
point, interestwise, where in order for us to sell our installment
contracts, we are almost confined to the manufacturer's captives, if
you will, such as GMAC and Ford Motor Credit, et cetera.
Nobody-I say nobody, many of the banks are not interested in the
retail paper today, and they are able to invest that money more
advantageously in other sources without being concerned with
buying the dealers' contracts. This again limits credit, and we don't
have competition.

The finance companies do become more selective, obviously, and
here again, the consumer is the one who ultimately is asked to
come up with more downpayment or not even have the ability to
buy, if you will. They won't accept them, whereas a few years ago



there would be no question that they would have been able to buy
their car and go on.

So these have all taken their toll on our sales, our cash-flow
problems, and our business can become severe when a dealer is
looking at these tremendous interest costs that have to be paid
monthly, irregardless of what happened on his sales front or busi-
ness scene through the prior month. And these huge interest bills,
that they are just totally unprecedented in our business, are a
considerable factor in the ability of dealers to survive. And it is a
game of survival in many respects. The fact that General Motors
and Ford have entered into some financing plans of one nature or
another to finance these inventories, again, is unprecedented until
a year ago. They have always maintained that the dealer is an
independent businessman and it is his obligation to arrange for his
own financing, which I frankly subscribe to.

But the thing has become critical to the point that they had to
do something.

Senator SARBANES. Am I correct that the overwhelming percent-
age of your sales are on credit?

Mr. STAUTBERG. You are correct when you say "overwhelming,"
Senator. We look at them in two ways in our business. We look at
the paper that we actually place directly out of our business, which
ordinarily would run- 50 to 60 percent, that we control. And then
you have the customer who has their own sources of financing-be
it a credit union, or direct loan, or whatever. And when we get all
through, it is somewhere in the 85 to 90 percent factor.

Right now, with this 13.8 percent rate that GM is offering, wefind that we are controlling about 85 to 90 percent of our sales. So
I think that would substantiate that pretty well. And when I say"controlling it," we are financing that many of the sales.

Senator SARBANES. Instead of 50 to 60 percent, which would have
been the previous pattern. Is that correct?

Mr. STAUTBERG. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. That is the next question I wanted to ask. We

talked with the small business panel about how, both at the one
end and at the other, they were being pressured in terms of where
the money flows and who holds it during these high interest
periods.

Has that brought a change in the practices now in the auto
business, as between you and the manufacturers, for example?

Mr. STAUTBERG. Not really. Their problem is our problem, obvi-ously on a much grander scale. But in order for the manufacturer
to succeed, they have got to ultimately retail these products in themarketplace. And they really have-as I just pointed out, they
have done some things that they have refused to do up until thispast year, in order to try to make it more viable for the dealer.I can't really say that we have been pressured or hammered intoa corner. Our receivables, or returns, our payments-all of thesethings, in many respects, have been lessened somewhat, in somesmall ways, by things that they have done.

Senator SARBANES. In other words, virtually every purchaser whois financing his car is making use of this special arrangement
which the manufacturer has put forward?

Mr. STAUTBERG. That is correct.



Senator SARBANES. Do you think that the interest rate or the
carrying charge, in effect, on the automobile is the essential deter-
mining factor to your purchasers?

How is that interrelated with the price? Of what important is
the interest rate?

Mr. STAUTBERG. The ability to buy, the ability to afford, and the
mere fact that, after all, the consumer is readily aware of the
prime rate-I think he gets enough publicity from the 20- and 21-
percent figures, as I have just pointed out to you earlier.

Historically, we did not run as high as the prime rate, even prior
to this special promotion. But when you come with a special incen-
tive, I believe it brings people out, knowing that there is an incen-
tive there for them and they can take advantage of it. So they
come in and find out what these charges are, and they can com-
pare what they would be and what they are, and make a decision
as to whether or not they are going to go ahead and buy at this
time.

I believe-to answer your question-it gets down to what can you
afford, and how does it fit into your monthly budget, and how
much is that payment.

Senator SARBANES. You talked about a number of auto dealer-
ships that have gone out of business.

How would you characterize them, in terms of the efficiency and
effectiveness of their operations?

Are some pretty good people going by the board, or is it hitting
primarily marginal people?

Mr. STAUTBERG. There are two areas. You've got those who have
said they are just going to fold the tent; and there are no bankrupt-
cies or anything of that nature. They just take their money, and go
elsewhere, and get out of the business because the return isn't
there. And then you do have some marginal and inefficient opera-
tors who, in time such as this, it will really catch them rather
quickly. And in a few instances, some operators who I can think of
who, in good times, were operating reasonably successfully, but
were highly leveraged; they have been caught in the squeeze.

I can think of a dealer who is involved in huge fleet sales across
the country. Because of the money cost and the rollover of those
dollars being delayed-the big corporations know how to play that
game pretty well, too, as far as paying you. And I think that there
are a few that have been put up against the wall, but they are in
the minority.

Senator SARBANES. Well, this has been very helpful, and we
appreciate your testimony and your patience, Mr. Stautberg.

Mr. STAUTBERG. Thank you, Senator Sarbanes.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you, again.
Our final witness will be Jim Lucass, who will be speaking for

the county executive. Jim is the director of the Economic Develop-
ment Commission of Baltimore County.

Mr. Lucass, we are pleased to have you here.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES D. LUCASS, JR., DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE
COUNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION, TOWSON,
MD.
Mr. LUCASS. Thank you, Senator, we especially appreciate theopportunity to appear before your subcommittee, to speak aboutthe effects of continuing, unprecedented high interest rates onMaryland communities. We would especially like to commend you,Senator Sarbanes, for conducting one of your hearings here inTowson, the county seat of Baltimore County, because we in thiscounty have the largest industrial tax base of any jurisdiction inany county in the State.
First, let me give the subcommittee a short report on the Balti-more County economy since 1979. County industrial and businessfirms have undertaken growth and expansion, in the past 21/2years, of over $260 million. The rate of growth here has been 200percent greater than any other period in our history.
At the same time, we have dominated nonresidential growthhere in the Baltimore region. We have accounted for over 37 per-cent of the Baltimore SMSA's growth, eclipsing even the efforts ofthe charm city of Baltimore, whose renaissance has received welldeserved national and international acclaim.
This growth and expansion has most certainly been even morefortified by three significant announcements of new projects. Beth-lehem Steel, the largest private employer in the State, has an-nounced plans for $300 million investment in Sparrows Point, torefurbish plate and hot strip mills, along with construction of acontinuous caster. The addition of a continuous steel caster, alongwith the existing largest blast furnace in the Western Hemisphere,

should mean that, by the mid-1980's, Sparrows Point will be one ofthe most modern and efficient steel-producing facilities in theworld. This means more business, as we undertake the rebuilding
of a 600-ship U.S. Navy in the next decade.

Martin Marietta's Aerospace Division has recently announced amajor multimillion dollar Navy surface ship vertical missilelaunching system contract that will mean the moving of 200 topengineers up from Florida, plus the hiring of many hundreds moreproduction workers in its Middle River facility.
AAI-Aircraft Armaments, Inc.-in Cockeysville has recently re-ceived an $80 million subcontract to refurbish the M-48 tank weap-ons systems for the Army. AAI has also decided to undertake theconstruction of almost 1 million square feet of industrial and officespaced over the next 5 years, in order to meet the demand forweapons and other defense-related systems.
Industrial and business growth requires capital. The new tax billpassed recently by Congress will go a long way toward helpinggenerate this capital, through accelerated cost recovery and swap-ping of tax credits as part of leasing arrangements. Tax policyalone, however, will not provide sufficient capital to meet thedemands for the next decade.
The unprecedented high interest rates are particularly damagingto the small businesses in this country, as you heard just a fewmoments ago. Recent studies by David Birch at MIT confirm that,in the seventies, over two-thirds of the new jobs created in thiscountry were in firms employing less than 20 persons. The major



reason given for the failure of most small businesses is the lack of
sufficient capital.

Small businesses have responded to high interest rates by turn-
ing to various Government-assisted programs. Such vehicles as the
UDAG grant program, the block grant revolving loan funds, Small
Business Administration-both 502 and 503 programs-our own
Maryland industrial commercial revitalization fund, and industrial
revenue bonds have grown, from almost nothing 5 years ago, to
become significant in capital markets.

Industrial revenue bonds have recently been singled out as a
problem area because of the unfortunate abuse by a few overagres-
sive jurisdictions. It is our belief, however, that industrial revenue
bonds are the major Government-assisted source of capital in this
country today. Fully 25 percent of Baltimore Codnty's industrial
and business growth in 1979 and 1980 was financed using industri-
al revenue bonds. With over $53 million in financings, we know
over 2,700 jobs were created by industrial revenue bonds-most of
them for small businesses.

However, even industrial revenue bonds, where interest paid to
the lender is exempt from Federal income tax, are almost prohibi-
tive today. In the past 9 months, most Maryland lenders have been
quoting 65 percent to 75 percent of prime rate as interest cost for
industrial revenue bonds. With the prime rate near 20 percent, this
means Federal tax-exempt financing is about 14 to 15 percent.

It seems to us that the President and Congress, along with the
Federal Reserve, must jointly address the problem of high interest
rates. The perception of most business persons we talk to-even
most working people-is that the Federal Government is the major
source of high interest rates because of deficit spending and loan
guarantee programs.

A recent issue of Forbes magazine stated that the Federal Gov-
ernment now is the largest single source of demand for the U.S.
credit market, accounting for 38 percent of total, versus only 16
percent a decade ago. For example, in 1982, various Federal agen-
cies-such as the Federal Credit Administration, Federal Home
Loan Bank, and Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation-plan
to raise or refinance federally sanctioned loan guarantee programs
of $105 billion.

Deficit spending has become a standard operating procedure by
the Federal Government since the Vietnam war. Deficit spending
is exacerbated by high interest rates because even the U.S. Treas-
ury is paying 15 percent for money. Estimates are that a 1-percent
increase in interest rates adds $7 billion to the Federal deficit.

How do we stop high interest rates?
The emphasis on that question is "we."
A place to start is the kind of hearings this subcommittee is

conducting, to learn what businesses and working people feel about
high interest rates. And a national debate about the long-term
effects of high interest rates is now underway in the media-in
both the written press, as well as public media. The solution to the
high interest rate problem cannot follow until the country, Con-
gress, and the President recognize the problem.

All of us have to give up the idea of looking to Washington to
solve our problems. That means less defense weapons than we'd
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like to have. Less money for social programs that are desperately
needed in some communities. Less money for roads and other
things Government wants. Less loan guarantee and federally spon-
sored programs. Yes, even maybe tightening the rules for industri-
al revenue bonds, so that there are not the abuses that we've heardabout.

All of us in this country-business, Government, and labor-
must be willing to do with less, if we are going to be better off.Without the dream of raising a family for a better life, there is noAmerica. Ours is the greatest economy in the world. Without asolution in the near future to high interest rates, we may have toforever say goodbye to America as we have known it since WorldWar II.

We hope this subcommittee will act decisively to continue to cutGovernment deficit spending and loan guarantee programs.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much.
Mr. Lucass, do you know when was the last time the county

floated a local bond issue, and what interest rate it paid? Do you
have that information?

Mr. LuCASS. If memory serves me right, Mr. Chairman, for the
first time, we had to postpone a general obligation issue late this
last fall and early winter, and did in the springtime-as I recall,
something like March-sell a $40 million general obligation bond
issue supported by the taxes of county citizens, for something like8.75 percent, tax-exempt. We happened to catch the market at avery good period. We, as you know, are a AAA-rated county, one ofthe few jurisdictions so rated by Standard & Poors and Moody's onWall Street. Today, we would have to pay a good more than that-
probably 10 percent, or in that vicinity-just for those bonds.

Senator SARBANES. And what about on your industrial revenue
bonds?

Mr. LUCASs. They typically are running in the vicinity of 14 to 15percent. Here, I would say that the biggest change we've seen inthe last 9 months is that there is no flat-rate mortgage money
available to businesses, even for industrial revenue bonds.

In other words, when the borrower is borrowing money, he isdoing so in relationship to the prime rate. It is floating, very muchlike businesses, like the automobile dealerships. What that means
is that the borrower is oftentimes at the whim and mercy of whattakes place, in terms of both fiscal and monetary policy, in thenational scene.

Up until 9 months ago, we were seeing a number of financial
institutions that were lending long-term money-10 years andlonger-at flat rates.

Senator SARBANES. When did that practice stop?
Mr. LUCASs. I would say, essentially around the summer of lastyear. I think it is fairly coincident, in relationship to the activitiesof the municipal bond market, which undertook some dramatic

changes at that time, which are fairly coincident, I believe, withsome policies, some adjustments in policies, on interest rates by theFederal Reserve. I think it is fairly coincident.
Essentially, our lenders are commercial banks that don't likelong-term mortgage money, anyway. And they felt the only way
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they could shelter themselves from what appeared to be changes in
rules, with regard to interest rates, was to make industrial revenue
bonds in relationship to prime rate.

Senator SARBANEs. Thank you very much for you very helpful
statement. We appreciate it.

Mr. LUCASS. Thank you, Senator.
Senator SARBANES. That concludes our hearing for today.
We thank everyone for attending; the subcommittee is recessed.
[Whereupon, at 4:30 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vene at 9:50 a.m., Tuesday, September 1, 1981.]



EFFECTS OF HIGH INTEREST RATES ON
MARYLAND COMMUNITIES

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1. 1981

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTMENT, JOBS, AND PRIcES

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMI'IIEE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:50 a.m., in the
hearing room of the Legislative Services Building, 90 State Circle,
Annapolis, Md., Hon. Paul S. Sarbanes (member of the subcommit-
tee) presiding:

Present: Senator Sarbanes.
Also present: James K. Galbraith, executive director; William R.

Buechner, professional staff member; and Betty Maddox, assistant
director for administration.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES, PRESIDING

Senator SARBANEs. The subcommittee will come to order.
This is the second day of hearings that the Subcommittee on

Investment, Jobs, and Prices of the Joint Economic Committee is
conducting to examine and document the effects of high-interest
rates on Maryland communities and citizens.

Yesterday, we heard graphic examples from a wide range of
business and local leaders concerning how high interest rates have
hurt the local economy in Baltimore County. Today, the Joint
Economic Committee moves to our State capital this morning and
to Wye Mills this afternoon to review the impact of high interest
rates on local communities in Anne Arundel County and Eastern
Shore.

In six separate hearings this week, we will hear from more than
80 witnesses about the severe challenge of high interest rates-a
challenge which these witnesses know best since they face it daily
in their own economic activities.

It is not exaggeration to say that the problems created by con-
tinuing high interest rates are approaching crisis proportions. The
situation this year, with the prime rate remaining over 17.5 per-
cent, is unparalleled.

In the last 12 months, the prime has been as high as 21.5
percent, and today it remains at 20.5 percent. The mortgage rate at
many financial institutions is over 17 percent, the highest it has
ever been.

The interest rate on tax-free municipal bonds is now over 11
percent, twice what local governments had to pay only 4 years ago.



These rates have created grave obstacles to the operations of
many established and productive enterprises, particularly in those
sectors of the economy which depend upon a line of credit. The
damage thus far is serious; and, if conditions are not soon im-
proved, will be irreparable. Enterprises which have been an impor-
tant asset to their respective communities, an important economic
resource, will be lost.

The burden of high interest rates has become a major financial
problem for small businesses. Auto dealers and other sellers of
consumer durables have been particularly hit.

For the first time in the history of a quarterly survey by the
National Federation of Independent Business, small businesses
rank interest rates and financing as the single most important
problem facing them.

The survey, which was released last week, says:
"The currently high rates of interest are making a bad situation

unbearable for many small firms."
Last year, almost 12,000 businesses failed nationwide, the highest

figures in more than a decade and almost double the number of
failures in 1978 when interest rates were only half their current
level.

The situation is particularly critical in the homebuilding indus-
try. Housing starts last month stood at an annual adjusted rate of
just over 1 million, down 17 percent from the already-reduced pace
of a year ago and only half the 2 million starts needed to meet
nationwide demand.

Construction-related business is similarly depressed. Unemploy-
ment in the construction industry is running at 15 percent, more
than twice the industrial average. Home sales have fallen dramati-
cally, down in Maryland as much as one-third from the levels of 2
years ago.

Financial institutions, particularly savings and loan associations,
which have done so much to make homeownership a reality, face
unprecedented pressure.

High interest rates also have very serious implications for the
finances of State and local governments. As a Sunday's New York
Times article commented:

These are dark days for State and local treasuries *. Prices of municipal
bonds have been sliding all year and fell to a historic low last week. At the same
time, the interest rates that governments have to pay on their new bonds have
reached historic highs.

This is an especially serious blow at a time when State and local
jurisdictions must look forward to sharp reductions in financial
support from the Federal Government.

The Federal Reserve Bank in Richmond reports that Maryland
farmers are now paying the highest interest rate they have ever
had to pay for bank loans, with many farmers paying 2 percentage
points above the current prime rate.

As a result, farmers across the State, as elsewhere in the Nation,
have been postponing or abandoning productive investments which
would make them more efficient and effective producers. And we
will be hearing testimony this afternoon, in Wye Mills, directed to
that very point.



The purpose of these hearings is to document across the State,
with testimony from those directly affected, the conditions to which
these statistics attest.

Over the past 18 months, the Joint Economic Committee, created
by the Employment Act of 1946 to provide Congress with economic
information and advice, has held a number of hearings on the
interest rate question, and will undoubtedly return to this matter
when the full committee in the fall begins its examination of the
impact of the recently enacted economic program.

It is my hope and expectation that the record of the Maryland
experience established by these subcommittee hearings will make
an important contribution to the full committee's work and to the
response which policymakers must undertake to remedy this press-
ing economic situation.

This morning we are very honored to have as our leadoff witness
the Governor of the State of Maryland, the Honorable Harry
Hughes.

Governor, we are very pleased to have you before the subcommit-
tee, and we look forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. HARRY HUGHES, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
MARYLAND

Governor HUGHES. Thank you, Senator.
I have submitted a prepared statement, which I am not going to

read, with your permission.
Senator SARBANES. Your prepared statement will be included in

the record in its entirety, Governor.
Governor HUGHES. This generally expresses concern about the

high interest rates, but does point out that, in spite of that, Mary-
land, because of its diversification in industry and business, is
rather optimistic about the growth we are experiencing here in the
industrial and business community, citing some figures over the
last couple of years of over $2 billion in investment.

So I would like just to give, in addition to that, some of my own
personal observations. You will be hearing from other State offi-
cials in special areas of the more specific effects of high interest
rates.

I happen to believe that the high cost of money and the high
interest rates is probably the most serious problem that we have in
this country as far as our economy is concerned.

You've already cited the litany of areas that have been affected.
And that is true in Maryland, as well as elsewhere.

The housing market, as you know, has fallen off almost a third
in the last 2 years. We do have a State program, and the reason for
the State program is to try to make available to low-income-low-
to middle-income citizens of Maryland, mortgages at a rate they
can afford. That program is just overrun with applicants.

We recently received applications and did it by the drawing lots.
Prior to that, if we didn t do that way, we had lines all the way
around the block. And I think it points out that there is a terrible
need among the citizens of Maryland for reasonable interest rates
on mortgages so that they can purchase homes.

I was talking to someone yesterday, as a matter of fact, who said
that in Columbia if someone is selling their home and they happen



to have a mortgage on it that has about a 9-percent interest rate
and that mortgage is assumable, that that fact alone will add about
$10,000 to the sales price of the home, which I think is a specific
example of the effect of the high interest rates.

Another effect is the proliferation of revenue bonds around the
country, which is becoming of some concern. I know it is to the
Congress and to others, too. And I think this has to be a result of
the high cost of money.

If you can offer to an industry that wants to expand or to locate
in this State, for example, some of their financing through revenue
bonds at an interest rate of 11 or 12 percent, or 10 percent, what-
ever it might be, that is a very attractive tool that is being used
nationwide, throughout the country, as a result of the high cost of
money in the private market. And the concern there, obviously, is
that the proliferation of the revenue bonds has had an adverse
effect on general obligation bonds.

You mentioned that the interest rate on general obligation bonds
has increased significantly. Our last issue, in May or June, was
about 9.2 percent. Less than a year-and-a-half before that, our
bonds sold for 6.1 percent, which we thought was very high at that
time.

I've just heard today that the State of Washington sold AAA
bonds yesterday-I think for water and sewage treatment plants-
and the price, the interest cost there was 15 percent on a AAA
bond. I haven't verified this, but I was just made aware of that.

So, the high cost of money is certainly having an adverse effect
on municipal bonds, State bonds, and the tax-free bonds. And I am
sure-I don't have any figures for this, but I am positive that the
most serious effect on businesses is the high cost of money for
small businesses and farmers.

Sure, it affects large business, but they are able to cope with it
better than the small businessman and the farmer. And I am sure
the 12,000 businesses that failed last year-a very significant por-
tion of them were small businesses rather than large businesses.

So far as large business is concerned, I think we probably have
an example, just yesterday, of the effect of high interest, where
General Motors has delayed their plans to expand their plant in
Baltimore, something that the city and the State have very much
concern about. It employs a couple of thousand people. We were
very elated when they made their decision to stay here, and more
elated when they made their decision to expand in Baltimore. Now,
they are delaying that because of the fall-off in the sales of auto-
mobiles. Again, that has to be a result of the high cost of money.

In our own State, as elsewhere, in the last couple of years, there
has been a tremendous fall-off or closing of automobile dealerships.

So, in the area of automobiles and other items that people need,
appliances, where financing is necessary, it certainly does have an
adverse effect. And it has a rippling effect throughout our econo-
my.

So, in sum, I repeat what I said in my opening remarks, that I
think the high cost of money is the most important problem that
we have in our economy in this State. It is a national problem. And
if it is going to be solved, it has to be solved at the national level.



Obviously, the State of Maryland can't solve that problem, nor can
any other individual State.

Of course, one of the reasons for the increase in the cost of
municipal bond interest is the tremendous borrowing that the Fed-
eral Government is doing in the market. I understand the Federal
Government borrowed something like $40 billion recently in the
market. That dries it up pretty well. And with that, you can
understand maybe why the State of Washington had to pay some-
thing like 15 percent.

Those are just some personal observations, Senator, that I had.
And I would hope that somehow-and I don't have the answer, but
I would hope that somehow, at the national level, that this problem
can be solved because, again, I think it is a most serious problem
and contributes to inflation.

And probably there is a crisis in confidence among people and
they become pessimistic about doing what everybody likes to do,
and that is look forward to buying their own home. They haven't
much to look forward to in that regard.

So, the rippling effect is very damaging to our entire economy.
So, I'd be glad to respond to any questions, Senator, if you might

have any.
Thank you, Senator.
Senator SARBANEs. Governor, thank you very much, both for

your comments and for your very thoughtful prepared statement.
[The prepared statement of Governor Hughes follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. HARRY HUGHES

I am grateful for this opportunity to discuss with you the effects of current
interest rates on the economy of Maryland.

Your concern, as will be detailed by Secretary Cawley and Commissioner Fell in
their subsequent remarks, is shared by us. It is one which has been developing since
the inception of the trend toward the use of higher interest rates and the tightening
of the money supply as a means of curbing inflation.

This Subcommittee on Investment, Jobs, and Prices is to be commended for its
efforts to determine whether we are proceeding in the proper direction and, if so,
whether we are proceeding at the most effective pace. We are aware that, given the
potential benefits of such a course, too slow a pace could prevent us from achieving
the desirable goal. That goal, of course, is the stemming of inflation which erodes
the earning power of working Americans and encourages speculative investments
instead of business and industrial expansion which generates that earning power.

By the same token, too rapid a pace could be counter-productive. It could channel
so much potential investment capital into other areas, thereby retarding business
and industrial expansion. It could also compel small retailers and other consumer-
oriented businesspersons to compete with high-interest-bearing investments for
their own supply of capital to stay afloat. This often necessarily results in an
additional cost of doing business, with the transfer of that additional cost to the
consumer.

Underlying these basic observations is a point which we in Maryland are eager to
make: The economy of our State is of such a tough fibre that, to a greater degree
than that of most other States, it is able to withstand the debilitating effects of
general economic trends. One reason for this is the great variety of our business and
industry, ranging from the production of basic goods like steel to the rugged individ-
ualism of our generations-old Chesapeake Bay seafood-harvesting enterprises. Com-
bined with our recently reinvigorated economic development program, these have
enabled us not only to weather nationwide recessions, but actually to make great
gains in the attraction of new enterprises to our State and the expansion of existing
ones.

To illustrate this, we need only to consult a few figures: Within the first two years
of my administration, new capital investment in Maryland totaled more than $2
billion. For each of these years, this is more than four times the figure for the last
preceding year-1978. During that time, we have added 10,000 new jobs for Mary-



land workers, compared with the 42,000 manufacturing jobs which this State lost in
1972 through 1977. In addition, this new capital investment is expected to generate
another 30,000 jobs within the next five to seven years. And our continuing efforts
to attract new business and to encourage the expansion of existing business indicate
that there's more to come.

But our pride in these developments and our confidence in the future cannot
blind us to the realization that greater stimulation of investment in production
capacity could mean even greater progress. There is no disguising or denying the
signs that such stimulation could be greater. Just two days ago we read news
accounts of problems besetting the real estate business: Nationwide home sales last
July dropped to their lowest level in five years. In the Greater Baltimore Area,
despite a general resurgence and revitalization of that great community, home sales
for July were down 14% from the previous July, which in turn was down about 18%
from July, 1979. And only yesterday we learned about the postponement of one
phase of the General Motors plant expansion in Baltimore bpecause of market
conditions.

I repeat that we in Maryland are fortunate to be able to weather downward
economic trends, and I am confident that our progress will continue through this
one. But, with the stimulation of still more capital investment and with interest
rates which curb inflation without restricting business growth, that progress could
be even greater.

Thank you.

Senator SARBANES. Governor, I just want to pick up on your last
point, about people regarding the future with pessimism. We heard
some testimony yesterday from the small business people and
homebuilders and realtors that really reflected a growing embitter-
ment, in the sense that many people who have conducted very
efficient productive enterprises over the years now feel that they
simply are being put up against the wall through absolutely no
fault of their own. These are not marginal operators who have
been inefficient, or have failed to perform a significant economic
service. These are people who have really been the mainstay of the
community and its economic activity, and they simply cannot with-
stand these high rates.

I was interested in your comment that the interest rate paid by
the State on its highly rated bonds, has gone from 6.1 percent to
9.2 percent in 11/2 years. In other words, that is a 50-percent
increase.

Governor HUGHES. The 6.1 percent, as I recall, was around Janu-
ary or February of 1980. And the 9.2 was in June of this past year.
And we are holding our breath now, because we are going to the
market in October for about $120 million in bonds. And if Mary-
land does have as high, a AAA, rating as you can get, that is an
extreme increase and an extreme cost to the taxpayers. Every 1
percent is a lot of money over a period of 15 years.

Senator SARBANES. Do you recall what the State's interest pay-
ment would come out to?

Governor HUGHES. No, I couldn't give you that figure.'
Our annual interest cost on our general obligation bonds?
Senator SARBANES. Yes.
Governor HUGHES. No, I really don't have that figure. But for

every dollar we borrow, it is now about $1.80 or so that we have to
pay back. It used to be significantly less than that-$1.50 less than
2 years ago.

Senator SARBANES. So, in effect, the high interest rates increase
your budgetary difficulties?

Governor HUGHES. Yes.



And in Maryland, the property tax, the State property tax, is
dedicated for that purpose. We do appropriate, out of general
funds, a certain amount of money, in an effort to hold down the
State property tax. But the property tax is pledged for that pur-
pose, and we are required to levy property tax in whatever amount
is necessary in order to meet that debt amortization.

We did have to increase it slightly this past year, but we do
appropriate, out of general funds, millions of dollars to hold down
the property tax. I can get you the figure of what our annual
interest costs are if necessary.

Senator SARBANES. I think the conclusion, which is very impor-
tant, is that the high interest rates which are being advanced as a
means of controlling inflation themselves become a contributing
factor to the inflation in a number of different respects.

We have heard the point made that an assumable mortgage at a
lower rate, is reflected in a premium on the cost of the house.
Therefore, you have higher housing costs right there. You have the
higher carrying charges on homes and durables because of the
higher cost of money-in other words, the interest cost. And now
we see it reflected in the State's budget. The higher interest
charges you have to pay are reflected in an increased property tax,
which itself is fed into the cost of living.

So these high interest rates, ostensibly put in place to check
inflation in effect, are contributing to the inflation and pushing it
forward.

Governor HUGHES. Another factor which enters into the munici-
pal bond picture is-as I understand the Federal tax cut program-
the maximum tax rate on unearned income has been lowered from
70 to 50 percent. I believe I'm correct.

There is great concern that this is going to have an adverse
effect on municipal, State, tax-free bonds-on investment in the
private sector.

Whatever the investment might be that pays 18 percent or so is
going to be a lot more attractive to someone who only has to pay 50
percent tax on it than when they had to pay 70 percent.

So, that is going to tend to make municipal bonds less attractive
than they were in the past, which, again, is going to probably
result in an increase in interest rates on municipal bonds.

Senator SARBANES. Has the State been forced to adjust signifi-
cantly its capital budget program because of the high interest
rates? Or has that not yet happened?

Governor HUGHES. Well, the answer, I guess, is yes and no. The
State, a few years ago, set up a Debt Affordability Committee to,
each year, recommend how much new debt the State should create.
That was brought about at that time more because of the growing
debt of the State-again, because of the school construction pro-
gram that the State had assumed.

So, since that State committee has been in operation, we have
tried-and I think with a great degree of success-to stay within
the debt limit, the new debt limit recommended each year by this
committee. It now takes on a more significant importance. because
of the high interest rates.

I have recently set up an in-house committee to look at our
capital program-because of the high cost of money-to see if



maybe we should not defer some of that which has already been
authorized and to try to analyze such things as is it better to wait a
couple of years, even though you know inflation is increasing and
the cost of construction.

But that might be less than the interest costs if they are as high
as we fear that they might be, so that we can make some judgment
that, yes, it makes more sense from the taxpayers' standpoint to
delay our capital program rather than move ahead with it and pay
the high interest cost, even though we know that there is going to
be inflation. But the interest costs maybe would more than offset
the increase in inflation.

Senator SARBANES. Are local governments coming more frequent-
ly to the State and saying "The high cost of money is precluding us
from moving forward with some very important projects, and
therefore we need to turn to the State for assistance of one sort or
another?" Are you encountering that from local officials?

Governor HUGHES. I don't think we have had too much of that.
You must remember that the State took over the local govern-
ment's biggest debt program, which was school construction. So,
with the exception of water, sewer, and those kinds of things, and
some Baltimore city bonds, most of the tax-exempt bonds in the
States are State bonds today.

So, I can't recall that we have had that kind of local government
effort to assist them, although we do have programs that are
capital-oriented and do assist the local governments-local jails, for
example, the State pays 50 percent of the cost.

But I can't recall having any knowledge of any concerted efforts.
Senator SARBANES. The State government's budget and its fiscal

position, obviously, depend on the State's economy. As you point
out, we are fortunate to have a very diversified economy, which
has been one of our main economic strengths.

But as you look ahead with these continuing high interest rates
in mind, are you fearful of the slowdown or maybe even the reces-
sion approaching a depression in certain sectors, which will have a
marked impact on the State revenues and therefore create a fur-
ther budgetary difficulty for you-one that has already, of course,
been created by reductions in Federal assistance for State and local
governments?

Governor HUGHES. I am fearful of that.
One area where there is a direct effect on State revenues is in

the house. For every home that is built, the State gets anywhere
from $2,000 to $4,000 or so in sales tax. So, when homebuilding is
off, our sales tax reflects that decrease.

Recently, the sales and income tax were looking better in the
State of Maryland, better over a bad situation that occurred a year
or so ago. But I am fearful about the long term trend. I hope this is
setting a pattern from long-term, but I don't really know.

Senator SARBANES. The same thing would happen with auto
sales, too.

Governor HUGHES. Auto sales would fall off. The effects there are
the entitling tax, which is a large source of revenue for the Depart-
ment of Transportation.

So, when-and in appliances and durables, as you say, they are
subject to sales tax.



So, whenever those things decline, just as night follows day, it
has an effect on our tax revenues at the State level, all of which is
affected by high interest costs.

Senator SARBANES. Governor, thank you very much for your very
helpful testimony. We appreciate your appearing before the com-
mittee.

Governor HUGHES. Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Our next witness will be Hursey Porter, rep-

resenting the realtors. Hursey is president of the Maryland Real-
tors. He comes from Salisbury, which is my home town.

We're very pleased to have you here before the committee. Mr.
Porter, if you will go ahead with your statement, we would be
happy to receive it.

STATEMENT OF R. IIURSEY PORTER, JR., PORTER-DENNIS, INC.,
REALTORS, SALISBURY, MD.

Mr. PORTER. Thank you, Senator. I want to thank you and the
subcommittee for taking interest in this very critical problem that
we're experiencing today of high interest rates.

I am wearing three hats today, one of which, as you have already
alluded to, is the president of the Maryland Association of Realtors,
second as a small businessman in Salisbury, Md., and third is that
of being a real estate broker.

Many of my remarks today are not something you haven't al-
ready heard but you will certainly hear a lot of over the course of
the hearings that are scheduled in the future. In my remarks, I
hope I will reflect the effect that the interest rates are having on
the home buying and selling public-not just the real estate indus-
try.

The severity of the unprecedented high interest rates we have
experienced over the past 2 or 3 months have practically devastat-
ed much of the housing industry already, and we feel in the real
estate industry that it is now reaching a crisis stage as it may
affect the entire economy.

As we all know, housing is one of the first areas to be hit by
excessively high rates because of the long-term credit requirements
of the buying public. Unfortunately, today 90 percent of our citizen-
ry cannot afford to buy a home. I venture to say that 50 percent
cannot afford to refinance the homes that they are presently living
in because of the high interest rates-not so much because of the
price of housing but because of the cost of financing that housing.

As I stated before, I am an active broker in Salisbury, Md., and I
would like to give you some statistics as to what has happened to
housing in our area. In Wicomico County, Md., particularly, sales
are off 30 percent for the year this year.

Senator, last year the sales were off 25 percent. If we couple last
year's off-sales and this year's off-sales, we have a combined total
of over 50 percent off in sales from 1979. Today the figures show
that housing sales in Wicomico County, Md., are off 43 percent-
this August versus last August-which is an incredibly low figure.

The reason for it is because last year we saw a reduction in rates
during the month of July. Housing picked up. In many cases, we
sold as many homes in the middle quarter of last year when the
rates were down as we had sold during the entire year. We are



unfortunately not enjoying or experiencing that increase this year,
thus representing a 43-percent decline.

The Governor alluded a few minutes ago to a Maryland program,
which is the Maryland home financing program, which he very
clearly stated that there was insufficient funds to cover the
demand. In our office alone, we submitted seven contracts for sale,
pending that type of financing, which was 10 percent financing. We
had one individual selected out of seven. There were 14 turned in
from Wicomico County.

I cannot stress to you the disappointment and the dismay on the
faces of those individuals who had hoped to buy a home and were
taking their chance on being drawn from that lot.

Another, I think, interesting figure to look at today is the fact
that over 60 percent of the sales which my company is involved in
represent, quote, "creative financing." This is unconventional fi-
nancing. We are not going to the banks. No one can afford 17 and
18 percent interest. Therefore the majority of our sales are being
made with owners taking back second mortgages, owners taking
back first mortgages for periods of 3 to 5 years or assumptions of
the existing mortgage. And it has already been discussed this
morning that when you have a mortgage on a home with a low
interest rate and it is in a good location, it will bring an absolute
premium price.

As president of the Maryland Association of Realtors, I can say
very authoritatively that the figures that I've quoted for Wicomico
County, Md., will hold true for a very vast majority of our State. I
think, Senator, that one-third off may be a conservative figure over
the past 2 years. Again, if we couple the losses from 1980 versus
1979 to the 1981 losses as we are experiencing particularly this
month, you may very likely find that the figures will show next
month that housing was easily off 50 percent in the State.

As for the plight pf the homeowner or the homebuilder who must
sell his home, I want to say that it is a sad story indeed, when I say
must sell his home. The discretionary seller is not in the predica-
ment that the individual is in who has either lost his job or has
been transferred. Every day in our office we are hearing the cries
for help from the selling public, homebuilders, and the like.

Consider a situation where one has lost their job 6 months ago
and has not been able to regain employment in his specified field
and has approximately 30 percent equity in his home. He cannot
make his mortgage payments. And unfortunately, Senator, he
cannot sell his home because of the rate situation. His equity is
dwindling, and he is on the verge of financial collapse. This is the
story that we are seeing every day in our industry.

Foreclosures today are beginning to happen at a staggering rate.
People cannot meet their payments, and unfortunately they can't
get out, which is an even sadder commentary. It is a living night-
mare for the seller that must sell.

New home starts are practically nonexistent in our area, as we
understand that they are practically nonexistent throughout the
State. Many of our area's leading builders are literally closing their
shops, or at minimum they are laying off 50 percent of their crews.
Those with significant inventories may soon fold. They simply



cannot afford to carry large inventories at 22 to 23 percent inter-
est.

It's no longer a case of profits for the homebuilders. For them, it
is how much loss and how long do they have to withstand it and is
there a light at the end of the tunnel. These are not, as we have
discussed earlier this morning, companies that are marginally
managed; these are well-managed companies with long, good repu-
tations.

I submit to this subcommittee this morning for your record,
Senator, 30 letters which I have picked up in less than a half a
day's time from home sellers and home builders. I think, sir, that
they will explain the plight that we are seeing in the general
public's eyes today, and I would submit these for the record.

Senator SARBANES. We are happy to include those in the record
at the end of your testimony. Thank you.

Mr. PORTER. I would like to stress that there is not a single letter
in this group from a real estate agent or broker; these are from the
public, which is experiencing the pain. I think they will also speak
for themselves as to what the people are going through.

As for the real estate industry, organized real estate in our area,
well-established, well-trained, professional real estate agents and
brokers are having to leave our industry. This is, I consider, an
extremely serious matter. We have always alluded to the fact that
the weak will fall out and the strong will get stronger. This is not
at all true today in the real estate industry. We have many people
that have been considered over the years as the best of agents and
brokers that have trained and worked hard and devoted their life
to this industry to be the tops in the industry that are having to
leave it for one simple reason, and it is called bread and butter on
their tables and supporting their families.

This, to me, is a devastation which is beyond repair, as far as our
industry. I sincerely hope that this committee will carry a message
back to Washington, and I offer some of the following suggestions
as we perceive it in the real estate industry.

First of all, we hope there will be further reductions in Federal
spending, thus reducing credit demands by the Federal Govern-
ment. We are not looking for subsidies in housing today.

Second, we are hoping that immediate attention by Congress to
the plight of the Nation's thrifts and adverse effects of the money
market funds that are creating-have created upon our economic
system-there is no reason today, Senator, for yields of 18 to 19
percent to be given when we have a true inflation rate of 7 to 8
percent. Something must be done in the way of the money market
funds.

Third, the Federal Reserve System must act quickly-and I mean
it must act quickly-to reduce the stranglehold on this pentup
economy. The tourniquet to the throat is not a cure for a bleeding
finger, and this is the way the real estate industry feels today-
that the tourniquet is around our throat and around the throat of
the public.

Fourth, we encourage the use of the "all savers plan," which will
be in effect October 1, unless the IRS kills it before it ever gets
born.
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In summation, Senator, unless we see a significant reduction in
interest rates in the next 30 to 60 days, not only will the American
dream of home ownership be a memory, but the entire economic
base of this great country could be irreparably damaged for years
to come.

Thank you, Senator. That is the conclusion of my remarks.
[The letters referred to by Mr. Porter follow:]
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E. COMPANY Everything Needed for Building

LUMBER MILLWORK ESTALISHED 199113 MAIN OFFICE SAttSOURY.MARYLAND

P.O. Box 1779
Salisbury, MD 21801

August 27, 1981

The Honorable Paul S. Sarbanes
United States Senate
2327 Dirkson - Senate Office Building
Washington, 0. C. 20510

Dear Paul:

I am very pleased that you are holding hearings on the
high interest rates because the housing industry is in the
worst depression since World War II.

There is no market for new houses because when a working
family's payments are in the range of $450 to $500 plus the
cost of living increasing every month it is impossible for them
to afford anything.

Our company in 1977 built 105 homes and had six crews
constructing the houses. Today our company has four homes under
construction, and to date we have constructed twelve houses this
year and have two crews working on our payroll.

The housing industry is in a depression, and unless something
is executed to improve the mortgage rates so families can afford
the houses, there will be building materials and construction
companies going bankrupt for the next year.

Sincerely,

E. S.KINS & COMPANY

Henry . r
Vice President
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Augcust 3l, 1981

The Honorable Senator Sarbanes
Washington DC

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am writing to you to express my concern and to ask your sup-
port, regarding the high interest rates we are now facing on
home mortages. I have two houses in the $20,000 to $25,000
range that have been listed with local realtors for eighteen
months now and are not being sold. I have spent extra time
and money on the houses to make them more attractive for the
market. This effort has proven futile and I.m being advised
the houses have almost no chance of being sold until the in-
terest'rates come down.

I know you are aware of the "high interest rates" and I ap-
peal to you to use the influence of your position and your
office in trying to alleviate the situation. I know there
are many others who find themselves in .this "dead end" pre-
dicament. Is there not something you could do, through the
proper political channels, to ease our efforts and start a
down trend in interest rates?

I would be most appreciative of anything you could do*

Sincerely yours,

609 Twin Tree Road
Sj1isbury, -D 218' 
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August 31, 1981

The Honorable Paul Sarbanes Richard F. Cropper
Senator, State of Mryland 135 Francis Drive
State House Salisbury, Maryland. 21801
Annapolis, Md. 21401

Re: High Interest Mortgage Rates

Dear Mr. Sarbanes:

Please let me take this opportunity to explain the situation
'm presently faced with.

Due to my illness I'm having to sell my home. The house has
been on the open market for approximately 6 months. During this
six month period I've been forced to offer owner financing. Thus,
of course, means we will have to rent an apartment in lieu of purch-
asing another home that would be condusive to our needs.

My wife and I are asking you to take action in the Senate that
would result lower interest rates. We need your help.

Sincerely 7

hycad. Cropper/
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August 27, 1981

Senator Paul Sarbanes
Unites States Senate
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sir:

I am writing to you to express my concern about the high
interest rates that are causing major problems for most people
today.

My specific problem relates to the fact that I am unable
to sell a house due to the factors of high interest rates.
My employment situation required that I move from Maryland to
Virginia, approximately 250 miles in September of 1980. To
date, my home is still on the Real Estate market. During this
eleven month period, very few serious inquiries were made with
no offers to buy tendered. My home is priced near the current
national average home price and is located in a prime housing
area. The only obvious cause for not selling has been identified
by local Realtors as the high interest factor.

I urge you to consider taking action in the Senate that will
effect lower interest rates. Perhaps many families could then
again lead less financially taxing lives.

Sincerely yours,

MJS/sll
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JOHN 2. HESS

dbOTN Pt~21 SL_SAY. M. 21301 301-742-2111

August 27, 1981

The Honorable Paul Sarbapes
0,SSenator, State of Maryland

State House
Annapolis, MD 21401

Dear Paul,

As I'm sure you are aware, the economic impact of the high interest
rates for home mortgages is more than most of us would have believed
possible. This has really -hit home for us as we are in Ehe process
of trying to sell our home in Salisbury. Since originally putting
the house on the market, we have had to come up with alternatives
to offer prospective buyers, but with no success so far. Among these
alternatives has been the lowering of our original asking price and
offering owner financing at 12% (which is considerably under the
market rates).

With th'e interest rates this high, it is almost impossible for
any quick action on our house, and as you can imagine, this is
affecting our ability to purchase another home. Until our present
one sells, we cannot actively pursue the purchase of another place.
Thus, to help 'move' our home, we are forced to find other means of
selling it. These means affect us directly in a loss of money from
the sale - not only by dropping the original price, but by taking a
loss by offering owner financing.

I can't stress enough to you and the other members of the Joint
Economic Committee how such indicators as lowering the price of
homes for sale just to sell them shows the real economic impact
of these high interest rates. I just wanted to add my voice to the
many others throughout the state who are expressing serious concern
over this economic problem.

Sincerely,

J hn E. Hess

JEH:1ew
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U.S. Senator Paul Sarbanes
United States .SEnate
ashington, D.C. 27. August .1

Senator Sarbanes:

Due to a recent relocation with my employer, I find myself in the unenviablk,4sition of having a home on the market. I say unenviable because I find thattoday's buyer is facing a rate of interest that is double that which I financedonly three short years ago. I also say unenviable because, like many others, Ifind myself in the position of paying this new , high rate of interest and trying
to sell my other home at the same new, high, rate of interest. I feel as though
I am between the proverbial "rock and a hard place".

I understand that you and your colleagues will be facing this issue in thenear future. I emplore you as both a homebuyer and a home seller to try your
best to voice the opinion of every Marylander in this situation. How can the homebe the family base if the family cannot afford to own one?

Respectfully,

Guy rk
302 Park Row
Snow Hill, Maryland 2M863
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Vaue Enginering
Construction Management

Genral Contracing

Venables/Le Cates, Inc. Gnneo......

1955 Norhwlood Drive
Salisbury. Maryland 2101

301-546-0008

August 27, 1981

The Honorable Paul R. Sarbanes
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I must start by yelling "HELP". As a builder
I've just about had all of this great economy and
rotten money market I can stand. In the last 18 years
we have built and sold over 3,500 homes. But, because
of the high interest rates, in the last two years
we have sold one (1) home and that was a direct result
of offering financing, only after the home had been
on the market for a year and a half. Senator, it is not
my aim to become a moneylender, but to remain a builder
with my employees actively building homes and not
actively seeking unemployment insurance benefits, some-
thing must be done.

After all these years I sure would hate to become
a bank statistic or stand in line at the bankruptcy
court. WE NEED HELP NOW!

Sincerely,

Richard T. LeCates
President

RTL/g
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August 27, 1981

Senator Paul Sarbanes
United States Senate
Washington, DC.

Dear Senator Sarbaness

The high interest rates charged for mortgages in this
country have very -effectively eliminated our family from ownership of a
home of our own. I believe that home ownership is a basic right for all
families, but inflation coupled with the huge interest charged for mort-
gage money, has put the lower and middle class of wage earners out of the
picture.

In order to buy a home in the price range we would have
been able to afford just a few years ago would rquire us to pay about 2/3 of my
take-home pay each month for principal, interest and insurance, and that is a
sacrifice we are not willing or able to make. We have found several lending
institutions willing to give us mortgages of 30 years on a $65,000 home, but
our monthly payments would exceed $850.00.

Perhaps if interest rates dould be cut by 1% and rolled
back to 14-144%, we would be able to afford to buy, but 'right now that is out
of the question.

Yours truly,

Jon D. Shearer
Mary
Jon Jr.
Jim
Paul
Sue and !teve

303 W. College Avenue
Salisbury, Md. 21801
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August 28, 1981

The Honorable Paul S. Sarbanes
Room 1518 Federal Office Building
31 Hopkins Plaza
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

In August of 1980, I listed my three year old custom built home
"For Sale" with Ahtes & Hanna Partners of Salisbury, Maryland. The property was listed

for six (6) months at $82,900.00 which price was within the range of the market analysis

provided by the salesperson. It was shown four (4) times and the listing was cancelled

in February of 1981.

I again listed my house in July of 1981 with Porter & Dennis of

Salisbury, Maryland at $79,900.00 and this time offered "Owner Financing" at 1li. The

house has been shown a number of times and frequently advertised. However, the house

is not sold and the real estate market in this area looks anything but bright in the

future.

The purpose of this letter is to make you further aware of the

financial crisis arising in this and many other areas of the country. Unless something

is done soon to lower interest rates and make mortgage money available to home buyers

many sellers will be forced to forfeit their homes because they are unable to keep up

the payments. Also, some real estate salespeople may be forced to leave this field of

employment because of the lack of business.

Due to the high cost of living and small pay raises, I would like

to sell my house and live in something less expensive. I feel my house is in the price

range of middle class income, but most local buyers would have to sell their home in

order to purchase my home and even though I am able to offer owner financing, they can-

not sell their home due to the high cost of interest rates and points.

I would appreciate your giving this matter consideration and in

your job as United States Senator trying to recommend a solution to this growing

problem. I am fully in favor of a "balanced budget" and doing away with "wasteful

spending", however something must be done soon to lower interest rates.

sincerely,

Ms. Vernadett M. hudson
9 Weaver Orive
Salisbury, Maryland 21801

87-288 0 - 82 - 6
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OVAL PEST CONTROL
EASTERN SHORE TERMITE CONTROL

DIVISION OF PIED PIPER PEST CONTROL INC.
PO. BOx 2256 940 N. SAUSBURY BLVD. SALISBURY, MARYLAND 21801 - (301) 742-5550

August 31, 1981

Honorable Paul Sarbanes
U. S. Senate
Washington, D. C. 21510

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

Because of the high interest rates.I have been unable
to sell my house for the past three months.

People are in need of housing but they are unable to
buy as they can not afford the interest rates and this
hurts the economy.

It would be greatly appreciated if you do everything in
your power to push getting these rates reduced as soon
as possible.

Yours truly,

David L. Rice
General Manager

DLR/gma
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Haines Building Co., Inc.
1106 Kenilworth Drive
Salisbury, Md. 21801

Hon. Paul S. Sarbanes
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Sir:

I am writing this letter in regards to the highinterest rate now being charged on mortgage loans. I am sure
you are aware of this.

I think it is past time that someone should look
into this and try to do something about it as this has brought the
home building industry to an almost complete standstill in this area.
I, as a home builder know that it has brought me to a complete halt
in building and am sure that many are in the same boat that I am.

Would appreciate anything that you could do to
get the building business on the upturn.

Thank you.

Very truly yours,
Haines Building Co., in;.

H. 0. Haines, pres.
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state Ecnomi &.Stale
1  Community

velopment
Single Family Programsn
1910 orest Drive Anapouis Mary1 lad 21401 * 301-269-3524 Serery

August 14, 1981

7' o MVFP Lottery Number

Dear Applicant:

The Maryland Hone Financing Program (MIOP) lottery was held
on Thursday, August 13, 1981. Your application was I e*drawn out of
the 15 submitted for property in Wicomico County.

Based on progran allocations for your county, only applications
could be accepted !or initial processing. Therefore, your application along
with others is being held on our reserve list at this tine.

Should funds for your county become available as the result of
rejections and/or withdrawals, applications will be placed in process from

the reserve list according to their lottery number. Should your case be

one of these, you will be notified promptly.

We should be able to determine total fund usage for your county
within thirty to forty days. All applications not accepted for processing
by Friday, September 25, 1981 will be mailed back to the applicant on that

date together with all papers. Therefore, we ask that you do not contact

this office to inquire as to the status of your application unless you have

not heard from us by September 30, 1981.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

* Alyce li. Beath
Assistant Director
Single Family Programs

AHH:DLS:blr.

wene Nurther for Hearing trepaste
209 2509 Annapol.s Area
505 0450 Toll tree Washinglon Area

An ECual Opportunity Emataner
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426 Loblolly Lane
Salisbury, MD 21801
August 29, 1981

Hon. Paul S. Sarbanes
U. S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Hon. Sarbanes:

High interest rates have made it impossible for people

to buy properties. With the high rates, even families who have

two incomes cannot afford payments.

I would appreciate anything your office can do to help

reduce interest rates. .'
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1104 Kenilworth Drive
Salisbury,

To Whom It May Concern

I.have a property located in Salisbury, Maryland that has been on the market
fourteen months. It is a completely remodeled home, that was actually gutted
and rebuilt. The home has been shown many times with great interest. It is
in a excellent location by being close to the mall shopping center, walking
distance to elementary and close to high school.

The last two people we talked to who had really wanted the property could not
in any way pay the payments with the interest rate as high as it is. Because
of the lost sales we have had on the property we are now losing every day be-
cause of the interest rate. The interest has now taken over any capital we
had hoped to get on the property.

Unless the interest rates come down soon the cost of this property to us will
be a great burden.

Very truly yours

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Porter, thank you for a very powerful
statement.

Can I ask you what percentage of home resales involve some
kind of owner financing today?

Mr. PORTER. We are finding of the sales that are made within
our company, Senator, approximately 60 percent of those sales are
what we term as "creative financing." Creative financing is gener-
ally financing methods other than going to the bank or the savings
and loan, which most people cannot afford today. They include
owners taking back a first mortgage, if they are in such position to
do so-and many are not; they may be owners taking a second
mortgage. We are dealing with what is called the "wrap-around
mortgage" today. There are more initials today on various mort-
gage plans than I think Webster's dictionary may have room for.
But they are the unconventional methods. And as we stated before,
the assumption is generally one of the fastest moving items on the
market.

Senator SARBANES. Are you finding the situation that the Gover-
nor referred to, that if there is an assumable mortgage at a favora-
ble interest rate, it is then reflected by the seller in a higher cost of
the home?

Mr. PORTER. What we are finding is that-I would say yes, that
home is going to bring a premium now. As to what percentage
increase over the normal market, that is difficult to say, Senator,because the market attitude is such today that without the assuma-
ble mortgage, that property very likely will not sell to begin with.So it is a matter of being able to get what I consider to be market
value today, whereas if you did not have the assumption, you are
not going to receive market value because the price of the property
will be discounted by the buying public.

Senator SARBANES. You say that families required to move, be-
cause they have been transferred for business purposes or maybe a



military transfer, find themselves in an extremely difficult situa-
tion; is that correct?

Mr. PORTER. That is very correct. Unless a family has what we
call third-party relocation assistance--

Senator SARBANES. That is a point I wanted to get to.
Mr. PORTER. If their company has a plan-the employing compa-

ny has a plan whereas their home will be purchased upon their
being transferred, those people are not feeling the plight as much
as the individuals who do not have such a plan or have lost a job in
one area and have gone to another area in which to seek employ-
ment.

We are finding that many families in our area are even split up
to the extent the husband is away perhaps in Wyoming or across
the country working today, and the wife and the children are back
home. Needless to say, this creates a tremendous social problem
within our communities.

Senator SARBANES. One of the factors that needs to be developed
is that, to the extent there is that third-party help, it generally
works out as another disadvantage for small business. Usually, as
we have examined it, it is the large companies that have such
programs and are able to institute them. Therefore, they have a
preferred position in seeking talented people, whereas the small or
medium sized company that might be seeking the same person is
unable to offer that benefit and it is at a disadvantage in attracting
the personnel it wants.

Mr. PORTER. There's no question that this is the case, sir, because
the small, even midsized companies very seldom have a third-party
plan or a third-party brokerage coming in to take over the home,
because it is costing the companies from 15 to 20 percent of that
home transaction to have that company come in-that third-party
company come in and take over the property. Small businesses can
simply not afford this.

Senator SARBANES. Of course the cost the company incurs in
order to do that ends up being passed on to the consumer of
whatever product that company manufactures or whatever service
that company provides. So again it contributes to an inflated cost.

Mr. PORTER. That is part of the cost of doing business, yes.
Senator SARBANES. Bill Byrnes testified yesterday at the hearing

that we had in Towson, and one of the points he made was how
much more difficult it has become just to be a realtor in terms of
the personal dealings with people. I wonder how much you are
encountering that problem in terms of the reaction of both buyers
and sellers to the situation in which they confront in frustration
and even anger. How much of that do you get, as opposed to a
reaction of acceptance or resignation?

Mr. PORTER. Senator, I can easily state that we probably-when I
say "we," the people within our company are spending up to one-
fourth of their time each day discussing the problem of the market
and trying to alleviate some of the frustrations of the sellers. I
think we have been very fortunate that we have tried to keep
ourselves abreast of the market changes, and I think they realize
why people are not looking at homes today. Certainly they can
read the newspapers as well as yourselves.



But we are continually getting calls in as to, "What's going on; is
there any way we can get this thing sold? Should we drop the
price; I can't offer creative financing. What can we do?" And we're
spending a tremendous amount of our time just simply trying to
pacify those sellers at this particular time. So it is becoming a very
critical problem. We could get a lot more done if we could think a
little bit more positively.

Senator SARBANES. That's right. A lot of your time and energy is
really being spent on this. It is a very important activity, but it is
essentially an economically nonproductive activity.

Mr. PORTER. That is correct.
Senator SARBANES. You made reference last summer to the fact

that August was a very good month and that you sold, I think, as
many homes in that quarter as over the year. What was the rate
you were working with at that time, do you recall?

Mr. PORTER. Yes; when we saw the rates come back from 13 or
a 14 percent rate, which we saw in the spring months up until
about May and June, when we saw those rates fall back into the 12
percent and the 11/2 percent range, that is literally when the
market opened up. And we had more sales in the months of July,
August, September, and the first part of October prior to again the
tightening of money by the Fed than we had during the rest of the
year.

Senator SARBANES. Is that the range you feel you need to get
down to to open up the market, or does that range keep creeping
up?

Mr. PORTER. The range has crept up over the years, of course. In
1979, the early part of 1979, we were experiencing 10, 10%, and 11
percent interest. We find in our marketing area that 12 percent
seems to become a magic number. We find that most consumers
will accept that if there is an interest in buying. Thirteen, I guessby the mere figure of thirteen percent not having a good sound or
for superstitious purposes, seems to be where we start picking up
the drag or what we would call the back-off by the public, the
rejection.

When you start getting in to 15 and 16 percent, Senator, itdoesn't make much difference if it is 15 percent or if it's 20 per-
cent, because then in our area we are beyond the affordability
factors.

Senator SARBANES. Let me ask you this question, because of
course the Fed argues that they are trying to restrict the economy
to prevent it from overheating. I can understand that problem
under certain circumstances, but I don't perceive that it is over-
heated. I think there is a lot of slack out there.

Would you say that at a 12-percent rate the doors are wide open
or have they simply parted enough to allow a reasonable amount of
activity to take place on your part, on the part of the homebtilders
and on the part of the selling and buying public? Or at that rate,
have you gone to such easy terms that everything is just gushing
through?

Mr. PORTER. I would say that at the 12-percent rate the doors are
not wide open. I think at a 12-percent rate we would find that the
doors are open to the extent where we would have activity in the



housing market, and I think good activity as compared to what we
are experiencing today.

But as far as the doors being wide open, I don't think you're

going to find that the general public is going to jump until you see

single-digit interest rates, because you are still dealing with what
we call the discretionary market, and that being the individual
that is living in a home and is maybe a little cramped but other-
wise comfortable, who has a 9-percent interest rate or a 8-percent
interest rate on his home. He is not going to jump at 12 percent
interest necessarily in order to move up to a larger home or a little
more square footage or perhaps to try to improve his location
factor.

The discretionary buyer, I think, is going to sit tight for quite a

long time until we can see rates back into the 9- and 10-percent
range.

Senator SARBANES. We had some graphic testimony to that point
yesterday from a Mr. Grady, who is a gasoline station owner. He
would like to move closer to his business. He has been very success-

ful, and he can afford to do it, but he is not about to give up the
low-interest mortgage he has now in order to assume a very high-
interest mortgage-even though as he pointed out, it makes sense
for a whole range of reasons-energy savings, environmental con-
siderations-for him to make that move, and even though he can
clearly afford to do it. There was some very strong testimony to
that point.

Bill Byrnes said that he thought the realtors had succeeded in

separating the messenger from the message as they deal with
sellers and buyers, your clientele. Do you think that is the case? Or

do you think people in effect are blaming you directly and there-
fore putting your business under even greater pressure?

Mr. PORTER. We're not finding that the public is blaming the
industry for the problems we're experiencing today. Here again, I
think it is a problem of communication between our industry and
the general public. We have in many cases advised sellers, when
they say "What can we do to get our home sold?"-frankly, Sena-

tor, we've advised them to write you and Senator Mathias letters,
the President of the United States, and the Federal Reserve Chair-

man, if that makes them feel a little better, and perhaps it will
have some impact. But I don't think that the individual public
itself is blaming our industry for the interest rates. They know it's

beyond our control.
Senator SARBANES. You've given some very strong testimony. I

think it is very important to establish what is actually happening
at the street level-at the grass roots-in order to make the point
that a policy which simply accepts the current situation and says
you just have to dawdle through, is not acceptable. The premise
has to change; the premise has to say, "Something must be done
about this," because we can't simply tolerate a situation in which
certain sectors of the economy are literally driven into a depres-
sion, a situation in which productive, efficient enterprises go under.

It's one thing if you're saying, "Well, these were marginal oper-
ations, and it was really questionable whether they should have
been in the business or not. These are the weak, and the competi-



tion was such that they fell by the wayside." My perception is asyou stated, that that is not what is happening.
Some of your longest-established and most able firms have eithergone out or have merged. I gather the number of mergers is updramatically in the real estate business. Therefore, the premise hasto change, so that we say, "We have to address that situation andmake changes elsewhere in the mix of our economic policy in orderto bring down these high interest rates."
Mr. PORTER. I think the attitude today of the real estate industryis that we have had enough. We have supported much of theeconomic programs that are before Congress today, including thetax cut programs, but I think we have to look back and realize thefact that back in January through. March of last year, we weredealing with 14-percent interest rates with the expectation that anew economic program was going to make that situation improve.And it's a little difficult today to look a real estate agent in theface and say, "Well, things are going to get better," when theyhave gone from 14 to 18 percent in a period of, say, 3 to 4 months.It is a bitter pill to take, and I can assure you, Senator, that thereal estate industry is getting up in arms about the situation.I could have brought with me today 100 letters from the public. Icould have brought you 300 letters from real estate agents on theEastern Shore, had I had the time. I moved my schedule forward tothis morning, but there are other boards of realtors on the shoreother than the coastal board that have also accumulated lettersthat will be coming into your office that I would have been pickingup this morning.

Senator, there's no plight about the experience we in our interestare going through. I think all you have to do is go out and talk tothe public to see what the effects are.
Senator SARBANES. Thank- you very much for some very goodtestimony Mr. Porter.
Mr. PORTER. Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. I want to acknowledge the presence at thehearing of Delegate Gerald Winegrad of Annapolis, who is one ofthe most effective members of the Maryland House of Delegates.Gerald, we are very appreciative of your being here with us thismorning.
Has Mr. Yates come in yet?
[No response.]
Senator SARBANES. I think I will defer the next panel, and wewill introduce the State Commissioner of Consumer Credit, AlanFell.

STATEMENT OF ALAN THOMAS FELL, COMMISSIONER OF CON-SUMER CREDIT, DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING AND REGULA-TION, BALITMORE, MD., ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE RAY-BURN, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
Mr. FELL. Senator, I want to thank you for the opportunity tocome here and speak for some consumers who have contacted us.Some consumer groups, senior citizens groups that I've spoken tothat have given me their views. And I would like to give you theirviews.



Forty percent of my statement has been. extremely well covered
by both Governor Hughes and yourself. I had five different subjects
I wanted to talk about. You and the Governor have. very well
covered better than I could that the record rates have caused an
increase in the price of goods, and publicity concerning record high
interest rates has resulted in the loss of consumer confidence.

I would like to go into some other areas which may not be
covered today by other speakers in an area in which we feel we
have some expertise.

On my left is George Rayburn, the assistant commissioner, and
my right hand for the last 13 years.

Senator SARBANES. You sat your right hand on your left.
Mr. FELL. Yes. That's not unusual, Senator. [Laughter.]
The installment sellers are finding it difficult to sell their financ-

ing contracts or hold their own paper. These installment sellers are
basically small, independent Maryland merchants who are unable,
because of high interest rates, to carry their own paper. These
could be automobile dealers. They could be appliance dealers.

In addition to them finding that their sales are down-that is
one question that you and the Governor very well went over. But
they have another problem. In addition to their sales being down,
their contracts when they purchase this are so difficult because to
hold it, because of the high interest rates, they try to sell this to a
factor. They are unable to sell them, because interest rates are so
high, nobody wants these contracts. Now they can make more
money putting this money into money markets mutual funds or
CD's or whatever.

So the small independent Maryland merchants that sells install-
ment goods is hurt and hurt badly, and I do not know how they are
going to survive a great period of these high interest rates. If they
would decline soon, I think we would be in good shape. I think
Maryland is in better shape than most States to perhaps withstand
this, but we can't stand this forever.

So the small merchant, I think, is a person who is greatly affect-
ed by these record rates. I want to get into the fact that credit is
scarce for consumers who do not have well-established, and I said
in my prepared statement, prime credit ratings.

Inflation affects the poor and those who do not have prime credit
ratings more than it affects those who do have prime credit rat-
ings. The reason for this is when money gets expensive, it also gets
tight. And the more creditworthy borrower by credit bureau stand-
ards, not necessarily saying that they are more creditworthy or less
creditworthy, but I am talking about how they are rated by the
credit grantors and the credit bureaus.

These people who have not established credit or several years
ago may have had a judgment or may have had an automobile
repossessed, they are greatly affected, because they are going to
find credit is expensive, if they can get it.

For example, consumer loan companies usually aid people that
are unable to get bank credit or who have exhausted their bank
credit. These companies are at a record low in Maryland. Mr.
Rayburn just checked and we have 262 licensed companies from a
record high of, I believe, 452, and a high 2 years ago when they
passed a new law, 355. So it is really 355 against 262. These



businesses that have gone under have cost us jobs. They have cost
us empty places in shopping centers, and they have cost the peoplethat are unable to obtain bank credit a source of funds.

And these people are the ones that are being affected most bythese record high interest rates.
Finally, I want to get into a industry that has benefited-I'm

sure you're going to hear today tales of woe from various industries
and consumers and individuals-well, there is one industry thathas been booming as the result of this, these record high interest
rates, and also the scarcity of money, and that is the collection
industry. The collection industry in Maryland has gone from 125licensed companies, and I may add some of these companies employ
as many as 50 or 60 people. It has gone from 125 in fiscal year1978, which is the first year of our licensing law, to 217 currently.
In addition to that, every month we're getting more applications
from other people that want to get into the collection business.So this is one area that has benefited from the current economic
problem. The reason for this is the expense of carrying these debtson the books is so great that collection agencies are being usedmore now than ever before to liquidate these debts and, therefore,
they have increased tremendously, and we expect them to continuetheir collection activities on the public.

That, Senator, basically is my testimony. I would be glad toanswer any questions that you may have.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much, Commissioner. It is avery helpful statement and your full statement, of course, will beincluded in the hearing record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Fell follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALAN THOMAS FELL

Record high interest rates have affected Maryland consumers in the followingways:
1. These record rates have raised the cost of consumer goods to both cash andcredit customers. Merchants and manufacturers have had to raise the cost of goodssince their cost of carrying inventories has become almost prohibitive. In addition,most merchants are currently losing money on their credit plans; and, they areforced to raise their retail prices, in effect, subsidizing the credit purchasers.
2. Installment sellers are finding it difficult to sell their financing contracts orhold their own paper. These merchants have been calling our office in recordnumbers and have testified before the Maryland Legislature that they can no longercarry their own paper with today's interest rates. Finding someone to purchasethese contracts with today's cost of money is extremely difficult especially for thesmall installment seller.
3. Credit is scarce for consumers who do not have well-established "prime" creditratings. For example, consumer loan companies serve consumers who have exhaust-ed or are unable to obtain bank credit. These companies over the past nine monthshave closed their doors in record numbers. As of this moment, as shown in ourtable, we have the lowest number of licensed consumer loan offices in the past 30years. Every month we are being notified of more office closings. The local inde-pendent loan company in this State is rapidly becoming extinct due to the high costof money. Many independents have to pay up to five percent over the prime rate forthe money they lend to consumers. Those consumer loan companies which continueto operate have had to restrict the availability of funds to their customers.
Second mortgage loans are also becoming scarce in Maryland. Most of our secondmortgage lenders began curtailing second mortgage lending 6 months ago and havecontinued these restrictions to the present time.
4. Publicity concerning record high interest rates have resulted in a loss of consum-er confidence. Prospective buyers considering the purchase of motor vehicles andother large ticket items which must be financed are in many cases deferring



purchases until interest rates decline. The high cost of financing has a direct effect
on consumer confidence.

5. Collection activities have been increased. Not every industry has suffered from
these record high interest rates. The collection industry in Maryland is booming.
The number of collection agencies licensed to do business in Maryland has increased
from 125 in fiscal year 1978 (the first year of the new licensing law) to 217
currently. The number of these collection agencies has been steadily increasing
every month. Both business and collection agency executives have confirmed that
debts are more expensive to carry on the books and therefore must be liquidated as
soon as possible.

I wish to thank the subcommittee for the opportunity to present the views of my
agency.

CONSUMER LOAN LICENSEES IN MARYLAND

Number of Total dolar amount Year end
Canadar year loans mae of loans nade outstanding

1978 . ..... . .................... ........................................ . 169,462 $440,040,963 $418.600.989
1979 ....... 23 . ............................................................. .. 236,145 420,117,566 434,965,938
1980. . .. ............................................................... 140.246 215.629.170 356,120,198

The number of loans made calendar year 1980 compared to calendar year 1978
shows a decrease of 52.05 percent.

The total dollar amount of loans made calendar year 1980 compared to calendar
year 1978 shows a decrease of 49.0 percent.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Fell, on the-first point, which was alluded
to earlier, that the rates have raised the cost of consumer goods to
both cash and credit customers, have you seen that happen? I
assume there has been a sharp curtailment in inventory, which a
lot of merchants are carrying; is that correct? Just because of the
high cost of carrying?

Mr. FELL. Yes, sir.
Senator SARBANES. I know the auto dealers, in particular, are

confronted with that problem.
Mr. FELL. Yes, sir.
Senator SARBANES. Do you have any estimate of the increase in

the cost of goods that is resulting from this increase in the cost of
money?

Mr. FELL. Mr Rayburn has informed me that it varies from
merchant to merchant, but I want to get one other thing on the
record too that is in the statement. But I want to expound upon it.
The credit plans that the merchants offer, they have testified
before me and before the legislature, they are taking a loss on
those. So they are forced to increase the cost of the cash goods, and
not only do you have high interest rates causing an increase in the
goods, because it is the cost of doing business, you have another
side of the coin, where the credit plans, the revolving charge ac-
counts that the merchants are giving, they are not making any
money off of those, because of the high-interest rates that they are
paying for money, so therefore, they are raising the cost of the
goods again, not only because of money, but they're raising the cost
of goods again to support the credit plans which they are losing
money on.

So it is a double effect on the cost of consumer goods.
Senator SARBANES. On the second point, are they finding people

to carry their paper at a very high cost, or are they actually
finding that they can't find anyone to take their paper at all?



Mr. RAYBURN. Senator, we receive or have received a number of
letters and complaints, I guess you could say, from small mer-
chants, mainly furniture and appliance dealers, who have advised
our office that they can find no outlet for their paper. They are
forced to do one of two things, either hold their own credit paper or
restrict the sales to cash customers.

There are many buyers in this State who cannot afford to go out
and buy a $500 or $600 refrigerator, when their other one breaks
down, and pay cash for it. So as a result, we have a mounting
problem, not only insofar as the merchant is concerned, restricting
inventory, restricting his sales to cash customers, and so forth, we
have a consumer in need who is forced by the market to go into a
consumer loan company and borrow this $500 or $600 at very high
rates approaching 30 percent, because he cannot buy on an install-
ment plan that carries a 20-percent rate, because the merchant
cannot factor that paper at 20 percent, when the factor could get
more money than that from-for his funds through a commercial
enterprise.

Senator SARBANES. So the consumer ends up paying 30 percent
where he might have paid 15 percent or thereabouts or even less, if
we had a normal interest rate situation?

Mr. RAYBURN. Absolutely.
Mr. FELL. If the high-interest rates continue, we will probably

have an increase in an area which I don't even like to talk about,
because in Maryland we have eradicated this evil pretty much. But
if these high-interest rates continue and legitimate businesses are
forced out of business, we will see a return to the loan sharks
which were prevalent in this country especially after World War I,
and the Russell Sage Foundation conducted a study after World
War I, and they found that if you don't have legitimate controlled
lenders lending money, and these people should go out of business
for some reasons or for some reason not be in business, then people
must find money somewhere. And when there is a need, and when
there is no legitimate business to take that need, to help that need,
we will find ourselves in the position, I would say, if these interest
rates continue, say, for another 2 years, we would find.ourselves in
the position where this ugly monster, which I think we have
almost eradicated, will raise its head again. That is, the loan shark.
And I don't look forward to that happening.

Senator SARBANES. I don't think anyone does.
Let me ask this question. are the large concerns able to handle

this problem and, therefore, gain a competitive advantage, over the
small furniture dealer or the small durable goods retail store that
you've been talking about?

Mr. RAYBURN. As far as retailers are concerned, it is obvious that
the larger the retailer, the better able he is to absorb this particu-
lar impact. It is the store that is a specialty store, that deals only
in, let us say, furniture and appliances or deals only in ladies' wear
or only in mens' wear. The general merchandise store that has
many branches, and so forth, is better able, because of their spread,
to absorb the particular impact of these high-interest rates; howev-
er, there is a strong question as to how long they will be able to
absorb this. They are already petitioning the General Assembly of
the State of Maryland to increase the rate.
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They have testified before the Senate Economic Affairs Commit-
tee just recently as 2 weeks ago, that they cannot continue this
indefinitely. And I'm talking about the Retail Merchants Associ-
ation of Maryland, which comprises every major retailer in the
State, including Sears, Ward's, and so forth. They generally hold
their own paper, but they cannot continue to hold their own paper
or work through a factor, when the factor will not advance them
funds.

And there is a question of liquidity, cash flow, and so forth,
which is much too complex to get into here. But I'm certain that
you understand, and the subcommittee will understand these prob-
lems as they go along.

Senator SARBANES. Well, gentlemen, this has been very helpful
testimony, and we appreciate your effort in preparing and appear-
ing before this subcommittee.

Mr. FEL.. Thank you, Senator.
Senator SARBANES. I have two people testifying for the financial

institutions, Mr. Hendrix and Mr. Yates. Are they both here?
Mr. HENDRIX. Mr. Chairman, I'm here.
Senator SARBANES. Mr. Hendrix, can you wait a bit to see if Mr.

Yates comes?
Mr. HENDRIX. I'm at your pleasure, sir.
Senator SARBANES. We have the Maryland State Home Builders

scheduled next, and I think they are all here. And if Mr. Yates
doesn't get here, we will be honored to have you alone.

So gentlemen, if you would come forward and if you would
identify yourselves for the reporter to start out with that would be
helpful.

STATEMENT OF CARL T. BUSCHER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, STATE OF MARYLAND INSTITUTE OF HOME BUILDERS,
INC., BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. BUSCHER. Senator, I'm Carl Buscher, executive vice presi-
dent, the Maryland Institute of Home Builders. To my left is Hugh
Gambrill from Marlton Construction Co., who is president of the
Anne Arundel County Home Builders chapter. To his left is Stan-
ley Orlov, a homebuilder in this county, and to my right is Richard
Priddy, who is a homebuilder in this county.

Senator, I would like to make my statement, and then Mr. Gain-
brill would like to make some comments, and I think all of us
would like to relate some personal experiences and answer your
questions.

I am pleased to have the opportunity this morning to tell you,
Senator, that the homebuilding industry in Maryland and through-
out the Nation is simply drowning in the sea of high interest rates.
The current rates are about that loan sharks charged just a couple
of years ago and have replaced inflation as the Nation's No. 1
economic problem.

Both the Carter administration and the Reagan administration
have pursued this high interest rate-tight money-policy for some
2 years, and frankly, this policy hasn't worked. It is adding to the
cost of government and is driving many small businesses and build-
ers to the brink of financial disaster and bankruptcy.



We know that President Reagan inherited a very weak national
economy and his program to cut taxes and reduce Federal spending
has changed the course of events in Washington. But President
Reagan and the Congress now must address the problem of high
interest rates before we can expect to mount and sustain any
national economic recovery.

From the Federal Government standpoint even more distressing
is the now-acknowledged fact that the tax cuts planned far exceed
budget restrictions adding billions of dollars to the already swollen
Federal debt burden.

The Federal Reserve Board's tight money policy-reinforced as
recently as this past Sunday on TV by Chairman Volcker-coupled
with lower government tax receipts from a contracting national
economy, can only indicate that rates will remain high for the
foreseeable future. Mr. Volcker proudly said on Stnday that he
fully expected high interest rates for at least another year or so.

Congress approved the President's economic program recently
and America was assured that this approval would bring rates
down quickly. However, as you well know, interest rates have
continued to climb. People cannot buy homes or home improve-
ments, or cars or nearly anything else on credit. The spread be-
tween the prime rate and the Consumer Price Index is now over 12
points, when it usually and normally is between 3 and 4 points.

Senator, it has long been a goal of our industry that homeowner-
ship can and should be within the reach of every American family.
In the 1960's, the Congress adopted a national policy calling for "a
decent home for all American families."

The last 2 years have seen inflation and record interest rates
push the cost of owning a home beyond the reach of a vast major-
ity of our citizens. Many families in the middle income bracket can
no longer qualify for home mortgages. Even the FHA/VA rate is
beyond the reach of many potential buyers, including many veter-
ans. Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor show that housing
starts in Maryland are about 50 percent lower than 2 years ago at
this time.

And let us talk for a moment about the loss of jobs in our
industry during this tight money policy of our Federal Reserve
System. With new housing starts down 50 percent, a lot of con-
struction workers in Maryland are out. of work. Many of these
people may not return to our industry when interest rates come
down, and we are asked to gear up for greater production. Many of
these people are skilled in their trades. Replacing them will not be
easy. An immediate lowering of interest rates would greatly assist
in bringing these people back to work and off the unemployment
rolls.

Builders fully support Senator Melcher's Senate Joint Resolution
104 which could be a vehicle for congressional action on high
interest rates this fall. This resolution requires the President to
immediately begin consultations with the Fed to modify its policy
in connection with its reserve requirements, open market commit-
tee operations, and its discount rate so as to substantially reduce
interest rates within 90 days.

Senator Sarbanes, we urge your support for Senate Joint Resolu-
tion 104.



We cannot hold on much longer. We cannot fulfill our traditional
role of being the supplier in this nation's supply and demand
economy. Although there are many American people who need and
desire housing, without proper financing, we cannot help them,
and they cannot qualify for housing.

For a nation that prides itself on being the best housed nation on
earth, we are not able at this time to participate in Congress stated

policy calling for a decent home for every American family.
Senator, if the monetary policy doesn't change virtually immedi-

ately, we are headed for disaster.
On a personal note and in conclusion of my statement, I accepted

my present position here in Maryland here a year ago, moving
from another State, and I still have not been able to sell my own
lovely home in that other State, and until I do, I cannot buy a
home here. I am sure you understand the difficulties that can
occur when I live here, and my wife and children live in New
Jersey, and I get back only every other weekend.

Thank you. And I think Mr. Gambrill would like to make a
statement.

Senator SARBANEs. Thank you, Mr. Buscher, that was a very
powerful statement.

Mr. Gambrill.

STATEMENT OF HUGH H. GAMBRILL, PRESIDENT, ANNE ARUN-
DEL COUNTY CHAPTER, IIOMEBUILDERS ASSOCIATION OF
MARYLAND, SEVERNA PARK, MD.

Mr. GAMBRILL. Thank you, Senator.
Even though some of this is repetitious, I have prepared a state-

ment which I would like to read.
My name is Hugh Gambrill. I am president of the Anne Arundel

County Chapter of the Homebuilders Association of Maryland.
I am here today to protest the high-interest rate policy of the

Federal Reserve Board and to urge the administration and Con-
gress to take whatever action is necessary to change their cruel
and senseless policy.

Because of the policies of the Federal Reserve Board, in Anne
Arundel County building permits through July of this year are
down as much as 50 percent from previous years and getting worse.

In a county such as Anne Arundel, which is not heavily industri-
alized, homebuilding is a vital part of the local economy.

According to the Regional Planning Council, normal market
demand would have the building industry produce 3,500 units an-
nually. At an average price of $75,000, this represents annual sales
of $260 million.

And according to economists at the National Association of
Homebuilders, the true economic impact of this is found by using a
multiplier of at least two times. The full economic impact can then
be calculated to be at least $500 million.

This means that, with building activity off by more than 50

percent from where it should be, that the loss to the county is more
than a quarter billion dollars.

In human terms, it is worse. According to the U.S. Department
of Commerce, each new house represents 1.7 man-years of employ-
ment. For Anne Arundel County, this means almost 6,500 jobs in a



normal year. The current drop in building means the loss of morethan 3,000 jobs.
We want to know when this is going to end.
If I may, I would like to quote from a legislative bulletin fromour National Association, which I believe represents fairly thefeeling of builders here in this county:
Congress has approved the President's economic program. Wewere assured that approval of the program would bring downinterest rates quickly. However, recently even administration

economists have been saying that interest rates will continue tostay high at least through the end of the year.
High-interest rates are a result of the Federal Reserve Board'stight monetary policy to fight inflation along with high projectedbudget deficits.
Current interest rates are much too high based upon the currentinflation rate-the spread between the prime rate and the Consum-er Price Index should be about 31/2 to 4 points; today the spread isover 12 points.
A tremendous amount of credit has been diverted to corporatetakeovers, which further restricts the available credit for smallbusiness, including housing. Some $35 billion in credit was tied upby large corporations during the recent bidding war for Conoco.In conclusion, I feel that if this does not get the attention ofelected officials now, I think that elected officials will be dealingwith it this time next year when it comes time for elections.I would just like to add a personal note if I may. I am a smallhomebuilder. And as you probably know, the majority of the home-builders of this country are small homebuilders, they are not thebig giants. And we can't stand to have these big losses-like we seein the newspaper of General Motors-of billions of dollars. We justdon't have that to start with.
Two of our members here recently were foreclosed on by theirconstruction lender because they couldn't sell their houses. Andwhat will happen to them now, I don't know, because they are notgoing to get any guarantee from the government, when they goback to borrow money, like some of the giants do.
So, unless we can sell our inventory and move our houses, whywe are in serious trouble.
Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you, sir.
Did anyone else want to add anything?
Mr. BUSCHER. Mr. Orlov would like to make a statement.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY ORLOV, HOMEBUILDER, BALTIMORE,
MD.

Mr. ORLOV. My name is Stanley Orlov, and I'm a homebuilder.And like many of the other gentlemen, I do not have a preparedstatement. But I would like to speak extemporaneously and pointout some things that are our problems.
All we are attempting to do is-not to make profit today, but justto hold on. But we have heard continuously today about interestrates, 10, 12, 15, or 17 percent. What do they really mean to thebuyer?



Let's relate to what that is talking about. And as a result, I have
brought a mortgage book. And one of the gentleman said that he
felt that 10 or 11 percent could move the market. A monthly
payment on a $60,000 mortgage at 11 percent is $571 a month.

A $60,000 mortgage at 14 percent is $710.93 a month. This is,
now, for pure principal and interest, which is roughly 331/3 percent
increase.

The same $60,000 mortgage at 16% is $843.24, or 50-percent
higher than the 11 percent.

Now, the problem is qualifying the people. There has been a
standard rule for many years in the industry that usually 28 to 30
percent of a person's income should not be more than the mortgage
payments.

As you can see, with the $800 a month payment, a husband and
wife would have to be making a joint income of $40,000 to $45,000,
not taking into consideration their real estate tax, their fire insur-
ance, and so forth.

Now, what is happening on top of that is the fact that we, as
builders, in order to, as an example, bring that interest rate down
to a 13/ percent or a 14-percent rate, which is 33 /-percent more,
we are being called on to reduce that mortgage by paying 9i/2 to 10
percent, 10 points, on the amount of the mortgage.

So that if a person is taking out a $60,000 mortgage, we are
paying $6,000, or roughly between $5,000 and $6,000 for those
points, which we, in turn, must add into the price, and which is
increasing the price for the buying public.

He now needs to make more income in order to qualify for that
same home.

What has happened with the buying public, they fully realize
this. They fully realize they can't afford it. And as a result, they
are just plain not interested. No matter how you are talking to
them, you cannot convince them that prices are going up. And
even our suppliers, in the last week or 10 days, have notified us
that on our contracts that are expiring for supplies at the end of
September and October, our prices will be increasing some 10
percent.

Now, what do we really do? There is nowhere to turn. There is
no traffic. Our prices are going up. The public can't buy it. Our
subcontractors are being hurt.

Just yesterday I spoke to a subcontractor that was doing our
drywall work, and he had some 250 employees on his payroll a
little over a year ago. He is now down to 18.

And so we are finding it in each and every one of the trades. It
means constant unemployment, that, as we mentioned, we are
feeling the complete effects of all of these things.

The builder, as was mentioned, cannot stand it. There is no way
possible that we can build a product, stay in business, without
selling the product. We can't sell the product. The answer is the
interest rates-not in interest, but in dollars which they produce.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Orlov.
Mr. Priddy.



STATEMENT OF RICHARD PRIDDY, BAY SHORE HOMES,
ANNAPOLIS, MD.

Mr. PRIDDY. Senator, I would like to make some rather fragment-
ed remarks. I did not come with a prepared statement, but I haveheard many statistics alluded to, and oftentimes these statistics donot tell the whole story.

You have heard several people today testify about the fact thatthe home sales are down significantly over the last 2 years. Be-cause of the way these statistics are taken, they do not indicate thedifference between home sales of new homes and home sales ofused homes.
If all home sales are down 50 percent, new home sales are downconsiderably more because they cannot offer the creative financing.We are not able to offer creative financing. We have no assumablemortgages.
These statistics that you've heard today on unemployment do notreflect underemployment. You heard considerable testimony aboutthe number of people who have lost their jobs, but I have heardnobody talk about the carpenter who is used to working a 6-dayworkweek and now is working 2 days a week and trying to supporthis family on that same income.
It does not reflect that perhaps this small contractor, or manysmall contractors, or one or two individuals cannot collect moneyfor the work that he does, what this does to his business.
We have heard statistics today on housing starts and how signifi-cantly they are down. They, again, do not tell the whole story.A factor of lending is that, oftentimes, to borrow money againstassets, a builder must obtain building permits. Statistically, theseare considered building starts. Frequently, they are not.I would say that, of the building permits that I personally haveobtained this year, only about a third of those actually have goneinto construction. The rest of those building permits were obtainedto sell a lot, to finance a lot, that type of thing, and may not bebuilt on for another 6 months a year.
We have heard about the interest as a cost of doing business invarious businesses. Unfortunately, the housing business is the mostcredit-sensitive business in the country.
I recently priced a home that I was selling for $145,000 in mycommunity for the second section. I had to add $10,000 to the costof that house for my financing costs. The customer that buys thathouse not only has to pay the exorbitant rates that are requiredtoday. But in order for me to obtain construction financing and inorder for me to obtain permanent financing, I have had to add$10,000 to the cost for that financing.
Something that I very seldom hear anybody talk about is theeffect of the high cost of housing, is the effect that it has on thefamily. Where 5 or 6 years ago, I would normally sell a house to aone-worker-in-the-household family, this is almost unheard of now.If a couple wants to buy a house today, they almost have to do iton the joint income of the husband and wife. You, therefore, havepeople with young children. Perhaps a mother would much preferto stay home and raise that child, but she has no choice today. Ifyou want to buy a house today, you have to make a choice between



raising the child with the mother at home or working and buying a
home,

The cost of money to the housing industry is staggering. I have
heard several witnesses bring up the fact that we are almost in a
crisis. We are not almost in a crisis; we have been a crisis. The
crisis is.here today.

I don't know of one businessman in my business that is not
struggling, and struggling to a considerable extent. We need action
right away, not in 6 months, not in 3 months, but in 30 to 60 days.

Senator SARBANES. Gentlemen, this has been a very good panel. I
think you have given us some very helpful testimony.

Let me make just a couple of comments.
Mr. Buscher, I want to start from something you said, that there

is a concern about the Federal deficit. Well, my perception is that
the high interest rates are helping to contribute to it in a number
of significant ways.

One is it obviously makes the carrying charge on the Federal
debt much greater, just to start with.

Second, it is reflected .in the cost of what the Federal Govern-
ment buys, since the cost of money is being passed through by the
supplier to the Federal Government as part of his cost.

And third, and perhaps most importantly, to the extent that it
induces recession in sectors of the economy such as your own,
people who were formerly working and producing and, therefore
paying taxes under this program, as you have pointed out, are no
longer working and producing. Or, as Mr. Priddy has pointed out-
and I think it is a very good point that is often overlooked-there's
a great tendency to talk about the person who becomes completely
unemployed, while we tend to overlook that person who was work-
ing a full week and now continues to work on a part-time basis.

Every time that happens, you are taking people who are wage
earners and taxpayers and leaving them idle, even though they
have very important and vaulable skills that we ought to be using.

That recession, as the Governor pointed out earlier this morning,
affects the State budget, and revenues fall off. It obviously affects
the Federal budget, whose revenues also then fall off.

I think it is very important to recognize that many of the objec-
tives that this high interest rate policy is meant to accomplish are
not achieved. In fact, the policy works exactly against the objec-
tives that we are talking about. The policy therefore contributes to
the problem rather than solving it.

I wanted to ask about your work force situation. It is something
that has concerned me a great deal in the homebuilding industry,
because I have a feeling that the boom-and-bust cycle is very bad
for the efficiency of the homebuilder's work force.

I am very interested to know how real that problem is and how
much this up-and-down cycle affects your ability to assemble and
maintain a skilled and efficient work force.

For instance, what happens to your good people when you lay
them off? I take it that in some instances, it is hard to get them
back when you eventually want them. What does it mean to a
homebuilder who has put together a fairly efficient, functioning
work force, a unit that is integrated and trained, when he has to
bust it up?
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Mr. BUSCHER. It is good teamwork. I think the homebuilders at
the table can probably respond to that very well.

Mr. GAMBRILL. Yes, Senator. The huge majority of our work is
subcontracted.

As Mr. Priddy has already referred to, some of his contractors
who have cut their force way down, each and every department
has cut way down.

In our own organization, we had three excellent carpenters. They
are now drawing unemployment compensation, hoping that we will
be calling them back sometime in the near future. In the mean-
time, they are trying to pick up little odd jobs. They are out
building back porches if they can get it, .making small home im-
provements for people in the neighborhood, a little carpentry work
here and there. But all of our subs have cut down; all of their
forces are cut way back-our electricians, our mechanical men,
everyone has just cut way back.

Mr. PRIDDY. Senator, I would like to also respond to that.
There are a significant number of subcontractors that have skills

where they can get odd jobs and survive these downturns. Unfortu-
nately, a large number of the people that work on our homes are
less skilled tradesmen, and the work that they do is not as easy to
pick up on an odd-job basis.

For example, a drywall installer-I can relate back when we had
the 1974-75 downturn, and then when it started up again-I had
just started business-it was almost impossible to get drywall work
down during the month of July and August, because this was the
first return of a good building industry. There was so much drywall
work available, but they would call their former employees and
find out that the guy was working at a local food market as a
cashier. And, of course, a job as a cashier paid better and was a
heck of a lot easier work, so they would not come back to the
construction industry.

This was, then, reflected in consumer complaints. We lose our
good tradesmen due to the downturn of business, and we then are
unable to build the same quality that we were able to build with
our good tradesmen. We are, then, attacked for building a lousy
product, when we really have no control over it.

Senator SARBANES. Yes, you are put into a vicious cycle. You lose
your skilled work force and then you get attacked because your
product, in relationship to price, does not seem to provide value for
dollar. But it is a situation that you have been forced into by
circumstances which make it impossible to put together, and then
keep on a sustained basis, a skilled, developed work force.

Mr. BUSCHER. You might relate it to a baseball situation, where
the losing team that perpetually loses the games, they still go out
and try to do their best, but they make mistakes in execution. They
don't do it as well; they don't do it with as much enthusiasm. And
pretty soon it is very hard to come back to winning ways.

Mr. Orlov, do you have any experience relative to employment?
Mr. ORLov. Yes.
I was in the downturn in 1968 and the one in 1974-75; and now

this downturn, and I have seen what has happened to the quality
of tradesmen. It has gone from good to very, very poor. The atti-
tude of the tradesmen has changed completely, because he knows



of these cycles. And as a result, we are attracting to the industry
younger people in many instances, but who are just using us as a
station until they find some other area to go into.

One thing is very noticeable now that I did not see as much of it
in 1974-75 that I have seen now, that most of our subcontractors in
the last 30 to 60 days were virtually hung up for dollars to make
payroll. When we have a contract, we are supposed to be paid, as
an example, on a 30-day period or whatever your arrangement
might be. And I've had six or seven of these subcontractors call me
on a Thursday or a Friday morning and say, "I know my money
isn't due, but can you help me. I've got to make payroll. These
people have to buy groceries."

I have noticed an intensity of this in the last, as I said, 2 months.
This could be a serious thing. It could cause more people to go on
unemployment, which, of course, is going to affect the State itself.
And again, we will lose those trades that we need so desperately.

It is very difficult talking from an administrative standpoint to
get a tradesman to train him to do things that are other than his
hands, such as on a computer, so we can try to control costs and
know where things are. And he takes days and months and years
to explain to him the purpose of these things.

And then immediately, when you have cut back, he sees it very
quickly and he is off into some other field-again with the loss of
thousands of dollars, which must be picked up in the cost of the
house, which must be picked up as an add-on which is going to
increase the inflationary cost of the house.

Senator SARBANES. Gentlemen, you've been a very helpful panel.
We appreciate you appearing before us and offering this testimony.

Mr. BUSCHER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator SARBANES. I think we will take Mr. Nathanson and Mr.

Kaufman together, representing small business and the auto deal-
ers.

Gentlemen, if you would come forward.
And the, Mr. Hendrix, we will take you.
And I understand Mr. King might appear to substitute for Mr.

Yates. I don't know if he is here.

STATEMENT OF MITCHELL R. NATHANSON, PRESIDENT,
MARINE PROPERTIES, INC., AND PRESIDENT, ANNE ARUNDEL
MARINE TRADES ASSOCIATION, PASADENA. MD.

Mr. NATHANSON. My name is Mitchell R. Nathanson, and I am
here to speak to you as an entrepreneur, investor, president of the
Anne Arundel Marine Trades Association, and marina owner/oper-
ator in Anne Arundel County.

As an entrepreneur and investor, I have found it virtually impos-
sible to become involved in a number of marine related business
here in the county.

I have had no problem finding projects for sale at reasonable
prices. The problem occurs when I work out the economics, either
using banking financing or owner financing.

Even if I am fortunate enough to work out owner financing at
favorable rates, I find that the cost of money to make improve-
ments to update equipment and even for day-to-day operation is



prohibitive. The number of clean projects available, ones not re-
quiring improvement dollars, are virtually nonexistent.

As president of the Anne Arundel Marine Trades Association, I
find out industry suffering greatly from the high interest rates. I
am told that ours is the second largest industry in the State. When
you begin to realize that a large portion of this industry is located
here in Anne Arundel County, you can understand what effect this
can have on the county as a whole.

Our industry is comprised of boat manufacturers, marine supply
manufacturers, new boat dealers, yacht brokers, charter groups,
sailing schools, marinas, marine supply stores, service people,
engine repairs and replacements, and is further serviced by banks,
restaurants, hardware stores, lumber. yards, as well as other sup-
port services.

The high interest rates cause a severe ripple effect on the entire
industry as well as the city of Annapolis, Anne Arundel County,
and ultimately the State.

Let us first start with our boat dealers and yacht brokers. The
high interest rates have caused a severe slump in new and used
boat sales, causing a number of new boat dealers and brokers to go
out of business. In my conversations with one of the larger banks, I
am told that although loans are available for boat purchdses, very
few people are taking advantage of them. The new boat dealers
who are able to hold on are doing so by laying off employees and
cutting services. The floor planning costs have become a terrible
burden. Dealers are finding themselves making marginal profits.
The yacht brokers are in even worse condition because the rates
are higher and terms shorter for used boats.

The slump in sales obviously affects the manufacturers and fil-
ters down to the marinas who now end up with vacant boat slips.
This then causes economic havoc with the marina's ability to meet
its debt service with revenues down.

A number of our marinas find themselves foregoing improve-
ments, laying off personnel, and desperately trying to hold on by
just barely making debt service payments. The ones who cannot
survive end up selling at a loss in order to be able to sell at all.

In desparation, marina owner/operators are selling their mari-
nas and leasing them back, thereby giving up their investment and
control in order to continue to survive and make a living. We are
also finding that a number of boat slip holders are selling their
boats and getting out of boating to use the money to offset mort-
gages and their high interest rates.

These problems affect all aspects of the marine industry. As boat
sales fall off and more and more people get out of boating, its
affects slip tax revenues in the city of Annapolis and Anne Arun-
del County and continues to the State level by affecting registra-
tion fees paid to the Department of Natural Resources.

A number of people are under the impression that boating is a
rich man's pastime. Statistics will show that it is not. Most of the
people are in the working class with moderate incomes. The high
interest rates affect them and the people involved in the marine
industry most.

I thank you for the opportunity of appearing before you today
and wish you good luck in your endeavors to roll back the extreme-



ly high interest rates which have become such a burden to so many
of us.

Thank you.
Senator SARBANFS. Thank you, sir, for a very thoughtful state-

ment.
Mr. Kaufman, we will hear from you now.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY KAUFMAN, OWNER, CAPITAL
MOTORS, AND PAST PRESIDENT, AUTOMOBILE TRADE ASSO-
CIATION OF MARYLAND, ANNAPOLIS, MD.

Mr. KAUFMAN. Senator Sarbanes, my name is Stan Kaufman. I
own an automobile agency here in Annapolis, and I'm past presi-
dent of the Automobile Trade Association of Maryland.

The new car automobile retail business in Maryland presently
consists of approximately 375 new car dealers, down from 410 'a
year ago. These dealers employ about 18,000 people, down from
20,000 a year ago.

The dealers in Anne Arundel County, like all of the other deal-
ers, are being adversely affected by the prevailing high interest
rates. The cost of keeping cars in inventory and the increased costs
of cars is making it more difficult for the cutomer to buy. Added to
this is the high interest that the customer must pay for a consumer
loan, if he can get one.

The end result is the dramatic decrease in sales over the past
several years. The main factor for that is, of course, the monthly
payments that a consumer must pay. For an average $8,500 car
with $1,000, the payments with an APR of 12.67, which is the 7
percent add-on rate, is $212.20 a month. That same car now, if we
can get if financed through our present finance companies, runs at
an APR of 9.75-an add-on rate of 9.75 with an APR of 17.21, with
a total monthly payment of $240.44, a $30 a month increase. While
that may not sound like a lot, added to the cost of his home
payments, his grocery payments, it just becomes unbearable for a
consumer to buy.

The decrease in sales has resulted in higher inventories for deal-
ers, less new car orders from factories, and ultimately layoffs of
factory workers. It is the domino theory.

I cannot stock as many cars as I used to stock because my floor
plan interest is so great. I now stock approximately $560,000 worth
of automobiles with a floor plan bill of $11,000 a month. I used to
store $1,300,000 worth of automobiles with a rate of about $8,000 a
month.

I do not order cars from the factory. The factory can't produce.
They layoff their production workers. Their suppliers have to lay
off their production workers, whichmeans that the people that
they used to work for can't buy automobiles. It is again a vicious
circle.

Another result of the high interest rates has been a lack of
competition in consumer lending. Banks have virtually gotten out
of consumer lending, and the captive credit companies are the only
source. Only the more affluent customers can obtain financing, and
thus the poor financial risks are unable to buy.

As in the real estate industry, automobile salesmen are now
leaving jobs they have held for long periods of time. They are not



looking for the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. They just
want to make a living.

As it has been said by the Governor and Mr. Porter previously,small businessmen are becoming embittered, and I mean good oper-ators. My own dealership has been in operation for 20 years. Froma dealership with a high of 42 employees approximately 18 monthsago, I now have 26 employees, a drop of 40 percent.
When the then President Carter, prevailed upon the Small Busi-ness Administration to make SBA loans available for automobiledealers last October, I was fortunate enough to be one of the few-and I say "fortunate" at that time to obtain an SBA loan. I ob-tained a loan of $200,000 based upon a monthly repayment of$3,350 a month at an effective rate of 14 percent. I have justreceived my loan notice for this month. My interest alone is$3,833.35 with nothing on the principal with a negative balance.You can't keep operating-good operators can't keep operating atthis kind of deficit.
I thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you, sir.
I want to pick up on the very last statement, you made aboutgood operators because I think it is very important to get from youyour perception of who is being pushed to the wall. It is oftenargued that the current policy simply shakes the marginal out. Butwe're receiving testimony to the contrary, and it is my own percep-tion from the people who come to talk to me that this has gonemuchs further. What has happened is that very high reputable,efficient, long-established people in the business simply cannot copewith this situation.
How do you see that?
Mr. KAUFMAN. Senator Sarbanes, I can only blow my own horn. Ihappened to be honored by the National Automobile Dealers Asso-ciation last year. There are 70 dealers in the United States whowon Time Magazine Quality Dealer Awards. I was the winner-1 of70 in the Nation.
This year Sports Illustrated picked 26 imported car dealers out of4,000 to win their Dealer of Distinction Award. I was 1 of those 26honored.
I am a good operator. But I cannot buck the interest rates that Iam carrying now. I am paying two points over prime as of yester-day, or 22 percent, for floor plan. You can't carry inventory, andyou can't make a decent sale because the average $8,000 car wouldcost you $150 a month to carry.
I noticed in the paper today that one of the oldest and bestoperated Datsun dealers in the city of Baltimore was sold yester-day. I happen to know him personally. It's not a question that hewasn't making any money; it was a question that the return on hisinvestment wasn't good enough.
A Toyoto dealer in Baltimore, again an import dealer who issupposed to be making good money, was sold the day before yester-day to another large General Motors dealer. These are the peoplewho are being backed up against the wall-the smaller good opera-tor.
Senator SARBANES. The point you make I think is very impor-tant. We had Jerry Stautberg before us yesterday, and he made the



point that one of two things is happening. Very good people who
want to stay in the business are being pushed very hard. As in
your own instance and many comparble instances, very good people
get out of the business not because they are actually forced to get
out of the business. They are good and skillful enough to handle
the situation, but they look at it and say, "Well, why not just
liquidate my investment, and put it out into these high interest
paying securities that are floating around? Why go through all of
the trouble and hassle to be an economically productive and viable
person?" I think you are getting both of those things at work.

Mr. KAUFMAN. Senator, it used to be that a 2.2-percent return on
your investment as an automobile dealer was a good net return.
The average return now is 0.9 to 1.1 on your investment. It is awful
hard not to take the money that you can get for a dealership and
put it out on a 5-year Treasury bill that was sold the other day for
16.2 percent.

Senator SARBANES. And then do nothing.
Mr. KAUFMAN. Do nothing. Maybe just sit there, work a couple

of days a week selling automobiles-I don't know-but it's very
enticing.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Nathanson, what is the situation in your
area, in terms of who is being squeezed and in terms of their
effectiveness and efficiency?

Mr. NATHANSON. I think the ones that may have been marginal
operators probably have gotten out over the last year or so. I think
they have been forced out. I have looked at a number of marinas
myself that it just wasn't economically feasible to buy. There was
no way that you could make a profit.

The people that are buying marinas of this type are investors,
high dollar investors that are looking for tax writeoffs, and they
can afford and want the kind of loss that they are going to get
from them. But these marinas are not being improved. They are
just being taken pretty much as they are, and they are operated by
these people.

The people who do reasonably good jobs managing marinas are
faced with pretty much the same problems that everyone else is
faced with. If you want to make any kind of improvements and you
don't have the cash flow, it is virtually impossible to get money
from a bank or any kind of a lending institution where it's going to
make any sense. So we are almost at a point where we are just
stagnant; we're dormant; we're just trying to stay alive at this
point, hoping-that things will get better.

Senator SARBANES. We had testimony yesterday from a small
businessman who said he had the money to make improvements
but he looked at the situation, and calculated that it would be
better for him to take the money and put it into high-yielding
securities rather than to invest it in making his business more
efficient and productive. He doesn't even have to go to seek the
credit; he's in the position to make the investment, and his decision
is being made on the basis of the comparison between what the
investment will produce in his business and what he can get by
simply putting it into the money markets.

Well, gentlemen, thank you very much. You've been a very
helpful panel, and we appreciate your testimony.



I want to recognize that Delegate Pauline Menes of Prince
Georges County, has been with us. Pauline, we are pleased to have
you here. And I think I see Delegate Julian Delfey here with us,too.

Mr. Hendrix, you have been very patient, and we appreciate it. I
don't think Alan King was able to make it, so we will go ahead and
take your testimony, sir.

STATEMENT OF C. OTIS HENDRIX, PRESIDENT AND TREASUR-
ER, FORT MEADE CREDIT UNION, FORT MEADE, MD., ACCOM-
PANIED BY MATTIE KIRK
Mr. HENDRIX. Thank you, Senator Sarbanes.
I would like to say that it is quite refreshing to note that some of

our representatives of our government are, if you will, taking an
interest in this interest situation which we are facing.

I represent the Fort Meade Credit Union and was asked to come
down also on behalf of the Maryland Credit Union League, repre-
senting our credit union. I have with me today my right hand, who
happens to be on my left hand, Mattie Kirk, who is the vice
president of our credit union and also has the direct responsibility
for collections and liaison with those collection companies that
Commissioner Fell spoke of earlier.

Credit unions are faced with three problems as I see it: inflation,
legislation, and regulation. All three, of course, have a direct effect
on the cost of doing business. In our case, it directly affects the rateof interest which we must fix on our loans.

The principal area, as we see it, is inflation, brought about by
the high interest rates, which directly affects the delivery of our
services-our services, of course, being lending money. It has
become very difficult to continue to make, at reasonable rate, loansto those individuals who have a need to borrow. Consequently, withthe advent of the money market certificates, ready asset account,
and the like, depositors have become more rate-conscious and inter-est-wise.

The loyal members of the credit unions that we have known foryears who have saved regularly at our credit union for many years
are dwindling away in favor of the higher paying money market
certificates, Treasury Bills, and so forth. The Federal Government
is a tough competitor for business-businesses such as credit
unions, savings and loans, who must compete for those funds.

The interest being paid on savings now determines where the
member will save. Consequently in order for us to hold the larger
depositors and have funds available to loan to persons with the
need to borrow, we must offer higher yields than other institutions.
If you want to keep the funds you have on deposit and to attract
new depositors, you must offer the better rate.

We all know if no one saves, no one borrows. We have noted thatsome institutions have been offering auto loans at extended terms
up to 60 months in order for the payments to be low enough for the
borrower not to become overextended.

Let's consider what we have when the car becomes 5 years old
with 50,000 to 70,000 miles. As a rule, you have a worn-out 5-year-
old car worth about one-tenth of the purchase price that we invest-



ed in it 5 years prior or during the term of the loan-I think we
can all agree, a rather poor investment.

Just a few years ago, 2- and 3-year term loans for a car were
commonplace. Now they are a rare exception. I noted recently that
one dealer was talking about automobile mortgages. There is an
article that appeared in the News American, dated July 27, in
which someone talk about there might be a need to have points for
purchasing automobiles and financing them. For an example, this
article indicated that on a $7,000 loan, an up-front point of $140
may be required.

While it may mean little now, it should be a sounding board to
what the future shock could hold for us if we do not get this
interest situation under control. As you can imagine, starting out
with a 16-percent loan and having it bumped up to 18, 19, or even
20 percent before you get it paid for-I hope this will not be the
case, but with the past conditions, I would not rule it out.

Someone said that the financial industry was one of the most
regulated businesses in our country. I'm not sure about the accura-
cy of this statement; however, I can speak for credit unions. We are
flooded with regulations of all descriptions, telling us how to do it
better but not necessarily for less. Numerous regulations for con-
sumer protection continue to offer or continue to pile up, often
changing what we already have in effect. Some added requirements
are always expected.

All of these add to the cost. of making loans, thus increasing the
rate. As you know, along with the increased protection must come
some increased costs in the form of expenses to operate and to stay
in business, complying with these various rules and regulations.
And, yes, the various one-time reports which we must also respond
to.

Included in this increased cost is additional staff employees who
must continually review, interpret, implement, and insure compli-
ance. Sooner or later, the cost to implement more and more regula-
tions and changes results in higher cost to the consumer-in our
case, member depositors and borrowers. With firms who lend
money, it means simply increased interest rates, reduced savings
rates, or a reduction in services.

It may in fact mean all of the above. Most assuredly, it means an
increase in the rate of interest that we must charge for our loans.

In my judgment, the legislation which most affects all lending
institutions is the 1980 Deregulation Monetary Control Act. In this
regard, the phasing out of regulation Q has caused lenders to pay
more for depositors, thus boosting the rates which must be fixed for
their services and their loans. The higher rates are required to pay
the depositors for their savings. As such, all lending institutions
are competing for deposits by paying more to savers.

In this regard, we are competing with the local banks, savings
and loans, and much to our chargin, sometimes we are competing
with other credit unions in this maze to attract the depositor.

The cost of services, including the compliance with the regula-
tions which we spoke to earlier, will in our judgment not soon
disappear. The higher cost must be absorbed in some manner, thus
higher interest rates. In costing our services, we must charge more
for loans because this is the service which generates our income



which we use for additional loans, expenses, and regulatory re-
serves.

The net return on loans is directly affected by the cost of making
the loan and servicing it during the term. The rate, of course, will
vary with the size of the material. Of great importance to the rate,
of course, is the loan losses which must be allowed for in fixing the
rates of interest charged for loans. Cost accounting for our loans
has become a very serious matter, and we are very concerned with
the rate we set. Foremost we must consider when setting the rate
how much we must generate to pay their shareholders a respect-
able and competitive return for their deposits without which we
would have no funds to set lending rates for.

This respectable rate is not necessarily to attract new depositors,
but of equal importance, it is to hold those whom we have. Thus we
are required to alter our rates, depending upon the demands.

That concludes, Senator Sarbanes, my statement. I have 10
copies that I am prepared to leave with your staff, sir. In addition
to that, I would be delighted to respond to any questions that you
may have.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Hendrix, thank you. That was a very
comprehensive statement. I think it was a very good analysis and
summary of the problems confronting the credit unions.

I really only have one question, and that is to ask you, represent-
ing the Maryland association, how many of your depositors are
going elsewhere to seek a higher return in the present climate and
to what extent they are sticking with you out of loyalty, conven-
ience, habit, and so forth.

Mr. HENDRIX. Well, Senator, I suppose loyalty can pass with even
higher rates. Just for an example, I learned today as I was leaving,
we keep a close watch on the 26-week money market certificate,
and I observed that it was posted at 14 plus percent today. Those
loyal depositors and members that we have had over the years
must quickly take a look at what they are receiving from us. And
in the case of the Fort Meade Credit Union, we are paying 12
percent on individual savings accounts, which we consider to be
rather respectable. But when there is a difference of 4 to 6 percent
on an individual's deposit, I cannot blame them when one of our
large depositors comes to me, for an example, and says, "Look, I've
got $40,000 that's lying here in the Fort Meade Credit Union that
I'm drawing 12 percent on, and I can just walk next door"-and we
happen to share office space with one of the local banks-"and in
the same building I can move next door and get 16 percent or 4
percent more than you are paying."

We have quite a bit of that. Traditionally, our smaller depositors,
who are the ones that have a repeated need to borrow, stay with us
because perhaps our lending practices might be less restraining
than some of the other institutions, whereby the larger depositors,
who are the ones that we need to attract and hold, their loyalty
starts slipping away.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much, sir. As you know, I
have worked very closely with the credit union movement, and I
look forward to continuing to do so. It has been very helpful to
have your testimony, and we appreciate your patience in staying
with us this morning.



Thank you very much.
Mr. HENDRIX. Thank you, Senator Sarbanes.
Senator SARBANES. The subcommittee is recessed, until 2 p.m.,

where we will reconvene at Wye Mills, Md.
[Whereupon, at 12 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 2:05 p.m. the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 2:05 p.m., in room
H117, Kent Humanities Building, Chesapeake Community College,
Wye Mills, Md. Hon. Paul S. Sarbanes (member of the subcommit-
tee) presiding.

Present: Senator Sarbanes.
Also present: James K. Galbraith, executive director; William R.

Buechner, professional staff member; and Betty Maddox, assistant
director for administration.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES, PRESIDING

Senator SARBANES. I think we will go ahead and get started.
First, I want to thank President Schleiger and the Community

College for their hospitality. We are pleased to be here, and I think
it is appropriate that a hearing of this sort should be held here at
the Chesapeake Community College. I know of its own deep in-
volvement in the community, and I hope that this hearing helps to
deepen and intensify that relationship.

This is the second day of hearings that the Subcommittee on
Investment, Jobs, and Prices of the Joint Economic Committee is
conducting to examine and document the effects of high interest
rates on Maryland communities and on Maryland citizens.

Yesterday we heard graphic examples from a wide range of
business and local leaders, concerning how high interest rates have
hurt the local economy in Baltimore County. This morning we held
hearings in Annapolis, and we were fortunate enough to have the
Governor as the first witness. This afternoon at Wye Mills on the
Eastern Shore and are looking forward to the panels that will be
testifying very shortly.

In the course of 6 separate hearings this week, the subcommittee
will hear from more than 80 witnesses, about the severe challenge
of high interest rates-a challenge which the witnesses know best,
since they face it daily in their own economic activities.

It is no exaggeration to say that the problems created by continu-
ing high interest rates are approaching crisis proportions. The
situation this year, with the prime rate remaining over 17.5 per-
cent, is unparalleled. In the last 12 months, the prime has been as
high as 21.5 percent, and today it remains at 20 percent. The
mortgage rate any many financial institutions is over 17 percent,
the highest it has ever been. The interest rate on tax-free munici-
pal bonds is now over 11 percent, twice what local governments
had to pay only 4 years ago.

These rates have created grave obstacles to the operations of
many established and productive enterprises, particularly in those
sectors of the economy which depend upon a line of credit. The
damage thus far is serious and, if conditions are not soon improved,



will be irreparable. Enterprises which have been an important
asset to their respective communities, an important economic re-
source, will be lost.

The burden of high interest rates has become a major financial
problem for small businesses. Auto dealers, farm equipment deal-
ers, and other sellers of consumer durables have been particularly
hit. For the first time in the history of a quarterly survey by the
National Federation of Independent Businesses, small businesses
rank interest rates and financing as the single most important
problem facing them. The survey, which was released last week,
says: "The currently high rates of interest are making a bad situa-
tion unbearable for many small firms."

Last year, almost 12,000 businesses failed nationwide, the highest
figure in more than a decade and almost double the number of
failures in 1978, when interest rates were only half their current
level.

The situation is particularly critical in the home building indus-
try. Housing starts last month stood at an annual adjusted rate of
just over 1 million, down 17 percent from the already-reduced pace
of a year ago, and only half the 2 million starts needed to meet
nationwide demand. Construction-related business is similarly de-
pressed. Unemployment in the construction industry is running at
15 percent, more than twice the industrial average. Home sales
have fallen dramatically, down in Maryland as much as one-third
from the levels of2 years ago.

Financial institutions, particularly savings and loan associations,
which have done so much to make home ownership a reality, face
unprecedented pressure. High interest rates have also had serious
implications for the finances of State and local governments.

As a Sunday's New York Times article commented:
- These are dark days for State and local treasuries * * * Prices of municipal bonds

have been sliding all year and fell to a historic low last week. At the same time, the
interest rates that governments have to pay on their new bonds have reached
historic highs.

This is an especially serious blow at a time when State and local
jurisdictions must look forward to sharp reductions in financial
support from the Federal Government.

The Federal Reserve Bank in Richmond reports that Maryland
farmers are now paying the highest interest rate they have ever
had to pay for bank loans, with many farmers paying 2 percentage
points above the current prime rate. As a result, farmers across the
State, as elsewhere in the Nation, have been postponing or aban-
doning productive investments which would make them more effi-
cient and effective producers.

The purpose of these hearings is to document across the State,
with testimony from those directly affected, the conditions to which
these statistics attest. Over the past 18 months, the Joint Economic
Committee, created by the Employment Act of 1946 to provide
Congress with economic information and advice, has held a number
of hearings on the interest rate question, and will undoubtedly
return to this matter when the committee, in the fall, begins its
examination of the impact of the recently enacted economic pro-
gram.
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It is my hope and expectation that the record of the Maryland
experience established by these hearings will make an important
contribution to the committee's work and to the response which
policymakers must undertake to remedy this pressing economic
situation.

With that by way of opening, I think we will go to our first
panel. We have three outstanding representatives of the farm com-
munity here: Fred Hubbard, Roger Richardson, and Henry Spies.

Gentlemen, if you would come on down here in front, we are
prepared to hear from you and have the benefit of your experinece.

Do you have a preference yourselves as to how you proceed.
Mr. RICHARDSON. He's older than I, so I will defer to him.
Senator SARBANES. That sounds like the Congress of the United

States. We would be pleased to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF HENRY A. SPIES, JR., CORDOVA, MD.
Mr. SPIEs. Senator Sarbanes, agriculture is the Nation's biggest

industry. It has assets of a total of $927 billion. Agriculture is the
Nation's largest employer. It employs between 14 and 17 million
people, producing food and fiber for the supermarkets.

The American people need a plentiful food supply--
A VOICE FROM AUDIENCE. Could you speak a little louder, please?
Mr. SPIES. The American people are blessed with a plentiful food

supply, and envied by all other peoples in the world. The American
consumer will spend an estimated $275 billion in 1981 for farm-
produced food, of which the farmers will receive an estimated $75
billion. The remaining $200 billion will be spent on assembling,
inspecting, grading, storing, processing, packaging, wholesaling,
and retailing.

The American farmer is the most efficient producer on Earth.
One farm worker now supplies enough food and fiber for 70 people,
compared to 45 people, only 10 years ago. During this same period
of time, productivity per man has declined in many industrial
segments of our economy.

Agricultural products represent the number one export for the
United States in the sensitive world balance of trade arena, with
over $40 billion of agricultural products exported in 1980. This
equals to 1 cropland acre out of 3 that goes overseas.

Farmers are consumers, too. Last year, they spent $55.2 billion
for machinery and equipment, fuel and vehicle maintenance, feed
and seed, and fertilizer and lime.

American agriculture producing to feed the world is a Cinderella
story unequalled in the history of mankind. However, the beautiful
fairy tale has reached its midnight bewitching hour. The future of
agriculture and the foundation of the American farm family is in
serious jeopardy.

There are danger signals that cannot be ignored. No longer can
one segment of society be called upon to carry a burden of responsi-
bility that will determine the survival of a society, against such
overwhelming odds as those that face the American farmer today.

Secretary of Agriculture Block reported in early August that net
farm income dropped almost 40 percent from 1979 to 1980, and
pointed out that condition won't get much better until "we can
get a handle on inflation and interest rates."



Using corn as an example of how inflation rates have increased
production costs, in 1978 the U.S. coverage cost of production per
acre was $199.20, compared to $232.33 in 1979, $277.83 in 1980, and
a projected cost of $320.47 in 1981. During this same period of time,
we find that the average price received per bushel of corn in 1978
by all Maryland farmers was $2.38. With the 1981 harvest season
only 2 weeks away, it is doubtful that local farmers will receive
$2.38 per bushel for 15.5 percent moisture corn delivered to the
elevator.

With an anticipated average yield in Talbot County of 100 bush-
els per acre, the question becomes not how much the farmer will
make, but rather how little he will lose. The depressed cash grain
price structure can only lead to a speculative question: Does the
U.S. Government have an unwritten cheap food policy in operation
that is related to their foreign policy strategy?

Machinery ownership costs are primarily determined by prices of
machinery and by interest rates. Increases in both of these items
caused machinery ownership costs to rise by more than 20 percent
in 1980, with an additional projected increase of 14 percent in 1981.

Costs for fuel and lubrication rose by 37 percent between 1979
and 1980, and are projected to increase by an additional 24 percent
in 1981. Other production costs input price changes projected to
increase in 1981 are: Farm motor supplies, 13 percent; fertilizer, 14
percent; tractor and machinery, 11 percent; agricultural chemicals,
12 percent; seed, 10 percent; and farm real estate value, 12 percent.

Farmers electing to store cash grains will find that interest costs
will nearly equal the storage and insurance costs. In 1978, the
average interest cost per acre of corn was $3.15, compared to $4.27
in 1979, $6.31 in 1980, and projected to $7.28 in 1981.

A neighboring farmer reported to me that his annual interest
costs above principal have increased by $40,000 since April 1978.

Other farmers are reporting that their annual interest rate pay-
ments exceed the amount paid on the principal of the loan.

High interest rates soaring to the 20-percent level are the result
of deficit spending by the Federal Government. Not until the Gov-
ernment stops borrowing money to cover the deficit budget will the
necessary relief be realized from high interest rates and spiraling
inflation costs.

Locally, many farmers have suffered under the chapter 11 bank-
ruptcy law. Grain elevator operators, under this bankruptcy law,
have put producers in a holding pattern where payment for their
grain is tied up for 2 or 3 years. With the high interest rates, this
becomes a double loss for the producer to provide the needed
protection for the farmer. This law must be completely revised.

It is true that the recent session of Congress did provide some
tax relief for farmers-in reduced income tax rates, capital gains
taxes, and estate taxes. However, the young aspiring farmer today
is much like his counterpart was during the 1930's, when he only
had two alternatives of how to become a farmer: One, he could
inherit a farm. Second, he could try to marry a farm.

However, in the 1930's land was cheap, but the young farmer
had no money. Today he still cannot afford to buy a farm. The
price of land is too high, interest rates are too high, and the profit
margin is too low.



If the American farmer is to continue to supply the breadbasket
for the world, he must have some relief from these profit pressures.
He cannot exist with high inflation and high interest rates and sell
his products at the same time on a continued flat market.

Never has management decisions been more important to the
farmer than they are today. Farmers must decide what to produce,
which production method to use, how much of each commodity to
produce, when to buy and sell, and where to buy and sell.

As an example, some farmers who have used their marketing
tools skillfully, even this year sold forward cash contracts and
hedged to realize a market price of $3.50 per bushel for corn and
over $8 per bushel for soybeans. Managerial decisions made to
solve past problems are not necessarily the proper decisions to
solve today's problems.

Many have asked the question: Is the American farmer secretly
going broke?

The response by the farmer: Heck, no, the whole town knows I'm
going broke.

Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Roger, I think we will hear from you now.

TESTIMONY OF ROGER RICHARDSON, EDEN, MD.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Senator.
The farm where we live has been in our family for six genera-

tions. I started farming with my father in 1950. We had 75 acres.
We are now operating 1,500 acres in Sommerset, Worcester, and
Wicomico Counties.

There are two or three things I wanted to point out, and I will be
very brief.

In 1971, we purchased the farm. It took 11 bushels of corn per
acres to pay the interest. Last year, we purchased another farm. It
took 57 bushels of corn per acre to pay the interest. This year,
there was a farm sold in our same area, and it is going to take 97.5
bushels of corn per acre just to pay the interest. I'm not talking
about the payment; that's just the interest.

In the same area, on soybeans, in 1971, it would take 6.5 bushels
of beans per acre to pay your interest. In 1980, 26 bushels of
soybeans. In 1981, 38 per acre. And down here, when you get much
over 40 bushels of beans, you have done a pretty good job of
farming.

Your growing costs, particularly for interest: In 1980, it cost
$21.07 per acre on our farm to operate, for the interest cost of
growing the crop. In 1981, it is going to be $40.88; that is $65 more
per acre in cost, as well as your high interest cost.

The land costs in 1971 were certainly lower. Today, you're talk-
ing about five, six, or seven times the cost of land. But also, this
comes back to the farmer, because his interest is paid on what he
had to pay for the land. And there is nobody that can farm without
land.

Another area that's going to concern a lot of us-a lot of your
small farm supply businesses are going to have to go out of busi-
ness, and are going out of business, because of interest costs.
Pocomoke Farm Supply in Pocomoke City, Md., is closing this



month because they have been losing $500 a week and paying 22
percent interest, and they no longer can afford to do so.

This is going to cause some of the area farmers-instead of
driving 3 or 4 miles to get their supplies, they have to go 25 miles.

In any agricultural area-be it the Eastern Shore, the Midwest-
if agribusiness prospers, the general economy does as well; if not,
all suffer together.

If I hadn't started farming when I did, with my father, and with
his help, I would not be farming today. My point here is that today
it is nearly impossible for young people to get into farming in any
way, because of the tremendous cost. And the biggest cost of this is
probably interest.

On our farm in 1971, we were operating about 1,200 acres at that
time. We had a $6,000 interest bill; in 1981, we are going to be
paying about $44,000 in interest.

That's all I have to say.
Senator SARBANES. That is a pretty definitive statement.
I think if you could sketch out for us the reliance of farmers on a

line of credit, and how the interest impacts on them, that would be
helpful. Could you do that a bit?

Mr. RICHARDSON. Senator, there are several ways that interest
impacts on us.

A few years back, we would buy our ingredients to grow the
crop-fertilizer, seed, and so forth-and the supplier would carry
you until crop time, many times without any interest. Now, within
a 2-week period after you get your fertilizer, you get a bill; and on
the bottom of that it says, "1.5 percent per month."

Also, with some of our lending institutions, we have a rather
substantial line of credit. But in the last 2 months, we've started
getting bills, monthly, for the interest. Now with agriculture, that
is sort of a little bit of a pain in the neck and also the pocketbook.
But when you have to pay interest by the month on the farm, you
have got to go borrow the money to pay the interest. Where in the
past, when you had a demand note, you could borrow the money
and pay the interest when you paid the note off. This is one of our
big problems.

Senator SARBANES. How recent is that change in practice?
Mr. RICHARDSON. We paid one by the month now. Last July was

the only month that we have been billed that way, but they told
me that from now on, it will be monthly.

Senator SARBANES. And that began when? Just now?
Mr. RICHARDSON. In July.
Senator SARBANES. What about the practice of your suppliers?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, that began about 2 or 3 years ago, but it

is an added cost to us, because now we have to have the money to
pay the bill. A farmer normally has his money in the fall, and the
rest of the year is broke.

Senator SARBANES. Ordinarily, with your suppliers and the lend-
ing institutions, they would let it run for that period. Is that
correct?

Mr. RICHARDSON. Right.
Senator SARBANES. And they have both stopped doing that?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, they had to, I mean, they're caught in the

same pinch as we are.



Senator SARBANES. But they are, in effect, passing it along?
Mr. RICHARDSON. We don't have anybody to pass it to.
Senator SARBANES. That's right.
Do you recall a period when you faced higher interest rates than

you face now?
Mr. SPIES. No. And I think that has something to do with the

price of grain, too. The first man we sell to, he has to go borrow
money at 1 to 1.5 percent above prime. He has to take it off from
us, and the next man the same way. I mean, why buy grain at the
high interest rates when they don't have to? Let us farmers hold
on to it, or keep the price down.

Senator SARBANES. What is the current interest rate that farm-
ers in the area are facing?

Mr. RICHARDSON. Right now we're paying 18 percent.
Senator SARBANES. How do you think the current interest rate

has affected the farmer's willingness and ability to invest in new
machinery and new buildings, and so forth?

Do you have any observations on that subject?
Mr. RICHARDSON. They have a .lot of interest in doing this, but

they can't afford to do it because there is just no way that any
business can survive with 18 percent interest.

Mr. SPIES. The increase in interest has taken away or livelihood.
That is what we were living on. If you could borrow money for 8
percent, you figured on youi investment to make 8 percent above
that, and that's what you lived on. You can't do it now. There's no
way. There's no way.

Senator SARBANES. We had a small businessman who testified
yesterday to an interesting impact of the interest rates. He said
even with the money to make a productive investment in his
business-in other words, he was fortunate enough not to be con-
fronted with the situation of having to go out and borrow in order
to expand-even so, he was considering whether it wasn't better
simply to take his money and invest it in the highest yield securi-
ties around that he could find rather than put that money into his
business, because he didn't think he was going to get as good a
return on his business investment, even though it would make him
more efficient and more productive, than he could get by putting it
into these high-yielding funds.

Mr. RICHARDSON. I'm sure Hank will agree with me, we would
both be much better off if we had our net worth, our value, in CD's
today than we would in farms.

Mr. SPIES. You know, going back even to 1980, it cost $277 to
plant a crop of corn. And in Talbot County, our average is 100
bushels. And by the time you put this interest rate on top of that,
it's just to much.

Senator SARBANES. Are you acquainted with any farmers who
have really had to give up their businesses because of the high
interest rates?

Mr. RICHARDSON. Paul, I think you're going to see that next year.
Most of the lending institutions are going through this winter with
them; but I think next year you're going too see some of the men
weeded out from the boys.

Senator SARBANES. Let me ask this question. We had testimony
from some auto dealers which makes clear that even the very best
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run, most efficient people, who have been in the business a long
time, are not able to handle the current situation. In other words,
it has gone well beyond where you say, well, it is a marginal
operator or someone who was undercapitalized and wasn't very
efficient and didn't administer his business well.

In fact, we had testimony this morning from an auto dealer in
Annapolis who, for the last 3 years running, has gotten national
awards for being one of the best auto dealers in the country. He
says he's now in a situation where he can't handle what he is up
against.

Do you see the same thing within the farm community-that it
is really reaching established operators, very efficient and very
effective? Who are affected?

In other words, is it accurate to say that you can't pin the
responsibility for their plight on their weakness? These are good,
established, efficient operators.

Mr. SPIES. You take a farmer-that is probably paid for. He's not
updating his procedures. He's waiting to retire. He will be farming
next year. He won't make any money, but he'll be farming. All the
young fellows that have machinery payments to make, and even
the ones that bought a little bit of land-it doesn't take too much
to find out that the production is costing more than you're receiv-
ing and you just can't do it, that's all. And when we stop buying,
everybody stops working.

Senator SARBANES. Is there an opportunity for young people to
get into farming nowadays?

To the extent there isn't, how much of that is attributable to the
interest rate?

Mr. RICHARDSON. As Hank said a while ago, you can either
marry into it or get born into it. As far as a young farmer starting
out today, the odds are 99 to 1 against him.

Mr. SPIES. There's a lot of land moving around, but it is outside
people coming in here, buying. Not many local young boys are
buying their farms around here.

Mr. RICHARDSON. It is a double-edged sword that we are working
against, with inflation the way it is. We are dealing with more
money every year, and the interest is higher all the time. It takes
more money to operate and you have to pay more interest. The
thing we're doing is, we're paying the interest instead of getting
some of the other necessities that we sometimes need to be more
efficient.

Senator SARBANES. Well, gentlemen, you're been very helpful,
and we appreciate you willingness to come today and give us the

.benefit of your own experience and observations.
I think I would be remiss if I didn't take just a moment to

acknowledge the very fine service that Roger Richardson has ren-
dered not only to the farm community of this State, but to the
entire State, over the last 4 years, as a member of the ACSC
committee. I know the time and energy and effort that he gave to
that work.

We all owe a debt of gratitude to you, for really being willing to
perform that public service. It is not always appreciated on occa-
sion, and I thought I ought to acknowledge it here today.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you.



Senator SARBANES. Thank you all very much. We appreciate your
coming.

Mr. Boren, I think we might take you next, as the general
manager of the Federal Land Bank Association. I think that might
fit in right here.

STATEMENT OF JOEL A. BOREN, GENERAL MANAGER AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, MARVA PRODUCTION CREDIT
ASSOCIATION AND THE FEDERAL LAND BANK ASSOCIATION
OF SALISBURY, SALISBURY, MD.
Mr. BOREN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Joel A. Boren. I am

general manager and chief executive officer of Marva Production
Credit Association and the Federal Land Bank Association of Salis-
bury. Our associations are a part of the Second Farm Credit Dis-
trict.

The cooperative Farm Credit System is composed of federally
chartered instrumentalities which operate under authorities grant-
ed in the Farm Credit Act of 1971, Public Law 92-181, and other
statutes, most recently the Farm Credit Act Amendments of 1980,
Public Law 96-592.

The Farm Credit System is the largest single source of credit to
American agriculture. As of April 30, 1981, the System had $72.5
billion in loans outstanding-a growth of 14.8 percent over the
previous year.

The U.S. Government provided the initial funding for the various
institutions of the Farm Credit System. This seed money has since
been repaid. The Farm Credit System is now entirely borrower
owned and controlled.

The System provides its loan funds primarily through the sale of
securities in the national and international money markets. These
securities, which are sold through the System's fiscal agent in New
York City, are not guaranteed by the U.S. Government.

Now to proceed with the issue and how it affects Delmarva.
The Delmarva farmer, as well as other farmers throughout the

country, over the past 5 years, have seen interest rates soar from
short-term, operating-type loans in January 1976 of 8 V2 percent to
the prisent level of 16.5 percent. There was a time in mid-1977,
May through August, when interest rates for operating dropped to
72 percent.

Mortgage funds were 9 percent in January 1976 and now are at a
level of 13 percent plus a 5-percent loan service fee. These interest
rates I have quoted are for the Marva Production Credit Associ-
ation and the Federal Land Bank Association of Salisbury, which
serve Wicomico, Worcester, Somerset, and the two Eastern Shore
counties of Virginia, Northampton and Accomack.

Loans that were made in 1976 with cashflow projections using
those interest rates have been through some rough times and still
may have rougher times yet ahead.

All areas of the agricultural community have experienced in-
creased production costs, while gross income has not increased
proportionately. This means a reduction in net funds available to
service increased debt and living expenses.

Many farmers in our area have fought back in many ways:



Reduced amount of fertilizer and chemicals used. This can be
done for a year or so, but detrimental effects will be noted if this
practice is continued for an extended period.

The ideal of being debt-free, not owing anyone, is now a thing of
the past. Farmers must now schedule payments they can meet,
which means longer term loans.

The selling off of timber and applying proceeds to debt. Timber
does not grow at a rate that will offset interest rates.

Tenant-occupied farm dwellings are sold off, and the proceeds are
applied toward debt. This is one method of lowering average per
acre costs.

Land costing $2,000 per acre cannot provide net income to cover
ownership cost of growing corn, soybeans, or other small grain. A
farmer can only afford this high-priced acreage if his existing land
is at a lower price per acre, thus lowering his overall average land
cost.

The cost of production of one farm commodity I will cover will be
the cost of corn in 1976; $148 an acre was what the cost of corn
was. This does not include the cost of owning the land, nor does it
include the interest rates. If you paid cash for everything that went
into the ground to produce that acre of corn, it will cost you $148
an acre.

In 1981, the price was to $188 an acre, a 22-percent increase.
The average price for corn in 1976 per bushel was $2.55.
As of the Wall Street Journal, the September futures is $2.91, an

increase of 13 percent.
If you add the cost of interest rate to the cost of production, the

increase will increase from 22 percent to 76 percent. This is a 54-
percent increase in interest cost. The average farmer cannot afford
this increase in interest cost while the increase for goods and
products does not rise accordingly.

Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Boren.
Let me run through that last example you've given now.
You say that in 1976 the cost of corn per acre was $148, assum-

ing no borrowing in any part of the production; is that right?
Mr. BOREN. Absolutely. And the cost of land is not included in

that.
Senator SARBANES. You're assuming they have the land?
Mr. BOREN. Right. If you rent the land, you could add $60 an

acre to the $148.
Senator SARBANES. And then you say that-for what year was

$188.
Mr. BOREN. The $60 an acre in 1981 would compare, I would

say-it probably would be $10 or $15 rent per acre in 1976.
In 1981, you're looking at a $60-per-acre cost, so you would add

$60 per acre, and come out with $248 per acre being the cost of
corn if you add your land rent.

Senator SARBANES. Compared with $158 to $163 in 1976?
Mr. BOREN. Right.
Senator SARBANES. And that is all assuming no borrowing and no

interest cost?
Mr. BOREN. Right. If you add that, you've got a 54-percent in-

crease in that period of time.



Senator SARBANES. Do you have any figures on what percentage
of the farmers can operate on the first example you offered, which
is without carrying any interest cost?

Mr. BOREN. Zero. I would say in today's economy it would be
zero.

Senator SARBANES. How about in 1976?
Mr. BOREN. Probably 10 to 20 percent could operate in 1976,

maybe without borrowing any money.
Senator SARBANES. 10 to 20 percent in 1976?
Mr. BOREN. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. Now you're saying there wouldn't be any that

could do that?
Mr. BOREN. No.
Senator SARRANES. What about failures? What is your experience

or observation on that?
Mr. BOREN. Right now the associations have more chapter 11,

chapter 7, and chapter 13 bankruptcies than we've ever had in our
history. We have more foreclosures than we've ever had.

Senator SARBANES. By what order of magnitude?
Mr. BOREN. It is substantially more. We're looking at, right now,

chapter 1I's and chapter 7's. We had none in 1979 or 1980, and we
have them in 1981 as a percentage.

Senator SARBANES. So, in a sense, it is a new development that is
confronting you?

Mr. BOREN. It is a completely new development.
Senator SARBANES. Are these problems hitting what you would

characterize as the marginal operator, or have they started to hit
more established people?

Mr. BOREN. At the present time, it is the marginal operator, but
it is only a matter of time until it goes to the better operator
because of interest rates.

Senator SARBANES. Do you have any sense of the interest rate at
which established people might be able to carry on business with-
out being subjected to today's extraordinary pressure that this
creates?

I know the lower the better, obviously. But in what range, if
interest rates would get there, could at least more people, or a
substantial number, say, "Well, this is tough. But we can continue
to operate with this while other problems are being addressed"? Do
you have any sense of that?

Mr. BOREN. Twelve to fourteen would probably be reasonable-
that is, for funds used in the operation. And 10 to 12 would prob-
ably be a good number for the fixed assets, such as land.

Senator SARBANES. You're distinguishing there between short-
term operation and the long-term investment; right?

Mr. BOREN. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. Do you see people moving to sell because of

these high interest rates-trying to get out of the business and
liquidating their capital investment?

Mr. BOREN. We are seeing some farmers, who would not ordinari-
ly sell off sections of farms or lots, today go out and sell those lots
in order to try to capitalize some of their past losses. We are seeing
them cut timber today, which is a last effort so to speak, to try to
lower their initial investment in the property.



Senator SARBANES. In those instances where do they sell off,
whom are they selling to, do you know?

Mr. BOREN. Most of the time, investors or speculators.
Senator SARBANES. Speculators?
Mr. BOREN. Yes; a farmer sells a 20- or 25-acre tract to somebody

who is going to go in there and subdivide or put roads in there or
something and to develop it into a rural community.

Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you very much. We appreciate
your testimony. It has been very helpful.

We'll next hear from Mr. MacGlashan.
And maybe, Mr. MacGlashan, we will take the auto dealers at

the same time, in a panel with you, if that is all right.
So, if we could have Patrick Cavanaugh of Cavanaugh Ford in

Salisbury and Lindy Jarvis of Jarvis Chevrolet in Denton.

STATEMENT OF SANDY MacGLASHAN, KINGSTOWN TRACTOR
CO., CHESTERTOWN, MD.

Mr. MAcGLASHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I might point out
that the auto dealers do have similar problems as the farmer. But
there is a considerable difference in the way they operate their
business.

Senator SARBANES. I understand. And we want you to outline
that for us, if you would.

Mr. MAcGLASHAN. I have been asked to represent the farm im-
plement dealers here on the Delmarva Peninsula, more specifically
Maryland and this district.

And we have heard quite a bit of testimony as to the effect of
interest on the overall economy here. And it is many-faceted, as we
all agree. There's no question, so far as the farmers and the dealers
go, that we are completely integrated. Our whole fortunes, future,
and life is involved with agriculture. Many of us own farms, as well
as being in the farm implement business.

The price of grain is probably the most immediate factor and
indicator, and creating a problem with implement dealers, which is
flat or no sales.

One of the problems we have, in our industry, we order these
large machines at least a year prior, usually, to the time of their
sale and/or delivery. And so our inventories run very high. It's not
unusual for any implement dealer to have at least a half a million
dollars in inventory-and I'm referring only to capital or major
machines. I'm not referring to 250,000 and upward of parts, acces-
sories, shop equipment, anything to do with this plant. I'm talking
about hard core iron sitting on his place of business.

When business is normal, of course, you have to ebb and flow,
very similar to the automobile dealers, of equipment coming in and
inventory turning over. You can use the word "turnover".

What has happened is our turnover has stopped.
Now, it's important that the real difference in our business is

that we are seasonal. A combine is used roughly 90 days a year.
The key factor is the time of year-in the fall if you use them for
wheat, but wheat is not a big factor on the Delmarva Peninsula.

So, in essence, our suppliers give-and I think I can speak fairly
accurately concerning all main lines. We have Massey-Ferguson,
but I think I can speak for John Deere or International, in that the



system is fairly much the same. We have terms-in other words,
machines are delivered to us with floor plan terms, no interest for
a period, and then with a period-an extended period with interest,
and then a due date.

And I would like to put to rest in anybody's mind now-I think
many people think that the dealer at any time, if he doesn't sell
his equipment, he just sends it back. This is not the case. We are
invoiced for it. We have bought it. The only way that we are going
to get rid of it is either sell it or terminate, the dealer. At that
time, you pay quite a premium for turning the machinery back.

To go one step further, right now the interest rate for maturity-
and I'm speaking-not past due, but your floor plan has been
extended with interest. At the present time it is 23 percent. If you
go past due, it is 24 percent.

And quite frankly, nobody can live with that, particularly when
you recognize that in our type of business that our general markup
runs from 23 to 25 percent. And if you add trade-ins, the burden of
trade-in dollars on large combines, large tractors, the interest
begins to be our whole life's blood, and it is the thing that we think
about. Money doesn't bother us; it is what it costs. Money is a tool.

And please doesn't misunderstand me, Senator, but I feel very
strongly about this, and I think these gentlemen next to me will
agree with the same thing. Money is a tool, and it is the cost of
money that is killing the American businessman right now. And
it's going to wipe him out if we don't get something done about it.

A large combine-I would like to throw out, to give you an idea
what immediately hits the dealer-a complete large combine will
cost the dealer $75,000 to $80,000. I said "cost the dealer." I'm not
talking about retail. A retail of a large combine today runs
$115,000.

Incidentally, this is what these farmers face-as that's an inter-
esting facet you ask them about, capital investment. These are the
type of capital investments these men normally can and do make
to run their business. Farming is a big business; it's big money.
And support services, such as the implement dealers, are in the
same fix.

So, it doesn't take too much imagination to see that if a dealer
had to pay for one or two combines, had $70,000 to $80,000, based
upon 23 percent-or, in this case, if he is past due, of 24 percent-
then he's not going to last but a very few days.

With that, I think I would conclude my statement.
I can't document at the moment-I could, but I've just been told

by a friend of mine, with me, that 35 dealers since January 1 have
terminated in the State of Pennsylvania. Massey-Ferguson lost one
dealer recently right in this immediate area due entirely to the
interest problems. It wasn't that he ran away with the company's
money or anything else; it purely was the load became too great.

I think I can safey predict, again, that October 31 is the end year
for all major machine manufacturers and it is also, hopefully,
payday. Most of the farmers know about-and.at that time of year,
when they've had a good year, they either contract, agree, and/or
buy the machinery; the company finishes each year, and you know
where you are, hopefully.



I can safely predict-and I've spoken with some dealers. I don't
wish to reveal some of their figures, but I can tell you one dealer
faces, by January 1, $600,000 in machinery he must pay for if he
wishes to continue to be dealing-so that his answer is fairly
simple-and I'm referring to a good dealer, with a tremendous
investment.

With that, I conclude my statement.
Senator SARBANES. Before we hear from the others-and then we

will have a discussion-let me ask you this question. When, in the
recent past, did you think you had a more reasonable situation, to
deal with, and what was the situation? What kind of interest rates
were you then facing? And how did that alter the situation?

Mr. MAcGLASHAN. The interest has been applying pressure, as
you know, steadily. I think it probably reached the crisis propor-
tions when it went past-over 13 percent.

It is difficult to tell, because-how your inventory might hit-or,
in other words, when you hit a big lump, that you've settled. In
short, you owe the company for items which you must pay for.

Also, you have to have other lines of credit. I mean, it's no secret
right now I've got $135,000 with my bank-on floor plan for ma-
chinery that hasn't sold-which is drawing interest. right this
moment.

I didn't mean to evade the question. When it passed 12 or 13
percent, it started to apply pressure in relationship to the cost of
doing business.

Senator SARBANES. This is interesting. We're used to having 6, 7,
or 8 percent interest. And when it went up, everyone just said, "If
we could just get back down." The range has shifted, but I think it
is very clear that the high figures that we're at now cut off virtual-
ly all economic activity. Are the farmers even coming to you for
the equipment? What kind of decisions are they making? To post-
pone purchases?

Mr. MAcGLASHAN. Frankly, Senator, I wouldn't have the nerve-
I mean, as I said, we are all very closely knit; we're all neighbors,
and we're all involved in the same business. And to try to convince
a farmer-and let's also recognize that the farms here in this area
are very fruitful. They have been very successful in the past. There
is a tremendous amount of investment in the richness of this
country, and that's why I think many of us are really concerned. It
is our whole being.

Senator SARBANES. I think you're right to make the point, and
it's often overlooked. We take far too much for granted in this
country, namely, the enormous contribution which agriculture
makes to the economy.

Agriculture is enormously productive. As a consequence, with a
very small percentage of our total population, we are able not only
to feed ourselves but a good part of the world as well. No other
country in the world can even begin to approach that. Even the
countries that can feed themselves almost invariably have a large
percentage of their population into it.

The further consequence, though, of being so good is that with a
relatively small percentage of your population involved, the rest of
the population tends to overlook the contribution made by the farm
sector to our own well-being here, as well as to our economic



strength abroad. I urge you, on any occasion that you have, to
underscore that contribution.

Mr. MAcGLASHAN. Senator, I will take this occasion at this point
to say that this is probably the beginning, that the grain embargo
is really the beginning of part of this problem. And I realize you're
not responsible for it. But as such, I would like to say to you that
why doesn't the Senate or the Congress of the United States get
started using food as a weapon? We have many people all over the
world that apply pressures to the United States. I don't mean to
withhold it from starving children, but why not sell it for a good,
fair price in the world. Anything they sell us, we have to pay for.
Rather than shipping them guns and bombs, ship them food.

And that is an impassioned plea, I recognize. But if you look at
the dollar volume that we're shipping overseas-and I remind ev-
erybody, 1974 is what saved our proverbial fanny in the balance of
payments, was the agricultural shipments that, along with the
aviation aircraft, were the 2 million items.

I couldn't be happier to say to you and the Senate of the United
States that if we could start using food in a humane way, but in a
sensible way-sell it and get paid for it.

Senator SARBANES. Let me ask one further question.
You say you, in good conscience-given your working relation-

ships with these farmers-that you can't really urge them on?
Mr. MAcGLASHAN. I am sorry, Senator, I got carried away on

that.
I couldn't, in all sense, advise any farmer to buy a new combine

with the rate of interest, with the grain prices at a break-even
point. After all, these guys would say to me, "Have you lost your
mind?" And this is the position we find ourselves in.

Sure, we're willing to get out and sell. We provide a service. And
we have to sell to survive. But it is just not there, not in the
current economic situation.

Senator SARBANES. Are you moving more in the direction of not
carrying an inventory, almost becoming an agent for the manufac-
turer to receive the farmers' purchase commitment and pass it on
without stocking an inventory? Are you being pushed in that direc-
tion?

Mr. MAcGLASHAN. The companies well recognize that that would
stagnate the situation. I believe I'm correct that there is roughly
15,000 or 18,000 combines built in the United States in a given
year. I know Massey-Ferguson itself, I believe, last year made
about 7,500. They're one of the larger manufacturers. Quite frank-
ly, it is a matter of timing. You couldn't wait for the sales force to
make these commitments, and then say, "Okay, we need a given
amount of combines." There just isn't enough time for them to get
their suppliers going. In other words, they must buy.

And incidentally, I will answer you this way: the factories buy
bearings 3 years ahead of time. They're got to project production
that far ahead.

Senator SARBANES. I think that is a good answer. Let's go on and
we will come back.

Mr. Cavanaugh.



STATEMENT OF PATRICK H. CAVANAUGH, JR., CAVANAUGH
FORD, INC., SALISBURY, MD.

Mr. CAVANAUGH. Senator, you are familiar with my dealership
and our town. We are coming up to a 50th anniversary this year.
We started in 1932. And it would be difficult to predict a tougher
time for automobile dealers than this past year or perhaps the one
coming. There were approximately 45,000 dealers in the United
States after World War II. We are now heading for about 20,000,
and there are predictions that approximately 15 to 20 percent of
those dealers will go out of business in the next year.

There are. only the quick and the dead surviving in this business,
and either you operate at maximum efficiency or you are out of it.

You have asked some of the farmers what their plans for one of
their sons are. My son likes my business. I'm encouraging him to
take a general business course. He is also pursuing acting, since
there seems to be some market for actors in the Government.
[Laughter.]

A few specific examples. I'm carrying approximately half the
inventory I used to carry. I operate now more or less on the Sears,
Roebuck theory. You come in and pick out the car that you want
and we will order it for you. Unfortunately, the manufacturer tells
me he can't operate on the same basis and, consequently, he is
closing down lines, putting people out of work, putting suppliers
out of business.

And the thing has a very vicious cycle. It used to cost in August
of 1978 about $58 to stock a $7,000 car for 30 days. Now it costs
$125 to stock that same car. We try to only orders cars that move
every 60 days. Now that is extremely difficult. It leads to stocking
everything in vanilla. You get a nice bland car that you can more
or less sell to everyone. So selection, as far as the American public
is concerned, is going down dramatically.

Currently, the industry has an 81-day supply of cars. Our think-
ing is that you can support 45 days now. That is what you should
go for. That 81-day supply costs dealers $22 million a day; $22
million a day. That represents from 21 percent to 23 percent,
depending on who you're doing business with. And incidentally,
we're doing business only with our captive finance companies.
Banks are out of this business.

I think to stay, they have very efficient computers now. They
know where their money makes the best return overnight. It defi-
nitely does not lie with automobile dealers, with the customer who
finances a car, and with the short business loans, a long-term is 48
months, and a good business loan is 90 or 120 days at 2 points
above prime or 3 points above prime. It is quick; it is easy; it is
painless; and the guarantees are much better than the individual
consumer or the automobile dealer. I don't blame them. I envy
them.

At one point we were told by a bank that we had the best
operation in the State of Maryland. It did not happen to be a
Maryland bank, incidentally. The next statement was, "We are
terminating our arrangement next week." And I understand that
we now do business exclusively with Ford Motor Credit. And there
is a problem there. Their money sources are not limitless. They
have been able to borrow money in the 1412- to 15-percent range.



Recently, on about the 5th page of the Wall Street Journal, just a
small article. "Ford opens up its credit lines with banks, willing to
pay in the 20-percent range for money." The banks were shocked.
"You have never used that credit line. Why are you starting
now?"-"Because we need it. And we want to know its there. And
we want to test the water to make sure you got it."

If they're willing to pay that, what must they charge the con-
sumer?

Incidentally, on that consumer charge, we figured on a $7,000
balance that the amount he pays for interest now on a 48-month
loan with a normal $1,000 down payment is up between $25 and
$30 per month. So he is buying less car for his money and paying
more in interest.

A couple of dictums have come back in this business. The Henry
Ford maxim "You can have any color, as long as it's black," is now
seeing new vogue, because you don't stock the exotic colors, you
stock the basic ones.

Besides selling cars, we also used to fix cars on credit for people
who couldn't pay the entire bill. This was quite normal, 90 days or
120 days. Now comes another sign in the service departments, "We
will crank your Ford or hold your baby, but sell for cash and don't
mean maybe."

There is no credit being extended to people who need it. And
what happens in all of this on the consumer side is those that need
transportation perhaps the most and have the most difficulty in
paying are very efficiently cut out of the system. If you're Ford
Credit and you only have a limited number of dollars, you're darn
sure going to take the bottom 20 percent off the credit pyramid and
get rid of it. You don't loan to them.' Very strict credit procedures.
If you're ever over 30 days on any obligation one time, too bad.
Those banks still loaning money want 30 percent down, flawless
credit, preferably a couple of CD's in their bank. And if you're on
the board of directors, that also helps, but not necessarily.

So all of these things simply indicate that without credit, busi-
ness in America is pretty much dead.

I hope that some of these gentlemen here would offer to you
some suggestions on what could be done. Most of us are getting
complaints, but not much in the way of suggestions. Many of my
contemporaries think that we have got to stick with budget cuts.
They are less sold on tax cuts. They are more sold on tax advan-
tages.

I know we are going to have some people here from the real
estate business. How about some kind of credit document that can
be purchased at considerable tax incentives with the money specifi-
cally earmarked for buying new houses? I would love to see that. I
would get some contractor to pick up business. Any time you take
a strain off one sector of the economy, you help another.

Personally, the tax cut, I feel most people will spend that simply
to maintain their standard of living. It will not go into savings,
unfortunately, as hoped.

And the automobile industry and the home industry are really
two of the real products that go into the gross national product. If
you remove them and use the available moneys to service the
debts, the built-in features of escalator clauses in the cost of living,



it becomes a vicious circle. And no real goods are going to be
manufactured.

That is something that concerns us. We also believe that perhaps
Mr. Volcker is a little more tenacious than he need be. And,
whereas, I understand that he cannot be removed or perhaps influ-
enced in any way. I think the Congress proved with the Federal
Trade Commission, that there are ways of getting the attention of
bureaucrats that do not do what the Congress would like them do.And perhaps some of that could be pursued.

And yet for the most part I think our industry supports Mr.
Volcker's position.

Senator SARBANES. It seems to me that a couple of things need to
be established. I would like to comment on that. I think the prem-
ise has to be changed. I saw Paul Volcker Sunday on television,
and his premise is essentially that we have a difficult period to go
through and everyone must weather it. Now you know, there is no
guarantee that at the end of the difficult period you really will
come out of the storm. You may be even deeper into the storm,
which is, of course, what has happened in England, where things
continue to move downward and get tighter, and the situation
continues to worsen.

But leaving that aside, it seems to me that the premise is faulty.
I don't think we can tolerate a situation, as I think we have done
with the interest rates, where we have established, ongoing, effec-
tive businesses who say that they just won't be able to continue
this way. We're not talking about shaking out marginal people.
We're really now talking about transforming the economic struc-
ture. In one way or another, the very large concerns are able to
keep going, or they seem to be able to keep going, and you're just
squeezing out of existence but a lot of smaller people who have
functioned very well are being squeezed out.

I see the high interest rates as contributing to the problem
which, in many respects, they were supposed to solve. The interest
rates themselves become a contributing factor to the inflation
which they are ostensibly designed to curtail. So the costs are
passed on-the cost of money goes on to the consumer. The housing
industry passes it on in one way or the other. In the past month,
the biggest factor in the sharp jump in the Consumer Price Index
was housing cost, both interest charges and also the cost of homes
which apparently are being pushed upward because an assumable
mortgage is simply factored into the price. The cost of the home
goes up and is reflected in the Consumer Price Index.

The other side of this deals with the Federal deficit. I was inter-
ested to hear your comments on the tax cut, because obviously you
could have had one of less magnitude directed to encouraging
savings and investments and providing incentives for greater pro-
ductivity, which would have been less a total package.

The high interest rates contribute, as I see it, to an increased
deficit very directly in three aspects. One, the carrying charge on
the Federal debt goes up. Two, the cost of goods and services to the
Government increases, because the cost of money is being factored
in. And three, high interest rates provoke a downturn and a reces-
sion, because in certain sections of the economy people who were
working and being productive are jobless.



We had testimony this morning from the Home Builders. One
witness said that he's had to lay off all of his people. He says
they're either not working now and drawing unemployment, or
they're working 1 or 2 days a week. So they're not paying taxes in,
and the ones drawing unemployment are pulling money out of the
Treasury. It seems to me if we continue on this path, it has in it
the seeds of all of those things which, compounded, could well
worsen the situation.

We will come back to that. Mr. Jarvis, why don't we hear from
you now?

TESTIMONY OF LINDY JARVIS, JARVIS CHEVROLET, INC.,
DENTON, MD.

Mr. JARVIS. Senator, it appears to me that our industry has been
in a downward spiral for sometime. As interest costs increase,
dealer inventories must reduce. Reduced inventories slow sales.
Slow sales reduce inventories. On and on. It seems that in my own
case we have bottomed out of that particular spiral, but at an
unacceptable profit level, and in many cases, no profit level.

Our inventory has reduced 48 percent from July 1, 1980, to July
1, 1981. Slower turnover means higher cost per unit as interest gets
figured daily. Less volume means higher fixed cost per unit that
must be passed on to the consumer. Any business requiring an
inventory has a continuous problem. The extra dollars required to
cover cost of inflation must come from after-tax dollars or bor-
rowed at high interest rates. Again increasing costs per unit. High
interest rates require customers to finance for longer periods of
time which keeps them out of the market longer.

High rates in some cases defer buying by people that have
money. With a variety of investment programs available, people
hesitate to give up great returns to buy a new car. Reduced sales,
in my opinion, do not indicate the lack of desire to buy. High
interest rates, coupled with rising cost of living make buying a car
impossible for a large number of customers.

It is my understanding that for the past several months the
scrap rate is greater than production. Since each day we have more
drivers in the United States and less cars, the customers' needs for
transportation are increasing. Since high costs of money affects the
companies and municipalities, as well as individuals, they too are
delaying purchases.

For example, if I understand it correctly, Maryland State Police
now are driving cars 3 years instead of the previous 2. High inter-
est rates have reduced company profits in many cases to a point
where interest deductions are of little or no value. As long as
Government takes large amounts of money out of the market at
high rates, I see no relief for the consumers.

I guess I would view the light at the end of the tunnel a little
brighter if I understand how supply-side economics can work, when
money is not available at affordable rates for growth.

Our industry for some time has been troubled with high labor
costs, Government intervention and an unfavorable press. Of the
many news items I've read and seen, I rarely, if ever, have heard
that the consumer loan rates on new cars are below prime. In the
first half of this year, it was pretty popular on the news each night



to talk about the different metro banks that have gone out of the
consumer loan business for greener pastures. I don't blame them,
but it was rare to hear anybody say that the GMAC never ran out
of money in the past 53 years.

Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you, sir.
Let me ask you this question. In the financing of your cars before

the current situation, in percentage terms, where were your buyers
finding their financing? How much of it was through you back to
the company, and how much of it elsewhere? Do you have some
sense of that?

Mr. JARVIS. I would say that-do you mean like 5 years ago?
Senator SARBANES. Yes.
Mr. JARVIS. I would say 5 years ago the average rural dealer,

which I would be more familiar with, would finance probably 40 to
45 or 50 percent of the sales. Now a lot more were actually fi-
nanced, but we didn't necessarily know it. You know, the guy
borrows the money directly and comes and buys the car from us.
But roughtly 40 or 45 percent of those we handled ourselves.

Senator SARBANES. And where was your financing coming from?
Mr. CAVANAUGH. The source was 30 percent from the captive

sources in those days, and that has now jumped into the mid-
1960's.

Senator SARBANES. You were then 30 percent from the captive
companies and 15 percent from your own sources? Is that the 45
Mr. Jarvis is talking about?

Mr. CAVANAUGH. I think he was talking there about what per-
cent financed. The question you asked was, where does the money
come from? -
- Senator SARBANES. Well, let's start from the beginning. What
percent of your consumers, to the extent you know, finance their
car; 85 or 90 percent in one way or another?

Mr. JARVIS. Roughly, yes; 80 to 90 percent.
Mr. CAVANAUGH. Absolutely.
Senator SARBANES. Five years ago as well?
Mr. JARVIs. Five years ago, no.
Mr. CAVANAUGH. No, that would probably be down in the high

1960's-65 percent.
Senator SARBANES. Now to the extent they were financing, where

was was the source of the financing coming from?
Mr. CAVANAUGH. Well, now it is easy. There is only a couple of

ballgames in town, and those are the captives. I would say they are
up handling in the 80 percentile group and with credit unions and
banks coming in there, to the extent they have got some really
prime customers that they want to handle. Before the captive
finance companies were down in the 30- to 35-percent range, so
they have had a tremendous step up. If it wasn't for them, we
would be literally out of business, and you can see now the effect of
the General Motors 13.8 rate. They are selling exactly twice as
many cars this month as Ford and Chrysler cars. So if you don't
think that credit terms make a difference, ask my friend, the
General Motors dealer, because he's got all the customers.

Senator SARBANES. He's the only one at the table who can even
approach a smile.



Mr. MacGlashan, let me ask you where the soruce of credit came
from. Your manufacturers don't provide that, do they?

Mr. MAcGLASHAN. Oh, yes. In the past, I would say the majority
of the loans were with the banks, particularly in our area. It does
vary, depending upon whether you're talking about grain, in areas
of predominantly grain and predominantly dairy. But I would say 5
years ago, at least 60 percent was handled by outside sources of one
sort or another. Any sales that we are making at present-let me
back up and put it this way.

Right now, one of the sale features is similar to General Motors,
of 13.9 for 2 years, and then at the end if the contract is going
longer that, we rewrite it. It is a ballon situation-a complicated
contract. We guarantee it won't be any higher than the going rate
at that time. This is a sales approach. It is a rather complicated
one, in my estimation, but most of the large farmers today-and
when I'm referring to large, I'd better be careful on the percent-
ages. If you're talking about farmers who own their own land,
they've established lines of credit with their own banks, and I
would say probably 90 percent of their capital purchases are han-
dled by their bank. And you have a great many farmers, particu-
larly the younger segment of farmers coming up, who have had
help, getting ongoing by their father or various people, where
situations, hopefully in the past, where they could, and they would
use the captive system as much as possible.

But fortunately in the past-as a matter of fact, many of the
implement dealers in this area encourage them to establish lines of
credit with their banks for very obvious reasons. In other words,
our accounts receivable, just in parts of labor, run to very high
figures. In the past, we used to have to wait almost until crop time
to get these dollars. But in the improvement, the better business
practices of agriculture, the overall picture, establishing lines of
credit, we still have problems; we don't have as much.

I hope I haven't rambled, but it is-right now, it is a tossup. The
man with good credit, if he's going to buy, he uses a bank. But he
will use waivers.

To get back to sales programs, where you have waivers of inter-
est, for instance, until next May-in other words, you can buy a
machine and pay no interest charges on the balance until next
May, and then you have an option of paying it off then or continu-
ing with the contract-they will take advantage of that, but the
fellow with the line of credit next May will pick it up.

Senator SARBANEs. Are the manufacturers pushing more of the
cost involved in all these situations onto the dealers in one way or
another? Or are they trying to get in the boat with you?

Mr. CAVANAUGH. They are in the boat, bailing furiously, to the
extent that four dealers were in the black last year. That figure
almost exactly coincides with the interest supplements from Ford
Motor Co. Without them, there would have been no dealer profits
last year.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Jarvis?
Mr. JARVIS. I think GM would be pretty much along those lines.

Another thing on the interest rates that we were talking about, it
is kind of interesting how sometimes, the stuff is a little hard to
track, too, like now we have this 13.8, which incidentally has just
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been extended another month, which is fine. But you see it is
really a price reduction of a fashion for the short-run period of
time.

Other times, we've had the rebate programs of different fashions
and what have you. So this time, it was GMAC's turn to pick up
the tab, I guess, and it does make a considerable difference, be-
cause on a 48-month loan with an unpaid balance of $6,000, it is
over $600.

Senator SARBANES. I noticed earlier you talked about the 48-
month loan. The loan period is lengthening isn't it? The same
thing, I assume, is true in the farm equipment business. What is
the normal term?

Mr. MAcGLASHAN. I have some going 4, some 5, and some even 6
years.

Senator SARBANES. What did it used to be?
Mr. MAcGLASHAN. An average of 3 or 31/2, not over 4-very

rarely over 4 years.
Senator SARBANES. And for the auto dealers, didn't you used to

be 24 months?
Mr. CAVANAUGH. That's right.
Senator SARBANES. I saw an article the other day which likened

the automobile situation to mortgages. What is the impact of this
lengthened time period? When the person gets to the end of it, he's
right back on the treadmill again, isn't he-or not?

Mr. JARVIS. In some cases, if he didn't care for the property, he
might not make 48 months. Of course, 48-month financing has to
be done vary carefully and selectively. Everybody is not a candi-
date for 48-month financing.

Mr. CAVANAUGH. Preliminarily, it has not been the problem that
the industry though it was, however. The trading cycle lengthened
out only a couple of months more than normal. I think it is like 28
or 29 months now, and it was like 24 months when people were
trading. It may be too early to tell. Right now it is not conclusive
as to what will happen.

Mr. JARVIs. I think more trade-ins will increase now after July 1
because the actuarial replaced the rule of 1978's on prepayments,
and for a guy who would finance a car now and buy a new one
when he still has a balance, it would be far more encouraging, I
would think, after a contract written July 1.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. MacGlashan, what is happening to the
farm structure under this pressure, in terms of the family farmer?
Do you see a pattern at work there, and is it being pushed along by
these interest rates, in terms of who takes over ownership of these
farms and production?

Mr. MAcGLASHAN. I think, Senator, if you talk about the current
problem with interest rates, as Mr. Spies testified, a young man
starting up alone today is just impossible. He has to have help,
either from family or somebody has got to give him a start. But I
think this: We are in a terrific vise right at the moment. The
recent new-the tax laws going through as far as inheritance-in
other words, I'm trying to use the proper word-your estate has
allowance deductions, and hopefully that will be the salvation of
the family farm.



I don't think there's any question, that I ever talked to anybody
in agriculture who wasn't really encouraged by that facet, because
now unless inflation keeps galloping and then it runs away from
those figures-but at the moment, that is probably the most en-
couraging thing that has happened. At the moment, any young
man who is involved in farming, depending on how much credit-
line of credit they have and their actual position and who is
backing them-a young man is in jeopardy today; there's no ques-
tion about it. He can't stand another year or so of this tremendous
pressure from interest because obviously he is not selling-any
interest-the established farmer is suffering; there's no question
about it. And it all depends basically upon his position. If he has a
lot of equity, he can stand a lot of bruising.

But, in other words, the amounts that we are talking about can
surely accelerate.

Senator SARBANES. Do you find established farmers saying,
"Well, it's just not worth it anymore. Why don't I just liquidate my
capital and put it in these funds or CD's and just sit back and
enjoy myself?"

Mr. MAcGLASHAN. Senator, I will answer that this way. There's
no bigger fool in the world than us farmers. Every year when we
smell that dirt in the spring, we're raring to go, and that's what
makes us farmers. That's the only answer I can give you. If you
have a love of the land, you'll never lose it, and we will starve
before you can push us off. But it is getting difficult.

In the old days-we were talking about it this morning-the
pressure wasn't felt, for instance, in this area. It was bad; don't
misunderstand me. But farmers lived off the farm other than sugar
and salt and a few things. Down here with all the grain and the
way farming was done where you cattle stock and grain and every-
thing on the farm, nobody went hungry on the Eastern Shore.

But today, with the economic structure we have and the commit-
ments we've made to modernization and the large equipment and
the grain operations, it is just everyone, every citizen in this coun-
try, whether he owns a farm, a business, whatever it might be, has
got to have so much income or we are in real trouble.

Any commitments we have made have been forcing the floating
situation on interest. You feel like a sitting duck out there, waiting
to see what's going to happen next. You can't plan. We can't
project any plans for our businesses, and I'm talking about the
farming business. Really, at this point, I'm kind of in between. I
own a farm, and I'm in the farm implement business. My first love
is to farm; there's no question about it. But it is all tied together.

And even Mr. Cavanaugh and Mr. Jarvis' situations are the
same, and they are tied-every bit of their business is essentially
tied to agriculture because that is what is down here on the shore.

Senator SARBANES. Let me ask it this way. Do you have any
sense that with the money market certificates money is being
drawn out of virtually all communities in the country, with the
exception of the money centers, that the money is being pulled into
the money market center and, in a sense, kept there? If you look at
the investments, you know it is the Eurodollar market; it is the
paper of the Fortune 500. That is where that money goes.
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Do you feel here that the money is being pulled out of the area
and thererefore is less available to you?

Mr. CAVANAUGH. Certainly. Those institutions do a superb mar-
keting job on getting that money. And now, I guess, they are
trying-paying you that interest in advance. It is sort of a bonus, I
guess, which is questionable as to whether or not the IRS is going
to allow it. But certainly to the extent that I had some money, that
is where it would be going, right out of the savings and loan, and
I'm using that to offset other decreases in income.

Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you all very much. You've been a
very helpful panel, and we appreciate it. We are glad you did some
preaching, Mr. MacGlashan; it's been very helpful. [Laughter.]

I think we will have the small business panel now, if we could:
Mickey Collins, Larry Simms, and Thomas Weber. If they would
come on down, we would appreciate it.

We had some very effective testimony from Hursey Porter this
morning, and I see he's managed to catch up with us. He testified
after the Governor gave a really effective statement.

Well, gentlemen, we are pleased to have you with us, and it's
good to see you again.

Larry, why don't you lead off?
This is Larry Simms, head of the Maryland Watermen's Associ-

ation.

STATEMENT OF LARRY SIMMS, MARYLAND WATERMEN'S
ASSOCIATION, ANNAPOLIS, MD.

Mr. Simms. I'm pleased to be here, and I'm glad to see the
thoughtfulness and the concern that the Senate has, because it is a
big problem.

The watermen's problem on the Chesapeake Bay, as far as it
goes-the whole east coast or the whole country-the fishermen
and the commercial watermen of the United States all have the
same problem that the farmers have, the same percentages, and all
that can be related right to the fishermen that you have heard on
the farmers.

Our problems are the same as the farmers in that it costs us
more to operate, probably three times as much to operate today as
it did 10 years ago, and We are getting less for our product. There
are two reasons for getting less for the product.

One is the increased cost of fuel, which is passed down to us, and
we, being on the bottom of the pile, we don't have anywhere to
pass it. And then the other is the interest cost.

Now, aside from it costing us more money to purchase equipment
to operate with, the big problem that we're having is the cost of the
packers and the processors and their interest rates. They are no
longer buying when we have an abundance of seafood in some
areas and our product is very seasonal, and so we have an abun-
dance of seafood, like we have crabs this summer. Our problem is
that the processor cannot afford to freeze and store that for any
length of time because of the interest cost. So therefore even
though we have an abundance of crabs now, we will have a short-
age when the season runs out because none of the processors have
been able to store it and hold it because of that increase in inter-



est. They operate on the interest, and they can't pass but so much
on to the consumer, and that gets passed on to us.

To give you an example, right now we sell crabs for $5 a bushel,
and we're only working 3 days a week because we don't have a
market for them the other day. Two years ago for the same crabs
we were getting $15 a bushel, and that's for the No. 2 crabs, the
small male crabs. So with the increase in the cost of operating, you
can see where our problem is.

We noticed that last year with the oysters. During the winter
months is the time that the processors freeze them. Even the
military used to buy oysters and freeze them. We have sold or the
processors sold to the military their frozen oysters. Last year we
didn't have an abundance of oysters, but when the winter months
came, we didn't have the market either, and that was due to the
interest rates. They couldn't afford to take the gamble and freeze
them and think they could get their price to make up their inter-
est. So that's a big problem there.

Our problem is the same again as the farmers. The young people
coming into the business aren't able to buy a new boat or new
equipment. Consequently we have the older fishermen hanging on,
and they're going to hang on because that is their life; that's all
they know how to do; and they will stay there even if they starve.

But what happens to those people? Even though we have to keep
upgrading their equipment, what we are doing right now is nursing
that equipment on because we can't afford to say, "Buy a new
diesel motor for $13,000 or $14,000 at 18 or 19 percent interest." So
we are nursing our equipment on. But that is going to have a
disastrous effect in the future because once that piece of equipment
has been let run down to the point of no return, then your invest-
ment-you have no trade-in value; you have nothing; you have to
start from scratch, and you might not be able to do that.

Senator SARBANFS. And of course you are inefficient.
Mr. SIMms. You are very inefficient at the time, especially with

our harvesting gear like clam rigs and oyster rigs, crabpots, fishing
gear. You can coast for 2 or 3 years without borrowing, but the
problem is, your equipment is getting less and less and is deterio-
rating, so it is less efficient, and you are making less and less
money producing less and less seafood. And the end results are
going to be very disastrous.

Now to answer some of the questions you asked of the other
gentlemen, we do have some of the new watermen that have folded
up. They couldn't make their payments, so they had to let their
boats go and go back to work for some of the more established
people.

But it's going to have a chain reaction as you go on to the
established people. We can't keep operating without replacing our
equipment. And we can coast awhile like we have been doing for
the last year or so. When the interest rates got to 10 percent, when
they started over that, then we started to get into trouble. Short
term, we could probably live with 12 or 13, but long term for the
big capital investment, 8 or 9 percent, when you get above that,
you are hurting.

The Chesapeake Bay is a little different than the ocean side,
because in the Cheasapeake Bay you are owner/operators. You



own your own boat, and you operate it, and you've got one, two, or
three men in your crew. And your capital investment to begin with
is less. But overall, your total amount of income for that year is
also less, too. So the percentages work out the same.

The fellow on the ocean side who would lay out $400,000 for a
vessel and then another $200,000 for equipment, they are hurting
the most, and there's a lot of them going under. The ones with new
vessels are really in bad trouble, and it is due to the fuel costs and
the interest. There's just no way that they can make it at these
rates.

This country has-I heard the farmers express sort of the same
concern. We thought the big salvation to the ocean fisherman was
the 200-mile limit. We find that what we're constantly faced with
in the 200-mile limit is more governmental controls, more restric-
tions, and there is still that foreign fleet which is coming in and
taking what we can't afford to catch, because they make it too hard
for us to catch them. And that's the fuel and the interest rates. So
the foreigners are still coming in and harvesting our product, and
we're letting them take it back. Some of it is shipped back to this
country, and the American fisherman is really in trouble and
really feels as though the Government is looking out and using it
as a political tool for foreign countries and not really looking out
for our interests at home.

And I think our fishermen generally feel that that is a tool we
could use for some of these countries, that we're paying these
enormous fuel prices to other countries, and we've got food here
that those other countries need, and we should be getting the
return on that. We should use that as a check and balance for
these other countries. It's probably one of the best tools we have-
the food this country produces.

The other thing that we see happening-and this may be getting
off the subject a little bit-but being faced with the same problem,
we have more people building on the land, so you have less and
less land to produce food. You have more and more industries
using the waters, the bays and the tributaries, for their sewage
systems, and the municipalities using the water for their sewage
systems, so we have less and less productive areas in the bay.

We're going to be faced with the same problem that all of the
foreign countries are. We're going to have more people than we can
feed, and this country really needs to take a good hard look at that,
and we have to take care of it.

Senator SARBANES. That's a good point. We have to take care of
our resources. I was told in California they had taken 20 percent of
the class A farmland out of production in a 5-year period. And it
was done because it was the best bottomland-it was the easiest
place for the developer to go. They could have shifted him not very
far away into foothills, not as good a farmland. That would have
been a little more costly for him to develop. But he was able to get
away with taking the very best land out of circulation. Of course
that problem comes home to roost; all of a sudden, it's right in
front of you, and. all of these resources, both water and land, that
you are depending upon, have been depleted and shifted into some
other use, and then you're not able to get them back again.



Mr. SIMms. That's entirely true. We have the same problems.
Even though we don't build on the water, it is narrowed down. We
have so many people that want to use the bay, for instance. You
have your shippers, your -big shipping companies. You have your
big industries that need the water for cooling or their process or
disposing of what they have. Then you have the recreational users.
And they all want to use the bay for their purposes. And they have
no thought about what it is doing. What we're really going to need
the bay for in, say, 20 years from now, is supplying food. And the
Government kind of falls in line with that, because they constantly
restrict us on the areas that we can work, because of, maybe,
pleasure boaters don't want our pots in the way, so they say, "Well,
we're going to cut this area out. You can't set pots there."

Well, they are narrowing all this down and giving it away to
different factions. And eventually you will move all of the water-
men out of the bay, and what few will be left will have to be the
older fishermen, and you will lose that estuary as a producer, just
the same as you are using the good farmland, and your estuaries
will produce more than, say, the ocean for more people.

Senator SARBANES. Particularly this estuary, which is probably
the best in the world.

Why don't we hear from Mr. Weber, and then we will come back
on the joint problems of small business.

Mr. Weber, please proceed.

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS A. WEBER, VICE PRESIDENT, NUTTLE
LUMBER CO., DENTON, MD.

Mr. WEBER. Senator, the high cost of interest has had a very
adverse impact on our firm and on the housing industry in general.
As a matter, this is the biggest problem that if facing us today,
because of the interest rates and other inflationary factors. We had
to take a hard look at our operations and reduce costs wherever
possible. We have had to reduce our inventories to alltime low
levels.

Many of us have had to postpone necessary plant and equipment
improvements and, unfortunately, some of us have had to lay off
valuable employees. In order to stay in business, we in the housing
industry have had to reduce our profit levels to alltime low levels,
and in spite of these actions, we have continually passed on to the
consumer price increases that he has to accept. These increases on
top of the high interest rate the consumer must pay in the form of
mortgage, has caused us to price ourselves out of the housing
market for many people, particularly those people who are young,
first-time home seekers and those people who can only afford low-
and medium-cost housing.

As a matter of fact, the only people who are building houses
today are the people who don't need them. Here on the Eastern
Shore, virtually the only construction that you can see being built
are high-price custom homes, vacation houses, and beach cottages
for the affluent.

Two weeks ago I talked to the president of a local sectional
manufacturing firm located not too far from here. He told me that
up until last year approximately 30 percent of his production went
to the young, first-time homeowner. He also told me that this year



he sold practically no houses at all to this group of people. His firm
is now manufacturing five houses a week, one-third of its capabili-
ty.

As a matter of fact, just 10 days ago, he had to lay off an
additional 40 workers. The high interest rates are also affecting the
sale of existing houses by people who want to sell them for various
and sundry reasons. They can't. sell because of the high mortgage
rates, and they require the equity from these homes in order to
build anew.

Needless to say, we've priced ourselves out of the market for
these people as well. The problem appears to be growing worse and
not better.

Predictions available to us now indicate that 1982 will be no
better for the housing industry than was this year.

Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Gentlemen, I want to thank both of you.

Those are very thoughtful statements.
Mr. Weber, let me ask you this question. This builder you were

talking about has gone from 15 houses to 5 houses a week, and he
has laid off 40 additional workers. In your view, what does that do
to his efficiency? I'm increasingly concerned, particularly as I
listen to homebuilders, about the effect on their efficiency of the
boom-and-bust cycle. It seems to me they put together a good work
force, train them, and get them working together, and they're
pretty effective; and then they have to bust the team apart and let
them go. Consequently, they are not as efficient in whatever pro-
duction they are able to continue to do. And then, when production
goes back up, often they can't get back some of the really good
people, who have managed to go somewhere else in the meantime
and get themselves into more permanent situations.

Do you see that happening?
Mr. WEBER. That probably is his biggest problem. That when and

if the economy turns, first of all, he is going to be reluctant to turn
another line on, because, you don't just throw a switch. You've got
to go out and buy additional material. You've got to acquire new
personnel and train them. And this costs him a tremendous
amount of money, before the first house runs off the end of the
line.

So he is not going to turn that line on, until he is convinced that
it is here to stay, or it at least has a good chance.

So replacing the workers is one expense. Another, he is ineffi-
cient right now, because he cannot buy in the quantity today that
he could when he was running 3 lines or 15 houses a week. When
he buys in smaller quantities, his costs go up.

Senator SARBANES. Now you say you yourself have been laying
off valuable employees?

Mr. WEBER. No, sir. We have been fortunate; however, many of
the contractors in our area, many of the lumber yards in our area
have had to lay off people. Fortunately, my firm has not yet had to
face this.

Senator SARBANES. And what happens to the people who get laid
off?

Mr. WEBER. The same place the others go. Unemployment--



Senator SARBANES. That's what I don't understand about this
policy. It just contributes to the deficit. When people work and
earn they pay their share of taxes and do not draw out of the
Treasury. You throw these high interest rates on them, and they
get laid off. They no longer work and pay taxes, and then they
start drawing unemployment.

That's why I said earlier that the policies in many instances are
working against themselves.

Mr. Simms. It seems to be causing inflation more than cutting it
down. In our product, even though we are getting a lot less for it,
the man on the last end, selling it to the consumer, where the
consumer himself has to pay more for it now than they did, say, 3
years ago or 10 years ago.

Senator SARBANES. And a lot of that is carrying charges.
Mr. SIMNS. It's all the carrying charges. All the way up the line

everybody has that interest, and the consumer is paying it. And in
our business what is happening is our seafood product is more of a
luxury item than it is a necessity, so people refuse to buy it. It is so
high they refuse to buy it, even though we're getting a lower price
than we've ever gotten before. The consumer still can't afford to
buy.

Senator SARBANES. Of course, as you know, from our past conver-
sations, I think we must just work harder to improve marketing-
seafood is a tremendous product. All of the health studies invari-
ably find seafood to be a highly nutritional, highly beneficial food,
and we've got to get people back in that frame of mind-particular-
ly people in other States. Maryland is oriented that way, but a lot
of States are not.

Mr. Simms. Well, a lot of that goes back to the interest rates
again, because the processors, even though now they know the
technology or maybe upgrading the product to put in the house-
wife's hands, so it will be better, more appealing for her to fix.
They are not going to invest in that equipment to upgrade this
process. So consequently, we're putting the product on the market
in the same form we did 20 years ago. And it's not helping. Most of
our seafood right now is sold through restaurants, because they
perpare it. We don't have our seafood prepared, so it is appealing
to the housewife. It costs money for the processor to do that, and
he's not willing to do it at this stage, because of the cost.

Senator SARBANES. Would you say that people in the waterman's
line either wanting to expand or upgrade their operations or to
enter it for the first time are almost totally dependent on debt
capital?

Mr. SiMMs. Totally; yes.
Senator SARBANES. There is very little equity financing, isn't that

correct?
Mr. Simms. Yes. Even in our day-to-day operations we are very

seasonal. We have three seasons or four seasons a year that we
operate, so we have to have different equipment each season and
consequently, people are staying in that season longer than they
should, because they don't have the financing, and they don't want
to borrow the money to change gear. And it is very costly, and we
depend upon the banks and the financing to do it. The banks are



more reluctant to lend you the money, and the interest rates are 18
or 19 percent.

Senator SARBANES. For your people, as between the cost of equip-
ment-and I know there have been increases in the cost of equip-
ment-and the carrying cost on the equipment or the interest
rates, which is the greater deterrent in terms of going ahead?

Mr. Simms. I would say the interest rates, because the interest
rates have gotten to the point now where you just barely can make
the interest payment, and you can't pay on the premium. The cost
of the product they see as the general increase in cost like every-
thing, but the interest rate, it just keeps multiplying. And like I
say, when it reached 10 percent, then we saw a big slowdown and
how people kept their gear in shape and upgrading, Senator Sar-
banes.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Weber, by what percentage factors is
home building off in this area?

Mr. WEBER. Excuse me?
Senator SARBANES. By what percentage factors had home build-

ing fallen in this area?
Mr. WEBER. Well, Senator, I think that depends upon the class of

home.
Senator SARBANES. That's a good point.
Mr. WEBER. Custom homes, believe it or not, are better this year

than they've ever been or at least that is our experience. The low
and medium-cost housing in this area, according to the people that
I've spoken to within the industry, is off between 60 and 66 per-
cent.

Senator SARBANES. And how would you define low and medium
cost. What ranges are we talking about?

Mr. WEBER. Well, that is hard to define, because the price
changes every day. I think that today low and medium income
housing is rated somewhere between $50,000 to $80,000 or $90,000.

Senator SARBANES. I think you are factually right when you say
that. Now you said that vacation homes are proceeding apace, and
there seems to be money out there for that?

Mr. WEBER. There is. The money is out there. And they are
building here on the Shore. I think you can honestly say that this
is the best year ever for custom housing.

Senator SARBANES. That's another point I'm quite concerned
about-and that we're getting more and more to a two-track econo-
my in this country, where we have a certain upper portion of the
income scale that just moves along and isn't really affected very
severely, and then we have the rest, and not the bottom part of the
income scale, but the great substantial number of our people.

One of the strengths of our economy over the years is that
generally speaking, we haven't had that separation. We've been
able to maintain a large middle group that is able to keep going
with the economy. Now I perceive, and your point about custom
housing and to some extent vacation homes bears it out, a growing
separation into a two-tiered economy.

Mr. WEBER. Well, that appears to be true here on the Eastern
Shore. I'm not convinced that that same fact is true for the country
throughout. I personally believe the Eastern Shore has been isolat-
ed for many, many years, and is now being broken open. And the



people who want the low and medium-priced house, they want it
just as bad as the people who want the luxury home. But unfortu-
nately, what we see is 16 percent mortgage rate doesn't scare them,
and $80,000 doesn't scare them. But when you put 16 percent on
top of $80,000 and divide it by 20 years and come up with monthly
payments, they are willing to pay it, but they don't have it.

That's the real problem.
Senator SARBANES. Gentlemen, thank you very much. You've

been a very helpful panel.
Larry, while you are here, because I know that some of the

people you work with are in the room, I simply want to acknowl-
edge the really excellent leadership you have provided the Water-
mens Association. I have had the opportunity to work with you on
a lot of issues, and I must say that I think Maryland Watermen are
very well organized. They are very careful in working out their
positions, and they are very effective in finding solutions.

Mr. Simms. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator SARBANES. I think Mr. Weber's testimony leads right to

Mr. Scott and Ms. Yates. We appreciate your patience and .will be
happy to hear from you. We are very pleased to have you here. If
you have an order worked out, you may proceed.

TESTIMONY OF L. HAMPTON SCOTT III, DIRECTOR, CECIL
COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS, ELKTON, MD.

Mr. Scorr. What I would like to do is to give a localized presenta-
tion, and provide a synopsis of my testimony for the record if I may
and also, I am from Cecil County which, as you know, is on the
upper end of the Shore, and Nancy Yates is from Chester, Md.

Senator SARBANES. And of course, Hursey, is from Salisbury,
which is my home town.

Mr. Scorr. Mine is primarily going to be about Cecil County. And
to start off with a statistic right away, our sales are down in Cecil
County from this time last year and, in fact, from August of 1979,
37 percent. Currently, the average days on the market for multilist
sales, we're at 135 days and in January to June 1981, we were 124
days, and in August 1979, we were 91.

The point I want to make on these figures is that generally a
property is put on the multilist for a period of 3 to 6 months. Many
of these properties that have been listed as 135 days on the market
have previously been listed with another realtor, say, for a period
of 3 to 6 months, and then they would go and be withdrawn for no
sale, and still they would show up in the statistic after it was listed
with another realtor as 135 days on the market, where in actuality,
it could have been on the market for 280 days.

May I also point out the different rates that the 25-year amorti-
zation would cost. For instance, at 18-percent interest rates, month-
ly payment would be $637.56 on a $42,000 mortgage, approximately
a $50,000 house, whereas, with 12-percent interest rates the month-
ly payment would be $632.40 on a $60,000 house. That would show
that a decrease of 6 percent in the annual interest rates allows a
person to qualify for 18,000 additional mortgage dollars and make
approximately the same monthly payment.

Senator SARBANES. The table in your synopsis very helpful. It
shows the differing mortgage amounts and then the monthly



charge for 12, 14, 16, and 18 percent. The $60,000 mortgage that
you just talked about is $632 a month at 12 percent, and at 18
percent it goes up to $911 a month. That information is very
useful.

Mr. Scor. It also shows the mortgage qualifications under the
conventional guidelines of a $25,000 annual income with no debts
and a 20-percent downpayment at the 18 annual interest rate, such
as we have now, that would buy a $44,300 home with a $35,450
mortgage. And if you get down to 15 percent annual interest rate,
that could buy a $52,500 home, with a $42,000 mortgage. And
dropping it back down to 12 percent where we were only 2 years
ago or less, that would buy a $63,800 home, with a $51,000 mort-
gage.

Senator SARBANES. In Cecil County, what kind of homes are we
talking about at those prices?

Mr. Scowr. What style house would you get for $60,000?
Senator SARBANES. Right. Or a $44,000 house?
Mr. Scowr. A $44,000 house. For $34,000 to start out, we could

sell you a townhouse. $40,000 will get you a development tract.
Good quality, three-bedroom home with one bath. For $50,000 in
Cecil County, we will sell you an individual lot, larger type devel-
opment-I mean larger lot development, possibly a bilevel, a fairly
decent house.

Senator SARBANES. Your prices are below the rest of the State;
aren't they?

Mr. Scom. Probably some of the lowest.
The synopsis also shows the different rates that are available

from the eight lenders that we have in the county, and this is a
very recent survey, as of Friday. Of the eight lenders, two are
already out of the market. You cannot get any financing at all. The
lowest is 17 percent, as you see, with a 40-percent downpayment
and 15-year payoff, and the highest is 18 percent plus 3 points for a
30-year payoff, and the highest is 18 percent plus 3 points for a 30-
year payoff. And as you mentioned earlier, adding points into the
purchase price of a home just stimulates the inflation.

Senator SARBANES. That's right.
Mr. Scorr. The rental market also is affected. Many families are

experiencing difficulty in buying their home in the current market.
For this reason, the request for rental housing has increased. Some
offices have been reporting up to five times as many calls for
rentals as usual.

The number of rental units is decreasing because of the high-
interest-rate loan mortgages for investment properties, and an in-
vestor cannot pay prime rate plus 2 percent and still rent at an
affordable rate.

Speaking of drawing money out of the Treasury, as you were
with the builders earlier, on the tax loss, the high interest rate on
mortgages is causing taxpayers to have high deductions for interest
paid on their home mortgages. These deductions are causing both
Federal and State governments to lose many thousands of tax
dollars.

A $40,000 mortgage at 18-percent interest has an income tax
deduction of $433.33 a month a tax savings of $122.33 a month. A
$60,000 mortgage has an income deduction of $645.00 a month, and



yields a savings of $180.60 a month. These quotations are based on
the homeowner being on the 28-percent tax bracket.

Senator SARBANEs. That's an interesting point.
Mr. Scorr. My report is localized as far as reporting what we did,

as you see.
And, of course, this was State legislation, but in December of

1980, our county sold $15 million worth of tax-exempt municipal
revenue bonds. Our county did not pledge to full faith and trust for
these funds, as the mortgages granted under this program insure
the bonds' repayment.

We were able to put out, through seven local banks and one
mortgage company, $12.5 million worth of single-family-home mort-
gages. Although all of the homes have not as yet gone to settle-
ment, this money has all been committed. This affordable mortgage
money was a boost to the entire community.

Perhaps the current Federal legislation regarding and restricting
the issuance of these bonds for home mortgages should be reviewed
and relaxed until our economy becomes more stable.

In addition to that, I mentioned, earlier, we were down 37 per-
cent from last year. I can't imagine where we would be if we didn't
have the bonds to put $12.5 million worth of financing for residen-
tial homes.

Senator SARBANES. So the 37 percent takes into account what
you've gotten from those bonds?

Mr. Scorr. I could imagine very much that we would be 50
percent worse.

Senator SARBANES. You used the $25,000 annual income in this
example over here. Do you have any idea what percent of the
families in Cecil County have a $25,000 income?

Mr. Scorr. Less than 5.
Senator SARBANES. Less than 5 percent?
Mr. Scorr. Let me correct that. Less than 10 percent--
Senator SARBANES. This is a figure well above the national

median, and I wondered-since that's the example you were using
and that is how you were relating these housing costs-what per-
cent of the people you might be talking about. You figure about-
less than 10 percent?

Mr. Scorr. Yes.
Senator SARBANFS. Thank you. This is very helpful material.
Mr. Scorr. Incidentally, I also have a few charts.
Senator SARBANES. If you could submit those charts I and the

synopsis we will include them in the record.
[The synopsis referred to follows:]

SYNOPSIS OF THE TESTIMONY OF L. HAMPTON Scor III

MULTILIST STATISTICS

August sales down 37 percent from August 1979 and 1980.

Average days on the market for multilist sales

C u rre n t.... ........ . ........................................................................................ 13 5
J a n u a ry -J u n e 198 1 ......................................................................................................... 124
A u g u st 19 7 9 ....................................................................................................................... 9 1

Due to a three color display, the charts referred to by Mr. Scott may be found in the
committee Files.



COMPARATIVE MORTGAGE PAYMENTS

Interest (percent) MMntoty
payment Mortgage

Fixed rate mortgage-25-year amortization:
18 ................................................................................................................................................... $63 7.56 $4 2,000
12 ................................................................................................................................................... 632.40 60,000

A decrease of 6 percent in the annual interest rate allows a person to qualify for
$18,000 additional mortgage dollars and make approximately the same monthly
payment.

Percent
Mortgage amount

12 14 16 18

$35,000................................................................................................... $368.90 $421.40 $475.65 $531.30
$42,00 ................................................................................................... 442.68 505.68 570.78 637.56
$60,000 ................................................................................................... 632.40 722.40 815.40 910.80
$75,000................................................................................................... 790.50 903.00 1,019.25 1,138.50
$100,000 ................................................................................................. 1,0 54.00 1,204.00 1,359.00 1,518.00

MORTGAGE QUALIFICATIONS UNDER CONVENTIONAL GUIDELINES

No debts 20 percentdownpayment

$25,000 annual income:
18 percent annual interest rate.................................... 1 $44,300 2$35,450
15 percent annual interest rate..................................... 152,500 2 42,500
12 percent annual interest rate..................................... ' 63,800 2 51,000

Home 2 Mortgage.

MORTGAGE MARKET-CECIL COUNTY LENDERS
First National Bank of North East-17 percent, 30 percent down, customers only,

3-5 year renewable term.
First National Bank of Maryland-17%/2 percent plus 3 points, 30 years.
County Banking & Trust-Adjustable Rate Mortgage 17 percent, 40 percent down,

customers only.
Equitable Trust Company-17%/2 percent plus 2 points, 30 years, 20 percent down,

no construction loans.
Atlantic Federal S. & L.-Out of market.
Cecil Federal S. & L.-Out of market.
Loyola Federal-18 percent plus 3 points, 3 year extendable balloon, 30 year

amortization, 95 percent financing (1 percent PMI as required).
Peoples Bank of Elkton-17 percent, 40 percent down, 15 years.
FHA/VA-16/ 2 percent plus 7/2 points (FHA insurance additional 1/2 percent).

RENTAL MARKET

Many families are experiencing difficulty in buying their first home in the cur-
rent market. For this reason, the request for rental housing has increased. Some
offices are having up to five times as many calls for rentals as usual. The number of
rental units is decreasing because of the high interest rate on mortgages for invest-
ment properties. An investor cannot pay prime rate plus 2 percent and still rent at
an affordable rate.



TAX LOSS

The high interest rate on mortgages is causing taxpayers to have high deductions
for interest paid on their home mortgages. These deductions are causing both
federal and state governments to lose many thousands of tax dollars. A $40,000
mortgage at 18 percent has an income tax deduction of $433.33 and a tax savings of
$121.33. A $60,000 mortgage has an income tax deduction of $645.00 and yields a
savings of $180.60. These quotations are based on the homeowner being in the 28
percent tax bracket.

MORTGAGES FUNDED BY TAX EXEMPT MUNICIPAL REVENUE BONDS

In December of 1980, our county sold $15 million worth of tax exempt municipal
revenue bonds. Our county did not have to pledge full faith and trust for these
bonds as the mortgages granted under this program insure the bonds repayment.

We were able to put out through seven local banks and one mortgage company
$12.5 million worth of single-family home mortgages. Although all of the homes
have not as yet gone to settlement, the money has all been committed.

This affordable mortgage money was a boost to the entire community. Perhaps
the current federal legislation regarding and restricting the issuance of these bonds
for home mortgages should be reviewed and relaxed until our economy becomes
more stable.

Senator SARBANES. Ms. Yates.

TESTIMONY OF NANCY K. YATES, REALTOR, CHESTER, MD.
Ms. YATES. I don't have much else to say, except our county is

much more rural than Cecil County. And our low-income housing
here would run around $32,000 to $42,000, which means they would
come under Farmers Home.

Last month, in August, Farmers Home did not get the money
they were supposed to, so we have several settlements pending.

Many of our people are leaving the industry. I have part-time
salesmen, but they can't earn the money. And I think a lot of the
companies, too, are merging with other companies, which isn't the
most appealing thing for a person after they have worked their life
to build up their own business. And it has happened to several
friends of mine, especially on the Western Shore.

Senator SARBANEs. How much are the owners now taking paper
in the sales that you're involved with?

Ms. YATES. Very few of ours here, because if they are moving,
they're leaving the community and they need their equity. I've got
one home where the man wants to move to Florida; it is a water-
front home. I had another client call this morning and say she's
thinking of putting her home on the auction block, and it is a
marketable home; but the interest rate at the local banks is 18
plus, too. And Loyola is just about out of it, and that is where we
got a lot of our financing.

Senator SARBANES. We had some figures-and I don't have them
right at my fingers-from the Loyola Federal vice president yester-
day. The drop they have experienced is really staggering.

Mr. Scorr. Twenty-one percent on our county, as far as the
owner takebacks.

Senator SARBANES. Now much of that is going on? Are you
involved in all of these new developments-what is now put under
the heading of creative financing?

Mr. Scorr. Yes, you have to.
But a comment on that-and we had a man here from the

Federal Land Bank, and I have a loan with the Federal Land



Bank. This is just a personal comment, but it can show you what
can happen, that you can get in trouble with a variable-rate mort-
gage, because when I started out, it was a 10-percent loan, back in
1979, in December, and my payment was $482 a month. And now it
has gone to 13, which is fantastic if I was trying to sell, 13 percent
financing. But I was geared into a $482-a-month payment, and now
my payment has gone to $585 a month, which is $103 more per
month. And I'm not making money in the real estate business that
I was back in 1979 either.

Senator SARBANES. So you're caught both ways.
Mr. ScoTr. Yes, you are caught both ways.
Senator SARBANES. Are the builders in this area buying in the

interest for a period of time in an effort to try to move their
houses?

Ms. YATES. A lot of realtors were buying in, and they will offer a
lower rate. So, therefore, it was an inducement for people to go
ahead and list their property or go to them, because they were
getting financing. But I think that has almost come to a halt.

Mr. Scorr. I would agree with that.
Senator SARBANES. What about people who have to move because

they work for a company and get transferred out of the area? What
is their situation?

Ms. YATES. We just had someone do that here in the area, and
Home Equity bought their home below market value, and he had
to do it. He said he had to, to get the money to go finance another
home in Wilmington.

Mr. ScoTT. My comment on that would be that generally, on
those type of transfers, we are dealing in our area, which is a
higher dollar value, of $80,000 to $100,000 property. And it is no
great problem, just as the builder said, when they get into the
higher dollars, that the potential homeowner has the money. But
the slower to middle in our area is the problem.

Senator SARBANES. Do you find that companies-this would
really be the larger companies-provide special programs for their
own people, or for the people they are trying to attract? Do you
have very much of that?

Mr. Scorr. Yes, the corporate transfer companies will come in
with two or three appraisers and will appraise it. And in our area,
the will pay them what the appraiser says it's worth. Hopefully,
you can get a decent appraiser, but they also ask you on the
appraisal form-and I do appraisals-the expected market time, 30
to 60, or 0 to 30, or over 60. And these statistics show 135 days or
more.

Senator SARBANES. Of course, the smaller companies can't gener-
ally offer that benefit. So they are at a disadvantage in trying to
recruit top-level management personnel.

Well, thank you all very much. You have been a very helpful
panel.

As I said, Hursey Porter made a very helpful statement this
morning, and I know the interaction within the National Associ-
ation of Realtors has been very important.

We had invited Joe Quinn to come; and I wasn't certain he would
be here, so he's not on the program. But I see he is here.



Joe, we would be happy to hear from you. I know your own line
of work gives you an outside perspective on all of these problems.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH D. QUINN, CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANT, CENTERVILLE, MD.

Mr. QUINN. Thank you, Senator.
As a fellow Democrat, I would like to commend the Senator from

the Eastern Shore, who has voted to support the President's Eco-
nomic Recovery Act. And now some of the problems we're attack-
ing are these directly, and one of these being the interest, as well
as looking at the inflation factor.

In my profession as a CPA, a partner in a firm that audits
companies here in the mid-shore area, we are exposed to many
facets of the business and individual economic areas of develop-
ment here on the Shore.

And I would like to cover some of the impacts of these particular
industries with you to give you some ideas and possibly some
things that you should consider to be some of the solutions to the
high interest problems, one industry being the banking industry.

With the deregulation consideration certainly being considered
now, the high competition that they are having from the money
market funds and the U.S. Government, in particular, competing
for the money funds has driven up a lot of the interest rates, I feel.

And the U.S. Government demand for the borrowings that are
continually-you are reading about every week-having to go into
the Treasury and borrow large sums of money, is forcing a lot of
the small savers that used to put their money in E bonds and H
bonds to cash many of those in where they can receive higher
interest.

So, the banking industry is certainly-here on the Shore, a lot of
our small banks, in the deregulation process, they are facing com-
petition for the dollars which they put back into the community.

Now, I know of many of our clients that have invested large
sums of money in the money market funds that have given them a
high rate of return, but these funds are not coming back to the
Eastern Shore in the form of investments to the housing industry
to support our various employers on the Shore that are providing
jobs here.

Another industry that we audit is the governmental industry,
which are the counties and towns. There are a lot of large capital
projects that cost many, many millions of dollars, in the water
area, the sewer area, in our roads and bridges. And the high cost of
obtaining the funds in the bonding market and the grants are
slowing up the process in that area. That is directly affecting us
here on the Eastern Shore.

Another area is our food processing industry here on the Shore.
Whereas it costs many millions of dollars to finance the high
inventory and accounts receivable cost of business today, that most
of our businesses here on the Shore are not large enough to have
the capital and the wherewithall to finance that, and they have to
look to the financing sources to obtain that.

So, we are adding high interest costs of 18 to 20 percent rates
that have become a constant here in the last 6 to 8 months, that



are being included right in the food cost that is going out to the
various markets.

In our farm machinery dealers and auto dealers, the floor plan
and financing their inventories and receivables, the high cost
there.

Our real estate developers that are developing and our contrac-
tors that have investments in land that they can't sell now and
lots, because people can't afford to build homes. And you have
contractors that don't have people that are willing to pay these
prices.

So, it seems to be a continual cycle in this business community in
the mid-Shore area, that the impact of the high interest cost is
affecting us all.

And I think some of the areas that I know that you have prob-
ably heard a lot of the complaints of what this is doing, but I
think-I don't know whether you have heard any solutions to the
answer yet to find this, to put all these complaints together.

But I think that we do want to compete here on the Eastern
Shore under a free enterprise system. But I think that the U.S.
Government, of which you are a part, is playing a very big role in
causing these high interest rates.

And I think if you look to the Government side and the bond
market and their impact, and look at the money market funds as it
relates to taking away funds from our local banking and savings
and loan institutions here on the Shore, I think you will probably
find some answers there.

So, thank you very much for giving me the opportunity and the
time to spend with you.

Senator SARBANES. I appreciate that testimony very much.
And I want to say to everyone who has testified, and those who

have attended, that I think this has been a very helpful hearing.
It is my own view that the premise upon which we are proceed-

ing has to be changed as a starting point. I disagree with the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve when he says, as he did on
Sunday, that people will simply have to suffer through this period.
My perception is that established, efficient, able, productive people
are simply not going to be able to suffer through it. In other words,we have reached a crisis point where those who have made and are
continuing to make an important economic contribution are being
pushed under.

The premise has to be changed-we have to say, "That must not
happen," we're not going to allow that to take place, and we will
make other changes that may be necessary.

As I said, I think the present policy-and as was said by a
number of the witnesses today-is really counterproductive. It is
contributing, in many instances, to the very problem which its
defenders assert it is designed to address.

I want to thank everyone who has participated in the hearing
and taken the time and the effort to come and be with us.

The subcommittee stands in recess.
[Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vene at 9:50 a.m., Wednesday, September 2, 1981.]



EFFECTS OF HIGH INTEREST RATES ON
MARYLAND COMMUNITIES

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1981

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTMENT, JOBS, AND PRICES

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:50 a.m., in the
Lobby Auditorium, Executive Office Building, 101 Monroe Street,
Rockville, Md., Hon. Paul S. Sarbanes (member of the subcommit-
tee) presiding.

Present: Senator Sarbanes.
Also present: James K. Galbraith, executive director; William R.

Buechner, professional staff member; and Betty Maddox, assistant
director for administration.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES, PRESIDING

Senator SARBANES. Good morning. This is the third day of hear-
ings of the Subcommittee on Investment, Jobs, and Prices of the
Joint Economic Committee that we are conducting to examine and
document the effects of high interest rates on Maryland communi-
ties and our citizens.

Earlier this week, we heard graphic descriptions from a wide
variety of business and local leaders concerning how high interest
rates have hurt local economies-in Baltimore County; yesterday
morning, we were in Annapolis, where we heard from the Gover-
nor and other business leaders in that locale; and in the afternoon,
we were over on the Eastern Shore, where we heard some very
significant testimony, in my judgment, from the farm community.

Today, the subcommittee opens this hearing in Rockville to
review the impact of high interest rates in this area. In six sepa-
rate hearings this week, we will hear from more than 80 witnesses
about the severe challenge of high interest rates, a challenge which
these witnesses know best since they face it daily in their own
economic acitivity.

I think it is no exaggeration to say that the problem created by
continuing high interest rates is approaching crisis proportion. The
situation this year, with the prime at the levels at which we find it,
is unparalleled.

During the last 12 months, the prime rate has been at 211/2
percent. Today it remains at 20 percent.

The mortgage rate in many financial institutions is over 17
percent, the highest it has ever been.

(155)
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The interest rate on tax-free municipal bonds is at 11 percent,
more than double the figure local governments had to pay only 4
years ago.

These rates have created grave obstacles to the operations of
many established and productive enterprises, particularly in those
sectors of the economy which depend upon credit-upon a line of
credit for their economic activity.

The damage thus far is serious and if conditions ae not soon
improved, will be irreparable. Enterprises which have been an
important asset to their respective communities-enterprises which
have really been an essential part of the economic base will be lost.

The burden of high interest rates has become a major financial
problem for small businesses. Auto dealers and other sellers of
consumer durables have been particularly hit.

For the first time in the history of the quarterly survey by the
National Federation of Independent Businesses small business
rank interest rates and financing as the single most important
problem facing them.

The survey, which was released last week, stated, and I quote:"The currently high rates of interest are making a bad situation
unbearable for many small firms."

Last year, almost 12,000 businesses fell nationwide, the highest
figure in more than a decade and almost double the figure in 1978,
when interest rates were only half their current level.

The situation is particularly critical in the homebuilding indus-
try. Housing starts last month stood at an annual adjusted rate of
just over 1 million, down 17 percent from the already-reduced pace
of a year ago, and only half of the 2 million starts needed to meet
nationwide demands.

Construction-related industries find themselves depressed, with
unemployment in the construction industry running at 15 percent,
twice the industrial average.

Home sales have fallen dramatically, down in Maryland as much
as one-third-yesterday we heard one-half-from the levels of 2
years ago.

With mortgage rates now around 17 percent, purchase of a
median-priced house in the national capital area, for example,
would require an annual income of well above $50,000, which, of
course, is an income held by only a fairly small percentage of our
families in this country.

Financial institutions, particularly the savings and loan associ-
ations, small banks in the rural areas of the country, many of
which have done so much to make home ownership a reality, face
unprecedented pressures.

High interest rates have very serious implications for the fi-
nances of state and local governments.

Sunday's New York Times had an article which stated, and I
quote:

These these are dark days for State and local treasuries * * * Prices of municipal
bonds have been sliding all year and fell to a historic low last week. At the same
time, the interest rates the governments have to pay on their new bonds have
reached historic highs.



This is an especially serious blow at a time when State and local
jurisdictions must look forward to sharp reduction in Federal sup-
port.

The Federal Reserve Bank in Richmond reports that Maryland
farmers-and we heard extended testimony yesterday on this sub-
ject-are now paying the highest interest rates they've ever had to
pay for bank loans.

There are many farmers paying 2 to 3 percentage points above
the current prime rate. As a result, farmers across the State, as
elsewhere in the Nation, have been postponing or abandoning pro-
ductive investments which would make them more efficient and
effective producers.

The purpose of these hearings is to document across the State,
with testimony from the those directly affected, the conditions to
which these statistics attest.

Over the past 18 months, the Joint Economic Committee, created
by the Employment Act of 1946 to provide Congress with economic
information and advice, has held a number of hearings on the
interest rate question. And we will return to this matter when the
committee, in the fall, begins its examination of the impact of the
recently enacted economic programs.

It is my expectation that the record of the Maryland experience
established by these hearings will make an important contribution
to the committee's work, to the deliberations of the Congress, and
to the response which policymakers must undertake to remedy this
pressing economic situation.

We are very pleased this morning to have, as our leadoff witness,
the very able county executive from Montgomery County, Charles
Gilchrist.

If you will come forward, we will be very happy to hear from
you, Mr. Gilchrist.

I also want to acknowledge the presence of Ruth Specter, who is
the president of the Montgomery County Council.

We are very pleased that you're here with us, Mrs. Specter.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. GILCHRIST, COUNTY EXECUTIVE,
MONTGOMERY COUNTY, ROCKVILLE, MD., ACCOMPANIED BY
WILLIAM H. TREWORGY, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, MONTGOMERY
COUNTY BUDGET RESEARCH OFFICE
Mr. GILCHRIST. Senator Sarbanes, thank you very much for hold-

ing the hearings in our county. We think they will be productive
and informative.

I want to discuss this situation. You have my prepared state-
ment, so I won't read it.

Senator SARBANES. Your prepared statement will be included in
the record, Mr. Gilchrist.

Mr. GILCHRIST. Thank you.
I want to discuss the impact of the interest situation in two very

vital respects:
First, its impact on the county government as a borrower, and

thereby on our citizens, as taxpayers and as people who want to
live in a growing and vital community.

And second, I want to talk about the impact, as we perceive it,
on the county's economic base and the county as a community.



Mr. Bill Treworgy, who is the deputy director of our Budget
Research Office, is here with me.

You indicated that the impact of this situation is great even on
organizations and on businesses that are well run. We think we fall
within that category. Montgomery County has one of the few AAA
ratings on its bonds. It is considered to be an extremely favorable
rate.

Earlier this year, the county, which has the highest possible
credit rating, sold its bonds at what was considered to be favorable.
That rate was 8.91 percent. To do this, we had to scale back the
terminal loan from 20 years, our traditional level, to 15 years.

I would like to show you just one chart. We won't trouble you
with the others. But we have prepared a chart which shows the
term of years-the total terms of years in total dollars borrowed,
the date of issue, the total interest over the life of the loan, first
year's interest, total payments, and so on for various bond issues.

To understand the significance of these figures, we have includ-
ed, for example, what we would have paid back in March 1981 if
our bond rating had slipped, just a little bit, to the AA status.Exhibit 1 in my prepared statement shows that the figures at the
March 1981 levels, as compared to what we actually paid for credit
5 years ago, in 1976, which was 5.16 percent; just 2 years ago, 5.9
percent; and what we paid 10 years ago, which was 4.31 percent. So
we actually paid more than $6 million in interest in 1981, just to
borrow $70 million. And we had to pay the State more than $10
million over that 12-month period to redeem this debt, which in-
cludes interest and payments on principal.

Had the rates been what they were just 5 years ago, the cost of
borrowing would have been $3.6 million rather than $10 million in
the first year. The same transaction 10 years ago would have cost
just $3 million, half of what we have to pay this year in interest.

On the other hand, if we had not had the AAA rating-which we
are very glad that we do-it would have cost us a quarter of a
million dollars for that difference alone.

And you can imagine how many governments in this country are
finding it unable to sell their bonds at all because of the failure to
make that kind of premium payment.

Now, to retain this AAA rating, we have had to take some very
serious steps to restrain our budget. For example, we have a chart
which will reflect a sharp increase in our effective property tax
rate in recent years and also which will show the fact that, adjust-
ed for inflation, our property tax rate has, in fact, declined.

We have charts that indicate these facts, but that doesn't mean
that costs of Government have gone down because of the impact of
inflation and that impact particularly driven by the rate of the
bond market. Even with the measures that we take toward re-
straint, the trend is still extremely distressing.

Lest you conclude that the increases in the cost of borrowing
have been over a 5- or 10-year period, let me point out the fact that
the lowest price in 1979 quoted by the bond buyer was 5 percent.
Just a week before last, the quoted price for average municipal
bonds was 12 percent.

So, we're not talking about a trend that is accelerated over a 5-
or 10-year period; we're talking about a matter of 2 or 3 months.



We have just witnessed 11 consecutive weeks of increases in high
interest rates to be paid municipalities; you alluded to this earlier.
Seven of them have been the record high. In fact, the increase
between 1979 and 1981 cost the county more that $2 million in
interest payments in the first year of the bond's life, and we expect
this trend to continue.

We are required to float a bond issue of $85 million this coming
winter. Among the things we consider doing there is to cut back on
our lending program. To a great extent, that's impossible because
we have planned carefully for the growth of our capital structure,
and it would be impossible to limit it.

But even in the limited extent that we can cut back our capital
program, we are faced with the "Hobson's Choice," because the
projects are needed, not only to meet health and safety costs, but
also the economic development goals which underwrite our tax
base.

Unfortunately, we do not anticipate any interest rate reduction,
for reasons that you have outlined. What I have outlined so far is
the impact on the county government and its taxpayers, as an
entity, in meeting our commitments for appropriate capital struc-
ture and the requirements that that has placed upon us for even
greater fiscal restraints and even greater failure to meet the legiti-
mate needs of our community.

But let me speak briefly about the impact on the community,
which is depending on an expanding private sector, which is also
hurt by high interest rates.

Our housing is in very tight supply. Mortgage rates here, as
elsewhere, are so high that sellers often cannot dispose of houses
without taking a portion of the selling price back as the mortgage.
This means that turnovers are slower.

And with high interest rates, net sales are declining; the cost of
money to builders depresses construction, with an inevitiable infla-
tionary impact on housing stock. This hurts not only the would-be
homeowner and renter, but also employers, because they must
subsidize key personnel if we expect them to move here from other
areas.

One such company, for example, in New Jersey estimated that it
costs between $30,000 and $40,000 to buy out just one low-interest
income-low-interest home mortgage there in New Jersey and then
underwrite a higher mortgage here. This kind of expenditure
deters locations in Montgomery County.

We attract high technology industry, including corporate head-
quarters and scientific and technological headquarters. These are
capital-intensive businesses because their equipment, their wares
are custom-designed and reflect current investment and expendi-
ture. They're much more vulnerable to high interest rates.

Our estimate is that 80 percent of our new jobs come from
facility expansion here in the county. And we're often told, and
we're well aware, of cases in which our industries have postponed
substantial expansion because of high interest rates.

In fact, there has been one very major investment in the Gaith-
ersburg area which was to take place and which has not taken
place, has been postponed because of the fact that interest rates
are simply too high. And that affects, as you indicated earlier, the



number of jobs in our county, the opportunities for those of who
want to be employed in these high technology industries to do so.

We are no longer a bedroom community in this county. In the
past 5 years, we have reached the point where more than 60
percent of our work force is employed in the county.

And equally important, at a time when the Federal Government
is declining, for example, by somewhat over 2 percent or about 2
percent this year, the county government is being reduced in terms
of the number of employees that we employ.

We are depending on expansion in the private sector; and we are,
in fact, expanding. We expect a 6-percent private sector increase in
employment this year. But in order to have that healthy shift from
government to private employment, we must have the opportunity
for these businesses that want to expand to expand:

Now, I don't know what the solution is. That's not my job. I have
enough trouble facing the problems that we have tried to outline to
you this morning. I leave the solution to you. But .we see high
interest use as a means of fighting inflation.

And I must say, like you, that, paradoxically, it seems to me that
it's probably feeding the very disease that it is designed to combat.
It's possible that initiatives that are required to bring down inter-
est rates, would bring other highly undesirable side effects; we
don't know. But we do know the injury to Montgomery County,
which must borrow to provide essential facilities, and the danger to
our expanding private sector, which needs capital improvement,
the danger for this situation.

We are curtailing borrowing to the extent we can. We are
squeezing our programs. But these efforts have limits of success.
Unless the interest rates are brought under control soon, Mont-
gomery County faces special injury. We are working toward reduc-
ing that injury, but we cannot stand against that rising tide indefi-
nitely.

Thanks very much for this chance to share our views with you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gilchrist, together with attach-

ments, follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. GILCHRIST

Thank you for 'he opportunity to describe the impact of high interest rates on
Montgomery County, first on the County government as a borrower and then on the
County as a community. This County must borrow money to pay for roads, waste
treatment facilities, schools, libraries, and other improvements. The interest rates
we must pay increase as other interest rates increase. It is true that the tax-free
status of our bonds and our excellent credit rating mean we pay less than do
builders or other private borrowers. Nonetheless, the mounting costs of borrowing
distort the County's budget, and sharply increase the burden on our citizens.

Earlier this year the County, which has the highest possible credit rating-AAA-
sold its bonds at what was considered to be a "favorable" rate-8.91 percent. To do
this, we had to scale back the term of the loan from the traditional 20 years to a
shortened period of 15 years. I have prepared a chart reflecting the term of years,
total dollars borrowed, the date of the issue, the total interest over the life of the
loan, the first year's interest and the first year's total payments for various bond
issues. To help comprehend the significance of these figures, I also included what we
would have paid in March 1981 if our bond rating slipped just a little-to AA status.
This chart, Exhibit I, shows these figures at the March 1981 levels, as compared towhat we actually paid for credit five years ago, July 1976 (5.16 percent); 2 years ago(5.56 percent); and what we actually paid 10 years ago, November, 1971 (4.31
percent).



As this chart shows, we actually paid more than six million dollars in 1981 to
borrow seventy million dollars. We had to pay out a shade more than 10 million
dollars over these twelve months to redeem this debt and its interest. Had the rates
been where they were five years ago, the cost of borrowing would have been $3.6
million dollars the first year. The same transaction, ten years ago would have cost a
shade over 3 million dollars, half of what we have to pay this year. On the other
hand, if we lost our AAA rating, it would have cost us more than a quarter of a
million dollars in this year alone.

To retain our AAA bond rating, we restrained our budget and preserved a healthy
surplus of revenues over expenditures. This reassured the rating agencies of our
prudence in handling our resources. I have prepared Exhibit II which reflects our
annual budget for the last ten fiscal years in constant dollars. This means the rate
at which we would have spent if there was no inflation. As the chart shows, we
went from $354.5 million budgeted for fiscal year 1980 down to less than 340 million
in fiscal year 1982. To do this, we have restricted budgets to essential services and
pushed our staff for maximum productivity. Indeed, our workforce as reduced
during fiscal year 1981 by 232 employees and we have targeted a reduction of
another 100 in fiscal year 1982.

I have also prepared Exhibit III which shows the actual effective property tax
rate in this County for the last few years. This is derived by taking the de facto
assessment in terms of actual market value of a house and using this in evaluating
the impact of the tax rate. It shows that we have been able to bring the effective
rate down from $1.36 per $100 of market value in 1978-79 to $1.05 per $100 in 1980-
81. This does not mean that the tax bill for the average houseowner declined;
inflation had the opposite effect. What it does show is that by operating at less than
inflation, the County has been able to reduce the magnitude of its tax bite on its
citizens. This history obviously helps us to secure a bond rating that temporizes the
rate at which we have to pay for bond borrowing.

Even with these measures the picture is bleak and the trend is distressing. Lest
you conclude that the increases in the cost of borrowing have occurred over 5 or 10

years, you have to look back only two years. The lowest 1979 price quoted by Bond
Buyer was 5.77 percent. On August 20, 1981, the week before last, the quoted price
for average municipal bonds was 12.49 percent.

We have just witnessed 11 consecutive weeks of increases in interest rates to be
paid by municipalities, seven of them each a record high. In effect, the increase
between 1979 and March 1981 cost the County more than two million dollars in
interest payments in the first year of the bond's life. This coming winter, we are
scheduled to float 85 million dollars in bonds. Based on last week's figures, this
would cost us over 5 million dollars more in the first year than if we had sold them
in 1979.

To avoid raising property tax rates we may have to cut back some scheduled
capital improvements (to the limited extent that is possible given our commitments).
This action is a "Hobson's Choice" because the projects are needed to meet not only
health and safety needs but also the economic development goals which underwrite
our tax base. Unfortunately, we do not anticipate interest rate reductions. Inflation
does not seem to be abating. Of even more direct concern to us in the fact that

quick fix remedies, such as the new one year tax exempt instrument, will complete
directly with municipal bonds.

What I have thus far described are only the direct fiscal problems high interest
rates pose for the County government as a borrower. As a community dependent on
an expanding and vibrant private sector, we also are hurt by high interest rates.

Our housing is in tight supply. Mortgage rates, as elsewhere in the county, are so
high that sellers often cannot dispose of houses without taking a portion of the
selling price back as a mortage. This means that turnovers are slower and, with the
high mortgage, rate, net sales are declining and the cost of money to builders
depresses construction-with an inevitable inflationary impact on existing housing
stock. As a result, our housing costs grow rapidly. This hurts not only the would-be
homeowner and renter, but also hurts employers that subsidize key personnel who
are moved here from other areas. One such company in New Jersey estimated that
it cost between thirty and forty thousand dollars to buy out just one low-interest
home mortgage there and then underwrite a higher mortgage and closing costs
down here. This kind of expenditure deters relocation to Montgomery County.

Montgomery County attracts high technology industry, including scientific and
corporate headquarters. These are capital intensive because scientific and sophisti-
cated office equipment is custom designed and newly on the market, not second-
hand or readily rented. Capital-intensive industries are therefore, more vulnerable
to high interest rates that impede relocation or expansion of such enterprises. Our
estimate is that 80 percent of our new jobs come from facility expansion. We are



often told by our industries of their postponement of expansions waiting for lowerinterest rates. In fact, they very high interest rates to be earned on money marketfunds, for example, have made corporate executive think twice about putting moneyin new plants and equipment when they can earn 17 percent just by lending.Montgomery County is no longer a bedroom for Federal employees who sleep hereand work in other jurisdictions. Within the past five years we reached the pointwhere more than 60 percent of our workforce is employed in the County. Thismeans that we must provide the infrastructure for employers-as we receive thetaxes on improved realty and resident's income taxes.
A recent study or our economy projected that between June 1981 and June 1982,we would lose nearly 1 percent of the Federal jobs in the County. We plan also toreduce County government by 1.3 percent. Private sector jobs, however, will go upabout 6 percent. This is a healthy position for our County-to rely on a vigorousprivate sector instead of public sector jobs alone. We are dependent, however, on thecapacity of private employees to borrow capital to expand and relocate. High inter-est rates then are a special burden to a County like our's.I do not know what the solution may be. We see high interest used as a means offighting inflation. Paradoxically, it may be feeding the very disease it is designed tocombat. It is possible that the initiatives required to bring down interest rates wouldbring other highly undesirable side-effects. I can tell you only of the injury toMontgomery County which must borrow to provide essential facilities and of thedanger to our expanding private sector which needs capital for its developments.We are curtailing borrowing to the extent we can. we are squeezing our programsto increase productivity and to defer capital expenditures. These efforts have limitsof success. Unless the interest rates are brought under control soon, MontgomeryCounty faces special injury. We are working towards reducing that injury butcannot stand against the rising tide indefinitely.

Thank you for this chance to share our views with you.Attachments.



EXHIBIT I buNDS

MONTGOMERY COUNTY INTEREST RATES

RATING BOND TERM INTEREST DATE TOTAL 1st YEAR 1st YEAR
ISSUE YEARS RATE - INTEREST INTEREST TOTAL PAYMENT

AAA 70,000,000 15 4.31636 11/71 24171619 3021452 7,688,118

AAA 70,000,000 15 5.1656 7/76 28927364 3615920 8,282,586

AAA 70,000,000 15 5.56 5/79 31136004 3892000 8,558,666

AAA 70,000,000 15 8.9145 3/81 49921207 6240150 10,906,816

* AA 70,000,000 15 9.3145 3/81 52161207 6520150 11,186,816

AAA 70,000,000 15 12.49 8/81 69944009 8743000 13,409,666
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70.000.000
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EXHIBIT II
MONTGOMERY COUNTY BUDGET HISTORY

BUDGETS IN*
YEAR ACTUAL BUDGET CONSTANT DOLLARS INCREASE IN CPI

(000,000) (000,000)

FY73 323.7 323.7 ---

74 361.7 336.5 7.5

75 417.0 346.3 12.0

76 454.9 356.8 5.9

77 479.7 356.9 5.4

78 526.4 363.8 7.6

79 579.2 368.4 8.7

80 615.8 354.3 10.5

81 678.8 347.0 12.5

82 730.4 339.6 10.0 est.

11/72 100

September 1981



EXHIBIT III HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF TOTAL WEIGHTED
RESIDENTIAL STATED AM0 EFFECTIVE MONTGOMERY COUNTY

PROPERTY TAX RATES

Total Stated Total Weighted
Weighted Average Average Effective
Property Tax Rate Sales/Assessment Property Tax Rate

FY 1973 - FY 1981 (Per $100 of Assessed Value) Ratio (Per $100 of Market Value)

1980 - 81 $ 3.44. 30.5 $1.05

1979 - 80 3.40 36.0 1.22

1978 - 79 3.77 36.0 1.36

1977 - 78 3.92 45.7 1.79

1976 - 77 3.91 43.8 1.71

1975 - 76 3.97 44.1 1.75

1974 - 75 3.63 48.2 1.75

1973 - 74 3.52 49.2 1.73

1972 - 73 3.58 52.9 1.89

The total weighted (by each Special area or municipality's assessable base as a percent of County-wide)

average effective property tax rate has fallen from $1.89 per $100 of market value In FY-73 to $1.05 per

$100 of market value in FY-81. This primarily reflects the rollback in the assessment level of residential

property from 60% to 50% (fully effective in FY-76), from 50% to 45% in FY-79, and the first year (FY-81)

of the Beck Bill which returned the State to a triennial assessment cycle phased-in one-third each year.

Stated rates reached their peak in FY-76-FY-78 -- the FY-81 rate is only 4% lower than the FY-73 rate.



Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much. That was a very
thoughful effective statement.

Let me ask you this question. Has the 20-year period historically
been the term for which the county has gone out on its bonds?

Mr. GILCHRIST. For some time it has been. But you'll see, in
exhibit 1 of my prepared statement, a listing of the terms of years
of various bond issues. Perhaps Bill could contribute to that discus-
sion of the term of the loan.

Mr. TREWORGY. For the last 20 years, we have been issuing 20-
year bonds. This past winter was the first time that we have gone
to a 15-year bond.

Senator SARBANES. That was done solely, I take it, in an effort to
get a more favorable interest rate?

Mr. TREWORGY. Yes, Sir.
Senator SARBANES. As I understand this table, your calculations

are that you paid more than $3 million this year to borrow than
you would have paid 10 years ago at the existing rates; is that
correct?

Mr. GILCHRIST. That's right, $6 million as opposed to $3 million,approximately.
Senator SARBANES. What does that mean on your tax rate?
Mr. TREWORGY. One penny is equivalent to about $1 million

dollars. So, an additional 3 cents on the tax rate is the consequence
of the high interest rates.

Mr. GILCHRIST. Let me reemphasize that that's a 10-year period.
We're talking about a difference between 8 percent and 12 percent
just in a 1-year period. So, that's a 50-percent increase in the
interest rate in less than a 12-month period if, in fact, we were to
issue bonds today and if, in fact, the AAA rate were approximately
12 percent, which they have been estimated that it is.

Senator SARBANES. I think that's the point you make in your
prepared statement is a very important one, that is that this
change has come about with really dramatic speed. As you point
out, on 1979, you had a bond price as low as 5.77 percent.

Now you're talking about 12.49 percent as the average on munic-
ipal bonds. That's an incredible jump in a very short period of
time.

Mr. GILCHRIST. Let's say that we want to curtail our program.
There's only so much that you can curtail. You can't stop a road
that's in the middle of construction, where contracts have been letand plans have been made. And that's the kind of inequitable and
extremely harmful impact that this roller coaster has gotten us on.

Senator SARBANES. What about the reverse side of that, the
curtailing of a number of your capital improvement programs al-
though it may be inefficient and wasteful in cost terms, because it
means either continuing with an inefficient operation or not estab-lishing the necessary infrastructure which the private sector needsto relate to?

Mr. GILCHRIST. Absolutely. I thing the best example of that is the
most telling one for this reason-is the Metro System.

As you say, there has been substantial planning done and devel-
opment on the drawing boards and underway based on assumptions
about the completion of the Metro rail facility. And if that is



changed, the impact on this county, on this region, would be devas-
tating.

And I indicated to you also, for example, the impact in the area
of Shady Grove, which is a very high-level economic asset for this
county, of the failure to move ahead promptly on needed roads
there that will make that facility work and enable it to expand-
it's a very substantial economic development-we anticipate that
we will be losing some $40 million in potential tax base over the
next short period to time, a year or two, if we're not able to
complete those roads. And yet, under the present status of funding
of road projects, in large measure attributable to the costs of bor-
rowing money, we have to face that prospect.

Senator SARBANES. What is your thinking as you look ahead,
with respect to the $85 million in bonds that you have scheduled to
float this coming winter?

Mr. GILCHRIST. Well, we see almost no way in which we can
reduce the need to float that borrowing-again, because of the fact
that we have construction projects that are underway and we have
a need for cash flow to pay for them.

Now, perhaps we could adjust, to some extent, the period for the
issuance of those bonds. We might have to consider-though we
shrink from doing it-the issue of short-term paper, in hopes that
the interest rate would improve.

But I think, based on prudent advice that we have, that there is
almost no alternative for us than to go forward with that borrow-
ing. And I think that we will have to do that.

We simply are depending upon you and others to make this point
known at whatever level is necessary to have it understood that we
simply cannot continue with this kind of "Hobson's Choice."

Senator SARBANES. That's an interesting point. I take it that you
are saying that you have squeezed and tightened to the limit-that
you have reached the point where you have no more room to
distinguish between what you absolutely must do and what might
be deferred. You really are down to the list of the things that must
go forward.

Mr. GILCHRIST. We think that's true. The charts in my prepared
statement show the restraint that we've exercised, and we're very
proud of it. And we think Government should be restrained and
should be tight. We intend to continue that.

But we feel the fact that we have a AAA rating, which is
reflective of management, is reflective of the strength of the econo-
my of the county, demonstrates that we're not profligate. We're not
spending money that needn't be spent, because a strong community
has to plan its expansion. It has to plan the infrastructure that will
support that strong economy.

Therefore, we have a program that is necessary, that we have
been committed to and which is underway. And it's impossible for
us to react in a roller coaster way to changes of this sort.

So, yes, the answer is there is a limit to how much we can adjust
those plans that we have made to continue the strength of this
county.

Senator SARBANES. I want to concur in the evaluation of the
fiscal prudence with which the county's financial affairs have been
conducted.



Perhaps we should put your exhibit III on the screen for a
second, because it goes very much to the point I was making at the
outset-that really effective and imaginative and efficient institu-
tions, whether in the private sector or Government, are now being
impacted severely even though they've done an incredibly good job
of management.

Mr. GILCHRIST. You see, in the far right-hand column, the in-
crease in the CPI that has occurred each year.

Then, In the left-hand column, you'll see the actual budget.
Senator SARBANES. Just in dollars?
Mr. GILCHRIST. In dollars.
The middle column shows the budget in constant dollars, which

is adjusted for inflation. And you'll see a very sharp reduction
since 1979 in those constant dollars.

Now, we like to tell people about that. And we think it's impor-
tant. And it is important in terms of management. It is important
in terms of our AAA rating. But it isn't of crucial significance to
the taxpayers, because you'll see that because of inflation, much of
which, through debt service, reflect interest rates-in fact, the
actual budget is increasing inevitably.

But we feel that we have done a good job of restraining the
growth in our budget, of cutting back the number of our employees
by over 200, with plans to do even more in that respect, and in
having the tightest, most productive county government that we
can. We think our bond rating reflects that.

And still, even with that performance, our interest rates face the
kind of increase that require adjustment.

Senator SARBANES. Do you know what term you expect to go
back on these? I guess you're waiting to evaluate that under the
circumstances.

Mr. GILCHRIST. Yes, I want to consult our financial director on
that, Mr. Goff, too, and have him keep me informed on that.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much. I think this has been
very helpful testimony. We appreciate your coming.

Mr. GILCHRIST. Thank you, Senator.
I hope you are comfortable in our new room. We're delighted to

have you here.
This was paid for at lower interest rates. [Laughter.]
Senator SARBANES. It has contributed significantly to improving

the efficiency of the county work force. [Laughter.]
We will now hear from Mr. Leon Enfield, who is the president of

the Maryland Farm Bureau.
Will you come forward, please.
I acknowledged earlier the presence of Ruth Specter, the presi-

dent of Montgomery County Council.
I'm pleased to see that Delegate Jenny Forehand is also with us,

who represents you so well.
Thank you, Jenny.
Mr. Enfield.

'See exhibit II, p 164.



STATEMENT OF LEON B. ENFIELD, PRESIDENT, MARYLAND
FARM BUREAU, KNOXVILLE, MD.

Mr. ENFIELD. Senator, my name is Leon Enfield, president of the
Maryland Farm Bureau, the general farm organization of over
12,886 member families in 23 counties in the State.

Maryland Farm Bureau appreciates the opportunity to comment
on the effects of current high interest rates on the agriculture
community.

I'll read a portion of my prepared statement, and then I have
some comments that I would like to make in addition to that.

In general, high interest rates have the effect of reducing net
farm income by increasing expenses in the form of high interest
payments. Production loans are an unavoidable expense to most
farmers, who must borrow against their crop to buy the seed and
fertilizer and other farm chemicals necessary to plant it.

Likewise, livestock producers must borrow against their finished
herd to buy the young animals that become the finished herd.

Profit margins in agriculture have always been low, and produc-
tion loans, currently in the 14- to 17-percent range, can easily erase
profits that might have been realized.

The general state of our economy is directly tied to the produc-
tivity of American agriculture. Were it not for agricultural exports,
our balance of payments deficit would further unsettle the stability
of the American dollar.

It is important, then, that American agriculture be prosperous in
order to be productive; and present high interest rates function
counter to that goal. Farmers are reluctant to expand and pur-
chase additional equipment, land, and buildings with 14- to 20-
percent money.

Furthermore, even those farmers with reserves, who would not
have to borrow, are reluctant to remove their money from high-
interest-bearing accounts earning 15- to 18-percent return.

High interst rates discourage capital investment in agriculture,
as in any business. Hardest hit are those farmers who have an
urgent need to replace large farm machinery or farm structures
and are unable to put it off.

New equipment loans, now in excess of 18 percent, cause great
financial hardship to those who are caught having to make a large
investment in order to stay in business.

I would like to give you some examples of just what some of
those costs are.

I talked with Don Rauh, who is the manager of production credit,
Farmland Bank & Credit, to get some information, because he
probably makes more agricultural loans than anyone else in the
area and has a good assessment of the situation as to what is really
happening. He gave me several "for instances," as how high inter-
est rates have affected the farmers.

He says right now he is making loans to farmers that have to
borrow money to stay in business throughout the rest of this year
and pay some of the debts that they presently have. He knows
some of these farmers are going to have trouble paying those loans
back. It's either a case of he makes the loans, hoping things will
straighten out, prices will go up, and they will be better able to



make that payment next year or in 18 months, within 2 years, or
they'll go out of business within the next few months.

He is also making loans to people he has never seen before,
people who have never had to borrow before, coming in and bor-
rowing for production credit in order to stay in business.

We've had a rough season, really, even though it looks beautiful
when you drive out through-for instance, our wheat crop this
year was hit by mother nature, with a hot spell right at a time
when the wheat was blossoming. It didn't mature as it should.
Much wheat that would have gone for seed and for flour uses has
had to go for feed at a much lower price. Many farmers figured on
that money coming in to be able to pay their taxes or pick up some
of their fertilizer expense that they've had in the spring. This has
either been nonexistent because they kept the wheat there on the
farm for feed or they had to sell it at a lot lower price.

So, people who have never borrowed money to pay taxes before
are borrowing money this year to pay their taxes.

He sees rough times ahead for the farming community. Our
prices are down. Wheat has dropped down to around $3. Corn is
said to be going to around $2.50 a bushel, which is low with today's
costs.

The price of milk has been held the same; it hasn't increased
with the inflation. As many of you are aware, the Congress voted,
back in April, not to allow the increase that was scheduled to come
to farmers, some 88 cents a hundred on the price of milk. From
Montgomery County on west-in western Maryland, we are a
heavy dairy area-it has very much affected them because of the
inputs that they have put into the business; and it has gone up,
and their income has stayed the same.

He sees more bankruptcies, more foreclosures. And it's going to
be a lot harder for the farmers to get loans.

In the past, most lending institutions have looked at the farmers,
looked at their equity, and they have loaned them money. -

Now, instead of looking at the equity-no matter what it is-
they're going to look at the ability of that operation to pay back
that loan, because they aren't really in the land-holding business.
They don't want to come into the business of holding land.

For instance, a $30,000 tractor, which is really not a big tractor
by today's standards, on a 5-year payback plan, 1 year ago, at 11/2
percent interest, would have cost the farmer $659 per month. Now
that interest is 16 percent just in 1 year-this i' through produc-
tion credit-and $737 a month, or an increase of $77.76 per month
over a 5-year period. That's just an example of an equipment loan,
operating loan.

For a farm loan-and he just had a farmer come to him in the
last week whose figures were fresh-with a $200,000 farm, 1 year
ago the interest rate would have been 9% percent, for a payment
per month of $1,718.40. Now that same interest rate is 13 percent;
his monthly payment is $2,212.40-so an increase of $494 per
month.

They figured it up on a 30-year paycheck on that farm. And this
is the amazing part, the $200,000, which was the original amount
the farmer needed under last year's interest. Under the increase in
interest, in 30 years, the interest will be-or the total amount paid



back by that farmer will be $796,464 to buy a $200,000 farm. He'll
pay $796,000-the increase in 1 year in the interest costs alone on
the total loan of $177,811. It's amazing.

I asked, "Did that farmer then turn it down and decide not to
take the loan?"

And he said, "No, He's going ahead. He may make it; he may
not. But he's figuring on inflated dollars continuing on; that's the
basis he's going on."

These are just some of the examples.
Another one hits a little closer to home, maybe, to many people.

And it's not exactly agriculture, but it's rural, and it's a part of the
Federal Land Bank lending program. They loan homeowners now.
Several years ago that interest rate was 8 1/2 percent, and now that
some interest rate is 13 percent.

And what he's finding there in the homeowner loans that they
have made, they are having problems, whether to have one income,
two incomes, or just having trouble making payments. Their in-
creases have gone up.

One example he gave me, the monthly payment has gone up
approximately $100. And you consider that, along the increased
cost of gas, fuel, electricity, and other various inputs, they're
having trouble making the payments, and they're going to lose
their homes.

It's a rough situation in agriculture, and I'm sure you heard that
yesterday on the Shore. Farmers-I think one of the things bother-
ing them the most-a year or so ago we heard inheritance taxes,
estate taxes, was the biggest concern. Now though, when you talk
to the farmer, it's interest. The interest is killing them.

Senator SARBANES. Let me ask you this question. Are you finding
your suppliers have changed the terms on which they make goods
and services available to you?

Mr. ENFIELD. Some of them have, and some of them are trying to
ride it out.

I talked with a friend of mine whose father-in-law is in the farm
equipment business, selling feeds, mostly farm supplies. He has
money on the books that he has never-from people who he'd
never had money on the books before. And he has more money on
the books than before.

Back to locally, we still find that some of the large manufactur-
ing companies are using every incentive plan they can to try to
stimulate the farmers to buy equipment. They're giving interest-
free loans for a period of 6 to 8 months.

I just recently purchased a hay baler in July. The deal I got on
that-and they brought it down the bottom dollar, so there was two
dealers competing against one another in order to make the sale.
And it happened that the main factory representative was there,
and he said, "Sell that piece of equipment if you possibly can."

They dropped over $1,000 in their initial terms, and they gave
me free financing until January 1, at which time I have the option
of paying the complete off or letting the loan go on through and
pay it off over a 2-year period at 19 V2 percent interest. I'm going to
pay it off before January 1.

But in order to have that incentive there, they gave us the 6-
month free interest.

87-288 O - 82 - 12



I just noticed some of your manufacturing companies are doing
some of the same thing, interest running now into next May,
interest free on various types of equipment, using every incentive
they can to get the farmer to try to go on.

Of course, what is happening in some cases, farmers are taking
that, and they are getting themselves overextended. And then they
are in trouble when the payments come due later on.

Also, the equipment companies have slowed down their sales.
New sales have slowed down. They have more equipment sitting on
their lots, more new equipment. They can't move it. They are
hurting. Their employees are going to be hurting, just having a
reflex statement all the way back through-it reflects all the way
back through

Senator SARBANES. We had testimony yesterday that fertilizer
dealers, at least in some of the Shore areas, had previously carried
the farmer over the season, but now come in with the bill on
monthly terms. In other words, if it's not paid at the end of the
month, they put a charge on it, something apparently they had not
done heretofore. They, in effect, have recognized, as someone said-
I think it was Roger Richardson-"The only time the farmer has
money is in the fall. The rest of the time he's out there, extended."

Is that happening across the State, to your knowledge?
Mr. ENFIELD. I'm sure it is, but I'm not that knowledgeable as to

what's happening in the fertilizer industry right now in our
county. I bought it the first of the year and only had to buy a little
bit this year.

I do know another thing that's happening. Interest on these
accounts-many dealers, it has now gone to 24 percent or 2 percent
a month instead of 1 percent or 11/2 percent. It has moved up now
to 24 percent a year.

Senator SARBANES. You said earlier, Mr. Enfield, and I think it's
a very important point that needs to be underscored, that even
those farmers who have money to invest and therefore do not have
to borrow to make their farm enterprise more productive and more
efficient are unwilling to shift their money into that area, as
opposed to simply putting it into money market funds and collect-
ing high interest rates.

How much of that is going on, would you say?
Mr. ENFIELD. I think it's less than what we would hope it be,

because there's just not that much free money floating around that
the farmer has--

Senator SARBANES. Are you saying farmers are thinking about
liquidating capital investment because they can put it out and get
the high return just by playing it in the market? Do they say "Why
don't we just get out of the farming business altogether?"

Mr. ENFIELD. I hear that comment all the time, but I haven't
seen too much of it happening yet; because those fellows that could
really do that, they're the ones that are probably going to stick it
out anyway, unless they're about retirement age.

If they are, I'd say, 55 to 60, they're probably pretty serious in
what you're saying. But a young man that says that, he's probably
just talking; he's going to keep on farming anyway because he's
just that kind of a guy. But the ones-some of them that you don't
hear talking about it, they're being quiet because they know they



do have problems, and they really don't want to talk about it.
They're the ones that are going to be liquidated because they just
can't make it.

Senator SARBANES. I take it it's almost impossible for younger
people to get into farming under these circumstances; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. ENFIELD. It has been hard for some time. It's not impossible.
There are a few starting out now. But it's getting much harder all
the time. And with the interest rates in the past year, I personally
don't see how they can get it going unless they really have an
outstanding family help of some kind. And even with that, you've
got to pay back any debts that you establish in a family operation,
even if you're taking over a family operation.

One thing that has helped in the new economic . package-I
think, along those lines, as I understand it, the IRS now requires a
9-percent interest rate. And under the new package, that has
dropped to 7.

It does seem to me that it's kind of ridiculous when a father
wants to pass along part of the farming operation and can't even
set his own interest rate.

Senator SARBANES. We thank you very much.
Mr. ENFIELD. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Enfield follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEON B. ENFIELD

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, my name is Leon Enfield, Presi-
dent of the Maryland Farm Bureau, a general farm organization with 12,886
member families in 23 counties. Maryland Farm Bureau appreciates this opportuni-
ty to comment on the effects of current high interest rates on the agricultural
community.

In general, high interest rates have the effect of reducing net farm income by
increasing expenses in the form of high interest payments. Production loans are an
unavoidable expense to most farmers who must borrow against their crop to buy the
seed, fertilizer and other farm chemicals necessary to plant it. Likewise, livestock
producers must borrow against their finished herd to buy the young animals that
become the finished herd. Profit margins in agriculture have always been low and
production loans currently in the 14 to 17 percent range can easily erase profits
that might have been realized.

The general state of our economy is directly tied to the productivity of American
agriculture. Were it not for agricultural exports, our balance of payments deficit
would further unsettle the stability of-the American dollar. It is important then
that American agriculture be prosperous in order to be productive, and present high
interest rates function counter to that goal. Farmers are reluctant to expand and
purchase additional equipment, land or buildings with 14 to 20 percent money.
Furthermore, even those farmers with reserves who would not have to borrow are
reluctant to remove their money from high interest bearing accounts earning a 15
to 18 percent return.

High interest rates discourage capital investment in agriculture as in any other
business. Hardest hit are those farmers who have an urgent need to replace large
farm machinery or farm structures and are unable to put it off. New equipment
loans, now in excess of 18 percent, cause great financial hardship to those who are
caught having to make a large investment in order to stay in business.

It should be said here that Maryland Farm Bureau and the American Farm
Bureau Federation look to the President's Economic Recovery Program for relief
from the "ham-stringing" effects of high interest rates as well as skyrocketing
production costs and government over-regulation. In 1979, farmers spent $2.1 billion
on additional facilities and equipment net of depreciation replacement. With the
administration's tax cuts, the average 1.15 billion farmer tax savings per year could
add 54 percent more new investment in agriculture per year compared to 1979.
These savings do not include the potential tax savings to farmers from the changes
in depreciation and investment rules. With the implementation of the various facits



of the Economic Recovery Plan, we look for interest rates to begin declining, but in
any event, farmers will better be able to afford them.

In summary, Farm Bureau believes that action necessary to restore the farmer's
confidence in our economy is being taken by the present administration. We also
observe that the present Congress is acting more responsibly to the needs of busi-
ness which, in the final analysis, creates the productive jogs and economic growth
that gives Americans the highest standard of living in the world.

Again, Maryland Farm Bureau appreciates this opportunity to appear before this
subcommittee to express our views on this important matter affecting the agricul-
tural community.

Senator SARBANES. I think it's very important to hear from the
farm community, which I think is much too much taken for grant-
ed. Our farmers are so efficient that we're able to meet our own
food needs and supply a good part of the world.

Other countries are not able to do that. Many of them can't even
meet their own food needs. And where they do, they have a much
larger percentage of the population involved in doing so. We get it
down to a very small percent. Where is it, about 5 percent?

Mr. ENFIELD. Around 3 now.
Senator SARBANES. Down to 3.
Most people are just not involved in farming. A lot of people,

therefore, don't fully appreciate the contribution which the farm
sector makes to the economy.

In a sense, your efficiency, which means you're a smaller propor-
tion of the total population, makes it easier for the rest of the
country to overlook the contribution you are making. I just want it
underscored-because we have a very strong farm community in
this State.

Mr. ENFIELD. This is the thing that's worrying me now, what's
going to happen if we continue on at the present levels for another
3 to 5 years? How many of our farmers are we going to lose?

They keep saying the world is going to be hungry in the next 20
years, 25 years, and on beyond. Yet, if 'we let our agricultural
economy go down and our farmers go to the wayside and try to
make a living somewhere else, I don't say our farms will lie idle,
but our people will disappear. We can't turn that switch back on
overnight when we need it. We're in low prices right now and
everything else and very discouraged. Yet, down the road some-
where they keep saying everything is going to be great, agriculture
is going to be the greatest thing there ever was.

But we've got to keep him going in the meantime. Just as you
said, a lot of people don't realize-I was in upper Montgomery
County this summer. A comment was made at the event I was at.
My family and I needed to get home. We had cows to milk. Some
lady standing nearby said, "What's his hurry? 7-11 is open until 11
p.m." [Laughter.]

Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much.
Mr. ENFIELD. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator SARBANES. Ms. Fraser Swartzwelder, who is the assistant

to the chief executive officer of the Montgomery County Teachers
Federal Credit Union, and Mr. John Whiteside, who is the State
director of the Independent Bankers of Maryland and president of
the Commercial & Farmers Bank in Ellicott City. And I have a
statement from Robert Smith, president of Maryland Federal Sav-
ings & Loan, which will be included in full in the record at the
close of the financial institution panel.



Ms. Swartzwelder, please.

STATEMENT OF E. FRASER SWARTZWELDER, ASSISTANT TO
THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, MONTGOMERY COUNTY
TEACHERS FEDERAL CREDIT UNION, ROCKVILLE, MD.
Ms. SWARTZWELDER. Thank you, I wish to thank you for the

opportunity-for the invitation and the opportunity to speak with
you and to listen to my colleagues and neighbors on what they
have to say on the subject that is vital to my credit union as a
financial institution, as a financial focal point for the thousands of
Montgomery County education and associated employees.

My credit union, like many of the institutions that you're going
to be hearing from this week has been going through extraordinar-
ily difficult times. During 1980 our over 20,000 members endured a
year of loan service cut back so severely that other than a savings-
secured loan, they were only allowed to borrow a total of $1,000
during that entire 12 months, and that was only for emergency
health, welfare, and safety reasons for themselves or for their
families.

Our cash flow is a critical problem. On December 31, 1978, our
equity contained $33 million in regular shared savings accounts; 31
months later on July 31, 1981, our balance sheet showed only $24
million in the same accounts.

Our contingency reserve, which is our piggy bank, has dropped
from $835,000 to $238,000. Approximately $1.5 million is now
member-invested in high interest, that is, high cost, time instru-
ments.

The service which we are able to provide to our members is
reflected in our loan portfolio. During the same 31-month period
since the beginning of 1979, it dropped from 12,000 loans, totaling
$24.583 million to 7,000 loans totaling $13.744 million. During the
12 months of 1980 we made only 1,854 loans and our usual volume
is 10,000 to 11,000 loans, because we lacked the sufficient cash flow
to do anything more.

Montgomery County Teachers Federal Credit Union is not
unique in the Federal credit union industry, and I hear some
people call us fortunate. Credit unions today are suffering a new
outflow of funds. The money market funds are still taking their
toll, and a look at the ads in the paper for banks and savings and
loans gearing up for the October 1 instruction of the all-savers
certificates can explain the rest. The competition for these high-
cost funds in the race for survival is very fierce.

I am terribly aware that the mortgage-based savings and loan
industry is red ink. The Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation
tells us they are looking for ways to help the mortgage lenders.
The hope through legislation to make some basic charter changes
and extends their SWAS, which are exchanging mortgage loans for
participation certificates, by removal of the 20-percent limitation
on the total volume of mortgages that they can hold that are more
than 1 year old when they are sold to the corporation.

I've heard proposals to allow savings and loans to amortize a loss
resulting either directly or indirectly from the sale of mortgages
over the life of the mortgage. This would allow savings and loans to
sell their participation certificates below par, increasing their cash



flow without going under by having to take a big loss, a big
immediate loss all one time.

Many financial institutions supported the housing industry, and
therefore provided housing to millions of families through purchase
of Government-backed mortgates. For examples, GNNA's, FNMA's,
and so on, at rates that are, in today's market, unsalable. These
are the 7 and 8 percent. These certificates do allow the holder
access to money in the form of reverse repos or collateralized loans
at rates a couple of percentage points below prime. But please note
it would take quite a number of years at higher loan interest rates
than we're charging for our loan portfolio to turn over sufficiently
to even begin yielding this kind of interest. We are in a bind.

I would like you to allow me to submit a germ of an idea, a
program whereby a hold of this type of certificate could sell the
certificate or a portion of them to the guarantor, that is to the
Federal Government, in exchange for the present face value. This
would liquidate at least a portion of the financial institutions or
individual assets and let the management start serving their mem-
bers properly again. As the holder of record, the Federal Govern-
ment would be receiving the payments of principal and interest
that would be ordinarily payable.

The people in this room can immediately come up with questions
and problems, and any number of effects this proposal could cause.
I don't feel that they are for me to answer; they are for all
concerned to ponder and address. I merely wish to propose the idea
and hope that you, Senator Sarbanes, the financial industry, the
Federal Government, and the members and customers of our trou-
bled financial institutions will give this consideration.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much for a very thoughtful
statement.

Mr. Whiteside, why don't we hear from you, and then we will go
into questions.

STATEMENT OF JOHN S. WHITESIDE, STATE DIRECTOR, INDE-
PENDENT BANKERS OF MARYLAND AND PRESIDENT, COM-
MERCIAL & FARMERS BANK, ELLICOTT CITY, MD.
Mr. WHITESIDE. Senator Sarbanes, I'd like to thank the Subcom-

mittee on Investment, Jobs, and Prices, of the Joint Economic
Committee, for the opportunity to present my views on the high
interest rate problems we're facing. I have been asked to address
my comments to the impact of high interest rates upon Howard
and Montgomery Counties. I feel these counties are in the same
position as many others in the Nation today. All share in common
the problems of failing auto dealerships, struggling homebuilders,
and endangered financial institutions.

I think it is important to try to identify some causes and in so
doing to consider what it will take to effect a cure. It is common
knowledge that many financial institutions are on the brink of
insolvency, since they carry large investments in the form of low-
yielding mortgages created back in the 1960's and 1970's; however,
while our average customers reaps the rewards of high interest
rates on his investments, an increasing appreciation on the home
he purchased in the 1960's and 1970's, he views with horror the
resultant rate he has to pay on his new car purchase, for a home



improvement loan. He continues to drive his aging car and puts off
repairing. His decision to invest his dollars curtails his spending,
since he won't borrow at the high interest rates.

Local merchants soon feel the pressure of reduced profits and
must postpone any planning expansion. Businesses reduce their
working forces. In many cases, marginal businesses are forced out
of existence. Community growth comes to a standstill and unem-
ployment increases. Lower income families, unable to pay the in-
creased interest rates and faced with reduced Government subsi-
dies are the hardest hit.

Local farmers also cut up on the high interest borrowing are
forced to pay higher prices for feed, fertilizer, seed, and so forth, as
well as gasoline to run their tractors and other farm machinery
without a proportionate increase in the price of their products.

In recent years at the small community bank, we have wit-
nessed, along with our big brothers, changing attitude on the part
of our depositors. The average customer, in the 1960's, content to
accept the 4 and 5 percent on his savings dollars, has become
increasingly sophisticated, until now in the 1980's, he takes his
dollars where he is able to get his maximum value. Loyalty to the
institution which made him a 6 or 7 percent mortgage loan back in
the 1960's is forgotten. He wants to know what his bank is going to
do for him today.

And who can blame him, given the rate of inflation. His bank
meanwhile, is laboring under the restrictions of Government regu-
lation and artificial ceilings and is only partially able to give this
customer what he is demanding.

Competition springs up everywhere from insurance companies,
investment firms, and large retail establishments willing to pay
him higher yields for his money without the burden of Federal
regulation. The U.S. Treasury at the same time is having to pay
these savers, these suppliers of money, yields as high as 8V2 per-
cent at their weekly auction of Treasury bills.

The problem, I believe, becomes clarified if one simply looks at
money as if it were any other commodity. Financial institutions
merely buy and sell money with the expectation of making a profit.
Obviously, they cannot sell their product for less than they paid for
it.

The all-savers program which begins on October 1 is thought to
be one remedy to the savings and loan industry's dilemma. They're
getting money perhaps at 10-percent cost. Seventy-five percent of
this new money must be put into mortgages or agricultural loans;
however, it would seem inconceivable to me that any institution
should begin creating mortgages that the public yearns for at a
fixed rate for 30 years, using money that Congress has mandated
will only be around for approximately 2 years.

If the U.S. Government is going to continue to borrow increasing
amounts from the public and that same public is going to insist on
higher yields for use of their money, then we should be prepared to
swallow the bitter pill of high interest rates and realize that there
is no such thing as a free lunch.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you both very much.
I'm interested in this question of your depositors. First with

respect to the credit union, where there often exists a great deal of



loyalty and a great deal of convenience. Are you finding that that
is enabling you, along with the better rate that you're paying, to
hold your people?

Ms. SWARTZWELDER. The number of members is staying the
same, is not decreasing dramatically. The amount of money that
they hold in the credit union, the average share averages less.

Senator SARBANES. So they stay with you in the sense-not ex-
actly part of your family, but their commitments.

Mr. Whiteside, you say you are finding that with your people?
Mr. WHITESIDE. Yes, Senator, I would answer much the same

way. I think we're keeping our customers, but our customers are
choosing to place their dollars in other places. Hardly a day goes
by in my bank that a customer does not come in asking us to sign a
signature guarantee form to enable him to open his money market
funds. So we know that we are losing dollars to the market funds.
We know that we are transferring dollars out of the 5% percent
yielding account into the money market certificate which we have
sold since its inception.

So I think we're holding on to our customers. I don't want to give
the impression that loyalty is dead in a community bank, because I
think that's one of the strengths of community banking in this
country.

But our customer, a very sophisticated one in my market, is
always seeking the higher yield on his moneys. And I can say in all
candor that I don't blame them.

Senator SARBANES. May I ask you this question? Where were you
and where are you now putting your money when you-when the
bank puts it out?

Mr. WHITESIDE. We are making loans to the businessman.
Senator SARBANES. In your local community?
Mr. WHITESIDE. In our local community. We're making consumer

loans in our community.
Senator SARBANES. What is your perception of where the money

is going when your customers, in effect, diminish their commit-
ment to you and send it into the fund? What is your perception of
where that money is going?

Mr. WHITESIDE. I don't have all the answers, Senator, where that
money is going. I do know that it doesn't find its way back into the
community. And I see that as the worse part of the situation from
the community banker's standpoint. The community banker takes
the funds in from his community and lends them in his community
to foster growth and prosperity.

When those same dollars leave the community to seek the higher
yields in the money market funds and other instruments, it goes
anywhere but back in the community.

Senator SARBANES. We held a hearing in the Banking Committee
which underscored the fact that this money is really being drawn
in from all over the country to merely just a few financial centers.
In some instances, as much as 30 to 40 percent of it is then put, for
instance, in the Eurodollar market. It's going wherever it can get
the most immediate short-term return. I think at the cost of the
kind of community investment that banks such as yours,. S. & L.'s
and other similar institutions have traditionally done. That's prob-



ably even more true in the more rural areas of the State than
might be in Ellicott City, I think.

What do you see as the prospects of the continued viability of the
credit unions and the small community banks?

Ms. SWARTZWELDER. It's almost impossible to give, and it's be-
cause of a lot of things that are going on in the marketplace. As for
instance, credit unions seem to be going in two directions. One is
that some credit unions are becoming full-service organizations.
Others are staying very individual-minded. They are staying the
small clubs that they were formed to be one person saving that
another person can make a loan.

I feel that there is still a place for both of these organizations.
Both of these types of credit unions. There are many credit unions
that are in trouble that are having-you know, that sounds more
deep than it is. There are many that are having to struggle just as
we are. For instance, we are an educational union, and it's sum-
mertime, and Montgomery County has the predominance of its
employees on a 10-month schedule. Our money is going out very
fast right now. It's been going out steadily. It's a matter of what we
can do, what the marketplace will allow us to do.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Whiteside.
Mr. WHITESIDE. Senator, as a community banker, I expect to

continue to be in business. I expect to remain in business by
continuing to do what I think we do well, serving our local commu-
nities. I know that the job will not become an easier one. It will
take a smarter banker. It will take more asset liability manage-
ment, but I have not met anyone from Citicorp yet who could come
into my community and take business away from me.

Senator SARBANES. I think that's a good note on which to thank
this panel for its very helpful testimony. Appreciate it very much.

Mr. WHITESIDE. Thank you, Senator.
Senator SARBANES. As I said earlier, the prepared statement of

Robert Smith, president of Maryland Savings & Loan Association,
who could not be here today, will be included in full in the record,
to complete the financial institution panel of our hearing.

I note in it he does comment:
The price of high interest rates, not the price of management. There are many

well-managed enterprises which survived the years of the depression, but very well
may not make it through the next year if interest rates continue to escalate.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. SMITH, PRESIDENT, MARYLAND FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION

I don't believe it's necessary to take a great deal of time to expand upon the effect
of runaway interest rates on the Thrift Industry. It is an extremely difficult chore
to adjust on almost a daily basis to the volatility of these high rates of interest. The
cost of doing business has escalated because of these high rates where the return on
assets has been held in check by a portfolio of fixed long term loans. It is virtually
impossible for young adults to find financing at realistic interest rates to buy
homes. I realize the investment opportunities of the Thrift Industry has greatly
been expanded to include automobile loans, consumer loans, etc., but there are only
limited funds that can be used; funds are necessary to meet withdrawals from
savings accounts. The competition for funds is intense, particularly outside the
financial community.

I don't feel that the impact on the Maryland communities is substantially differ-
ent than the impact on any other part of the United States. It dosen't appear very
realistic to expect interest rates to really come down substantially. It certainly does



appear that these unprecedented rates are going to be with us for some time to
come. If we are going to live with these rates, stability may be the answer. I think
we can tolerate a rate of interest, even a high rate of interest, if it is at least
consistent. The volatility of rates in the last year or so has eroded the confidence of
the American people. They are confused, edgy and uncertain, even those receiving
the high rate of return, not just those paying it. The first consideration for stabiliz-
ing interest rates at this time is total cooperation from the Federal Government for
its funding requirements. The Federal Reserve has controlled the supply of money
and the Federal Government must control its borrowings.

Private enterprise, both large and small, are being tested severely. Some will
survive, some will not. Many of those which will not survive will be unable to afford
the price that is required to be paid. The price of high interest rates, not the price of
mismanagement. There are many well managed enterprises which survived the
years of the Depression but very well may not make it through the next year if
interest rates continue to escalate.

I believe that the scourge of the high interest rates has replaced inflation as the
No. One concern in our Country. Rates must be brought under control. They must
be reduced and stabilized. .

Senator SARBANES. We will .continue now with our panel of auto
dealers. Mr. Shockley, will you begin please.

STATEMENT OF ALFRED P. SHOCKLEY, PRESIDENT, SHOCKLEY
VOLKSWAGEN, INC., FREDERICK, MD., AND MARYLAND DI-
RECTOR, NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION,
NADA
Mr. SHOCKLEY. Senator Sarbanes and members of the committee,

I would like to make a short statement as the director from Mary-
land to the National Automobile Dealers Association (NADA) and
then relate the impact of high interest rates on my business and
that of the other dealers in western Maryland.

During the first half of 1981, 325 franchised new car dealers
closed their doors. The single greatest cause of the dealer failure is
the burden of floor-plan interest. The estimated average annual
floor-plan interest expense per dealer was $13,046 in 1970. During
1980 floor-plan interest expense rose on average to $78,947 per
dealer; more than six times the 1970 figure.

With the weighted average prime rate during 1981 running be-
tween 3 and 4 percent higher than 1980, the floor-plan interest
expense burden during 1981 has been even greater.

Inventory levels on August 1, 1982, set an all-time record for that
date of 2.1 million cars in dealer inventories. At the current floor-
plan interest rate of 21 percent, financing this level of inventories
for the 80 days supply it represents, costs the dealer body $784
million.

Dealer employment between 1979 and 1980 fell from 813,400 to
738,000 employees. This figure does not include the unemployment
which resulted from the closing of 1,650 dealerships nationally
during 1980. It is estimated these dealer closings represents a
direct loss of 44,550 jobs.

The high-interest rates also depress consumer demand for new
vehicles. Sales of new vehicles during 1980 were the lowest they
have been since 1961. With interest rates even higher in 1981 than
they were in 1980, the sales of new vehicles are even lower this
year, down 2.5 percent year to date.

The 34-percent increase in General Motors' sales during the first
10 days of August in response to GM's 13.8 percent finance rate



promotion, is indicative of the consumer's sensitivity to finance
rates.

Now, I would like to talk a little bit about my business, and to
relaste a few of my own experiences on the impact that the high-
interest rates have had on my business.

I will make some comparisons from July of 1980 through Janu-
ary-July of 1980 and January through July 1981.

My inventory this year is up 19 percent over last year. But my
interest rates are 112 percent up over the same period of time.

The interest per car for the same period last year was an average
of $85 per car. This year it is an average of $214 per car.

And on down, 9 percent on employees, as you see in my table.

Ju 98' 1981 t pl fewev

New car inventory 4...... . ........... 2............... 421,785 500,876 + 19
Floor-plan interest.............. ......... ... 35,638 75,478 + 112
Interest per car... $85 $214 +152
Number of employees ...... ....... .. 34 31 -

We had projected an expansion of our facilities for late 1981 and
1982 that over a 12-month period would have resulted in additional
10 new jobs. I have postponed any expansion plans because the
additional projected income would not be enough to offset the
mortgage rates.

Our dealership has always prided itself for its high quality serv-
ice. We have been able to achieve these high standards because we
have trained our own technicians. It takes anywhere from 18
months to 3 years to train a technician before they become fully
producting.

For the first time since I have been in business we do not have a
technician apprenticeship program.

Our dealers in western Maryland are impacted in two ways by
the abnormally high interest rates. First, their floor-plan costs are
so high that their working capital is continually being eroded.
Their inventories are excessively high because consumers cannot
afford to finance new and used cars.

Fortunately, many of them are still profitable. And they are
staying profitable only because of good, prudent business practice.
But one wonders how long.

I thank you for the opportunity.
Senator SARBANEs. Thank you, Mr. Shockley.
Mr. Gordon, please.

STATEMENT OF HERB GORDON, HERB GORDON/GORDON
OLDSMOBILE, INC., SILVER SPRING, MD.

Mr. GORDON. Thank you, Senator.
My name is Herb Gordon, president of Herb Gordon Oldsmobile.
I, too, am a new-car dealer. I have two operations in the Mont-

gomery Auto Sales Park-one we sell Oldsmobile and the new
Delorean and the other we sell Datsun and Mercedes Benz.

We employ approximately 200 people and do in excess of $30
million business annually.



During my 26 years in the automobile business there was a long
period of time when rent was our one single biggest expense. About
8 or 9 years ago, this was supplanted by advertising as the one big
and largest expense. And I was shocked to learn that in the last 8
or 9 months our interest expense on inventory financing has
hands-down become the one largest expense in our business.

To give you an illustration, in the month of July-and this is in
spite of the fact that in our operation we own a pretty good portion
of our own inventory-but on top of that our inventory financing
cost was in excess of $55,000, or if you want to annualize it, close to
three quarters of a million dollars.

If we add to this the passthrough interest costs and the implied
cost of the inventory that we own, the amount of money involved
would be staggering.

One can say that interest expense is nothing new to the econo-
my, and certainly nothing new to the auto industry, and that
would certainly be correct. The difference is that less than 2 years
ago we were accommodating interest expense in the range of 8 or 9
percent, which was considered to be excessive. And today we are
being asked to accommodate interest rates in excess of 20 percent
in terms of inventory financing, and upward of 15 to 20 percent as
far as consumer financing is concerned.

Al made a comment that the General Motors' 13.8 percent fi-
nance package that was going on through the month of August-
and being a General Motors dealer, the results were startling inso-
far as the rate was so far into the market. But this was a tempo-
rary situation, and even General Motors, as large as they are,
cannot support a deficit in their interest rate expense.

As far as interest rate in terms of expenses are concerned, I
always thought of expenses as being productive. To me expenses
such as payroll, purchasing of inventories and so forth, keep people
employed. It regenerates through the economy.

I fail to see where increased interest rates are productive at all.
In fact, I find them counterproductive insofar as they create a
situation that forces business people to curtail, as opposed to
moving ahead.

In Montgomery County, which is supposed to be recession proof
and immune from major business adversities, we have had dealer-
ship failures; and what we see in this regard today may be just the
tip of the iceberg; as there are many, many dealers who are hang-
ing on hoping for relief. And, if this relief is not forthcoming soon,
they, too, will become a statistic.

The interesting thing is when you look at industry and you look
at business failures, in many cases the failures may exceed what is
published because you have situations where the manufacturers
may come in and replace a failing dealer with a sponsored dealer
on their part so that you still may see XYZ Motors on the corner of
G and H, and yet it may have changed hands.

So that the failures even in relation to Montgomery County, may
be greater than they show on the surface.

Consumers also suffer from high interest rates, not only through
high financing costs, but as a result of pass throughs, which also
occur in other parts of the business. When absolute expenses go up,
whether they are created by high interest rates or any other factor,



any businessman is going to recapture these expenses. And in
many cases the recapture of increased expenses occur in the used-
car operation, occur in the parts and service operation or other
aspects of the dealership functions.

Lastly, there is the loss resulting from decisions not to do things.
These decisions not to do things would result in more employment
in the State. As an example, we have just postponed plans to build
another facility in the Auto Park on a 4-acre site. We were plan-
ning on taking on another line of cars.

Our reason for postponing this was the projected cost of the land
and building would be in excess of $2 million. At today's financing
costs, we are looking at a mortgage constant approaching $400,000.
And we thought it would be imprudent to go ahead with this
project at this time.

Now there are 70 jobs that might have been created, that will
either not be created at all or will be postponed for a time.

We in the industry understand the reason for keeping money
tight and expensive. We, too, are hurt by excessive inflation. How-
ever, we feel the high interest rates are, in themselves, inflationary
as they add a substantial amount to the real cost of goods and
services. We are not sure that these monetary policies are working,
and feel that the interest rate cure may be killing the patient.

I thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Gentlemen, thank you for a very poignant

and effective testimony.
Mr. GORDON. I think your point about policy working in a coun-

terproductive fashion is very well taken. The jump in the consumer
price index last month annualized at 15 percent. Of course, it is
tricky to annualize off a month's figures. But in any event, when
you go behind it, much of that is due to the housing sector. And
that is attributable to the high interest rate.

The cost of money is being passed on in other aspects of prices
and, therefore, reflected in the consumer price index.

So, policies put in to "control employment" could in fact, feed
inflation.

And I think your point about employment-as I understood it,
you actually laid some people off-

Mr. SHOCKLEY. Just through attrition. We haven't really fired
them. We have been a growing business continuously.

Senator SARBANES. And Mr. Gordon has done the same thing, in
terms of not moving forward, where he might otherwise have done
so, and therefore providing jobs which, of course, make people wage
earners and taxpayers and bring money into the Treasury, instead
of leaving them idle to go on unemployment or some other support
payment and drawing money out of the Treasury.

SSo, even if you address the question of the Federal deficit, it
seems to me the higher interest rates, by restricting economic
activity are contributing to the deficit let alone the contribution by
increasing the cost of sharing the existing Federal debt. Let me ask
you this question: Is the 13.8 percent money that GM is now
moving, is that a level that will open up the door to sales?

And if so, is it only in comparison-is there some kind of level
where, if you could get interest rates down to that range, you at
least could resume some degree of normal activity as you see



things, something above the absolute survival level, yet short of
"opening up the floodgates" and sparking a kind of intense eco-
nomic activity which might fuel inflation?

I understand that argument, that you're just heating everything
up, and have difficulty understanding it in the context in which
things have almost closed down altogether.

Mr. GORDON. I think there is-what that percentage is will
change with the times.

As a case in point, it wasn't so long ago that we were all appalled
at the thought of paying 11 percent for mortgage money. Now, if
we get a mortgage at all, if that rate is under 17 percent, we feel
it's some sort of a bargain.

I think the amount will change with the consumer's perception
as to what a fair or low interest rate is.

In this particular situation, 13.8 percent did create a tremendous
amount of activity and did create a tremendous number of sales-
again, for two reasons:

There has been pent-up demand insofar as the industry has been
depressed for the last 2 years.

And second, the reality that people are not seeing anything in
terms-in relation to a severe downturn in interest rate.

Also, 13.8 became a very attractive number to them: it did bring
people out.

I think, today, that-in my view, 13.8 is still high enough where I
don't see that as being a precipitator of heating up the economy. I
don't see people borirowing vast sums of money at 14 percent.

Yes; I think there is a number. I think it changes. I think today
13.8 was the number.

Senator SARBANES. I ought to observe that the real interest rate
right now is really at an incredibly high figure. In other words,
ordinarily it has run 2, 3, or 4 points over the inflation rate. But
now-and you can argue about what inflation rate you are dealing
with, but clearly, even if you take a 10- to 12- percent figure and
add that on to it, the existing interest rates are far in excess of
what has been traditionally seen as an acceptable real interest rate
figure.

So that cap is very much there. And I think there is another
argument, strong argument, for perceiving the levels now as being
far too excessive and impacting in a highly negative way on the
economy.

Have the manufacturers sought to shift the burden of this back
onto the dealers? Or are they in the boat with you, so to speak, in
trying to address the problem?

Mr. SHOCKLEY. I can speak as a Volkswagen dealer. When that
car is unloaded off the truck and hits the ground, I start paying
interest rates on those cars. And we have no program.

What General Motors is doing, I'm not sure.
Mr. GORDON. It varies. The import makes that we handle-with

the exception of one brief period where Mercedes-Benz had a par-
ticipating program to mitigate some of the costs of floor planning,
the importers generally thiew that burden on the dealer.

General Motors has had some participating programs to help
reduce the real cost of inventory financing. Again, in the last



analysis, everybody pays for it, because it creates, as I said before,
a passthrough.

Senator SARBANES. Have the sources of the financing for the car
purchases-have your purchasers shifted over the last few years in
terms of where they go to get their financing? It is almost entirely
to GMAC?

Mr. GORDON. A very interesting thing has occuired there. In our
case, our primary source of financing happens to be a bank. We do
some business with GMAC, and this 13.8 percent caused some
problems with some of the banks that were active in the financing
because they had to reduce their rate to become competitive with
General Motors. And this happened, in our particular situation,
with our bank.

Yes; the rates at which banks make money available, making
money available today to dealers, banks doing indirect financing
are generally more favorable than what they make available to an
individual walking in.

Many banks have gotten out of consumer financing for lack of
money. So that the shift has been that the consumer has gone
away from getting their own financing and more to dealer-sources'
financing.

Vis-a-vis the 13.8 percent that GMAC had, obviously there wasn't
a bank in the country that would have a walk-in rate at that level
or under.

Mr. SHOCKLEY. In western Maryland, traditionally most of your
small banks up there are still financing cars. The average new car
is being financed at about 16 or 16/2 percent.

Senator SARBANES. That's interesting, because we had testimony
from dealers elsewhere in the State that carried it a step beyond,
Mr. Gordon-in other words, had the consumer moving to dealer
financing. And then, in their instances, the dealer financing had
moved to where it was captive-essentially to GMAC or to the
company's plan and no outside sources.

Mr. GORDON. I think that's generally true.
In our particular situation, in Montgomery County, we happen to

have one bank that is very active in installment lending, indirect
dealer lending. And this is a $700-$800 million bank with install-
ment lending exceeding $200 million, and they're active. It's unique
to the country; it's unique to the State.

But I think, as a general rule, what you heard in other counties
is true. More and more dealers are going to the manufacturers'
captive financing sources, because they do have funds available.

We are, again, in a unique situation with this one particular
bank.

Senator SARBANES. Gentlemen, thank you very much for some
very helpful testimony.

We'll now hear from the panel of realtors, Dale Ross, Robert L.
Gruen Co., in Rockville, and Peggy Lekstrum from Quest Realty in
Frederick.

Ms. Lekstrum, if you will begin the panel.



STATEMENT OF PEGGY LEKSTRUM, PRESIDENT, QUEST
REALTY, INC., FREDERICK, MD., AND MEMBER, FREDERICK
COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS
Ms. LEKSTRUM. Thank you, Senator.
You have a copy of my prepared statement, and I will be inter-

jecting into that as I give my testimony.
Most of us all have that American dream of owning our own

home. This used to be a reality for most families.
What has occurred to make this dream unobtainable in the

average family today? The change is the cost of home mortgages.
In 1978, the average interest rate was 9 percent. Thus, a mort-

gage of $55,000, financed for a period of 30 years, had a principal
and interest payment of $442.54 per month. To qualify for this
mortgage, the combined income of the wage earners had to be
$1,770 per month, or $21,241 per year.

Today, the same mortgage, of $55,000, costs the family $759.29, in
principal and interest, per month, based on the current convention-
al average of 17V -percent interest. To qualify for that mortgage,
the combined income of the wage earners must be $3,181, or
$38,173 per year.

This is an average increase in interest rate of 19 percent per
year.

What wage earner has a 19-percent per year pay increase? The
average disposable income of a Frederick County resident at year-
end, December 1979, was $18,334. As of today, we do not have the
1980 census figures on that income.

It is not the purchase price of the home that has caused this
increase. The average price of a home in Frederick County in 1978
was $53,969. As of June 30 of this year, the average sales price is
$71,369, an increase of only 12.9 percent per year, versus the 19-
percent increase in the interest rate.

I have a letter, submitted by one of our mortgage bankers in
Frederick, that will give a little more impact as to what is really
occurring, quoting from the letter:

I am finding business has fallen off over 50 percent in the past 2 months,
compared to a year ago. According to HUD's Area Office, last week's-not just for
the whole year, just last week's applications numbered 44, compared to last year's
figures of 65 per day.

Many of the things that are helping the financing industry when it comes to
mortgages can be said to be innovative, creative, and necessary to aid people in
buying homes. The tax advantage of homeownership, the ability to qualify, are
diminishing to a point where people are not buying.

In this county, we are a growth area, but we cannot grow, people cannot buy
houses, sellers cannot sell, and banks that do not have funds to lend-and those of
us that do are requiring yields of 16% to 18 percent. Everybody is waiting, except
for those who cannot afford to wait or sellers that must move. Therefore, they take
risks in holding mortgages themselves.

Where they adjust prices to cover financing costs, which is inflationary, builders
are going out of business and sellers sell underpriced to relocation services.

In the past few days, I have found that one of the area's relocation specialists now
hold almost 20 houses vacant. This is just in Frederick County.

Another recently closed a transaction where they will lose a substantial amount
due to market conditions. The question then raised is: How long will they continue
to take these losses to sell houses and therefore let our people be transferred within
their corporations?



These rates are not just affecting homebuyers. What about the
;ellers? They transfer, they must move. Unless they are fortunate
mough to have a mortgage that is assumable or one that we can be
:reative with, they will have a minor role in the marketplace.

In some families, the husband in leaving the wife and children
ehind to sell their home, leaving him by himself in a new area in

i hotel room. Some are bearing the load of double house payment,
>r house payment and rent, or house payment-new house pay-
nent and payment new bridge loan to cover their equity downpay-
nent on the new property until their present home is sold. Some
ire even letting their home go to foreclosure, rather than bear any
)f those burdens.

I have with me a letter from a Frederick County resident living
n Monrovia who is now caught in a very unusual hardship situa-
ion.
It's address to you, Senator Sarbanes.
For that past 4 months, we have been trying to sell our home in Monrovia,

laryland. We have had numerous possible buyers look at our home. But because of
he high interest rates now, we have been unable to find a qualified buyer.

We recently signed a contract with a qualified buyer, and two days later the bank
emoved the RAP, which now makes it impossible for the people to buy our house.
rhe very day the bank removed the RAP, unbeknown to us, we had borrowed
49,000 from another bank in order to make a settlement on our new home in the
orm of a bridge loan which must be paid back in 90 days at 18 percent interest.

We borrowed this money believing the RAP was still in effect. Now we are faced
ith the possibility of losing not only our new home, but also the older home,

3ecause it is absolutely impossible for us to pay the payments on both houses and
,he bridge loan also.

We are middle-aged people who have worked very hard to build up an equity in
>ur home, and now it seems unbelievable that we may lose everything we have
orked so hard to acquire for the past 27 years.
Our home is not overpriced, and it is a good house in a very desirable, middle-

'1ass neighorhood. We believe the only reason it has not sold is because of the high
nterest rates.

But home buyers and home sellers are not the only ones affected.
What about renters? With the high cost of interest, the rental
market has suddenly become a very heavy demand area in Freder-
ick County. In my own office alone, I have seen townhouses, I
rented last years for one price-now I am renting those same town
homes $100 per month more per month.

Employers-I am in real estate. Why am I mentioning employ-
rs? I would like to read, again, a portion of a letter from one of

the largest corporations in the world in communication industry,
ocated in Frederick County.

A compounding effect of this situation on our business is extraordinarily high cost
>f transferring personnel. Frederick Electronics is a high technology, Maryland-
)ased corporation with customers in 75 counties, worldwide.

In order to succeed in this highly competitive marketplace, we must have the
services of top professionals. Moving those professionals to the State of Maryland
and providing them with adequate housing has become prohibitively expensive.

I cannot see how our company and others in similar growth industries will
:ontinue to grow and prosper if long-term interest rates remain at their current
high levels for much longer..

I urge you to use your good offices to encourage a more moderate and balanced
monetary policy, which, if coupled with government fiscal responsibility, I am sure
will result in a better quality of life for us all.

Who remains that does not feel this impact of high interest rate?
No one-buyers, sellers, renters, business, industry, counties, State,

87-288 O - 82 - 13
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Federal Government, we are all feeling this impact of high interes
rates. It will also affect our children of today, whose America:
dream of homeownership might be a thing of the past in 20 year.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you for a very strong and powerfu

statement.
Mr. Ross, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DALE ROSS, ROBERT L. GRUEN, INC., ROCE
VILLE, MD., AND MEMBER, MONTGOMERY COUNTY BOARI
OF REALTORS, INC.
Mr. Ross. My name is Dale Ross. I represent 40 members of th,

Montgomery County Board of Realtors.
To reiterate what Peggy was saying, we, as real estate people

are in very unique positions. We see the buying public prior t<
them going to lenders or going elsewhere to seek their financia
services. As a result, being on a grassroot level, we see these peopli
and talk to these people on a daily basis. We find out what thei
economic background, what their problems are in making decision
buying houses today.

The No. 1 problem, obviously, is interest rates, and that's wh,
we're here. In Montgomery County we have thousands of peopl
out there, thousands of buyers even today, this month, looking fo:
houses. They're looking, and looking, and looking, and they go int<
shock when they see the prices' relationship to the interest rates
This is affecting not only resale properties but new constructior
across the board. There are thousands of sellers out there, home
owners that are carrying mortgages in one, two, possibly ever
three properties, in a domino effect, they can't market their prop
erties.

The interest rate problem is, you don't realize it as the publit
until you're in the markets. Most people today cannot afford to bu
back their own houses. Because you're paying $200 or $300 on youi
own existing mortgage, when you go out and look at that same
house today, that could be $1,500 a month to carry that same
house. However, people do need shelter. There are other durablh
goods that they could take and postpone making decisions or
buying, or taking that washing machine and having it repaired
instead of buying a new one.

However, when your family size increases or decreases, you havE
to have a change. In our area in Montgomery County, we have E
lot of people that are transients, as the Washington metropolitar
market does. These people are transferred with new job positiom
or out with new job positions, and many times they're affected
because they can't sell their house to leave the area. They can'
buy a house coming into the area.

Young people today are being adversely affected by these inter
est rates. It used to be in the 1970's, the early 1970's, it would takE
two incomes. The spouse would go back to work. It took two in
comes to qualify for that mortgage. In the late 1970's and earlb1980's, last year it took the two incomes plus usually a parent oi
somebody else cosigning a loan, because the bank said: "Look, yot
just don't qualify. If you can make the payments, fine, but we neec
the guarantee. Somebody to cosign it."



I don't know what's going to happen next year. You're out of
eas. You can only cosign the loan. You can have two incomes.
.aybe people will have three incomes. This is changing the social
ructure.
Young people who want to have families have to postpone that
rcision, because as one person told me yesterday, it's another
outh to feed and a loss of income, and it just doesn't correlate to
) in to turn around to try to make mortgage payments. Today
iany homebuyers are getting into a situation which some feel is
angerous, with balloon notes for mushrooming payments, where
au get a mortgage for 3, 4, or 5 years. It's a $100,000 mortgage.
nd you owe $100,000 at the end of a short period of time.
There are mortgages out today where your payments increase
.r month or per year, and then you have to go back and requalify,
ad if you have a family or lose an income, you just qualify with
vo incomes. How are you going to qualify for the same mortgage
ith a loss of income. It's affecting middle aged people as well who
ant to move up or who want to sell their existing properties,
hey're forced not to do that. They can't move their existing prop-
rties to go purchase a new one with, to unlock their equity.
It's hurting older people who want to retire but can't afford to

iove. 'They want to retire and, say, go to Florida, for instance.
'hey can't afford to fly down there, and they can't afford to sell
teir property here.
We used to define years ago, which was a couple of years ago,

house poor," as being you couldn't afford furniture or you couldn't
fford the extra appliance in the house. Today "house poor" is
edefined as you can't afford the mortgage payments, and that is a
ad commentary.
We have today not only the problem with the public, we have the

roblem in industry. There are real estate brokers in this county
hat are going out of business left and right. Many real estate
perations are run on a limited capital reserve situation to begin
Ath. Once the market takes a dip or expenses rise like they have,
he small businessman just can't stay in.business.
Across the board, most brokers have felt that 20- or 22-percent

acrease in expenses over last year. We just got notified, for in-
tance, in a local paper in Washington that their rates are going up
0 percent as of October 1. Well, that 10 percent has to come from
omewhere. If our sales in the county are down 37 or 50 percent in
ome offices, it's got to come from somewhere to meet those ex-
enses. Many companies need 8 to 10 sales a month just to break
ven, and that's before the onwer operator takes their profit out.
Those offices today are doing there and four sales a month. This

housands of dollars a month that has to come out somewhere to
neet the operating expenses before profit either is borrowed short
erm, as if I would go into a bank and borrow at 1 or 2 percent
ibove prime on a floating rate, hoping I can pay back the interest,
ever mind the principal on the loan, or I can dip into my own
)ocket and take the money out of my own personal savings to
;ubsidize the operation. Well that can only go so far, because. the
well is only so deep.
You're seeing more and more people, more and more agents and

nore and more companies going out of business. In Montgomery



County our membership is down 13 percent from the first of th<
year. We have lost 25 brokers and 35 offices have closed. We ar<
down to a membership of 4,600 and continuing to decrease.

I have some charts I which I think would illustrate this mucl
more effectively.

The average house in Montgomery County is projected to bi
approximately $115,000 by the end of the year-which is off th
chart. I hate to say what it will be 6 months from now. [Laughter.
Approximately $115,000 is what we're looking at as the averag
income-the average sale price for a piece of property, purchaso
price would be approximately $115,000 by the end of the year. Thi
graph indicates new sales, as well as resale properties.

As you indicated earlier, it's going to be off the graph prett,
soon.

The next chart we have is "Gross Mean Income," and the aver
age income in the county will be or is projected to be by the end o
this year approximately $41,000.

Keeping in mind the average price will be $115,000, the averagi
income will be almost $41,000.

The next chart will illustrate what is probably called creativ
financing. There are some people in the industry that feel creative
financing is the answer or same-all to all the problems in rea
estate, really is not. Creative financing is based on the assumption
if you will, that the seller or somebody can help out that buyei
either by loading back his equity, or her equity in the house, or b3
putting a second trust on that property with an assumable loan

The assumptions raised, as this chart indicates, have gone ul
over 100 percent, where the owner take-back loans have gone tc
approximately 91 percent. This is significant, because there are noi
that many people, numberwise, that can afford to do this. Mosi
sellers sell their property and need the equity either to retire with
or pull out to invest in another piece of real estate. Those sellers
that do have the ability are selling their property, and those are
the homes that are moving today with the assumable loans.

The problem we also have today with creative financing is, many
loans are not assumable which is cutting down that. And also the
gap because of prices of property on what is an assumable loan,
and the cash above that the buyer needs is so significant that most
purchasers cannot put $50,000 or $60,000 down for the average
house, because those loans 3 or 4 years ago represented 80 percent
of the value, and today 80 percent of the value. There's a $40,000 or
$50,000 play figure in there, and the cash isn't there for the buyer
to assume the loan in the lower interest rate, which is to make the
payments on and to put the cash above to make the sale.

The next chart indicates unit sales at the Montgomery County
board of Realtors. I believe it's pretty obvious with all the press it's
been getting recently, sales are going down. There's no question
about it. As sales increase, as operating expenses in an office
increase, something has to break. And what's happening is agents
are going out of business. Brokers are closing offices, and there is
just no hope of anything happening in the near future.

'The charts referred to by Mr. Ross may be found beginning on p. 203.



When we used to borrow short term, if we needed it to operate a
iusiness, we could see at the end of 6 months, or 5 months, or 4
nonths, it would.be a turnaround. We have almost a 12-month
narket or did have in the Montgomery County area. It was some-
vhat seasonal, but it was really 12 months, so if we had to carry
surselves over the winter and borrow short term, we knew we
:ould pay back April or May with sales.
It just isn't happening. We have no spring market, and we

iaven't had for awhile.
This next chart, I believe, really tells it all, if you will. It is a

:0mparison. If you start on the left-hand side, this was an average
;ale price for a house back in 1978. This is what a buyer goes
hrough, and this is what an agent goes through, and a lender goes
hrough to try to figure out how somebody qualifies at a $79,100
;ale price. If the average buyer put 20 percent down in 1978, took
)ut an 80-percent mortgage, they would need a $63,280 loan. Inter-
-st rates back then were 12 percent for a 30-year mortgage.

The monthly payments are broken out into principal and inter-
st, real estate taxes, and insurance on a monthly basis, which
;hows that $725 per month expenditure to carry that house prior to
itilities. One would need a $31,100 income to qualify for that loan.

The second side of the chart is an average sale price today.
115,000 in county. Again, using the same percentages, 20 percent

lown represents $23,000. A new 80-percent mortgage represents
$92,000 at a 17-percent level, and this graph was down last week.
Ihat's now 18 percent. We don't know how many years. It could be
a 3-year note; it could be a 5-year note, a 10-year note. But on a 30-
year payment plan, if it was, would be $1,311.62 interest and prin-
:ipal. Added to taxes and insurance, you come up to $1,430 per
month to carry that house, prior to utilities.

That is a $61,300 income to qualify for that average house. You
would need a 49-percent increase in your annual income to qualify
For the average house. And that's the problem. Most people's
income have not doubled. And that 1978 example is with two
incomes. Unless you have a business that's been on the increase or
unless you have come into a lot of money recently, your income
hasn't doubled in that period of time. That same house-this is an
average house.

The next chart or next display takes the 17-percent example on
the left-hand side and just reiterates it, showing the $61,300 income
required for that $1,430 payment on the average house. The right-
hand side represents at a 12-percent level, if interest rates re-
mained at 12 percent or dropped to 12 percent, the average house
now would cost a $92,000 loan, $946 and change, principal and
interest, at a $1,065 a month principal and interest. Required
income would be a little less than $46,000 to qualify for that loan.

This is what's happening in today's market. The 17- or 18-percent
rates are simply chosen people that can't carry the house no
matter how much they try, no matter how they look, the dollars
just aren't there.

Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Well, I want to thank both of you. Those were

very effective, very comprehensive statements. And really, you



have covered in a very careful way virtually every question I mig
have asked.

Let me just very quickly ask what percentage of homes todz
involve some kind of owner financing?

Ms. LEKSTRUM. To make a sale, you have to have at least 5
percent homeowner financing, somehow or another. The ones th.
don't have any owner financing, creative financing or assumable
you will find staying on the market over a year.

Senator SARBANES. When you have assumables or owner finan
ing, is something then reflected in the selling-does the sellin
price go up, if not commensurably, at least to some extent, thereb
boosting the cost of the home?

Ms. LEKSTRUM. Definitely.
Senator SARBANES. You contribute to inflation twice. One, th

high interest rate and, two, the boost in housing costs.
Mr. Ross. There's a theory there will be a two-price or two-tie

level pricing very shortly, if they haven't seen it already. Identicz
houses next door to each other, let's say, $115,000, for examph
That buyer would have to go out and seek their own financing a
the market level. The house next door might be $125,000 for a:
identical house with that owner willing to hold the financing at 1
or 14 percent, and it will be a premium. And the purchasers wil
flock to the second house to get that mortgage payment down to
level they can handle.

Senator SARBANES. Now, of the people who are required to move
what percentage are in a situation where their company or whoeN
er requires the move can cover the crisis? Do you have any ide;
about that?

Mr. Ross. The large companies took a philosophy that when the,
move corporate executives or middle managment that they woult
pick up either housing costs or the front end or the new end an
some of the related costs of settling. They've done two things. One
corporations have cut back transferring executives. The secont
thing they've done is either gone to people to try to guarantee the
house wherever it might be-in Minnesota, let's see. Guarante
that house. Somebody's saying, "We will buy that house for dollan
and take in the loss."

I think there was an article in Business Week a couple of months
ago that said the average executive costs about $40,000 a year t(transfer, which was $26,000 2 years ago.

Senator SARBANES. That's an advantage which large businesses
have over small business, because they have the money and smalbusinesses don't. They're at a disadvantage in trying to attract thEtalent, which is another point bought out on occasion.

Mr. Ross. I also have a press release as well as some letters thaiI'd like to enter into the record from our membership.. Senator SARBANES. We'll be very happy to have your submission,
for the record.

[The letters, together with the press release referred to by Ms.
Lekstrum and Mr. Ross, follow:]
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COLONIAL MORTGAGE SERVICE COMPANY
ASSOCIATES, INC.
AMBER MEAMWS PROFESSIONAL auTLDING, SU1E t

tIs .T.o.AS JONORIV

PREDEntcA. MARYLAND 29,at
TELEPHONE. f5it Mn 00

Septanber 1, 1981

Ms. Pe Lnstrnn
Frederick County Board of Realtors
North iarket Street
Frederick, Maryland

Dear Ms. Lkstrun,

Here it is the end of the surner and the interest rates have give no
sigs of easing, and an expecting the FNMA auctim results today to be over
eighte. percent. In trying to service the financial needs of this market area,
specifically the Frederick area, it danands attention be paid to all types of
lending institutions for what is available for the borrower. The local banks
are being mare conservative than in the past, and of those banks md savings
and loan institutions there are only a few that are participating in the
secondary markets.

catims mabered 44, capaed to t yea's of 6 per
alternative mrtgage instrunen~ts,* such as RIMas Resale and Suydown proran
are about the abi ly way purchasers, other than owner takabacks, are able to buy.
Generally, people wrt to o one thing, what is the dollar fiqure per n
Althui h Colonial has ot been offering adjustable rates, variable rates and
the shared appreciatimo arttages, I have otice thn in the rket place

ring the past year. The question that is raised in talking of these pre-
Iuy th tioned AM's, is where will the paymats of tha be in a year anld
will the ability of the crtgagor to repay the anrtgae still hest.

Oaetrcts are written on Federal Housing Adhinistratio man Veteran
Aenistration loans to be settle at the m n prevailing rate that is
in effect at the time of settlaen~t, ad may prospective borrowera find
thanselves going frt an initial 14 ontract rate to a 177. rate at settlent.
In the 1980 Housing Bill, a trial progran was authorized .*hereby FHA allows
ten perent or a specific nuber of artgages be financed where the lImder
and the borrowier agee to a specifiel rate arxi thereby eIinating the
prevailing rate problens. This would also help eliminate the rangotiatizg
of the disceunt points that is inportant to the seller. But sellers arent
interested in governant loans when the points are hher than 4, even
though the number of qualified buyers are higher. Pants. since the begirnstg
of the year, have been erratic going fran 3 to 8 points during the first two
mths tntil the rate was increased to 14%. a I% increase; the first Um
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COLONIAL MORTGAGE SERVICE COMPANY
ASSOCIATES. INC.
AMBER MEADOWS PROFESSIONA UILDING. SUITE 13
198 THOMAS JOHNSON DRIvE
FREDERICK. MARYLAND 21701
TELEPHONE: 13O11 663. -0

weeks in March showed improvennt to a 3 point market, but then fell away
to 84 and on April 10th the rate flipped to 14k%, another 4% increase; the
points continued to increase after the rate increase until they were 12 in
May, and the rate was increased again, this time a full percent, to 15A.
The market ranained workable until the end of June, at which time, and since
then, except for inmadiately after the rate flips, the points have renained
above six. Since there is a 60 day lag between application and settlement,
loans are still being closed, but do expect to do little business in theanths ahead without sane period of relief.

Many of the things that are helping the financing industry, when it
cames to nortgages, can be said to be innovative, creative and necessary to
aid people in buying hones. The tax advantage of hone ownership, the ability
to qualify are diminishing to a point where people are not buying. In this
county we are a growth area, but we cannot grow, people cannot buy houses,
sellers cannot sell, and banks do not have funds to lend, and those of us
that do, are requiring yields of between 16. to 187. Everybody is waiting,
except for those that can't afford to wait, or sellers that mist move, there-
fore they take risks in holding mortgages thenselves, or they adjust prices
to cover financing costs, which is inflationary, or builders go out of business,
or sellers sell under-priced to relocation services. In the past few days, I
have found that one of the area's relocation specialists now hold alust twenty
houses - vacant! Another recently closed a transaction where they will lose a
substantial amunt due to market conditions. The question then raised is, how
long will they continue to take these losses to sell houses.

A Ituber of clients which closed loans in the past two years under the
graduated payment loans are having tremndous difficulties, and foreclosures are
up. More and uore of my time is spent in counseling, and advising clients,
soetimes to dispose of the properties that have made then "house poor". The
effects of this "house poor" situation lead to credit problems, as well as,
fanily problems.

It has always been the American Dream to own a hose, but mast that have
been in the buying market in the past year are finding that the dream is turning
into a nightmare. Relief is needed, and needed nowl

I reain,

Sincerely,

CDILNIAL MORDME (CE COMPANY, INC.

ce Prsien



* PLANTRONICSFrederick Electronics

James D. Lakin
President

August 28, 1981

Senator Paul Serbanes
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C.

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

we have now lived with high interest rates for the better part of a
year. Not only have short-term rates climbed over the twenty percent
mark, but long-term rates, a bellweather of anticipated future inflation,
have remained high, making the acguisition of new bcmes prohibitive for
all but the truly wealthy. It is obvious from recent financial news that
this strategy has hal little effect on inflation and has rerely served to
stagnate the econoaty.

A mpounding effect of this situation on our business is the
extraordinarily high cost of transferring personnel. Frederick Electronics
is a high technology, Maryland corporation with customers in seventy-five
countries world-wide. In order to succeed in this highly competitive
marketplace we must have the services of top professionals. Moving those -

professionals to the state of Maryland and providing them with adequate
housing has becone prohibitively expensive. I cannot see how our acopany
and others in similar growth industries will continue to grow and prosper
if long-term interest rates remain at their current high levels for much
longer.

I urge you to use your good offices to encouage a sore moderate and
balanced tonetary policy which, if coupled with government fiscal
responsibility, I am sure will result in a better quality of life for us all.

Very tru

, JamestD. Lakinl

JDL/gpi

FRe'enc BeerncorP Bo 502.Heywrdtood IRede.Mrnd21701 i 301/662-590 I Te: 8934236893430



* PANTRONICS
Rederick Electronics

September 1, 1981

Senator Paul Sarbanes
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

The level of interest rates for home mortgages has further hindered
the already difficult task of recruiting professional employees into the
Frederick Maryland area.

As in the case of most employers, Frederick Electronics does not
significantly help a potential employee moving from out-of-state when
it canes to paying mortgage differentials. As a result, we often talk to
qualified applicants who we make offers to only to have a rejection be-
cause of the fear of not being able to sell a home elsewhere or not
being able to handle to extremely high nonthly interest rates on comparable
housing in Maryland.

We strongly support any legislative action which would alleviate
this problem and allow Anericans to again pursue the job of their
choice and help Maryland grow.

Sincerely yours,

ichard M. Hor
Director, Employee Relations

EM/gm

Frederick Electronics Corp I PO. Box 502, Hayward Road I Frederick. Maryland 21701 I 301/662-5901 [ Telex: 893423 & 893438
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FREDERICK, MD. HAGERSTOWN. MD
(0oues4-o550 WILLIAM G. BOWEN (o0lMM9

REAL ESTAIT APPRAISER AND CONSULTANT 293-4242
228 WEST PATRICK STREET

FREDERICK, MARYLAND 21701

August 28, 1981

Senator Paul S. Sarbanes
2327 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

As you well know, the current high interest rates have severely slowed
the housing market, both in housing starts and existing units. The ripple
affect has effected hundreds of thousands of people in the industry and more
would-be buyers and sellers.

I am in support of anything that can be affectivel done to reduce the
current high level of interest rates. Hopefully, there is a solution that
will not increase the government dole and not be inflationary.

Sincerely,

William G. Bowen
Appraiser - Counselor



FREDERICK COUNTY HOME BUILDERS ASS'N.

Four East Church Stret, Suits 100

federick Maryland 21701

(301) 663-3599

(301) 831-9177

KEN AND WENDY BRUCHEY, POTENTIAL HOME BUILDERS
271 Pinoak Lane
Frederick, Maryland 21701

My wife and I first entered the real estate market 
in November

of 1977, when we negotiated a contract for the purchape of our present

home in Frederick. At the time, the market was bustling. and mortgage

loans were fairly simple to secure. We shopped around, found the best

deal, and got financing--all within a week's time. I felt we had

gotten a good deal: a $35,000 mortgage at 9 per cent for 30 years,

payments amounting to $293.72. Our intentions were to stay in this

house for three to five years, then sell it and build a house.

In August of 1980, we had managed to save a sizeable amount and

decided now was the time to set our building plans in motion. After

several months of searching, we found just the right building 
lot--

2.5 acres in a small, secluded subdivision west of Middletown, Maryland,

at the foot of South Mountain. In October of 1980, we put $10,000 down

and financed the remainder of the $21,000 purchase price at 11 per cent

for 10 years with the realtor. Payments on this loan came to $179.08.

Combined with our mortgage payment, we were still able to save some

money each month. Again, I felt it was a good deal for us, and -

financing was relatively easy to obtain. We felt we were right on

schedule for a early Spring 1981 groundbreaking.

In the ensuing months, we searched for just the right builder--one

we felt could build us a quality, energy-efficient custom home 
at a

price we could afford.

In January of 1981, we settled on a builder and began the tedious

and time-consuming process of drawing up plans for our new 
home. When

we started this process, the interest rates were fairly steady at about

13 per Cent. Our intentions were to begin building and sell 
our house

later, so we would not have to find temporary housing.

It took us an extra three to four weeks to get our plans to the

point where we felt comfortable, and in that time 
span the interest
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rates soared from 13 per cent to the 15 - 16 per cent range.

Now we were faced with two problems. Even with two above-

average incomes and no outstanding debts, we could no longer qualify

for a loan at the inflated interest rates, and our home--an immaculate,

affordable, split foyer, suddenly became unaffordable to the average

buyer..

Our home has been listed with a large national realtor for

five months, and in that time the interest rate has continued to

climb to the present 17 - 17 per cent level. We are asking a fair

price for a nice property and cannot get a buyer who can qualify for

a mortgage with present conditions. Our agent has told us time and

again that the only properties which are selling are those with

assumable mortgages. At the time we purchased our present home, we
had never even heard of an assumable mortgage and our bank will not

allow an assumption of our present loan.

As I write this, the prospects for improvement in the housing

market are quite poor. The investment we had depended upon to enable

us to build our dream house has become unmarketable--solely because

of the absurd interest rates. Banks and Savings and Loans Associations

have recently told me they don't even want to talk to potential customers

about building loans! In short, we are being denied our dream of building

our own home because of the ridiculous conditions existing in the

financing industry.

I do have one thing to be thankful for, however. Unlike some of

my acquaintences, I haven't been transferred at my place of employment

and forced to leave my house sitting empty while simultaneously paying

rent on a new residence along with the mortgage payments on my house.

The housing situation in the United States today has reached a

crisis point. When buyers can't buy, sellers can't sell, and builders
can't build, its time for something to be done; after all, we each

need a place to call home.
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!NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS'

Mongumery Cunty Based o; SOIo

REALTOR '
S eptember 1, 1 981

(Ed ith Donoh ue - 9 33 -8484)

News
Release

I COULDN'T AFFORD TY UWN HOUSE TODAY

"To buy a hone today cooparable to an $80,000 home in 1978 would require

a 49% increase in income over the past three years," Realtor Dale Ross told

Senator Paul Sarbane's at his public hearing on the impact of high Interest rates.

Representing the Montgomery County Board of Realtors, Dale Ross, along with

Peggy Lekstrum, told the Subcommittee on Investment, Jobs and Prices of the Joint

Economic Commritee that 177. interest rates are prohibiting potential homebuyers

from obtaining a mortgage. "Only 4% of the population today can qualify for a

conventional loan," he said.

"Three years ago, a working couple could afford an average home of $80,000.

Today that same couple will need further financial assistance, such as a co-signer

of a third income, In order to borrow. "

Ross acknoledged that rising prices are partly to blame. The cost of a

home has gone up 50% in the last three years. But, he pointed out, "interest rates

have also risen dramatically - by 42%, causing monthly payments on a mortgage to

double." If interest rates receded to 12%, a family with a $46,000 income could

qualify for a $115,000 home. "With interest rates at 17%," Ross said. "that family

must earn $61,300.

There are thousands of people in the market today who are anxious to purchase,

but they cannot afford the monthly payments. This is torn affects those persons

anxious to sell such as older people who might wish to dispose of their large home
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and move to a warmer climate. "In fact," said Ross, "an owner couldn't even afford

to buy his own home today if he had to."

Creative financing has helped considerably over the past two to three years

in providing the necessary funding, but creative financing needs a seller who is

willing to participate in the financial arrangements with a buyer and not all sellers

can afford to become lenders or bankers.

In order for the housing market to revive, interest rates must come down.

The industry will ask its members to write or telegraph the Federal Reserve Board

on September 8th to express their alarm at the continuous high rates caused by its

monetary policies. It is urged that potential hone purchasers and sellers join

Realtors in asking for relief.



AVERAGE PJRIASE PRICE: $79,100

CASH IDIN:
(20% OF VALUE)

NEW mRTCAGE:
(80% OF VALUE)

$15,820

$63,280

A110

AVEAGE PURGIASE PRECE: $115,000

CA& DIN:
(20% CF VALUE)

NEW MDRTGAGE:
(80% CF VALUE)

LAN:

IHLY PAYPEff:

LDAN: $63,280 AT 12% ANNUAL INTEREST

FOR 30 YEARS
MTHLY PAYTENT:

$650.91 PRINCIPAL + INTEREST
65.92 REAL ESTATE TAXES

8.17 INSURANCE

SZ5 PER MONTH

FEQUIRED INCOE TO QUALIFY FOR LUN: $31J0

$23,000

$92,000

$92,000 AT 17% ANNUAL INTEREP

FOR ?? YEARS

$1311.62 PRINCIPAL + INTERES

95.88 REAL ESTATE TAXES
22.55 INSURANE

$115.q PER MOfTH

REQUIPED INCt TO QUALIFY FOR LOAN; $61La

* FROM 1978 TO 1981 A 9% INCREASE IN INCOE IS FEQUIRED TO QUALIFY FOR AN AVERAGE LOAN "*
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AVEPG PURCHASE PriCE: $115,C0 AVERAGE PURCHASE PRICE: $115,000

$23,000

$2 2,300

$ 2,0O AT 17% ANNUAL INTEREST

FOR ?? YEARS

$1311.62 PRINCIPAL + INTEREST

95.83 REAL ESTATE TAXES

22.55 INSURANCE

$1430.0 PER MONTH

REQUIRED INCOPE TO QUALIFY FOR LOAN: $611

CASH DOil:
(207 OF VALUE)

NEW MORTSGAE:
(80% OF VALUE)

LOAN:

I'THLY PAYET:

$23,C0O

$92,000

$92,000 AT 12% ANNUAL INTEREST

FOR 30 YEARS

$946.32 PRINCIPAL + INTEREST

95.83 REAL ESTATE TAXES

22.85 INSURANCE

$1065.0 PER MONTH

REQUIRED INCO-E TO QUALIFY FOR LOAN: $I=525

CASH M(4N:
(207 CF VALUE)

NE.4 :ORTGAGE:
(807 OF VALUE)

FONTHLY PAYENT:

1I7I IN=EnEIa
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Marit D. Heiniz, C.R..

LEE FRE* PLATT. REWiOR

HisTRY oF TH, FRUSTRATIk)ti 6yq

OIVhiES A.R'D liSTING AGUIT 01 Thrd

PR(UPOMT AT 1336 cir ;.'i uhivza
SILVzR SPR~nG. A4D.

February 22, 1981

iebruary 23, 1981

March 5, 1981

March 23, 1981

April 2, 1981

April 2, 1981

jay 14,1981

i-ay 15, 1981

June 15, 1981

July 1, 1981

July 5, 1981

August 1. 1981

Property listed for sale - 119,500

Letter sent to Loyola kederal Savings and

Loan requesting info as to assumability, teras,
etc. of existing loan

Loyola Federal Savings and loan notified
lister that loan was not assumable

Price reduced to $112,000

Lister contacted Loyola Federal Savings and
loan, was told 85% of loan had been sold to
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company which had
not permitted loan to be assumed.

Lister placed call to head of Mortgage Dapea't-
ment at cletropolitan IUfe and wrote letter sug-
gesting various means of creative financing th .
company might consider. was told loan was not
assumable and "don't call us - call Loyola

Price reduced to 107,000 - now below market

Letter from Loyola Federal confirmed telephone
conversation with Metropolitan Life.

Letter from Loyola notified lister loan
now assumable at 1% below market rate but
no second trust,

Owners moved to new home in Chicago, Illin

Phone call from Loyola Federal (insp4-.4
frantio-conversation with lister) revealed'
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company qow
allow a second trust with 90% i4) dare'i
reducing allowable interest rate at*

Owners now begin making double
houses,......more than 43 00 e
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FRAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC. h sy
1776 PLAZA, 1776 EAST JEFFERSON SREr

ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND 20852
(301) 881-9000

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor living in Montgomery
'County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates.

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two years a
high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions
of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless.
failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobiles, farm
equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because of high interes
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Very truly yours,

/ 7-
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RAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC. Jts!My
1776 PLAZA, 1776 LAST JEFFESON STREET

ROCKViLLE, MARYLAND 208WZ
(301) 881-9000

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate-living in Montgomery
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates.

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two years a
high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions
of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless
failures in business. People can no lonaer invest in homes, automobiles, farm
equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because of high interest
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Very truly yours.

rJ/t



FRAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC
1776 PLAZA. 1776 EAST JEFFERSON STREr

ROCICVBL , MARYLAND 2052
(301) 8819000

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in Montgomery
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates.

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two years a
high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions
of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless
failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobiles, farm
equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because of high interesi
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Very truly yours,

74~~c .2 2dik~~
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FRAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC.
1776 PLAZA, 1776 EAST JEFFERSON ST=ET

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852
(301) 881-9000

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in Montgomery
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates,

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two yeari a
high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions
of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless
failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobiles, farm
equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because of high interest
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Very truly yours,

2 2L >
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FRAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC.
1776 PLAZA, 1776 EAST JEFFERSON STREEr

ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND 20B52
(301) 881-9000

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in Montgomery
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates.

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two years a
high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions
of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless
failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobiles, farm
equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because of high intere
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Very truly yours,
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RAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in triea
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates.

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two y6ir a
high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billione
of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless'
failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobiles, farm
equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because of high interest
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Very truly yours.

87-288 0 - 82 - 15
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FRAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC. JtAl
1776 PLAZA, 1776 EAST JEFFERSON STREET

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852
(301) 881-9000

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in Montgomery
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates.

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two years a
high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions
of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless
failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobiles, farm
equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because of high interes
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Very truly yours,

)j4A-!Z/ J:;
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RAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC.
1776 PLAZA. 1776 EAST JEFFERSON STREET

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 2052
(301) 881-9000

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in Montgomery
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two years a

high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions

of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless

failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobiles, farm

equipment, business, furniture and the necesaities of life because of high interest

rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Very truly yours,

7?/~ ~ ~ ~ 11 /s44 -/. C'4 # ~
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FRAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC.
1776 PIAZA, 1776 EASr j8FFESN SgtaBt

aoccVUL MARYLAND 2002
(301) 881-9000

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I Cm a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in Htgamty
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis aituation by high interest
rates.

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two 7eare t0
high interest rate policy which has.not worked, but is actually adding
of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused tfailures in business. People can no lonaer invest in homes, automobiequipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life beca of
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Pleas t "j

V
Very truly yours,

*',~
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RAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC
1776 PLAZA, 1776 EAST JEFFERSON STRUT

ROCKVILLL MAXYLAND 20852
(301) 8819000

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in Montgomery

County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest

rates.

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two years a

high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions

of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless

failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobiles. farm

equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because of high interest
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Ver truly yours,
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FRAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC.
1776 PLAZA, 1776 EAST JEFFERSON STRET

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852
(301) 881-9000

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in Montgomery
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates.

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two years a
high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions
of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless
failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobiles, farm
equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because of high interest
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Very truly yours,

IiL#~Jr) Pfv

k- 'O7



RAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC
1776 PLAZA. 1776 BArI JEFFSON IRT

sXv=LiZ MAJ.YLAND 2W52
(501) 881-9000

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licenaed Realtor Associate living in Montgomry
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates,

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two years a

high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions

of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless

failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes. automobiles, farm
equipment, business. furniture and the necessities of life because of high interest
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Very truly yours,

e~l A~
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FRAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC. Jala
1776 PLAZA 1776 EAST JEFFERSON STREET

ROCKVILE. MARYLAND 20852
(301) 881-900

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in Montgomery
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates.

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two years a
high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions
of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless
failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobiles, farm
equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because of high interest
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Very truly yours,

e 7C
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RAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC.
1776 PLAZA. 1776 EAST JEFFUSON STREET

ROCVILE, MARYLAND 20852
001) 88l 900

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in Montgomery
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates,

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two years a
high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions
of dollars a year to the cost of government: This policy has caused countless
failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobiles, farm
equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because of high interest
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

V truly your
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FRAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC Jtito
1776 PLAZA, 1776 EAST JEFFERSON STREET

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852
(301) 881-9000

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in Montgomery
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates.

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two years a
high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions
of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless
failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobiles, farm
equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because of high interest
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Very truly yours.

~~9X
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RAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC.
1776 PLAZA, 1776 EAST JEFFERSON SMT

ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND 20R52
(301) 8614000

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in Montgomery
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates.

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two years a

high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions
of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless
failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobiles, farm
equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because of high interest
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Very truly yours,

10AA
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FRAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC. -kshe
1776 PLAZA, 1776 EAST JEFFERSON SIREET

ROCKVILE, MARYLAND 20852
(301) 881-9000

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in Montgomery
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates.

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two.years a
high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions
of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless
failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobiles, farm
equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because of high interest
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Very truly yours,



'RAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC
1776 PLAZA, 1776 EAST JEFFEUON ST1rt

ROCKVILA hARYLAND 20512
(301) 881-9000

September 1. 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in Montgamery
County.

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates.

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two years a
high interest rate policy which has not worked. but is actually adding bit)1u
of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused counti)8a
failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobilet.sh, b
equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because Of
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please he

Very tru ours,
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FRAZEE ASSOCIATES, INC. hler
1776 PLAZA, 1776 EAST JEFFERSON STREET

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852
(301) 881-9000

September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

I am a registered voter and licensed Realtor Associate living in Montgomery
County..

The real estate industry has been put in a crisis situation by high interest
rates.

Both the past and present administrations have pursued for almost two years a
high interest rate policy which has not worked, but is actually adding billions
of dollars a year to the cost of government. This policy has caused countless
failures in business. People can no longer invest in homes, automobiles, farm
equipment, business, furniture and the necessities of life because of high interest
rates.

The future of thousands of Maryland citizens are at stake. Please help.

Very truly yours.



September 1, 1981

!ar Senator Sarbanes:

am a resident of Montgomery County and have purchased a home within the past
aar in Rockville.

tom the date of the contract to purchase to the actual settlement date, the

iterest rate rose substantially but legally I was obligated to settle. I

Id, even though the monthly mortgage payments at the higher interest rate
It a very serious strain on our monthly budget.

feel the time has come to do something about the high interest rates. It

as made owning a home almost impossible.

ery truly yours,

3 3'
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September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

We are registered voters in Montgomery County who find ourselves in an untenable
situation regarding the sale of our home.

High interest rates have disqualified a large majority of prospective purchasers.

This situation has forced us, as sellers, into the mortgage banking business. We
are doing this under duress, in spite of the risk, because there is no alternative.
We fear that we are overextending ourselves and in doing so our future is very
insecure.

We implore you, as our representative, to do everything possible to alleviate
this situation and make owning a home once again a realistic American Dream.

Sincerely yours,

'-%
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September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

We are registered voters in Montgomery County who find ourselves in an untenable

situation regarding the sale of our home.

High interest rates have disqualified a large majority of prospective purchasers.

This situation has forced us, as sellers, into the mortgage banking business. We

are doing this under duress, in spite of the risk, because there is no alternative.

We fear that we are overextending ourselves and in doing so our future is very

insecure.

we implore you, as our representative, to do everything possible to alleviate

this situation and make owning a home once again a realistic American Dream.

Sincerely yours,

!-7J

87-288 0 - 82 - 16
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September 1, 1981

'ar Senator Sarbanes:

are registered voters in Montgomery County who find ourselves in an untenable
tuation regarding the sale of our home.

gh interest rates have disqualified a large majority of prospective purchasers.

is situation has forced us, as sellers, into the mortgage banking business. We
e doing this under duress, in spite of the risk, because there is no alternative.
fear that we are overextending ourselves and In doing so our future is very
secure.

implore you, as our representative, to do everything possible to alleviate
'is situation and make owning a home once again a realistic American Dream.

neerely yours,

-- 7,



September 1, 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

We are regestered voters in Montgomery County who find ourselves in an untenable
situation regarding the purchase of a home.

High interest rates have placed most homes beyond our reach.

The banking industry's financing alternatives, although making it possible
initially to qualify for the purchase of a home, places us in a perilous situation.
In subsequent years payments will increase to an unpredictable rate.

As our Senator, we implore you to do everything possible to alleviate this situationand make owning a home once again a realistic American Dream.

Your very truly,
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September 1. 1981

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

We are registered voters in Montgomery County who find ourselves in an untenable

situation regarding the sale of our home.

High interest rates have disqualified a large majority of prospective 
purchasers.

This situation has forced us, as sellers, into the mortgage banking business. We

are doing this under duress, in spite of the risk, because there is no alternative.

We fear that we are overextending ourselves and in doing so our future is very

insecure.

We implore you, as our representative, to do everything possible to alleviate

this situation and make owning a home once again a realistic American 
Dream.

Sincerely yours,

za2~'
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September 1, 1981

Senator Paul Sarbanes
U. S. Senate
Washington, D. C.

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

During 1978, after many years of working for some of the quality builders in
the Washington Metropolitan area, my partner and I decided we could build a quality
home at a reasonable price for the middle income purchaser.

We started with two small lots in an older neighborhood of Silver Spring
and successfully built and sold two new houses in the low $70,000 range.
In 1979 we purchased 8 lots in the Colesville area, with land acquietion and
construction loans tied into prime. Since ours was a small development, the
lenders would not make a block of money available for financing these homes.

By doing much of the labor ourselves and offering a superior product we were
able to keep our prices below those of surrounding similar new homes and we had sold
7 homes by the Spring of this year. The little profit we might have made was eaten
up by the escalating costs of the loans to us. Our remaining finished home, with
astronomical interest payments, has been sitting now for several months, not for the
want of prospects but because none of the prospects can qualify at today's interest
rates. All of the prospects make in excess of $50,000 annually.

Still being optimistic about the future of housing we embarked on the development
of 7 more lots in Gaithersburg. These homes should have been ready for occupancy
but the present interest rates have made it impossible for us to complete and
impossible for home purchasers to qualify for their purchase.

The dream of owning our own business and producing a quality product for
Mr. Middle America has been obliterated by the present money market.

Please help,Q -OWENS, C.

to
Pide St
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,,e HUNGERVORD DRIVE ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20850
PHOtn (20!) *34,000

ACCHE

August 31, 1981

The Honorable Paul S. Sarbanes
United States Senator
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Investment, Jobs and Prices

of the Joint Economic Committee

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

Your letter concerning the above-referenced hearings

was referred by Barry Scher, President of the Montgomery County

Chamber of Commerce, for action by the Montgomery County Chamber

of Commerce Legislative Affairs Committee. The Chamber very much

appreciates this opportunity to express our concerns about the

impact of the current high interest rates on the Montgomery

County community.

As we are certain many members of the Montgomery County

business and civic communities will express in detail and with

some data and examples, it is common knowledge that high interest

rates have had increasingly critical impact upon the quality of

life and business activity throughout the United States. The

concerns are many and reach across the entire spectrum of business

activity and civic life. High interest rates impact the business

community in many ways; they raise costs of all goods and services

for all businesses; they have made the maintenance of satisfactory

inventory'levels especially difficult; they aggravate cash flow

problems for'businesses; they act as a disincentive to new invest-

ments and expanion in terms of both capital investment and

investment in new jobs.

ICATED TO PRESERVING COMPETITIVE ENTERPRISE WHILE PROMOTING HUMAN AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
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The Honorable Paul S. Sarbanes
August 31, 1981
Page 2

Perhaps the most obvious and frightening indication
of the adverse impact upon business activity of high interest
rates are reflected in the decrease in the number of housing
starts in the housing industry, the dramatic rise in the number
of bankruptcy filings by small and other businesses as well as
other individuals, and the decreased number of small businesses
which have started during the period of high interest rates.

While the Chamber does not pretend to be able to
suggest measures which may be a solution to such a complex
problem, nevertheless we feel it is essential to request that
Congress and our elected and appointed representatives in
government place the highest priority upon efforts to quickly
take reasoned and appropriate remedial action to address this
situation and eliminate, or at least ameliorate, the adverse
impact which the economy has suffered. Should the Montgomery
County Chamber of Commerce be able to provide you or members
of the Committee Staff with any information or data which may
be of assistance to you in your deliberations, please contact
us and we will be pleased to cooperate with you to the fullest
extent of our capabilities.

Very truly yours,

James W. Tavel
Chairman, Legislative Affairs
Committee, Montgomery County
Chamber of Commerce

JWT: 1m
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DEmmlVE OFVELs

L ~LONG & FOSTER
REAL ESTATE, INC.

August 31. 1981

Dear Senator Sarbaness

My purpose in writing is to express concern regarding high interest
rates by showing what they are doing to some of the people involved
in two of my cases.

Since the VA and PHA programs are designed to hel people buy homes
please note how they are affecting buyers and sellers in this
market of fluctuating rates and points.

On July 12, 1981 I wrote a $66.500 VA contract for a townhouse in
Gaithersburg. The purchaser is a Government attorney with an
income in excess of $37.000 with a projected increase in October.
At the time the VA rate was 15$ and the purchaser easily quali-
fied for automatic approval.

When the rate changed to 16$ his application was sent to VA. His
qualifying ratios. Job stability, savings pattern and all require-
ments were excellent. He, with his wife and two small children,
must vacate their rented home because the owner is returning to
occupy it. On Friday, August 28, the lender was notified that
this veteran's application was rejected.

The seller had a prior PHA contract on the same house. When the
rate changed to 15$ in May that buyer couldn't qualify. The
seller, thinking her house was sold, moved to California.

On July 13, 1981 I wrote a $98.500 FHA contract for a Cape Cod in
Kensington. The purchasers are husband and wife, both attorneys,
with an income of more than $50,000. They specified in an
addendum that they would not pay more than 15$ but did agree to
accept 16$ maximum when the rate changed this month.

The seller is a widow who has gotten a construction loan for a
retirement home in Florida, based upon the sale of her present
home. She gave notice at her place of employment that September 11
will be her last day. In her contract she agreed to pay no more
than six points. Her home has a FA appraisal of $102,000. She
will be paying at least $11,300 to settle and she is aware that
she may be forced to pay more than six points.

With appreciation for your consideration,

Mary L. Loveless
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Lee Frew Plat, Realtors PHONE (301)654-270

4419 EAST-WEST HIGHWAY. BSTHESDA. MARYLAND 2001

September 1, 1981

Faye Cobb, President
Montgomery County Board of Realtors
Kensington, Maryland

Dear Mrs. Cobbs

Enclosed are our collective thoughts relating to sellers and
buyers problems in today's residential real estate market.

We ask that you relay our frustrations to Senator Sarbanes on
Wednesday, September 2, 1981.

We feel that a comprehensive economic recovery program must be
established to ease the burden of millions of homeowners who
need to sell and cannot and to help potential buyers achieve
homeownership at affordable interest rates.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures Lee Frew Plattp Realtora



REALTVR FRUSTRATIONS

iUYERS' FRBOBL&S

Many would-be buyers, faced with high interest rates and

Itaggering monthly payments cannot, or will not, enter the home

mying market today, Multiple new financing programs and

'luctuating market conditions generate fear, confusion and

incertainty.

Contributing to the buyers' confusion are the too-many new

ederal agencies.

lirther, because of the total inflation, many buyers

particularly first-time purchasers) have been unable to save

iven the relatively low proportion of purchase price required

'or a down payment.

Today's qualified buyer ay well be tomorrow's frustrated

on-buyer.
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REALTOR FRUSTRATIONS

SELLERS' PROBLEMS

Sellers face a great deal of uncertainty and fear in today's

market. They know that high interest rates reduce the number of

qualified buyers for their property. They are faced, too, with

the uncertainty of lenders as to whether their loan may be assumed,

at what rate and on what terms.

Many sellers today who are able to sell must drastically dis-

count the value of their property in order to attract a buyer,

these discounts coming about through reduced prices, discount fees

or a combination, of the two.

Then too, a great fear is that with fluctuating market con-

ditions, today's qualified buyer may no longer be qualified on

settlement day and that the discounted value may be even lower

by settlement date.

Many sellers are forced to move because of job changes,

health factors, family situations, etc. Frequenty, these seller.

not only face the problems already disoused but also are con-

fronted with double payments and/or family sepazation.
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Senator SARBANES. I want to thank you very much for a very
thorough and competent testimony.

Now, we would like to hear from our homebuilders panel. That, I
think, follows right along. I think if you can identify yourselves for
the reporter, that would be helpful to her; and then we will pro-
ceed from there.

Mr. BARBOT. My name is Charles Barbot. I work for Porten,
Sullivan Corp., and am current president of the State of Maryland
Institute of Home Builders.

Mr. MITCHELL. My name is Robert Mitchell. I'm president of C-I/
Mitchell & Best Co., a local homebuilders firm, and also president
of Suburban Maryland Home Builders Association.

Mr. MILLINER. My name is Mike Milliner. I'm president of M. S.
Milliner Construction, Inc.,. and president of the Frederick County
Home Builders Association.

Mr. WALKER. My name is John C. Walker. I'm president of John
C. Walker Cos., a homebuilder in Montgomery County.

Mr. BALSAMO. My name is Gary Balsamo. I'm president of Built-
Lite BufdezIU± , an Imn l cial-*m budIe in.& *.*-- ----- ---

County.
Mr. SHECHTEL. My name is Steven Shechtel. I'm president of

Chesapeake Mortgage Corp., and vice president of First Maryland
Savings & Loan.

Senator SARBANES. I think we are ready to proceed. Do you have
an order worked out amongst yourselves?

TESTIMONY OF N. CHARLES BARBOT, PORTEN, SULLIVAN
CORP., ROCKVILLE, MD.

Mr. BARBOT. Yes. Believe it or not; we do.
Senator, I appreciate the opportunity to speak to you this morn-

ing, as spokesman for an over-1,700-member organization repre-
senting approximately 30,000 employees throughout the State of
Maryland. The task befell me to come up with some sort of Federal
innovative policy, if you will, that would suggest that we can have
something to do away with these high interest rates that we've
currently faced with.

You will hear from the other gentleman, as relates to how that
affects their business. I will try to keep my remarks general.

I thought, for several weeks, what kind of innovative thing to
come up with, and it was this morning that it finally hit me. It was
the thought that you had left with us at our spring board meeting
at the NHB, down in Washington, this past spring. It kind of ties
in with what Mr. Enfield had said earlier, about where are we
going to be 3, 5, 8, 10 years from now.

This is the thought that I would like to leave you with, and I'll
leave it with you in the form of a challenge. You had spoken about
challenges earlier, challenges for the 1980's. It is for you and your
colleagues on Capitol Hill to come up with this secondary monetary
system for home mortgage financing that you had addressed to us
this past spring.

I don't know what you had in mind. We are not experts in that
field, although Steve is an expert because he is in that; but the rest
of us are not experts in that field. We don't know what you had in
mind, but if it will tend to stabilize-I would think stabilization is

87-288 0 - 82 - 17



a critical thing here-stabilize mortgage interest rates, then you
will have our support.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. MITCHELL, PRESIDENT, SUBURBAN
MARYLAND HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATION, SILVER SPRING,
MD.
Mr. MITCHELL. Senator Sarbanes, I'll echo Mr. Barbot's remarks.

We appreciate your having the hearing this morning. As I indicat-
ed, this morning I represent the housing and building industry
members in five counties in Maryland. And I really, sincerely
believe that we are doing more than lipservice this morning. We
came before you-or you came before us, I guess would be the
word, back in the spring, at the time of the budget resolution
considerations, and we were quite impressed by the fact that you
and Representative Barnes stayed with us all morning and listened
to what we had to say. I think your votes over the summer, on the
budget and tax issues, indicated to us at least that you had consid-
ered all viewpoints.

Your hearing this morning is on the effect of the interest rates.
Everybody said the effect is the problem-high interest rates. The
real effect-and I'll refer back to this in my remarks for a few
moments-is uncertainty. The basic problem we have is uncertain-
ty. It's uncertainty on the part of the buyer; it's uncertainty on the
part of the banker or the lender; it's uncertainty on the part of the
builder.

This uncertainty has existed for anywhere from 24 to 30 months
now, depending upon what part of the country you are in. I would
say, here in the Washington metropolitan area and our Maryland
counties, we have been in the depths of it for 24 to 26 months, at
this time.

Our situation is aggravated by the extreme uncertainty in the
banking field. Deregulation of banks and S. & L.'s-and, quite
honestly, S. & L.'s have operated from a protected position for
years and years, and they just aren't prepared at this time to cope
with the changing financial situation. They really don't know what
the instrument of the immediate or long-term future is going to be,
and as a result, there is almost-using maybe an over-stated
word-chaos in the financial, the S. & L., the thrift industry busi-
ness.

The uncertainty with the buyer-I might make a point. In our
communities, when a person comes to buy a house, they are much
more worried -about what is uncertain than what is certain, be-
cause a piece of ground-when I tell them that is zoned for town-
houses that will be built in the future, if I tell them that it's zoned
for residential single-family houses, they're very concerned about
what's going to be built there.

If they come and that site has already been built upon, it's a
given and it really doesn't worry them. They are much more con-
cerned about the unknown than the known. So it's the uncertainty.

Now, making a home-buying decision needs-is based on many
facts, and if you are uncertain of those facts, as most people are
these days, they are not going to make a decision. That's the same
in business as it is in buying a house. And right now, the purchaser
understands the fact that you have got to pay more for money, to



borrow it, than you are going to earn from lending it. However,
they don't understand why it is costing so much more.

The average return on savings these days-and I don't have the
exact number, but I would guess-is somewhere in the neighbor-
hood of 11 or 12 percent. If you take the amount of money that still
is. in passbook accounts-either in Federal or State savings or
loans-and then you take the amount people have in CD's or
money markets, and you average them out, probably 11 or 12
percent is what they're earning.

I don't think that they would feel that it was-I believe they
would understand, I should say, 13, 14 percent mortgage rates,
because there's a couple of points spread. Years ago, when interest
rates-when we were all earning 4.75 or 5 percent on our savings
accounts, and mortgage rates were 6, 6.5 percent and they began to
go up to 8 and 9 percent, we had the same sort of chaotic situation
we have today, structured a little different because of the monetary
policy, but we had it.

So, the people are uncertain as to whether the interest rates are
going to come back down. Tney've heard ha oiiey're guing to Come
back down. We're going to get back into the situation we had in
1978 and 1979, where, quite honestly, the real estate and building
industry were financing inflation. People would buy a new house
from me, sell an old house to a realtor. What they would do is
borrow more from me than they needed. They would take their
cash out of the old house; they would make investments; and it
fueled inflation. It just kept churning along.

That situation, quite honestly, should stop. The real estate and
building industry should not be supplying the money that causes
this galloping inflation-and we were doing it in 1977, 1978, and
1979. It should be brought back into focus.

Now, what has happened as a result of people not making these
decisions?

Well, the result is that nationally, there is a demand for over 2
million units a year. Right now, in 1980 and 1981, the first 20
percent of this decade, we are producing nationally-and I am on
the national board of directors-approximately 1.2 million units a
year. So, at the end of this year, we're going to be about 1.6 million
units behind just for this decade, not counting our shortfall in the
seventies.

In Montgomery County, there is a proven, documented demand
for approximately 7,500 new units per year to meet the needs of
our population, our children who are growing up. We are building,
over 1980 and 1981, something approaching 3,500 units per year.
There was more in 1980; it has become a disaster in 1981. It will
probably avarage out to 3,000 or 3,500. So in Montgomery County,
after 2 years, we're going to be 9,000 units short.

We all know of people who are doubled up, who are living in
quarters-who are not families, but are living together, in order to
cope with this lack of housing. The shortfall is really hitting hard
at two groups, the under thirties-most occasions I have to speak
to people representing the homebuilding industry, I ask how many
people in the room are under 30. I won't ask it this morning, but I
bet there aren't more than a couple. Those. people don't have a
chance to represent themselves and tell what their problems are.



They're too busy establishing their careers and their families to
know that the housing they need is not being built. It isn't under-
stood.

President Carter had a housing commission that HUD set up,
and one of the national builders on that commission stated that,
much as has happened in Europe, housing could become the Viet-
nam-meaning demonstrationwise-of the eighties.

So, the under thirties and then the "empty nesters." We've had a
tremendous supply of housing that people cannot sell, and they
don't have any alternatives in Montgomery County. They're occu-
pying too much space. They're looking for a viable alternative. We
cannot build it under the current conditions. That's partially due
to local problems, not just the financial situation we're discussing
today.

Now, how do we cope with it, as builders?
Have we gone blindly ahead? I'm proud of the way builders have

coped with this situation since 1979. Most of us have cut back in
our building volume. We don't build a house now until we have a
contract. Our inventory is much lower than it was in the debacle of
1974-75, and most of us have tried to manage as best we could.

However, what has happened now with the sudden surge and
uncertainty in interest rates? People are being disqualified so fast
that we're building houses we had under contract; people are then
unable to go to settlement; and we're holding on to them. I'm
budgeting, in my own business, $6,000 to $8,000 in construction
financing costs, and I'm averaging $18,000 a unit this year in my
construction financing-I'm not talking about permanent financing
to the buyer.

So, for 2 years we've managed from a cash flow or survival
position. We've bought down rates to understandable levels for the
customer. The customers understand 13/s percent, but they don't
understand 17 percent; it doesn't make sense. So we've had to buy
them down. This means, by the time I've paid $18,000 construction
loan interest, I buy down a $100,000 loan for a purchaser-that's
going to cost me something like $8,000, $9,000, or $10,000--some-
thing like that-to buy that down so they can move in the house,
and I don't make any money.

Most builders will tell you, I think, all they're trying to do is
trying to keep their heads above water. They've been doing it for 2
years. The problem is that we have now gone from a nonprofit to a
default position.

If, in fact, these rates at the level they are now are not brought
back down to understandable levels, builders are going to-and are
right now-going to be foreclosed upon rather than extended.

So, what do we need?
We need, first, a reduction in the Federal regulation of the

private economy. Now, I will state-and I'm going to say this is my
personal viewpoint; I know it is shared by some builders-that the
interest rate that we are now experiencing is orchestrated by the
Federal Reserve Board and the presidents of the major banks, in
order to create a timing situation for maximum benefit of the
administration's economic policy.

If I am right, then relief may not be too far down the road. They
may have decided that the timing will be such for the interest



rates to come down, so that the administration's economic program
can certainly claim benefits. But I'm uncertain as to whether I'm
right or not.

So, therefore, what we need right now is that we need the
Federal Government and the Congress to send out a clear message
to the financial market that it intends to move steadily toward a
balanced fiscal situation.

Two, we need a more accurate statement of the consumer price
index. The consumer price index is a catch 22 situation which only
makes inflation worse. It feeds inflation. It is not-inflation is not
running at 9 or 10 percent right now, but yet most people at the
end of the year will give their employees a 9 to 10 percent increase
in salary, to keep up with inflation; and it feeds upon itself. So we
really need quick action to use a more definitive or a more soundly
based CPI.

Finally, we need the Federal Reserve and the banks to manage
the money supply back down to an understandable stretch. We
don't expect mortgage rates to go down to 10 percent, or prime to
go duwii Lu 8 yicuutcii, LomoifIvw. Bu~t~ L1i~ 1a

and his group, and the Republican heads of the major banks, are
holding them at high levels, and we need that brought down soon,
or we're in desperate trouble.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mitchell follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. MITCHELL

Good morning and thank you for the opportunity to speak today about the critical
issue of continuing high interest rates and their impact on the Nation's housing
industry. My name is Robert Mitchell, I am a builder in Potomac, Maryland, and
am president of the Suburban Maryland Home Builders Association representing
the housing and building industry in these Maryland counties.

You have asked to hear from us about the effect of high interest rates on our
business * * *. I can tell you, without exaggeration, that the survival of our indus-
try is threatened by this continuing and seemingly never-ending climb in interest
rates and prices that has been taking place since mid-1979-more than two years
ago!

Expected declines in interest rates continue to remain elusive. Financial markets
are not anticipating sharp increases in Federal borrowing to occur in the fall, and
there has been a rapid withdrawal from earlier predictions that both inflation and
rates would fall following passage of the Reagan administration's economic pro-
gram. Now we hear that instead of a downturn we can expect to see rates move to
even higher levels.

We simply cannot wait any longer to begin getting interest rates back to reason-
able levels, yet we despair of seeing any forceful action at the Federal level to bring
this about. Recent statements by Federal Reserve Board Chairman Paul Volcker
advised that the Board has decided to further tighten the money supply for the
remainder of 1981 and for 1982, thereby insuring that interest rates will stay high
for the foreseeable future. Obviously Chairman Volcker is either unaware or uncon-
cerned by the crisis facing the Nation's businesses and industries, the bankruptcies
occurring daily, the increasing unemployment as major industry employers as well
as small businessmen lay off their idle workers, and the fact that housing starts
across the Nation are at record lows.

It is time for the President and the Congress to take a close and serious look at
the Federal Reserve Board and its monetary and fiscal policies before we are all
"policied" out of business.

Focusing on the situation here in Montgomery County provides evidence that
even in this, the most affluent county in the State, record-high interest rates are
taking a heavy toll on the local housing industry, with the current rejection ratio on
residential mortgages at 50 percent compared to the "normal" level of 10 percent.

Although statistics indicate that the number of building permits, housing starts
and housing completions have remained relatively unchanged for this county in



1980 and 1981, this cannot be taken as evidence of a healthy industry. The housing
demand in this county, as borne out in the draft of Executive Gilchrist's housing
policy, is for an average annual production of 7,760 housing units, and our produc-
tion of 4,978 units in 1980, and current production of 1240 units in 1981, is falling
far short of the need. The burden of high interest rates, more than any other single
factor, is keeping us from meeting that need and housing the citizens of Montgom-
ery County.

An examination of specific segments of the market produces an even bleaker
picture. In the area of multi-family rentals, building permits for apartment rentals
over the past eighteen months totals 1444 against a need of 3725. Again, the cost of
money brought about by high interest rates can be singled out as a major offender
in impeding multi-family construction. Our elderly, our young couples and new
families, as well as newcomers moving into this area from other States, are finding
it impossible under the existing interest rates to buy a home or rent an apartment,
and the county is facing a critical shortage of adequate, affordable housing at all
levels.

Action has to be taken to bring this situation under control. Qne recommenda-
tion-not a new one-would be to reduce the significance of housing and auto costs
in the consumer price index. It is misleading, inflation is fueled, and interest rates
go even higher * * * thus adding more percentage points to the CPI.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Walker.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. WALKER III, JOHN C. WALKER COS.,
CHEVY CHASE, MD.

Mr. WALKER. It is difficult for me to speak on behalf of the plight
of all the builders and developers, except to say that the current
problems among us are far greater than the public and policy-
makers realize.

I believe that foreclosures and bankruptcy among builders would
be rampant if it weren't for the fact that the mortgage bankers and
the savings and loan associations are in as much trouble as we are,
and are therefore reluctant to blow the whistle. Indeed, many of
them are partners with builders, and would only be foreclosing
against themselves.

I am the fourth generation in my family to build in the Washing-
ton metropolitan area, and hopefully my son, who joined me 2
years ago, will carry on the tradition for a fifth generation, if we
survive. Through the years, we have always enjoyed a favorable
reputation, both as to the quality of our product and our financial
ability. However, if it were not for the cooperation being given to
us by our lender, I doubt that we could survive the current crisis.

When we started construction of the first of what is a small
group of 12 homes, a little over 2 years ago, the interest rates on
the first trusts that were available to us then were 10 percent per
annum. Our house was priced at $160,000, and with a 20-percent
down payment, the purchasers needed enough income to qualify of
$56,700, which was not an unrealistic figure for the type house we
had planned and designed for young professionals.

Today, with the market rates at 17 percent plus, at the same
price, with the same down payment, the purchasers must earn over
$86,000, or an increase of $30,000 in a period of 2 years since we
went to market-a 54-percent increase in income to buy the same
house, without allowing for any additional price to cover our in-
crease in cost of construction. Our price for this home today is only
$10,000 higher, which is an increase of less than 7 percent, during
a period in which our costs-that's our basic stick price-increased
by 1.8 percent.
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To make sales possible, we try to become financial bankers.
Reading all the economic reports and being assured that rates were
coming down, we made a deal to close loans at 12.5 percent, in
order that we could qualify the only purchasers we had available
at that time.

In accordance with this agreement, we escrowed with the lender,
at the time of settlement, the dollars required to close the differ-
ence between the 12.5 percent rate and the then-current market
rate. We further agreed to pay monthly the difference between the
face rate of the mortgage and one above the prime rate, until such
time as the market rate dropped and they were able to sell the
loans.

This was done in anticipation that both the market and the
prime rates would drop, as was predicted by most of the leading
economists. I thought surely, within 1 year, the rate would be back
down to 12.5 or 13 percent, the loans would be sold, and I would get
back the money that I escrowed.

The facts are quite the contrary. As an example, on one house
we closed the loan at 12.5 percent, while the prevailing market
rate was 15.25. The loan amount was $127,600 and I placed in
escrow $18,884.80. This property was settled in December, and
since then I have paid out over $7,500, representing the difference
between the 12.5-percent face rate and over prime.

This is a total outlay of over $26,000 to sell a house, excluding
closing costs paid by us which were part of the contract, such as
sales commission, and our normal construction loan charges. It
hurts to sell a house, have someone else live in it and enjoy
whatever growth in equity it may have, and still be paying out
$1,000 a month, and no way to stop it except to sell the loan-
which, at this point, would cost an additional $12,000 in discount.

In other words, my commitment expires in October, and if we
sell that loan, I will have paid out $38,000 in less than 1 year, on a
loan that was $127,600 to begin with.

Many builders feel the answer to this problem is to buy down the
rate to qualified purchasers.

This is a fallacy if the answer is to raise the sales price to cover
the discount. As an example, for me to buy the rate down from 17
percent current rate to 14 percent, based on the sale price of
$160,000, would cost $19,878.

To buy the house at a 17 percent rate would take, as I've indicat-
ed previously, an income of $86,700. If the price is increased by the
amount of the discount and the down payment were to remain at
20 percent, to buy, the purchaser would need an additional $4,000,
a loan of $16,000 higher, and an income of $82,000 to buy. He has
not saved. He saved very little, if anything, when the price is
raised.

Although this does qualify the buyer, a slightly lesser income, it
requires more money, increases closing costs, increases sales
prices-consequently, assessed values and taxes-and in every way
and in every aspect is inflation.

To keep the number of points required to buy down the rate,
builders and lenders are resorting to 3-year balloons, 5-year bal-
loons, renegotiable rates, and so forth. At best, these might be



described as honey on the flypaper. They are only a stopgap; they
could lead to the total devastation of the economy.

To bail out in 3 to 5 years from now, we must have inflation in
value, substantial increases in income or, look out, we will be back
to the years of the Great Depression.

As you may recall, the stock market collapsed in 1929, but the
real estate market did not hit the skids until 2 or 3 years later,
when the short-term mortgages came due. It was from this environ-
ment that the direct-reduction loan developed.

Unless something is done immediately to bring rates down, I fear
we will all be part of another Great Depression, and the fifth
generation of the Walkers will not survive in the building industry.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you, especially for the very detailed
example. I think it's very important to get that into the record,
because the significance of the numbers is not fully appreciated.
It's helpful to have them spelled out.

Mr. Milliner.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL S. MILLINER, PRESIDENT, FREDER-
ICK COUNTY HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATION, FREDERICK,
MD.

Mr. MILLINER. Senator Sarbanes, I'm here to represent the Fred-
erick County Homebuilders Association, which consists of about
200 members, primarily small businessmen employing less than 20
people.

In Frederick, we are seeing what I would consider to be a very
serious problem as to the volume of homes being built versus the
demand.

We see, back in 1977 and 1978, there were 1,200 permits taken
out for single-family homes. In 1979, there were approximately 900.
In 1980, there were about 590. And so far this year, there's been
about 265 permits taken for single-family homes.

Assuming, as I think is probably safe, that there's not going to be
that many more permits taken out for the rest of this year, we are
somewhere in the neighborhood of 75 percent off from 3 or 4 years
ago.

This is particularly aggravated in Frederick County, where, up
until really 3 or 4 years ago, we were primarily a community of
small, local builders. Now we have several large national firms;
and when you start taking a look at their permit situation, we see
where we're 75 percent off from 1978.

And with a relatively meager 265 permits, about three-quarters
of those have been taken out by foreign national firms that have
recently moved into the Frederick area.

So, that leaves about 56 permits that local builders have taken
out versus, potentially, over 1,000 3 or 4 years ago.

The situation is ever worse, because a lot of permits have been
taken out, and the houses haven't started because of financing. So,
we're looking at probably just about a virtually-a building situa-
tion that has just about stopped in Frederick County, other than a
very small volume being done by a very few large national firms.

So we end up with a large number of our local people going
broke.



A lot of people dropped out of our organization. Our membership
is down. We're really struggling to hold onto our membership, to
try to keep some continuity.

But we are seeing that the people that are surviving, the small
people that have been around for a number of years that are
surviving are doing it primarily by small-volume remodeling,
which is-in most cases is representing about less than half of
what these builders' normal volume is.

What we're finding though is that we had previously a large
number of people in Frederick County who did remodeling. Now a
lot of builders are going much more into remodeling, and competi-
tion gets really tough.

Profits are presently-and have been for some time-practically
nonexistent. And as Bob said, the real problem, we're finding, is
overhead expenses aren't be covered.

And I think we've already seen the serious impact on a lot of our
local builders, and I think it's going to get an awful lot worse if we
don't see some relief very soon.

My own personal experience is that I actuany inreaeu my
overhead back about 6 months ago, anticipating some improvement
as I was being lead to be at times. And my main increase was that
I put on a full-time estimator and contract negotiator to actually go
at and try to get more projects of the few that were available so we
could keep our head above water.

Now the interest rates haven't backed off, things haven't come
about as they were presumably going to. And about the only thing
I have to show for the increase in overhead is a pile of proposals, a
number of them sound, but all of them waiting for financing. So
I've gone nowhere.

To make matters worse, in my own personal situation also, we
built a demonstration and passive solar home through a HUD
grant and, I guess in July, we had an open house over a 6-day
period, one which we had over 13,000' people come through the
house.

We had many, many people who wanted to buy that house, and
many, many people who wanted to build a house like it on another
lot. But no one thus far has been able to come up with the financ-
ing or to qualify for financing.

We, in fact, have an FHA-approved loan for $83,000 because it's
a passive solar home, and we just can't find anybody to buy.

So, for me personally and Frederick County, things are getting
extremely tight. We don't see any light at the end of the tunnel. In
fact, we're beginning to hear about rates getting higher.

As far as what this means to Frederick County in general, in-
stead of just builders and me personally, if you were to assume
that 125 homes were to be built in 1 year-which we're beginning
to see this year, it's probably going to be less than half of that by
local builders-those 125 homes build in Frederick County would
represent about $4.9 million worth of materials, purchased primar-
ily from local businesses.

It would mean about 220 workers employed for about a year. It
would mean that the average construction worker, who is making
in Frederick County, between $16,000 and $20,000 a year, would be
putting that money into the local economy. Approximately about



$1.2 million of land development costs would be represented by
those 125 homes. And as far as the Frederick County local govern-
ment goes, it would represent about $99,000 in real estate taxes.

What we're all talking about here though is money and financ-
ing, which is important to us, certainly, as businessmen. But there
is a social factor which is also very real. That comes from the fact
that homeownership is still-I would consider, hopefully, from my
end-top on the list of American dreams. When you take that
American dream away, you lose, also, the sense of family, the sense
of community, and probably, ultimately, the sense of patriotism,
which we hope is there in the United States.

The battle cry of the National Association of Home Builders for
the past couple of years has been: "Where will our children live?"
This seems to be a very appropriate question right now, because
we're beginning to really wonder what's going to happen in 5, 15,
or 20 years to our children. What are they going to be facing as far
as homeownership or shelter, just in very basic terms.

The people in the homebuilding industry are beginning to
wonder whether or not we are just literally going to be sacrificed
in the fight against inflation and whether the American dream will
fall by the wayside. So we are looking for help.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you for a very thoughtful statement.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Milliner follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL S. MILLINER

Gentlemen. My name is Mike Milliner. I am the president of the Frederick
County Home Builders Association, which is made up of nearly 200 members. The
majority of our membership consists of small businessmen who employ less than 20
people.

You will hear facts and figures during this week's hearings which will show the
critical nature of the home building industry. I would like to speak to my area of
Maryland and the situation of my members.

Following are examples of a cross section of the comments I have heard in my
conversations with various members of the Association.

My first member normally builds 40-plus homes per year and will do about 17 in
1981. His normal payroll of 11 is down to 4.

Our second member usually builds 5 or 6 units and will do 3 this year. His
previous payroll of 3 is down to 2. The majority of his present work is in the
remodeling field.

Builder member three normally builds 50 to 55 units and will do 20 in 1981. His
payroll, which usually ranges from 18 to 22, is down to 9.

Another builder is a large volume custom home specialist who will do less than
half his normal volume. By picking up a good deal of commercial work, he has kept
all but 7 men.

One of our custom builders reports that he has $630,000 in now-useless contracts
on his desk. He is waiting for a drop to even 14-15 percent interest, so that these
potential customers can qualify for a loan.

A final check reveals a builder whose entire business formerly consisted a single-
family homes, built on contract. He has not had a single order in the last 20
months, and is surviving through the remodeling and refurbishing work he does.

These are the stories of specific members of my Association.
In my case, I build an unusual passive solar home within the past year. This

home was built as a demonstration, with Federal funding and with FHA financing
available. Recently, during an open house, 13,000 people toured the home. Many
people were seriously interested in it but not one could qualify for financing, even
under FHA.

We want to build homes.
However, construction loans and interest rates are also expensive for the home

builder. Our interest rates are at prime plus 2-4 percent-if you can find a bank to
lend you the money. These rates make the purchase of new equipment or improve-



ments to increase productivity prohibitive. Building is difficult now even if there
were an abundance of buyers.

But the hopeful buyer who walks into my office finds that FHA/VA loans are at
16V/2 percent this week. In Frederick County, the FHA/VA loan limit is only
$67,500. The buyer also learns that he or she may not be a part of the 11.2 percent
of Americans who can now meet minimum loan qualification standards. Back in
1971, for instance, 45 percent of Americans were able to purchase a home.

Have you been in the housing market lately? The average monthly mortgage
payment on a $50,000 loan is $692, plus Frederick County taxes of $582 per year. We
are talking about an average total monthly payment of $750. Hardly a "starter
home" figure.

But the average mortgage amount is $70,000. Our hopeful buyer now learns that
the monthly mortgage payment is $969, with $798 in taxes due each year.

At this time, the "rule of thumb" income needed to purchase the $50,000 mort-
gage is $25,000 per year. Unfortunatly, the median family income in Frederick
County is $18,000.

To further research the issue of interest rates, I attempted to learn the effect on
Frederick County.

In talking with the county department which issues building permits, I learned
that in both 1977 and 1978, nearly 1,200 building permits were issued in Frederick
County for single family dwellings. In 1980, 590 building permits were issued, but
only 265 permits have been issued to this date in 1981. Over three-fourths of the 265
nrmits wp'nt to four national building firms, who have access to their own financ-
ing.

What does this drop mean to Frederick? To better understand housing's vast
ripple effect throughout the economy, I looked at what the production of just 125
new single homes means to the local economy.

It costs about $4.9 million for materials and labor to construct 125 homes. About
$3.4 million of that amount goes to local lumber, hardware and supply stores to pay
for the 2 by 4's, bricks and cement that go into a new home.

Those 125 housing units mean that approximately 220 workers will be employed
for a full year in construction, manufacturing and other housing-related industries.
Roughly half of those jobs will be filled by carpenters, bricklayers and other skilled
and unskilled workers involved in construction and land development.

With skilled construction wages running between $7-8 an hour, a worker could
bring home $16,000 per year, not counting overtime, which could bring the total to
$20,000 or more. Much of that sum would be pumped right back into the local
economy to buy groceries, homes, cars, furniture and other goods and services.

Many of these jobs would go to the unemployed, easing the strain on unemploy-
ment rolls, and ultimately, our taxes.

$1.2 million changed hands to pay for the land development and site improve-
ments, such as sewer and water connections, roads, schools, curbs, sidewalks, open
space and parks.

Another point to remember is that communities will be collecting real estate
taxes from the new homeowners. That comes to about $98,750 a year for 125 homes.

And the new homeowners in the community mean more buyers at local retail
stores. These 125 new families will spend a bit over $500,000 for new appliances,
furniture, draperies, garden materials and equipment to furnish their new homes.

These figures clearly show that the home building industry and its successes lead
not only to a family in their new home, but to far-reaching benefits for the entire
community.

That sense of community and roots is lost when a permanent home is not
obtainable. I fear that for the first time, a vast majority of American families
cannot realize their dream of home ownership until the interest rate climate
changes. We must all work toward that change.

Thank you.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Balsamo.

STATEMENT OF GARY BALSAMO, BUILT-RITE BUILDERS, INC.,
ROCKVILLE, MD.

Mr. BALSAMO. My name is Gary Balsamo. I'm from Built-Rite
Builders. We're a small-volume local builder in Montgomery
County.

I've come here today to relate my own experiences since 1979
due to the high interest rates.



No. 1, our firm has had a 60-percent decrease in sales volume.
Not being a large builder, a 60-percent reduction brings me down
to a virtual standstill.

In 1979, a typical product that we were building sold for
$100,000. Today, that same product is selling for $135,000.

And this is not reflecting the fact that, even at the increase in
sales prices, what we have done is cover the cost of financing and
we are actually operating at a loss at that figure due to a level of
increased overhead with less production.

In 1979, in that $100,000 house, we had approximately $6,500 in
financing costs. This would be for construction loans and perma-
nent financing. Today, at 17 percent rates, we now have $26,000, or
roughly a 300-percent increase in the amount we are appropriating
to finance costs.

On that house in 1979, a buyer would require an income of
$37,000 and with a monthly payment, at 11 percent, of approxi-
mately $900.

Today, the same house requires an income of $69,000 and a
$1,700 monthly payment, at 17 percent.

The incomes simply don't exist for the vast majority of potential
buyers.

The net effect of today's high interest rates have changed my
business from 1979 to now. In 1979, we were planning expansion.
Today, uncertainty.

We were production oriented back then, and now we are talking,
day to day, about survival.

In 1979, we had job opportunities. Today, we have layoffs.
In 1979, we were operating at a profit. Today, I am operating at

a loss, and I won't be able to do that much longer.
In 1979, since we were operating at a profit, we were paying

taxes. Obviously, today, we stand to become a burden on the econo-
my if we fail. It's only a matter of time, and a shorter period of
time, before we'll be forced out of the building business due to high
interest rates.

I don't have the solutions. I do have the desire to produce homes,
sell them, and remain a viable element of the homebuilding indus-
try.

Again, if there is not an immediate and substantial decrease in
these rates, we just won't continue to operate.

I ask you, as our representative, to take some sort of action with
regards to interest rates in order to insure not only my continued
existence but the continued existence of the homebuilding industry.
Without a viable homebuilding industry, I feel our entire economy
is in danger.

And I, too, must ask not only where our children will live in the
future but how they will live.

My business is one of producing houses. And in the -last couple of
years, as the financial situation has changed, I have tried to
become well versed in what's going on. I have had to spend a lot of
time just trying to figure out what's going on in the financial
markets; and hence, I have not had any time-or very little time to
spend on the actual production of homes, let alone that there are
no buyers for them anyway.

Thank you Senator.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Balsamo follows:]

. PREPARED STATEMENT OF GARY BALSAMO

I am a small volume builder in Montgomery County, and I would like to relate to
you my experiences since October 1979 due to unprecedented high interest rates.
Simply stated, my sales and production volume has decreased to less than 40
percent of pre 1980 levels. I am literally attempting to survive today, and avoid
becoming a bankruptcy statistic; and hoping to resume a productive posture to
bolster my firm and the american economy.

In 1979 our typical product was a single family dwelling selling for $100,000.
Below is a chart explaining why high interest rates have caused a collapse of the
home building industry.

I rewre ~ puer

1979 .................................................................................................. $100.00 0 $6,500 $37,000 $900 11
1981 .................................................................................................. 135.000 25.000 69.000 1.700 17

This increase in sales price does not deflect the fact that at a 1979 sales price, I
made a profit; and at the 1981 sales price, I am operating at a loss due to a volume
decrease coupled with a level or increase overhead cost.

Incomes required today to buy a new home simply do not exist for the vast
majority of potential buyers.

The net effect of todays interest rates have drastically altered my business oper-
ation:

1979 1981
Production philosophy ................. Survival.
Expansion planning ................... Planning uncertainty.
Job opportunities ..................... Layoffs.
Profitable operation ................... Operating at a loss.
Paying taxes ......................... Burden on economy due to potential fail-

ure.

Sir, it is only a matter of time before I will be forced out of the home building
business due to high interest rates. I do not have the solutions. What I do have is a
desire to produce homes, and sell them, and remain a viable element in the home
building industry today.

If there is not an immediate and substantial decrease in interest rates, my firm
and many others will just not survive.

I urge you, as my representative, to take action now with regard to interest rates
in order to insure the continued existence of the home building industry. Without a
viable home building industry our entire economy is in danger and to that end I
must ask you, where will our children live, and how will they live.

Thank you.

Mr. BALSAMO. I would like to have our financial director, Steve
Shechtel speak to you about-more specifically about the costs of
money and how it's affecting not only my business but the
homeowning business in general.

STATEMENT OF STEVEN SHECHTEL, CHESAPEAKE MORTGAGE
CORP. AND VICE PRESIDENT, MORTGAGES, FIRST MARYLAND
SAVINGS & LOAN, SILVER SPRING, MD.
Mr. SHECHTEL. Senator, one of the things I would like to correct,

a lot of people here, unfortunately, have spoken about the cost of
money and they have been using 17 percent as a rate. Unfortunate-
ly, the builders and realtors are now the front lines as it comes to
the good or bad news of interest rates.



I guess I'm the bad guy here today. Last week FHLMC, Federal
Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, weighted average yield for
home loans was 18 s percent to sell a mortgage loan. As of this
morning, when I called-which I got the 3 p.m. prices yesterday
from the Federal National Mortgage Association-the cost of sell-
ing them a conventional home loan for 30-day immediate deliv-
ery-and to make that more specific, it means if you don't deliver a
loan in 30 days, you've got to send the Federal National Mortgage
Association a Treasury bill note in the amount of the amount of
money purchased-is now 18.9 percent, which means that home
loans at this point have reached the 19-percent level.

So, whoever said it couldn't get much worse, it already has in the
matter of a 1-week period of time.

The auctions are taking place today. I do not know what the
results will be.

Also, effective last Monday, most of the builders here were able
to buy coverage for loans at 1-percent cost. "Coverage" in terminol-
ogy means they can get a builder-excuse me, a lender to commit
to them to buy them out of their construction loans on the comple-
tion of the construction of a home for 1 percent of mortgage
amount.

Federal National Mortgage Association, effective last Monday
raised that rate by 2 percent to buy coverage. We have to pass that
cost through. So now there's an additional 1 percent on top of the
original 1-percent cost just for us to pay through a quasi-Govern-
ment agency, the source of funds available to supply housing dol-
lars.

I work with Mr. Balsamo and a number of other small builders
because they are the innovators. Mr. Balsamo's firm has won sever-
al awards for building an energy-efficient house. He has won
awards for being a HOW builder. They've won awards for being
innovative designs. These are the type of builders that produce the
living environments in the communities that we see.

Two years ago Congressman Barnes spoke at a suburban Mary-
land homebuilders' dinner regarding high interest rates. I got par-
ticularly upset because Congressman Barnes spoke-that we would
have to live it out in the trenches and fight the war of inflation
through high interest rates. I could tell you I can't last another 2
years; my mortgage company won't last; my savings and loan won't
last. And I don't think these builders will last another 2 years of
fighting the war.

The cost of end-loan financing for a builder today is prohibitive. I
can't see how they can build a home. And I'm the one that has to
give them the money for both construction and end-loans. For the
particular buy down program, where the builder subsidizes-not
even buy down, it's a direct subsidy-the builder is taking the
place of the Federal Government in subsidizing that purchaser for
a 3-year period of time-runs approximately 11 percent of the
mortgage amount.

Currently, today, large builders-when I say "large," I mean
national chains-are reportedly paying 14 points, 14 percent of the
loan amount, to close the average loan on their home, which means
the cost of that home has to be increased by a corresponding
amount. Not only does this make the Federal National Mortgage



Association nervous, the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation
nervous, but the investing public nervous, those people who front
the dollars for these houses, because they know the housing price
has got to be artificially increased to offset this difference.

Through the cost of this coverage, such as the 2 points to buy a
FLNMA commitment for 4-month delivery, effective October 1, the
Government National Mortgage Association, better known as
GNMA, which is a subsidiary bank, will start issuing puts and calls
on the options market to protect as a hedge against the interest
rate fluctuations on government loans, FHA-VA. Those costs are
going to be 4 points on top of the cost of discounting that loan for
sale. That has got to be passed through.

The standby commitments, where you go to an institutional in-
vestor who will issue you a commitment to take the lender out of a
commitment that he is issuing to a builder is currently costing 2
percent up front and 2 percent on delivery, for a total of 4 points,
not including the origination fees, therefore increasing builders'
costs to a minimum cost of 4 percent on the front end, even before
he calculates buy down costs and commitment fees in publing
together a loan package.

When we add that cost on to the typical commitment of having
to make that project conform to end-writing guidelines, as set forth
by the Federal Government, those loans must be what they call in
the trade warehoused, where I have to go out to the commercial
lending institution, borrow the money-just as Mr. Walker has
done in his project-at prime or prime-plus, to provide a home-
owner with the money so he can make his mortgage payments.
That cost is currently running 33 basis points, which is roughly V3
of 1 percent per month.

It takes an average of approximately days to sell those loans
through, which means I have an additional % of 1 percent cost on
the interest rate on that loan up front, before I can even sell that
loan to FNMA, FHLMC, or whomever.

The types of loans being offered the public today are so confusing
that the mortgage lenders don't understand them in most parts of
the country, and they are even getting the program names mixed
up. We have AMR's, AML, VRM's, RRM's FRM's-I can go on all
day long. And if you had a bowl of soup in front .of you you could
probably come up with a program that exists.

To make matters worse, there's a program now called the "bullet
loan program," which is a slang term for loans, which is a 3-, 5-, or
7-, or 10-year call provision on the note.

Federal National Mortgage Association, Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation announced they're going to attempt to pur-
chase these typse of loans effective January 1.

For a balloon note to be called on a purchaser, with no resulting
availability of funds to refinance, three things can happen:

The loan can be foreclosed on, and the lender can take back the
property. Not likely. Today, we will not-as a representative from
our savings and loan, we are not foreclosing on property due to the
fact that we've got so much property right now we can't unload it.

The second thing that's an alternative is renegotiate the terms
with the owner. This is not a situation we like, because we've built



into our cash flow projection the use of those funds for continued
projects.

The third thing that's the alternative is we don't know. The
purchaser at that particular point has to go out at a higher cost
and obtain another source of funds.

The cafeteria plans of mortgages exist only due to the fact that
due to deregulation of the monetary markets and since the Federal
Government changed their approach to the fight of inflation on
October 6, 1979, programs have cropped up as an answer on a
short-term band-aid to the long-term problem that exists.

As soon as rates come under control and are stabilized, these
programs will fade away due to the fact that the public will not
accept them.

I have a flyer here from the Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation that states: "Nationwide, only 26.9 percent of the lend-
ers are offering adjustable mortgage loans. And of that amount,
only 10.9 percent are offering them here, in the Northeast United
States."

This is a sad commentary from the fact that when the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board announces a new program that they feel is
a panacea to the lender, yet they can't even offer the program due
to the fact of the low acceptance of the public community.

And to make matters worse, we realize, as lenders, that we don't
want to own that home 1 year from now, when we're forced to
increase that mortgage payment on that purchaser.

I don't like having a borrower sit in front of me, with his wife
and kids, looking me square in the eye and saying, "Mister, I can't
afford a $200 increase in my payment this year." And that's a low
increase, because we're lending in Florida right now-last year, we
were lending at 11 percent on an ARA, and this year we had to
up everybody to 17 .

To give you an idea of what the cost is, sir, it's 80 cents per 1,000
per 1 percent. On a 6-percent increase, that's $4.80 per thousand
increase on the monthly payment for that home loan.

Why do these programs exist? Of course we talked about it. I
don't know. But they also exist to mask their true costs of money.

We talk about balloon loan programs. We are charging the build-
er, let's say, hypothetically 5 points for the end loan, plus in the
rate of somewhere in the neigborhood of 15 or 10 percent. The true
cost of that loan skyrockets to the builder and also skyrockets to
the homeowner, that makes the average yield somewhere around
19.6 percent. So, they are paying the costs, they are just disguising
it.

In construction -lending, I sit on the board of directors and the
loan committee meetings for my firm, and we are finding almost
all the projects that the builders are coming up with, are unfeasi-
ble, and we refuse to lend them money.

We will refuse to lend them money because of one, the end-loan
commitments we have to not buildin 14 points to the average price
of a home.

Two, we require that the builder sell his model home to a group
of investors, so that he is not forced to carry the cost of that home.

The third is the warehousing cost that we have to buildin, and
also the carrying costs regardless of the construction loan.



All of our commitments currently state that the lender-excuse
me-the builder cannot be allowed to build in excess of two homes
that is unsold. This means that if a builder wants to offer four
model homes, he has to choose which two will be his .most profit-
able that he can put up and sell on a model home speculative basis.

This not only discourages the builder from productiVity, but it
also makes very risky for him to build, due to the fact that a
purchaser may try to buy a home and then decide he doesn't like it
and then force his way to back out of the contract.

We are currently financing end loans on projects that the Feder-
al Government, through a HUD plan, supplied the construction
loan in the District of Columbia.

The Federal Government is also subsidizing the home purchases
due to the fact that they are minority candidates.

To make it sound even funnier, I cannot close the loan for HUD
because the purchaser won't qualify because the amount that the
Government is subsidizing the purchaser is insufficient to cover the
guy's down payment. I-

So i have a Government loan wih r t cn a Govern-

ment piece of property, with Government-subsidized purchasers
that I cannot settle a loan on because the Government has an
interest rate in excess of what they can buydown the rate to on
their own purchasers.

It is really sickening.
The volatility of interest rates has made building a home in the

marketplace nothing more than rolling crap as in Atlantic City.
The FHA/VA interest rates, you will notice on the chart in my

prepared statement that I supplied to you, was adjusted in 1980
eight times. In 1981, since April 10, we have seen three rate
changes. That rate, since the beginning of 1981, on March 11, went
from 14 percent to 16.5 percent. And currently, this morning, Sena-
tor, the price of money is running at 9 points, and we expect an
additional rate increase on FHA/VA loans of Government-backed
loans to around 17-17.5 percent.

Unless the Federal Government does something to shore up the
secondary mortgage markets in this country, and to give some
security and comfort to the lending public or Wall Street, the
collapse of the secondary market is indeed prevalent. We are wit-
nessing it right now through the lack of availability of mortgages
in the mortgage money market, and these builders and realtors, no
matter what they try to do in any type of creative program will be
pushed out of business entirely, due to the fact that there will be
no source available at any price for their home loans. And that is
happening currently today.

Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you. You have been a very good, very

thorough, and very detailed panel and I want to thank you for the
obvious effort and preparation that went into this testimony. I
think you have put into the record-and I think it is important to
do so-some very important statements backed up by some very
detailed examples.

Thank you all very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Shechtel, together with graphs,

follows:]

87-288 0 - 82 - 18
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEPHEN SHECHTEL

Current Market Conditions:
A. Conventional rates

1. FNMA 19.1%
2. FHLMC 18 3/4%

II Action Needed Now:
A. Congressman Barnes stated two years ago, the war on inflation

must be fought by the public
B. Bankruptcy is not the answer. Losses are at an all time high.
C. We cannot last another year of high rates.

III End Loan Financing Costs:
A. To Builder/loan per house

1. Buydowns 6.75% points per 1% reduction in rate.
2. Direct Subsidy
3. Hedging interest rate - risk costs

1. FNMA now increased comitment fees to 2%
2. CBOT GNMA call option 4%
3. Standby commitments 2% up front; 2% upon delivery of loans. Total 4%
4. Short term borrowing costs 1/2% per month.

B. Loan Types and Programs
1. ARMs
2. AMLs
3. VRMs
4. RRMs
5. FRMs
6. Balloon notes
7. GPMs
8. PAMs
9. SAMs

C. Effect on market on new loan programs
1. Very risky for borrower
2. Foreclosure risk increased significantly
3. Causes further confusion on part of public
4. Investors become leary of changes to instruments traditi n1

D. Personal Implications
1. Disposable income to cover housing over 50%
2. Foreclosure worries
3. Interest rate risk not under control of Barrdwar Rt

then incomes.
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IV Why Programs Exist
A. Lenders unsure of economy
8. Volatility of rates caused by Fed.
C. Disguises true cost of money
D. Shift interest rate risk to Public

V Examples of current problem
A. DC Housing project

1. Government subsidized borrowers
2. Government funded construction loan
3. Government supplied buyers down payments
4. Purchasers do not qualify even with government subsidized buydown.
5. Therefore, project sits unsold.

VI CONSTRUCTION LENDING
A. Most projects provoing to be unfeasible

1. End loans too expensive (12 - 14 points)
2. Construction loans too expensive (2+ points)
3. Construction interest too high at 21%

B. Spec. Housing cannot be built -
1. Cost too high to carry

VII RATE VOLULITY
A So. trah .

B. FRA/VA 13 rate changes in 21 months tonce every su wmen;
C. Purchaser could buy home and while loan is in process and house is being

built, they get knocked out of qualifying.

VIII COLLAPSE OF SECONDARY
A. FNMA "out" of market at 19% and 2 points
B. FHLMC "out" of market at 18 3/4%
C. Savings and Loans drained; therefore, no commitments being issued.

IX FORECLOSURES
A. Would be higher if lenders were not carrying Borrowing Builders.
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D. HISIORY OF MAXIMUM FIIA AND VA LOAN INTEREST RATES

FHA-INSURED LOANS VA-GUARANTEIED LOANS

Rate Effective Date Rai,- Effetive D.,.

5.00t/5.50%
1  

11/27/34
5.00% 6/24/35
4.50% -1/1/39

4
4.25% 4/24/50
4.50% 5/2/53 4.501 V5/53
5.00% 12/3/56
5.251 8/5/57

4. 75 4/4/58
5.25% /75

5.75% 9/23/59
5.50% 2/2/61
5.25% 5/29/61
5.50% 2/7/66 5.50? 3/3166
5.75% 4/11/66 5.75V 4/12/66
6.00% 10/3/66 6.o0 10/4/66
6.75% 5/7/68 6.75t 5/7/68
7.50% 1/24/69 7.50 1/25/69
8.50% 1/5/70 8.50nz 1/5/70
8.00% 12/2/70 8.00/ 12/2/70
7.50% 1/13/71 7.50Z 1/13/71
7.00 2/18/71 7.00, 7/ Ip/*/
None 7/1/73 6.00 //I//'
7.75% 8/10/73 1.75. 7/26/73
8.50% 8/25/73 same as rnlA
8.25% 1/22/74
8.50% 4/15/74

-8.75% 5/13/74
9.00% 7/8/74
9.50% 8/14/74
9.00% 11/25/74
8.50% 1/21/75
8.00% 3/3/75
8.50% 4/28/75
9.00% 9/2/75
8.75% 1/5/76
8.50% 3/30/76'
8.00% 10/18/76
8.50t 5/31/77
8.75% 2/28/78
9.001 * 5/23/78

-9.50 6/29/78
10.00% 4/23/79
10.50% 9/26/79
I1.50% 10/26/79

p op.rt .o04 4Str td .1i June 7. I.4

k en thoriy lepsed June W . 1973, e d by C..g o- * Ag910 4

12.00 2/11/80
13.00 2/28/80
14.00 4/3/80
13.00 4/28/80
11.50 5/15/80
12.00 8/20/80
13.00 9/22/80
13.50 11/24/80
14.00 3/11/81
14.50 4/10/81
15.50 5/7/81
16.50 8/17/81
/f.5s0 qyg



Senator SARBANES. Mr. Morris, Ms. Hillstrom, and Steve
Abrams. Why don't you all come up now.

If you will summarize your statements, we will include them in
full in the record.

TESTIMONY OF HELEN HILLSTROM, HILLSTROM REAL
ESTATE, ROCKVILLE, MD.

Ms. HInSTROM. Senator Sarbanes, I am here on behalf of the
Rockville Chamber of Commerce who was invited by your office.

My statement will be brief and rather general, because many of
the previous speakers have said pretty much what I would have to
say.

I do want to say that we businessmen and women who make up
the Rockville Chamber of Commerce are very proud to be part of
Rockville. Our area has been a good environment for business,
there has been a lot of growth and we expect a lot of growth in the
future.

Our chamber members represent the typical professions and
businesses found in most metropontan areas. We have a laige
number of builders, bankers, and developers; real estate brokers,
retailers offering a wide range of goods, restauranteurs, service
companies, auto dealers, lawyers, accountants, and so forth.

As you can see, many of our members are involved in the types
of businesses that are most adversely affected by the effects of high
interest rates.

Whereas, as a business community, we have been looking for-
ward to any attempt at a reponsible fiscal policy to control infla-
tion and strengthen the economic health of our society, the result
of prolonged high interest rates are hurting us.

It is well known in general that bankruptcies have substantially
increased, that delinquencies are up substantially, that the busi-
ness volume in terms of borrowing is way down.

Our business people are trying to outlast this difficult period. It
has been a long period, and experts do not agree as to when it will
end.

Relief is needed, and it is needed now to keep more businesses
from going under.

We want our Rockville community to survive and be vital in the
business community.

We don't know how you spell relief, Senator Sarbanes, but we
need it soon. We would hope that any relief that is created, any
program that is developed, will be coordinated with the long-term
goals of our society, to stabilize our economy. Otherwise, we will be
repeating this again in a few years.

Senator SARBANES. That's a very important point.
Ms. HILISTROM. The Rockville Chamber of Commerce thanks you

for inviting us here, and we will be looking forward to hearing the
results of this investigation.

Senator SARBANES. We are pleased to have your testimony. I
know the strength of the chamber, and how effective you have
been here.

I think your last point is a good one. We really need to get on a
course that is balanced, one that we can follow instead of gyrating
back and forth. I think that is absolutely correct.



Mr. Morris.

TESTIMONY OF HAROLD MORRIS, PRESIDENT, HERITAGE
BUILDERS, GAITHERSBURG, MD.

Mr. MORRIS. I am Harold Morris, I am here on behalf of the
chamber of commerce as a small businessman. I am not particular-
ly enthused about being a spokesman as a small businessman, and
I will tell you why.

Three years ago I was chairman of a local bank that was making
loans to small business communities. We had high hopes and aspi-
rations. We were growing, our base was growing, our depositors,
and our loans.

Our depositor relationship stopped growing in bulk over the past
3 years and we have seen various things happen to the loans that
we made.

In the past year I have officiated at probably 30 funerals of
businesses who had closed because of the high interest rates. In
checking the records, there were probably 70 others who are now
critically ill, terminal cases, different categories, that undoubtedly
under the present course of action, present interest rates, will pass
away.

This is unfortunate.
Last week, I was also the chairman of the board of a small bank.

This week, I'm not. The bank merged with a larger one Monday. So
I am out of that job.

I have been a self-employed businessman, a builder, since 1954.
For the past 15 years, I guess, up until 3 years ago I have been
building on average, between 50 and 100 dwelling units per year. I
was quite comfortable with this size and no aspirations to get any
bigger.

This year, I built one house. I still have that house. I can go out
of business, but I have sons who are in the business. We are doing
other things-we built for ourselves, we have been building some
commercial things.

I am delighted to be here today. I might be representing a
category 6 months from now that isn't even noted here, and that
would be out-of-business. I really don't know.

I do feel if the people who are responsible for our problems had
faces and names, instead of numbers and percentages, I think
something could be done and would be done, because I think it is
within the power of the Government to do it. But, I frankly believe
from both my categories of work, if you will, that the Government
is primarily responsible, due to their borrowing decisions, of creat-
ing the problem.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you.
Mr. Abrams, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN ABRAMS, MEMBER, ROCKVILLE CITY
COUNCIL, ROCKVILLE, MD., ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN
LAWTON, DIRECTOR OF FINANCE
Mr. ABRAMS. Thank you Senator Sarbanes. For the record, my

name is Steve Abrams, and I am a member of the Rockville City
Council. I am accompanied by John Lawton, our finance director.



Earlier witnesses have provided vivid examples of the impacts of
the high costs of borrowing on small business, financial institu-
tions, homebuilders, buyers, and owners.

Rockville has a concern about high interest rates, too. Our con-
cern is in'the area of municipal borrowing. And, although we don't
face the immediate prospect of losing our business, or having our
facilities foreclosed, the problems of high interest rates have an
equally insidious impact on the city. When our rates go up, every-
body pays for it.

I have an example in my statement, and I will ask that that be
reviewed. It details what is happening in a year's time, when we
went out and what we felt was an outrageous rate of over 7 percent
last year, we are now facing with a $12 million bond issue, the
prospect of rates nearly double that amount.

The costs associated with that, as they impact on the taxpayer,
are rather significant.

We are lucky in Rockville, because we have got a sound financial
basis in that we can make some deferral of decisionmaking and use
some financiig options because of our position, so that we can
hopefully weather the storm and move into the bond market when
it is a little more favorable to us.

But, we can only do that so long. And what really troubles me,
and what I wanted to reflect in the record today is that municipal-
ities that aren't in as favorable position as Rockville, don't have
that option. They are being compelled to resort to gimmicks, and
those gimmicks are part of the problem.

You have heard a lot of conversation made about creative financ-
ing. From the municipal standpoint, we are finding that the prob-
lem is on that is very, very frustrating because we have no control
over it. Forces outside of us are really what are promoting these
high interest rates. The best that we can do is exercise restraint on
local spending, or pursue strictly pay-as-you-go financing policy.

The problems of high interest rates are national problems and
the Government solutions, if they exist, rest on our Federal tax
and spending decisions. Let me give you a few examples as they
impact municipal borrowers.

When the Federal Government continues to preempt the pool of
money available for borrowing in order to satisfy its debt service
needs, municipal bond rates go up.

When new forms of tax-exempt instruments are introduced to
address areas previously financed by taxable instruments, we
suffer because it makes it more competitive for our needs.

More insidiously, when the tax-exempt status of institutions now
allows them to go out and make choices to go out and acquire
taxable bonds because of their tax deferral or nontaxable status,
then it takes away from us a market that legitimately existed for
municipal bonds. And the consequence is, our rates go up higher.

I am hot questioning any of the policies that led to the choices
that were made, but if we really want to combat interest rates
from a governmental standpoint, I think the time has come to
reexamine the purpose behind all of these approaches that we have
taken.

Now, I am speaking from municipal concern. We were given a
favorable treatement of our borrowing instruments, precisely to



address and allow us to compete on a different level using the tax
laws offensively.

We lost that, When McDonalds can go out and be financed using
industrial development bonds at a tax-free rate, it is merely an-
other way of saying that they are being subsidized by the Govern-
ment. They are being subsidized in two ways; they are being subsi-
dized by the reduced rates, and they are being subsidized by us to
the extent that our borrowing costs go up.

This has got to be changed. And I think if there is one message I
would like you to take back to town when you go back into Wash-
ington, it is to reexamine this in the context of the changing tax
and spending patterns. The new tax bill, and the impacts of the
new tax bill really aren't a reflection on current economic prob-
lems we are having with interest. The gestation period has been
over the course of the last decade, nad we are only now seeing with
the ballooning is growing from month to month, of the policies that
we have been pursuing.

I think that it is appropriate that we take a look at the new
taxing policies and see where they have to be further finetuned to
place the kind of emphasis back on giving the secondary market
favorable to them, using those tax laws as they have been used
before.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Abrams, with an attachment,

follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEPHEN ABRAMS

Thank your Senator Sarbanes. I appreciate this opportunity to appear before the
subcommittee on investment, jobs and prices of the Joint Economic Committee.

For the record, my name is Steve Abrams and I am a member of the Rockville
City Council. Accompanying me is John Lawton, Rockville's director of finance.

The purpose of this hearing, if I may borrow the Senator's words, is to "examine
the effects of continuing, unprecedented high interest rates on Maryland communi-
ties." I am sure other witnesses will provide vivid examples of the impacts of the
high cost of borrowing in small businesses, financial institutions, homebuilders as
well as present and prospective homeowners. Rockville has its own concerns about
high interest rates; our concerns focus on the impact on municipal borrowing. And
although we as a city do not face the immediate prospect of losing our "business" or
having our city facilities subject to foreclosure, the impact of our higher cost of
borrowing is equally insidious. For when it costs the city more to borrow, it is the
public that ultimately pays.

Let me give you an example. Early in 1980 the city needed to borrow $3.5 million
to finance a number of general improvement projects, including streets, sidewalks,
and water and sewer projects. A sale was scheduled for late March. In the late
March-early April time period, interest rates rose dramatically, with the bond-buyer
index reaching the dizzying (at the time) height of 9.44 percent. The bond sale was
cancelled and a sale of short-term notes was scheduled in its place. The market
began to improve in the late spring, so the note sale was cancelled and the bond
sale rescheduled. The bonds were sold in late June with an interest cost of 7.12
percent. At the time, just over one year ago, we were somewhat disappointed
because we were hoping to pay less than 7 percent.

The city has an additional need to borrow $12 million to finance our capital
improvements program. Included are a number of vital transportation projects such
as the reconstruction of North Washington Street, Gude Drive, and other roadway
improvements in various parts of the town center. We have an immediate need to
borrow, but it will be impossible to issue long term bonds with the bond buyer index
now up to 12.49 percent. By comparison, the 1980 rates appear quite reasonable. If
the city had to issue bonds at today's rates, the additional cost, beyond what it
would have cost just a year ago, over the life of the bonds, would be over $5 million.
For each $1 million the city borrows, one additional interest rate point costs over
$100,000.



The city will be considering alternative methods of financing, particularly short-
term notes which would be replaced by long-term bonds at a later time. In any case,
the end result will be higher interest costs to pay for short-term financing and
higher administrative costs to pay for additional preparation.

We in Rockville are lucky. Because of our strong financial condition, we can
weather this high interest storm. However, if our discomfort, occasioned by these
higher interest rates, is causing this much of an adjustment for a municipality as
financing sound as Rockville, we can only imagine the impact it is having on less
financially sound communities. Rockville does not need to resort to financing gim-
micks which offer present benefits at the expense of future long-term financial
commitments. However, other communities may not be as fortunate. And therein
lies part of the problem.

What is frustrating to me is that as a city official I am powerless to initiate any
solutions on the local level. The best I can do is exercise restraint on local spending
or pursue strictly "pay as you go" financial policies.

The problem of high interest rates is a national one and the governmental
solutions, if any, rest in our federal tax and spending decisions. Federal policies
have created demands for borrowing that adversely affect sound municipal borrow-
ing. For example:

When the Federal Government continues to preempt the pool of money available
for borrowing in order to satisfy its debt service needs, municipal bond rates go up;

When new forms of tax-exempt instruments are introduced to address areas

When tax-exempt status is expanded to allow pension funds and other institutions
to find high yielding corporate bonds more attractive, our municipal bonds lose
natural markets and, consequently, our rates go up.

I am not questioning that valid public policy considerations may have indepen-
dently justified the special tax status afforded new instruments or institutions. Nor
am I questioning the intent of our previous federal spending policies. What I am
simply stating is that the current crisis stemming from the high cost of borrowing
has resulted in significant part from these types of actions and will only be correct-
ed by readdressing our Federal approach to borrowing and tax expenditures.

As a city official, 1, too, am concerned about the plight of our local small business
community, our financial institutions, homebuilders, buyers and owners. However, I
am equally concerned about the municipal impact of the high cost of borrowing.
When it costs the city more to borrow, you hear less about it. But when it costs us
more, everybody pays.

This concludes my prepared remarks. I would be happy to respond to any ques-
tions.

Attachment.
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Sky-High
Interest Rates
Borrowed funds-the lifeblood of the economy-are
getting far too expensive for business, consumers and
government Result Chaos In the marketplace.

The spreading pain of surging inter-
est rates is threatening to hobble the
nation's economy and even drive it
into a new recession.

Amid rekindled fears of double-digit
inflation and higher budget deficits,
the near-record borrowing charges are
exacting their toll on business, consum-
ers and revenue-hungry governments
alike.

Jittery financial markets reacted in
late August as stock and bond prices
went into steep slides, causing tens of
billions of dollar in paper losses. Com-
panies and municipalities withdrew
bond offerings rather than pay the stiff
interest rates demanded.

The severe construction squeeze
showed no sign of easing as yield-con-
scious depositors withdrew huge
amounts of money from thrift institu-
tions-the primary source for building
loans and consumer mortgages. .

Auto companies resorted to rebates

and interest-rate discounts to lure cus-
tomers and clear out unsold vehicles.

Farmers fell further behind on their
loan payments, and thousands of busi-
nesses-large and small-ohelved ex-
pansion plans and trimmed inven-
tories. Others shut their doors as
business failures soared. .

Said Jim Goodwin, owner of the J&J
Grocery in Rushsylvania, Ohio: "I'm
for Reagan and like what he's doing. I
just hope I can hang on long enough to
benefit from it"

Sky-high interest rates were creating
so much havoc that President Reagan
summoned advisers to his vacation
ranch in California to search for ways to
cut fedexal spending even further and
reduce pressure on money markets.

Not even defense outlays are to be
exempt, Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger discovered after an Au-
gust 26 meeting with the President
and Budget Director David Stockman.

The White House fear. Sharply high-
er borrowing costs could unravel the
Reagan plan to revive the economy-
even before it is implemented.

Said the President: "Tbey are hurt-
ing us as much as they are hurting ev-
eryone else-those interest rates. We
think they will he coming down before
the first of the year.-

Adding to White House woes was the
August 25 report that consumer prices
shot up at a 15.2 percent annual rate in
July, the steepest climb in 16 months.
A chief culprit: High mortgage rates.

On Wall Street, investor enthusism
over tax and spending cuts orchestrat-
ed by the White House evaporated and
was replaced by fears that no substan-
tial interest-rate relief was likely for
months to come. Feeding that worry
was the record 15.9 percent that the
Treasury paid on August 24 to sell 4.5
billion dollars in six-month bills

Twin taIlspins. On the same day, the
stock and bond markets went into twin
tailspisis. The Dow Jones Industrial Av-
erage plunged 20.45 points, sliding to
its lowest level since mid-July, 1980.

Kruger, Inc., a paper manufacturer,
postponed a public offering of 100 mil-
lion dollars in new 25-year debentures.
The city of Chicago, citing "poor mar-
ket conditions" withdrew a 140-mil-
lion-dollar note earmarked for assisting
its debt-plagued transit system. Smaller
localities were .equally affected. St.
Cloud, Minn., postponed a 10.6millifon-
dollar capital-improvements oiring.

Interest rates, along with infation,
also are blamed for a startling increase

Savin an deposi
shrink at record pace, as. *
.VWaslingtorputs 363 SAL's
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in the number of firis furced to close
this year. By mid-August, 10,157 busi-
nesses had failed, according to a Dun &
Bradstreet survey, a rise of 41 percent
over the same period in 1980.

In Salem, Oreg., attorney James Vick
attests to the bankruptcy epidemic "I
used to handle two or three a year.
"w Im doing one a week."

A new survey by the National Feder-
ation of Independent Business shows
that for the first time interest
rates were ranked as the biggest
concern of small businesses.

"We're what you would call a
mom and pop store," says William
Warren, owner of Warren Statio-
nery in Io Angeles. "It
just kills us when interest
rates are high. It kills my -

incentive to try to erpand
in any way.-

Larger corporations,
particularly those that
supply the housing and
auto industries, also feel
ine pressur i-m riigirmviiimi
charge& Weyerhaeuser Company ofTa'
coma, Wash., the nation s largest forest-
products firm, has closed mills in Bly.
Oreg., and Doswell, Va.-moves that
cost 350 jobs. The lumber slump his
propelled Oregon's Jobless rate to 97
oercent, far above the national average.

CAF Corporation, a large New York-
iased chemical and building-materials
company, cites interest rates as the main
reason for selling eight of its businesses.

Even the booming aerospace indus-
try is affected. Slower sales due to high

wories oer the seconomy braugit
Budget Director David Stockman,
.baoe, and Deese Seceetary Cas,
par WeRIbrges', right, to Calnite
to meet with e Presldent.
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0 O N0),4gJo~xCg enced interest rates this high
qT Tthroughout the whole produe-

~A1.lC ,rCOUJT WUS~ EVIG cn of the Federal Reserve
THE]FIGURES UINTACT Bank in Kansas City. 'were is

simply not enough proft in agri-
culture to withstand these inter-

est rates for any great length of time."
The Farmers Home Administration

says that delinquency rates an loans
are twice as high as they were last year.
Some Ians had past-due rates of nearly

Stly4 percent.
International Harvester, a ma-

Jor manufacturer of farm p
ient, posted a 354-milliondol
loss in the nine-month period

ended July 31, prompting one Wall
Street analyst to label it "a barnyard
Chrysler."

Biggest victim in the growing list of
inter t-rate casualties remains con-

struction. Potential buyers, re-
fuse to pay mortgage rates of
up to 17 percent, and builders
are rebuffed by rates on con-

Helicopters of Culver City, Calif., to The result: Nationwide housag starts
suspend final assembly of model 300C this year could fall below 1.2 million
helicopters for 60 days. unts for only the fourth timeodce 1948.

Utilities have it no easier. Baltimore Construction unemployment stands at
Gas & Electric pulled back a 100-md- 15 percent, and nearly 200 building
lion-dollar offering in late August be- firihavefiled fur bankrupteyin t81.
cause of high interest rates. Brooklyn -Interest rates have killed new hous-
Union Gas Company decided to skip a ing,- says Gerald Lid, a Moorhead,
50-million-dollar bond issue. Minn, builder.-Lid says be built 150

Many of the naions farmers aereel homes in 1978. Thus year well do
Ing from the pain of interest rates and about 20." He also has bees forced to
lower crop and livestock prices.This islay off 190 of the 200 erilayes who
the rst year that farner, have operi worked for him fast year

In Jliet, Ill. builder Lyon Kuse
has redueed his staff from 70 to four
and havt taken a payrheek far nine
months He has s iod sin houses this ye-
through use of ay-downs--a process
whereby the builder sysidies a por-
hon of the interest cost. "I yas didn't
do it, you fuot sell any houses,"
says Krause.

Industries tied to home 7iildig also
feel the pinch. "igh interest rates ae
milling the home-fldrisios hsinemr
says Jim Kittle r.. chairmans of an Indi-
ausapoLis furniture firm. "It's not fan to
heinhe business at a timelik athis.

Draining deposit. The traditional
ton of mortgage fnds-thIrift isuid

do sitdas blonswofldollr tonye hises'

tution-are in dire straits as depositors

er yields frmpplrmoney-market
funds adohricsretvehicles
kTlnhe hoe-furnishinetg e interest
rates abo e 17 prcent have collected
more than 70 billion dollars this year,
mostly at the upense of thrifts
un-Federally insured savings and losis

had net withdrawals of 11.3 billion dol-
lars in June and July, a record, and

dmutual savings banks have already suE
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After Debacle

On Wall Street, o

No Early Sign
Of a Rebound

Fears of yet another boost in in
terest rates caused a late August
nose dive-a inthestock market and
left investors puzzled over when to
expect a recovery.

On one day a . avnge 24 e n pm--t o
the Dow Jones industrial average to d f!
plummeted more than 20 pointsttoe
900.11, its lowest a levea a i3 n a t H n
months. Wilshire Associate,.a CalI
fornia-based investment rom calcu: Stocknarktset poes hit a mp @ae in
latedat that the 5,000 stocks itmoni-te wingdi da aot Aug . d
tos suffered a 40-ollion dollar losst, , w r es:.- 2
from that slide. .. . . depres d prictestItes.b wr

On August 28 the Dow averageitmar before you see a picupin thest
closed at 892.22 12.9 percent below- iarketshe concldWen raus in-
the yearws high to April 27. vestors "don t pay for owprotis

The debacle followed news of an -- More hopefut i.Steven C4,euth,
unexpected surge in the moneyigt old, who.manages bg for larggTe
ply during mid-August and a sharp:investors, as -directorief: Houston, .
jump ina the inflation rate during. based Funds-:Ins. He s says that ze
July. Investors also werae troubled by cent statements by the admainisr.x a
forecasts that the administrations t tio indicatWanothei round o6
tax cuts could boost the fedemol defi- budg-et~c hs fiall, which, he pro-;,
ait to 60 billion dollars next year ' dicts. will rallyinetnI
creating prospects orn heavier govsht- :,Othes feel thait wi.t
ernment borrowing.n.em . -re.,,mitaine drop inw-interetstorates, tos

Mor of it e same. Creditm kes. store investorsc e
anysts predicetat these dof B equity markets. Whewrates Snallyr
ments. will.force the Federal Re- do drop, say experts, certain stock,

,serve to jIntain its tightgrip on groupsicould show biggatis. same
the natio s money supply, leaving icdinterest-sesitive industrie
Interest rernofplae to 16 butp scha ancethike shavi bi o issi
-The Fed s monetary polici-saes athat utsieie a

already pushed.interestrates t
near-recordlevels and mde
tOerm mineres rinstruseoftan a
t nvestor si wo ha expecte ..i fiornmotand p

Economist AstrideAdolsoi erins o g g g
NeYork investment frd aE EF; those pcer b

Htrns & Company. ean tht not'is hard to justify going-to the stock Wan Street is o ct nd m
market when the government gnair.: giving its soonomihdanevery Alasi
antes a return of 15 to 16.percent hane to taka hgo h yil d at
on Treasury bills and mhn wl tht thed, ne toc mrt
utuafn dsare paying taupo-im
7 percents ad as a.
othrs argun that twh

of igh interest reshas moe
investrs whohaepced

ngcosts to faB ths ume eo agetat
it reabtes hvcrae pinsonpors-n ihig

Mainty, says Robert' Brady: of EER tion., If prc nr ase ie
Hutton & Company, -and the itool. 'competing invs tntswil not._
market does not like uncertainty.".., have to carry as high a yield to at-- r

noH big questisin: When will the tract funds, and the stockmiarket
market rebound? Adolfson says high will become more aling.
borrowing cssare reducing corpo-
rate profits and hastening an: eco- ,a prs A
nomic-slowdown that wll further* D. auorrrenemssar s

fered their largest yearly outflow in
history-4.1 billion dollars.

Underscoring this situation, the Fed-
eral Home Loan Bank Board's "prob-
lem list" of troubled S&L's reached
363 in June, twice as high as in 1980. In
the Chicago area alone, 60 of the 190
S&L's may be forced to merge because
of their weak financial sats.

The auto compaoies, frantic to deir
dealer -lots of 1981 models, used cus-
tomer and dealer incentives to boost
sales during the fist 20 days of August.
But most analysts believe the shot in
the arm u only - - and that sales
will fal again, as did in the
spring following simiar pri cuts. -

Donald Cooper, ipresident of Kin
Chevrolet in Brooklyn, says his busi-
ness has been booming since General
Motors offered 138 percent finaucing.
compared with the New York-area av-
erage of 21 to 24 percent.

But Bud Hover, Jr., a Denver Ford
dealer, couldn't wait for rellef He re-
cently sold his bsines. "We were pay-
ing phenomenal interest rates on our
inventory. It drove us out of bIn
Hover is among 2,600 auto dealers who
have folded in the past 2t yesr ac-
cording to the National Automobile
Dealers Association in Arlington, Va.

Fueled by doubtsA elr As oe
the lofty interest ratea Fears in the
inancial markets that Beagan's eco-
nomicplan wo'twrk.s Wht
ing cuts beyond the 35 t~m ol!L
alreadytrimedforthanealyesrthat
begins Ocber 1, owalmesysu mi
ment will be foaed to ho eee
than anticipated to held down bmdget
deficits swolen by heavy tax cots.

The adminlitas espects to pay
108.6 billion dollars in interest on the
federaldebtinl9flBu. r --goveent
lnterest-rate preictkmatoo low, as
manybelieve, borounin wllaoar.
.. Ifmore fudsareuired there
be a head-on coilMonwt the Fedeal
Baserve's plegtoaes t4
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the growth of the money supply in or-
der to fight inflation. With the Fed re-
fusing to budge, interest rates will r
main high as the flood of federal Why I
borrowing makes it tougher for busi-
ness and other borrowers to raise funds- &qns tat fenders may boost thav Checkig and savings

President Reagan has promised to PrIme 1entin tatO-(saw at a near- are important sources of that capi.
hold next year's deficit to 42.5 billion fematI20.5Pens-4save sent shock tal, sod the rost of attracting the
dollars. But the Congressional Budget Uve oh the business and is- fuods ranges from virtually =thing
"flce says that the red ink could climb rosthtetcommsut. Wiyc; the ,tse in the case of nnninterest-bearing
,60 bdho-bout the level it was in such a key osnnar barntaw checking accounts to SV. percent

Jimmy Carters final year in office. The prime rte-the interest that passbooks, to certificates of deposit
That's why the White House budget books charge on thort-term loans to Paying rates of 15 percent or more.

office has ordered government agencies ti best customers-4s a crucial Typically, hooks then add 2 or more
to hold fiscal 1982 spending to about 4 beoch mark beuse, for alt barrow- percentage points to cover over-
billion dollars below the level authe- m, i is a m sure of what is hap- head eapenses sod profits.
rized by Congress. Presidential aides pening in the mone markets Big banks also take into momt
predict, moreover, that Reagan will ex- For cr dealernufacturers the cost of obtaining loan funds
ercise his veto powers on congressional and other firms that boro to fi- through the money markets ad
:pending he considers excessive. nance their operaions, slow prime from other bnks The going tate on

Pesslmistic forecasts. Despite ad- rate spurs economic expsson by such interbank loascall the
ministration claims that the prime rate encouraging firms to seek new m- federal-funds rat-4s now about 18
will fall from 20.5 percent to 15 per- kets, build plants ana hire orkes& percent
cent by yea's end, most economists High rates notoely dicouragesuch why teesh prs rate e
see little relief Some even say rates expsion snt eat into profits but Most economists agree that infia-
could go higher. Chief economist Nor- also affect ontinuing operatios tson ithe mos culprit As es of

Z! ,.. .r...s-at ,, -_,v-a the financing of Invetories goods and servsces rtsa, unvestars do-
PittsWurgh says the prime wont Foil be Who qUaa lor the prime casel mood a greater retrn on tst
low 16 percent over the nest year. A firm that has strong earnings money. For eople. milln of

Allen Sinai of Data Resources, a Leo- prospects and an established track sall savers hae put their eg gs
ington, Mass., forecasting comnpany, be- record of payrg its debts stands the into money-arket mutul fhndo,
lierms that interest rates will remain best chance of getting the prime which now yield so average afe of
stucs at current levels -until Inflation rate. A banker may often give a dis- about 17 percent. forcing banks to
rates are permanently in the 6 to 7 count of 3 or 4 percentage points off pay depositors more in ord to be
"Oerceot range or unless the ecosomy the prime to a prefirrd client- competitive.

s into "total onilipse." soeios ag oprto ra.Government economic psolicies
Tarade-off-coTtinued suffering rat e-also ensert upward pressure on Inter

because of inflation or a deep ces- pts whe o k Homest rates. To bring iaion
sion-could threaten the Reagan re- and other high-risk borrowers are control, the Federal Reserve isslow.
covery plan- It also could strengthen normally charged rates 2 or 3 per- in the growth of the money sapggy.
the hand of Democrats In Congress, ertage points above sh c prime. . reduct g the aount of money
who have been beaten in battle after How do banks am the prtsss rate? I available to borrowers who bi up
battle against Reagan this year. . 1l Each bank has its own formula, the interest rates At the sawe -sme,

.but most lenders base their capssl- the Treasury Depatosont ha had

Be IAMS IorErMw (ihs rsAc L.OAro .. d lions en the co of obtaining money to borrow huge sums to finance te
Fused to make n. -- large federal deficit redmacnf ateando ramount of fss available r p

reps ovateo ormceeso

NH0 a O fGB IT W Don thes prise kdslhsue tale
eouaoefeairndto tgwgmea

Rates H r these long-term loas
7. tend to track the prime rat housgh

pontasquicktoriserfaowithtt.
0

t Prinve RCtehec Mostbanks and savings andtlaaa-
r iortaon make home and caain

Bans with savers deposit rather thsewith
funds raised through the os tI
tile money markets. thL

Mortgage lenders in settinger
crates also must consider the policies
of federally chartered sorpepoions
that buy pools of home oar, For

pitance, the Federal National Mort-
pgage Association is iling to buy

mortgages with yields no los than
frm16 percent interest rates on long-
term loans and bands also ere close-
ly related toposts for ha inflos.

us Satwo &WeOt-n tiR.On t maS 7. ul9 i 21
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Senator SARBANES. I thank all the members of the severalpanels. I particularly appreciate your patience in staying with usthroughout the morning. I think it is important to have yourhelpful testimony in the record.
Mr. Morris, I want to say to you that I am extremely concernedabout what this is doing to small business, about the sort of situa-tion you were discussing. Every study shows that small businessesare the biggest originators of jobs and innovative ideas. I think it isvery important for the general economic and social way we func-tion in this country.
I think it is particularly helpful*to have the kind of very graphic,personal story that you told us this morning.
We appreciate everyone being here with us.
Thank you.
We stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-vene at 9:55 a.m., Thursday, September 3, 1981.]



EFFECTS OF HIGH INTEREST RATES ON
MARYLAND COMMUNITIES

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1981

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMIIIEE ON INVESTMENT, JOBS, AND PRICES

OF THE JOINT EcoNomic COMMIrrEE,
Washington, D.C

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:55 a.m., in the
Forum, Harbor Campus Bard Building, Community College of Bal-
thi-ore, altimorc Md. T-mn Pnni S Sarbanes (member of the
subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Sarbanes.
Also present: James K. Galbraith, executive director; William R.

Buechner, professional staff member; and Betty Maddox, assistant
director for administration.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES, PRESIDING

Senator SARBANES. I think we will get started. We understood we
were going to be in a room where we would be a little closer
together than this, but we have been assigned this lecture hall for

now; but perhaps they may come up with a smaller room. We don't
expect any hand-to-hand combat in these hearings, so we don't
have to be separated by great distances. [Laughter.]

This is the fourth day of hearings that the Subcommittee on
Investment, Jobs, and Prices of the Joint Economic Committee is
conducting to examine and document the effects of high interest
rates on Maryland communities. Earlier this week, we heard
graphic examples from a wide variety of business and local leaders
concerning how high interest rates have hurt local economies in
Baltimore County, in Anne Arundel, and surrounding counties, in
Montgomery County, and on the Eastern Shore, and yesterday we
were in Rockville.

Today the subcommittee moves to the Community College of
Baltimore, of which, as a digression, we are very proud. It is a

leader in the field of education, and has been a trail blazer with
respect to community colleges across the county.

In six separate hearings this week, we will hear from more than
80 witnesses about the severe challenge of high interest rates-a
challenge which these witnesses know best since they face it daily
in their own economic activities.

It is no exaggeration to say that the problems created by continu-
ing high interest rates are approaching crisis proportions. The
situation this year, with the prime rate remaining over 17.5 per-
cent, is unparalleled. In the last 12 months the prime has been as
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high as 21.5 percent, and today it remains at 20.5 percent. The
mortgage rate at many financial institutions is over 17 percent, the
highest it has ever been. The interest rate on tax-free municipal
bonds is now over 11 percent, twice that local governments had to
pay only 4 years ago. These rates have created grave obstacles to
the operations of many established and productive enterprises, par-
ticularly in those sectors of the economy which depend upon a line
of credit. The damage thus far is serious; and, if conditions are not
soon improved, will be irreparable. Enterprises which have been an
important asset to their respective communities, an important eco-
nomic resource, will be lost.

The burden of high interest rates has become a major financial
problem for small businesses. Auto dealers and other sellers of
consumer durables have been particularly hit. For the first time in
the history of a quarterly survey by the National Federation of
Independent Business, small businesses rank interest rates and
financing as the single most important problem facing them. The
survey which was released last week says: "The currently high
rates of interest are making a bad situation unbearable for many
small firms." Last year almost 12,000 businesses failed nationwide,
the highest figure in more than a decade and almost double the
number of failures in 1978 when interest rates were only half their
current level.

The situation is particularly critical in the home-building indus-
try. Housing starts last month stood at an annual adjusted rate of
just over 1 million, down 17 percent from the already reduced pace
of a year ago and only half the 2 million starts needed to meet
nationwide demand. Construction-related business is similarly de-
pressed. Unemployment in the construction industry is running at
15 percent, more than twice the industrial average. Home sales
have fallen dramatically, down in Maryland as much as one-third
from the levels of 2 years ago.

Financial institutions, particularly savings and loan associations,
which have done so much to make home ownership a reality, face
unprecedented pressure. High interest rates also have very serious
implications for the finances of State and local governments. As a
Sunday's New York Times article commented:

These are dark days for State and local treasuries *** Prices of municipal bonds
have been sliding all year and fell to a historic low last week. At the same time, the
interest rates that governments have to pay on their new bonds have reached
historic highs.

This is an especially serious blow at a time when State and local
jurisdictions must look forward to sharp reductions in financial
support from the Federal Government.

The Federal Reserve Bank in Richmond reports that Maryland
farmers are now paying the highest interest rate they have ever
had to pay for bank loans, with many farmers paying 2 to 3
percentage points above the current prime rate. As a result, farm-
ers across the State, as elsewhere in the Nation, have been post-
poning or abandoning productive investments which would make
them more efficient and effective producers. And we heard some
very pointed testimony on this subject yesterday at the hearing at
the Chesapeake Community College in Wye Mills.



The purpose of these hearings is to document across the State,
with testimony from those directly affected, the conditions to which
these statistics attest. Over the past 18 months the Joint Economic
Committee, created by the Employment Act of 1946 to provide
Congress with economic information and advice, has held a number
of hearings on the interest rate question, and will undoubtedly
return to this matter when the committee, in the fall, begins its
examination of the impact of the recently enacted economic pro-
gram.

It is my hope and expectation that the record of the Maryland
experience established by these hearings will make an important
contribution to the committee's work and to the response to which
policymakers must undertake to remedy this pressing economic
situation.

We are very pleased this morning to have as our first witness the
director of the Baltimore City Office of Intergovernmental Re-
search, Janet Hoffman. That is not a title that fully sets out on its
face all that Janet does and the influence that she wields, as all of
us who know of her fine work are very mu1 aware.

Hoffman is representing Mayor Schaefer and, as I understand it,
will also in a sense be speaking on her own behalf. And Janet, we
are very pleased to have you here this morning.

STATEMENT OF JANET L. HOFFMAN, DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE
CITY OFFICE OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL RESEARCH, BALTI-
MORE, MD.
Mrs. HOFFMAN. Thank you, Senator. Mayor Schaefer was very

sorry he could not be here, but I am here to represent Mayor
Schaefer and we are both very glad that you are undertaking this
effort, because we think the effect of high interest costs--

Senator SARBANES. Mrs. Hoffman, let me interrupt. They have a
better room, and I think it would work better. So why don't we go
there?

[A short recess was taken.]
Senator SARBANES. Mrs. Hoffman, I think we're ready to proceed.
Mrs. HOFFMAN. I was about to say that the mayor is convinced,

as I believe most people are, that there will be most serious conse-
quences if high interest rates are allowed to go unchecked. The
effects on the city are direct and indirect. You are going to be
hearing from others about their specific sectors of the economy.
And my role is to concentrate on the effect on the city government.

It is obvious that high interest increases the cost of a particular
project, especially those projects which have to be financed over a
protracted period of time, such major items as water and sewer
projects, bridges, tunnels, long-range capital undertakings. High
interest increases the cost of borrowing. Theoretically, you could
say that a city could increase its tax rate in order to pay for the
additional cost, or you might be able to say, "Well, the assessable
base is growing, so it will be a proportionate increase." But, in-
creases in interest cost have, as an absolute fact, outstripped the
increases in the city's assessable basis, and thus require a constant-
ly increasing share of the tax dollar.

We believe, in Baltimore City, that the property tax rate ought
not be allowed to rise beyond $6 per $100 of assessed value. It is



already perilously close to that. Therefore, any increase in the cost
of borrowing has got to result in service reductions.

I have three tables at the end of my prepared statement which
document what interest costs are for millions of dollars borrowed
in 1961, in 1971, in 1981, and what they cost in terms of pennies on
the tax rate for the average median dollars borrowed in 1961, 1971
and 1981.

The city has been a very prudent borrower. We have a general
policy of not issuing more than $35 million of general obligation
bonds once a year. We have improved our credit rating. We have
driven down our maturity periods, the term of the bonds, from 15
years in 1961 to a little over 5 years in 1981. Notwithstanding all of
those factors, the improved credit rating, the reduction in maturi-
ties, and the other good management techniques that we have
employed, the cost per million dollars has tripled absolutely, and
the cost on the tax dollars has tripled in relation to the assessable
base, as those tables will document.

An older central city such as Baltimore suffers a special competi-
tive disadvantage because of high land costs, high building costs
and high tax rates. We have trouble in attracting developers. We
need new investment to keep the economy going in the city and to
restore what needs to be restored in the city. With the present high
cost of money, the special incentives that we used to provide,
UDAG grants, GO bonds where necessary, and other kinds of fi-
nancial assistance are just not enough to overcome the high cost of
money, in order to attract developers to the city. Thus the margin-
al edge is in favor of the suburbs or other large cities in other parts
of the country.

High interest also creates a demand for the city to provide assist-
ance to segments of the population to secure housing which other-
wise wouldn't be available. We have been trying to help people in
low- and moderate-income brackets to secure housing. We have
authorized a $100 million program. Alex Brown was able to market
only $50 million of that program, despite a 10/2 percent rate and
despite a 5-year put option. The demand for housing remains unsat-
isfied, and we are hoping to be able to market the remaining
authorization before the year's end.

But we don't know whether or not we will be able to do so in the
present situation.

The high interest rates have stalled our urban renewal pro-
grams. One example is a project planned for 99 units of market
rate housing in Washington Hill; 10 units were built. The project
ground to a halt. The cost of money made the remaining units in
the project unfeasible.

Homesteading-shopsteading and homesteading-have both been
adversely affected. We used to be able to provide with general
obligation bond money at 7 percent or thereabouts, loans for about
20 percent of the cost of a house, leveraging that so that the
homesteader could secure the remaining 80 percent from conven-
tional financial resources. That no longer works. With interest
rates at their present rates, we would have to supply 60 percent or
more of the cost of an individual house to bring it in at the overall
rate of about 8 or 9 percent. That is impractical, because of the



severe limitation on the amount of general obligation financing
available to us.

The same problem with shopsteading, and here we have a special
problem, because some shopsteaders have gone ahead, relying upon
the completion of the project, but the program ground to a halt.
Therefore, we may have to use our precious CDBG funds in order
to finish the project, so that those that have already been put in
place will not be a net loss.

Our employee retirement funds are very badly affected by high
interest rates. The market for the conventional securities, stocks,
and bonds, in which the retirement funds were invested, has fallen,
as you know, very badly. Lack of adequate performance in the
retirement system funds is the result of the availability of money
market funds and other modes of investment and also lack of
investor confidence in the national administration's economic pro-
grams and its ability to bring inflation and high interest to a halt.

Poor performance in these funds inevitably requires increased
public-taxpayer-contributions for the retirement systems. Like
many retirement systems, ours is geared to the salary levels of tne
end of a worker's career, and failure of the system's funds to
increase proportionately to salary increases can have a devastating
effect upon the required level of taxpayer contributions to main-
tain an actuarially sound system. Our system is sound at present.

The high interest rates have changed the financial markets in
our country and our tax laws in a way significant adverse to local
governments such as Baltimore, in our attempt to market our own
securities. Reduction of the Federal income tax rates, exemptions
for the all-savers certificates, money market funds functioning at
sky-high rates of return and a lot of new developments, all add up
to major questions as to the future viability of the tax-exempt
municipal bond market.

High interest rates have created an extraordinary demand for
the use of public tax credit through industrial revenue bonds,
pollution control bonds, and other devices to provide the benefits of
tax exemption to what are essentially private projects. And it is
ironic that we seek approval of these kinds of bonds, in order to
attract and retain jobs in industry, while we are suffering from the
adverse effects of a glut -of tax-exempt issues competing with our
own GO bonds and our own revenue bonds. Everybody is suffering
in that kind of situation. Nobody gains.

We know that our future as a city depends upon our ability to
finance capital improvements. We do have a deteriorating infra-
structure, and we do need capital improvements to continue to
attract and retain, investment. But as things now stand, we face
decreased borrowing in purchasing power terms, regardless of need.
We face shorter maturities with an inequitable result, in terms of
which generation is going to be paying for long-term improve-
ments. And we face intolerably high interest costs.

That is the end of my statement, Senator. And I would be glad to
supply any further information you may request of us. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Hoffman follows:]
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STATEMENT OF JANET L. HOFFMAN

Senator Sarbanes and members of the Subcommittee on Investment, Jobs, and
Prices: Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you this morning. Mayor
Schaefer is unable to be here because of a conflict in schedule and I am here
representing him as well as appearing in my own capacity.

We are especially pleased that you have chosen to examine the effects of high
interest rates on the city of Baltimore because of the serious consequences such
rates will have if allowed to go unchecked.

These effects are both direct and indirect. You will hear from subsequent wit-
nesses about the effect of high interest costs upon various sectors of the economy.
My remarks will be confined to the effects upon the Baltimore City Government.

High interest increases the cost of our capital projects, especially major undertak-
ings (bridges, tunnels, sanitary facilities, etc.) which require financing over a pro-
tracted construction period.

High interest increases the cost of borrowing for capital projects. Theoretically a
community might be expected to increase its tax rate or other revenue sources to
bring in the additional funds needed to pay the added interest costs. Increases in
interest costs have outstripped the increases in the City's assessable basis and thus
require a constantly increasing share of the tax dollar. It is the view of the City
Administration that the tax rate ought not rise beyond $6.00 per $100 of assessed
value; an increase beyond that level is viewed as politically and economically
counter-productive. Thus the additional pennies on the tax rate needed to pay high
interest costs are in competition with all other budgetary demands. Service reduc-
tions are inevitable.

High interest rates are especially harmful to older central cities such as Balti-
more. We are already at a competitive disadvantage with the suburbs by virtue of
high land costs, high construction costs and high property tax rates. With the
present high cost of money, special incentives that Baltimore used to be able to offer
such as UDAG grants or other forms of financial assistance are not sufficient to
attract development to the City.

High interest creates new demands for the City to provide assistance to particular
segments of its population to secure housing which has otherwise been priced out of
their reach. In an effort to assist persons of low and moderate income to find
housing the City attempted to market $100 million of single family mortgage
revenue bonds. Alex Brown was able to market only $50 million of these bonds at
10 percent with a 5 year put option. The demand for housing is unsatisfied and we
are hoping to be able to market the remaining $50 million before the year is out.

We are unsure of the outcome.
High interest rates have stalled our urban renewal programs. In Washington Hill

a 99 unit development had been planned for market rate housing. After ten units
were built the project had to be halted. Even UDAG grants, when available, are not
sufficient to reduce the financing costs for private developers.

In our well known homesteading program we used to be able to provide City loans
from G.O. bonds at 7 percent for 20 percent of the project costs, to leverage private
bank financing for the remaining 80 percent of the cost of the rehabilitated struc-
ture. This used to produce a total overall net result of about 8 percent for financing
the homesteader.

In today's financial terms, with private financing available in the range of 18V
percent to 19 percent the City would have to put up 60 percent of the house cost to
get the same effective rate. This is impractical because there are real limitations on
the availability of general obligation bond financing to the City and the use of G.O.
financing for this kind of purpose diminshes its availability for other needed munici-
pal purposes.

We have the same problem with the shopsteading program. It is particularly
difficult in areas where some of the work was done in the expectation that the full
block would be completed as planned. We may have to use our limited CBDG funds
to write down financing costs in some areas.

High interest rates have had a dramatically adverse effect upon recent perform-
ance of the city's retirement funds. The market for conventional securities (stocks
and bonds) has been very poor partly as a result of high yield money market funds
and other modes of investment as well as lack of investor confidence in the ability
of the national administration's economic program to control interest rates and
inflation. Poor performance in the city's retirement funds inevitably will require
increased public (taxpayer) contributions to maintain the actuarial basis of the
system. Like many retirement systems, our benefits are geared to salary levels at
the end of a worker's career. Failure of the retirement systems' funds to increase
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proportionately to salary increases can have a devastating effect upon the required
level of taxpayer contributions.

BALTIMORE CITY'S DEBT POLICY

The city has no legal debt limit; however, issuance of general obligation bonds
must follow an attenuated procedures involving for each individual issue, approval
by the State Legislature, proposal by the Mayor and City Council of a referendum,
approval by the voters and appropriation by the Mayor and City Council.

The city is conservative in issuing debt. Since 1962 the city's policy is to sell
general obligation bonds once annually in amounts which average $35 million. In
the last six years the city has redeemed $18.7 million more than it issued.

It should be clear to all that $35 million buys far less capital improvements in
1981 than it did in 1962. The city has shortened its maturities as a response to
higher rates. During a period of fiscal crisis for the older central cities of this
country, Baltimore has succeeded in improving its credit rating. In April 1981
Moody's Investors Service, Inc. and Standard and Poor's Corporation rated Balti-
more City as A-1 and A, respectively. Notwithstanding all these considerations the
price of money is impairing our ability to finance needed improvements and the
orderly replacement of our deteriorating infrastructure. It is also causing us to
shorten debt maturities in a fashion that produces an inequitable burden on the
pz-,.-.t- gc:a;' - ___~y~~

High interest has caused a revolution in the financial markets of this country and
in our tax laws which may have significantly adverse effects upon the ability of
local governments to market their tax exempt bonds at reasonable interest rates.
Reduction of the federal income tax rates, exemptions for the all-savers certificates,
money market funds functioning at sky-high rates of return and many other new
developments all add up to major questions as to the future viability of the tax
exempt municipal bond market.

High interest rates have created an extraordinary demand for use of public tax
exempt credit through industrial revenue bonds, pollution control bonds and other
devices to provide the benefits of tax exemption to what are essentially private
projects. It is ironic that we seek approval of such bonds in order to attract jobs and
industry or to retain existing ones while at the same time we are suffering from the
adverse effects of a glut of tax exempt issues competing with our own general
obligation and revenue bonds. Everybody suffers in this kind of financial market.

We know our future as a City depends upon our ability to finance capital im-
provements. The factors that we are now dealing with make our future clear:

(a) Less borrowing (in purchasing power terms-regardless of need).
(b) Shorter maturities.
(c) At a much more intolerably high interest cost.

TABLE I.-BALTIMORE CITY-COMPARISON OF 1961, 1971, AND 1981-AMOUNT OF GENERAL
OBLIGATION ISSUES; AVERAGE NUMBER OF YEARS OF ISSUES; TOTAL INTEREST COSTS; AVERAGE
INTEREST COSTS PER YEAR; AVERAGE INTEREST COSTS PER YEAR PER MILLION; AND INDEX

Average net
Interest Average Total net interest Average net interest interest cat

(percent) (years) cot otprya r tt V

1961 ............. $32,550,000 3.12 15.9 $16,158,218 $1,016,240 $31,220 100
1971..........................:. 35,225,000 4.66 115 19,079.424 1,659,080 47,099 151
1981............. 35,000,000 1000 5.48 19,183.404 3.500,621 100,017 320

February issue; a 1961 there was also a Decemsber i=s of 128.500,000 at 3.3 percent for 13 5-year amage life. Prared by Baltimre City
Office of Intergean ental Researcit til. Sept 1. 1981



TABLE II.-BALTIMORE CITY-COMPARISON OF COST TO TAXPAYERS FOR INTEREST ON $35,000,000
GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS ISSUED IN 1961, 1971, AND 1981

Aeaeannuat Tax rate
Year of issue e I cent onypperty needed tor

c3,0000ossu tax yields interest
$35,00,00 isue(cents)

I961 ................................................................................................................ $1,092,700 $346,866 3.15
1971 ................................................................................................................ 1,648,465 307,201 5.37
1981 ................................................................................................................ 3,500,621 374,615 9.34

' Using actual interest rates paid and actual maturities (see table 1). Prepared by Bailtimore City Office of Intergavernmental Research: JLH: Sept.
1, 1981.

TABLE Ill.-BALTIMORE CITY-GENERAL OBLIGATION DEBT-AND INTEREST PAID-1971-81

Debt
Year outstanding at Interest paid in yearyear end (in dnya

millions)

1971................................................................................................................................................ $492.9 $17,163,857
1972................................................................................................................................................ 500.5 18,058,670
1973 ................................................................................................................................................ 501.8 18,958,821
1974 ..................................... ........................................................................................................ 500.6 19,499,399
1975 ................................................................................................................................................ 497.4 19,992,043
1976 ................................................................................................................................................ 496.8 20,699,996
1977................................................................................................................................................ 494.9 21,429,598
1978 ............................................................................................................................................... 489.8 21,59 1,720
1979 .................................................................................................. ............................................ 479.5 21,742,14 6
1980 .............................................................................................................................................. 522.2 21,747,6 11
198 1.. ............................................................................................................................................ 516.1 27,031,700

Source: Baltimore City Department of Finance; Bureau of Treasury Management, Sept. 1, 1981. Prepared by Baltimore City Office of
Intergovernmental Research: Sept. 1, 1981.

Senator SARBANES. Mrs. Hoffman, that is very helpful. Could we
go to the tables in your prepared statement for a minute? They're
really extremely really well done, and I think we should discuss
them just a bit.

Mrs. HOFFMAN. Shall I describe them?
Senator SARBANES. If you would, yes.
Mrs. HOFFMAN. All right. Table II of my prepared statement

compares for 1961, 1971, and 1981, the amount of bonds that we
issued: $32.5 million, $35.2 million, and $35 million. It shows the
interest rate at which we marketed those bonds, 3.12 percent in
1961, 4.66 percent in 1971, and 10 percent in 1981.

Senator SARBANES. It's important to note that the city has had a
policy on the amount of bonds, I think, since--

Mrs. HOFFMAN. Since 1962.
Senator SARBANES. To stay at or about the $35 million figure,

which I think is highly responsible conduct, I must say.
Mrs. HOFFMAN. Well, it is hurting. We may have to move that.

You know, that $35 million buys a lot less in 1981 than it bought in
1962. The average term of the bonds has decreased. In 1961-the
bonds issued in 1961 average 15.9 years. In 1971, 11.5 years, and in
1981, 5.48 years.

The next column of the table shows the total net interest costs,
and it also shows a change in the laws relating to assessment. We
phased out a number of aspects of the personal property.
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Senator SARBANES. And then in 1981, we are back to $374,000. So
in a sense, the base is stronger now, in that each cent on the
property tax gives a greater return than it did 20 years ago, and
yet our interest charges are triple what they were.

Mrs. HOFFMAN. Correct. For about a third of the construction.
Table III shows the amount of debt we had outstanding at the

end of each year from 1971 to 1981 and the amount of interest that
we paid. In 1971, we had 493 million dollars' worth of debt out-
standing at the end of the year. At the end of the decade this year
or last year-no, this year projected, we have $516 million out-
standing. The interest paid, however, has grown from $17 million
in 1971 to $27 million in 1981.

-Senator SARBANES. So that's an additional $10 million in the
city's budget each year for interest cost?

Mrs. HOFFMAN. And that it can be confidently expected to rise
very rapidly over the next decade. We have the benefit in 1981 of
the cost of money in 1965 to 1970.

Senator SARBANES. Because you had the longer maturity span. Of
course, as you go Wo the shioter inaturitie3, you get much mre
locked into the current high interest rate situation.

Mrs. HOFFMAN. Correct. But we cannot market the longer term
bonds.

Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you very much. This has been
very strong testimony, and we appreciate it. We particularly appre-
ciate the careful thought that obviously went into preparing it. It's
been very helpful.

Mrs. HOFFMAN. Well, thank you. We are very grateful that you
are looking into this very serious problem.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you.
We will now go to the panel of financial institutions. Bill Beas-

man, the president of the Savings Bank of Baltimore and John
Moran is filling in for Bob Hecht from Baltimore Savings & Loan,
and Don Walton is from the Post Office Credit Union of Maryland.

Mr. Beasman, why don't we start with you, and we'll just move
right across.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. BEASMAN, JR., PRESIDENT, ASSO-
CIATED MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS OF MARYLAND AND PRESI-
DENT, SAVINGS BANK OF BALTIMORE, BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. BEASMAN. Good morning, Senator, my name is Bill Beasman.
I am not only president of the State savings association, but I am
also the president and chief executive officer of the Savings Bank
of Baltimore, one of the oldest institutions of its kind in the coun-
try, and also one of the most respected.

I am honored to have been asked to testify at the hearings on the
impact of high interest rates on the economy. You have been
furnished with copies of my statement, which sets forth the plight
of our industry because of high interest rates. And I am talking
about the national industry now, and not just the industry in
Maryland.

In the interest of time, though, I will not read my prepared
statement, but I will discuss it in an abbreviated form and add
some very personal observations and sentiments.



Senator SARBANES. Fine, your prepared statement will be includ-
ing in the hearing record.

Mr. BEASMAN. The industry's position has been well publicized,
and I need not elaborate on it to any great extent today. I am
happy to say, however, that the savings bank industry in Maryland
is healthy and has run counter to the national trend of heavy
losses. We have had an advantage in Maryland, that is, the savings
banks, in that we have corporate lending powers and also diversi-
fied investment powers not shared by thrift industry in general
throughout the country. We have been one of the exceptions.

This flexibility has served us well, and continues to do so; howev-
er, the current extraordinary high interest rate environment is
threatening the stability not only of the thrift industry but also the
Nation's other depository institutions, and we can name them all,
starting with the. credit unions on up to commercial banks. They
have been seriously weakened in their inability to generate or
attract private capital that would allow them to enhance earnings
and their competitive position.

Today, we are under siege. We are under siege by discouragingly
high rates of inflation, destructably high rates of interest, and a
dangerously unstable financial scene. These devastating interrelat-
ed forces are undermining performance. The industry has suffered
large-scale deposit outflows, deteriorating earnings position; and
faces the prospect of continued disintermediation, reduced earn-
ings, and if prolonged, capital erosion.

Your inquiry, though, is concerned with the impact of high inter-
est rates on your. constituencies, and I must assume that based on
these hearings the subcommittee will attempt to promulgate poli-
cies, programs, directives for legislation that would depress interest
rates to more tolerable levels.

This is an admirable objective. However, I believe the attempt
will be doomed to failure, if the focus is solely on the control of
interest rates. You have heard many witnesses testify over the past
several days as to the devastating effect high interest rates have
had, and continue to have, on home financing, the building and
construction industry, sales of automobiles, consumer goods and
services, merchanants, businesses-particularly small businesses,
and the near impossibility of starting a new business.

I will not attempt to add to or elaborate on that which has
already been said. That testimony, some of which I read in the
paper, I am confident, has been stated eloquently and forcefully.

However, as near as I can determine from what I have read and
what I've heard on television, the discussions have centered on the
symptoms of the disease, that is, high interest rates, rather than on
the disease itself. The illness that afflicts us, quite simply, is the
unwillingness or the inability of governments and consumers to
curb their appetites, that is, reduce expenditures in line with rev-
enues, thereby eliminating an increase in total public debt.

Ever-increasing public debt is the silent killer of the economy.
And we need not dwell on it, but we can go back to 1900 and look
at the increase in outstanding public debt and note the direct
correlation between it, and rates of inflation and high interest
rates.



As you well know, interest rates are set by market forces-that
is, the basic economic laws of supply and demand-which, until
now, have been immune to legislation. High interest rates result in
demand for capital that exceeds supply, that is, the savings of
individuals and corporations. Although inflation is considered the
culprit, it is the result of the same excesses, and exacerbates the
interest cost problem. Therefore, if we do anything to reduce the
destructively high rates of interest, we must look to the root causes
of escalating rates, and not at those who allocate the available
capital. Government must set its house in order before it can
demand the same from its people.

I have kept my comments brief. I think I have focused on the
real issue of interest-the cause of high interest rates and infla-
tion-and I have not attempted to discuss all the various problems
that confront people today. However, in closing, there are some
positive aspects of high interest rates, and I think there has been a
lack of those kinds of comments and discussions that have been
hard to date.

For the first time in over four decades, savers-those who pru-
vide the capital essential to our form of economy-are participat-
ing in the post-Word War II prosperity. All other participants-
labor, governments, real estate developers, home buyers, manufac-
turing concerns-have reaped the harvest of the prosperity since
World War II, while the saver, the thrifty individual who made the
prosperity possible in the first place, was limited to a return, until
very recently, less than what his savings would have earned in the
early 1900's. The savers now are enjoying what other sections of
the economy have been enjoying for 40 years.

Also, and this is somewhat of a personal, philosophical observa-
tion, for the first time in over a quarter of a century, people are
beginning to appreciate what a treasure it is to be able to buy and
own a home. The purchase of a home with no money down, at
subsidized interest rates, was taken for granted. It was easy to buy
a home, and has been as easy to buy a home up until recent years,
as it was to buy an automobile or a dishwasher.

Now, it is realized that sacrifices must be made if one is to
acquire a treasure that few people in the world are permitted to
own. Some may scoff at that notion. Some may even scoff at that
remark. And they are going to collar me, I know, after this meet-
ing.

But I believe that the acceptance of the sacrifices is a small step
in the direction of reducing interest rates, and inflation. I am sorry
if I don't voice the extreme pessimism and dark concern that many
of the witnesses probably have evidenced prior to my little discus-
sion. It is because I am an incurable optimist. I have great confi-
dence in the good judgment of people, and when the chips are
down, the people always end up doing that which needs to be done.
And I think we have reached that point now.

And I believe it is also evidenced by the hearings that you are
conducting now, Senator. And with those remarks, I am ready to
respond to any questions-not only about my oral presentation, but
that of my prepared statement. And I thank you very much for
your attention.

Thank you, Senator.
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Senator SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Beasman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Beasman follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. BEASMAN, JR.

Mr. Chairman, my name is William A. Beasman. I am president of the Associated
Mutual Savings Banks of Maryland, and president of the Savings Bank of Balti-
more. Savings banks operate as non-stockholder, community-oriented financial insti-
tutions in Maryland and sixteen other states. In areas such as the Northeast, where
they are most heavily concentrated, savings banks are the largest holders of con-
sumer savings, as well as the dominant mortgage lenders, among the various types
of depository institutions. Reflecting their urban orientation, the savings banks in
Maryland are all Baltimore based, and have approximately $2 billion in total assets.

You and your colleagues on the Joint Economic Committee are to be commended
for holding this important series of hearings on the impact of prolonged high
interest rates on the economy. It raises critical issues for all Americans, and I am
especially appreciative of this opportunity to discuss the impact on thrift institu-
tions and our community lending activities.

In the course of my testimony I will first outline the general condition of the
savings bank industry and then discuss how our experience in the State of Mary-
land differs somewhat from the national trends. Next I would like to describe the
reasons why the savings bank performance in this State is considerably better than
the national norm, and conclude by suggesting some federal policy changes which
could strengthen our nation's thrift system and thereby contribute to the task of
economic revitalization.

CONDITION OF THE SAVINGS BANK INDUSTRY

As has been amply documented in the financial as well as the general press, the
thrift industry today is clearly under siege. Years of double digit inflation and
destructively high levels of interest rates have combined to undermine the perform-
ance of institutions oriented toward .savings and long-term lending. Savings banks
and savings and loan associations have already suffered large scale deposit outflows
and a iajor deterioration in their earnings positions. Unless this high interest rate
climate cools down soon, many thrift institutions and not a few small commercial
banks, which have balance sheet structures similar to those of thrift institutions,
will be facing conditions that threaten their continued independent existence.

A cursory glance at savings bank deposit flow data is more than sufficient todemonstrate this point. For the first seven months of this year, the industry's netdeposit loss amounted to $8.1 billion, thus surpassing the all time record outlflow
for a full calendar year of $7.0 billion registered in 1979. Funds are flowing out for
the simple reason that savings banks cannot match the rates available to investors
in the open market or through such intermediaries as money market mutual funds.
The inability to pay competitive rates is, of course, a result of the depressingly low
earnings from past investment patterns, primarily long-term, fixed-rate mortgages.

With respect to earnings, the data is equally dismal and potentially more serious.Reflecting sharply increased interest payments on market-linked 6-month savings
certificates, more than one-half of the nation's savings banks are now reporting
bottom line losses. In the first six months of 1981, the industry recorded an annua-
lized loss as a percentage of assets equivalent to .64 basis points. For 1981 as a
whole an industry-wide loss of 75 basis points on assets, or approximately $1.3
billion of red ink is estimated.

The situation in the savings and loan industry, as recently reported to the HouseBanking Committee by Federal Home Loan Bank Board Chairman Richard Pratt, is
equally bleak. In his July 14th statement, Chairman Pratt stated that 74 percent of
all savings and loan associations are incurring net operating losses and undergoing
an erosion of surplus positions.

It should be stressed that the thrift industry's current problems are not at thistime posing a danger to depositors who are protected by federal deposit insurance
up to $100,000 per account. The danger, rather, is that the current level of highinterest rates will continue unabated and eventually lead to economic and financial
crisis in this country.

MARYLAND SAVINGS BANK EXPERIENCE

Turning from the national experience which is heavily influenced by develop-
ments in major money centers such as New York, Boston, Chicago, etc., I am
pleased to report that savings banks in Maryland have been able to turn in a
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performance that, while certainly not robust, is counter to the national trends of
heavy losses for thrift institutions. Although savings flows, excluding interest, were
a negative 2.46 percent of total deposits outstanding for the period January to July,
1981, earnings are still in the black. Surplus positions at Maryland savings banks
increased 0.06 percent as a percent of average assets in the first quarter of 1981,
and actually increased to .12 percent in the second quarter of this year.

Notwithstanding the fact that savings banks in Maryland have fared better than
our counterparts elsewhere, the fact is that our housing and community lending
programs have had to be curtailed drastically in the face of the adverse operating
conditions previously described. Mortgage commitments are at their lowest level in
recent memory and, as a consequence, homeownership opportunities for Maryland
residents are shrinking rapidly.

SAVINGS BANK OPERATING POWERS

Analyzing the savings bank experience in Maryland as compared to their institu-
tions nationally lends one to conclude that a major reason for our relatively strong
performance can be found in the expanded operating and investment powers grant-
ed under state law. Savings banks in Maryland were able to offer checking accounts
to their customers long before transaction accounts were authorized for thrift insti-
tutions on a national basis. Such deposits add a stable core of lower-cost funds to a
bank's liability structure and, perhaps even more importantly, permit us to meet
the full range of our retaii-tustomers neeus.

In Maryland we have also had the advantage of corporate lending and demand
deposit authority, as well as the ability to diversify into several lines of bank-related
activities such as leasing. Broad and flexible asset powers have given savings bank
management the opportunity to balance their mortgage portfolios with shorter-
term, higher-yielding loans. Statewide branching and conditions of approximate
competitive equality with commercial banks have permitted our institutions, at
least to some extent, to insulate themselves from some of the inflation-induced
problems which now plague thrift institutions generally.

It is encouraging to see that the example set by Maryland and several other
states in which savings banks operate, such as Connecticut, Maine and New Jersey,
is now being adopted at the federal level. The 1980 Depository Institutions Deregula-
tion and Monetary Control Act granted additonal deposit-taking and investment
powers to federally chartered thrift institutions. This authority, which includes
NOW accounts, consumer lending, and limited commercial banking powers for
federal mutual savings banks, was sorely needed by the nation's thrifts. The prob-
lem is that deregulation on the asset side at the federal level may have been a case
of "too little too late" for most thrift institutions to avoid being severely weakened
by current economic conditions.

Essentially, it comes down to a question of timing. Deregulation of deposit liabil-
ities has been proceeded apace since 1978 when market-linked certificates of deposit
were first introduced. Current deposit deregulation under the auspices of the De-
pository Institutions Deregulation Committee is likewise moving with all deliberate
speed. The fact remains, however, that thrift institutions need time to prepare for a
fully deregulated environment. Lacking the powers and the competitive opportuni-
ties which we have had in Maryland, these institutions simply need more time to
turn over their portfolios dominated by long-term, low-yielding mortgages. As these
mortgages are paid down, thrift institutions will then be able to implement recently
authorized broadened asset powers, including more flexible mortgage contracts, and
thereby become fully competitive with the other providers of financial services in
the marketplace.

In the interim, Mr. Chairman, it is most important that federal financial regula-
tors and the relevant congressional committees, such as the Senate Committee on
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs on which you also serve, be fully congnizant of
the current precarious state of the thrift industry. If I could leave one message with
you today, it is that the imbalance between a rapidly deregulated deposit market
and continuing asset restrictions must not be exacerbated.

PUBLIC POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

The pro-savings features of the recently enacted Economic Recovery and Tax
Reduction Act should go far toward restoring individual incentives to invest in
savings institutions and other depositories. The All Savers provisions, in particular,
should provide some much needed immediate relief to operating margins at savings
banks and other thrifts, while also serving to reverse the heavy deposit outflows of
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recent years. We also consider the expansion in retirement accounts both with
respect to eligibility and annual contributions' limits to be very signficant.

The savings bank industry strongly endorses the efforts being made by the Feder-
al Home Loan Bank Board Chairman Richard Pratt to secure restructuring legisla-
tion that would remove the remaining restrictions on investment powers of savings
institutions and thereby create full operating parity with commercial banks. When
market conditions permit we also believe that all regulated depository institutions
should be permitted to offer financial services comparable to that now provided by
money market mutual funds. These and other changes will permit the thrift indus-
try to emerge from the current crisis armed with sufficiently broad and flexible
asset and liability powers to enable them to meet all the financial needs of our
citizens, business entities, and our local communities.

Many individuals, and some thrift industry executives as well, would no doubt,
yearn for a return to the "old days" of specialized depository institutions and a
highly regulated financial structure. However, this is simply not a realistic option in
today's world where banks must do business in competition with securities firms,
insurance companies, national and, indeed, international financial conglomerates.

For the near term, in which restrictive monetary policy remains the principal tool
of the federal government's anti-inflation efforts, interest rates will very likely
remain unacceptably high and volatile. The federal regulatory authorities and the
Congress will, therefore, have to remain extremely vigilant to ensure that the thrift
industry as a whole will make it safely through the transition to a deregulated
financial system in the years immediate ahead.

Senator SARBANES. I think we will hear from the other two
members of the panel and then we can have a general discussion
with all three of you. Mr. Moran.

STATEMENT OF JOHN G. MORAN, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
BALTIMORE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION, BAL-
TIMORE, MD.
Mr. MORAN. Baltimore Federal thanks you for the opportunity to

be able to participate and comment today on the economic condi-
tions which are prevailing, and also which are impacting home-
ownership. This series of meetings is very timely.

I brought with me today two current issues of business publica-
tions, the current issue of Forbes, and also the current issue of
Business Week. Both of these have cover stories which talk about
the impact of high interest rates and inflation on the housing
industry.

I would like to read two very short paragraphs, if I may, from
the issue of Forbes, from an article by William Baldwin. They, I
believe, sum up-whether you are in Baltimore City or the State of
Maryla'xd, or anywhere in the United States-the plight that is
affecting the consumer as well as the plight which is affecting
those of us in the industry.

It reads:
Jessie and Don Feature have given up looking for a house near Chicago, because

on their combined $35,000 income they cannot afford one. The cheapest house they
could find was about $75,000, and with today's 17-plus percent interest rates, that
would have cost $900 a month-half of their take-home pay. That wouldn't do, so
they will stay in their two-bedroom apartment. Jessie is pregnant with her first
child, in Chicago's lower middle-class Roger's Park. They will wait for a more
hospitable credit market along with a few million other Americans.

Then the second paragraph relates to the industry:
In California, home builder Scott Biddle has been auctioning off unsold tract

homes at distressed prices. He expects to lose several million dollars on the 605
units he built last year. When interest rates went above 12 percent, people stopped
buying, he says.



There should be no question in anyone's mind that interest rates
are high in the State of Maryland, and that they directly affect the
consumers. Baltimore Federal is a savings and loan association,
and it is very much community-based. And our interest rates, I
think, are very much typical of those that prevail throughout the
industry and that the consumer is confronted with, and has been
confronted with for many, many months.

For example, a fixed-rate, fixed-term mortgage at Baltimore Fed-
eral up to 30 years is now 18 percent plus 3 points. The new
adjustable mortgage loans-AML-of 1 year are 171/2, and 3 points.
That AML allows for the interest rate, and the payment, to adjust
yearly. And our adjustable mortgage loan for 3 years is 17% per-
cent and 3 points.

Basically, we are out of the housing market at this time. Those
rates make it prohibitive for anyone to secure financing. The only
loans we are making now are basically loans where we have had
prior commitments to builders at lower rates, or where we are
experiencing buydowns. The average consumer has been eliminated
LLULAI .LA... --________. - -

On the other side, we are confronted with high rates that we are
paying to our savers and our investors. And I agree with Mr.
Beasman that this is necessary, and it is something that the con-
sumer, in effect, deserves with respect to the inflation rates that
prevail today. But when you look at the savings and loan industry
and the portfolio that we carry of low-rate mortgages, and that we
have been carrying for years on our books, and then suddenly are
confronted with these short-, high-term rates, it becomes a dis-
astrous situation for the industry.

Again, to give you some examples, if we look at the 6-month,
$10,000 money market rates that are prevailing today, this week,
the certificates are paying somewhat less than 16 percent, just a
hair below 16 percent. The new rate that was announced on Tues-
day for the 21/2 year small saver certificates-these are the 30-
month certificates that are available for a minimum as low as
$100-are paying 16/2 percent rate. But if you compound that over
the full -21 years that the certificate lives, that compounds out to
20V percent. That money that we are bringing in now in those
small saver certificates will cost us 20 percent over a 2V -year
period of time. So this is not a short-range problem.

But, we are looking for relief now. We hope that relief will be
coming in terms of the high interest rates. It is a long-term prob-
lem for our industry, both in terms of the mortgage portfolio that
we carry and also in terms of the high rates for savings that we are
paying now.

Bob Hecht, our chairman of the board, was to be here today. He
is unable to be with us, and he asked me to sit in in his place, and
I respectfully request his prepared statement be entered into the
record.

Senator SARBANES. His prepared statement will be included in
the record at the end of our colloquy. It is a very good statement. I
have had a chance to look through it.

Mr. MORAN. Also, to relate to what Mr. Beasman said, we see
that it is a problem of supply and demand. It's not only supply and
demand of money but, to get back to the comments that the Sena-



tor made earlier, we are expecting somewhere in the range of 2.6
million housing units to be needed each year through the 1980's,
and at this point in time there is no prospect that we as lending
institutions are going to be able to support that-nor will our
colleagues in the building and real estate industry be able to sup-
port that, either. Something has to be done to make the money
available, to make housing affordable, and to bring it to the mar-
ketplace.

How did we get into this situation? I think none of us will
question that inflation has brought us to it, and in order to solve
the problem, we have to get at the root of inflation.

But again, to go over what has been mentioned before, part of
the problem we are experiencing today is the solution to the prob-
lem. The Federal Government, the Federal Reserve, and the ad-
ministration in Washington today, are solving the problem basical-
ly through monetary policy, and the monetary policy that they are
pursuing is one that has not traditionally been pursued in the past,
namely a policy which targets on the supply of money without
taking into consideration the level of interest rates. So every week
we look at our newspapers, the Wall Street Journal, and different
reports, and find out where MIA and MIB are, and we see the
interest rates bouncing up and down, but keeping up there at a
high level.

There doesn't seem to be any hope, at least from what we hear
from Federal Reserve comments, that that situation will change in
the near future. Until that does change, the interest rates will
remain high, mortgage rates will remain high, and housing will not
be affordable. What would we like to see done?

We would like to see something done that will help not only the
thrift industry, but will help the consumers, and will help, specifi-
cally, here today, the people of Baltimore City. And we have listed
some six items, but they are only general items. We could give you
a whole specific shopping list, but let me just list them for the
people we have here today:

We are asking that the Government pursue a monetary policy
that gives consideration to the stifling effects of high-interest rates.

We are asking the Government to pursue fiscal policies to bal-
ance the budget and hold down inflation in the future.

We are asking that assurance be given that the Depository Insti-
tutions Deregulation Committee [DIDC] adhere to the Depository
Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of 1980. We
welcome the content of that act. We agree with the deregulation of
financial institutions to bring us to competitive market positions on
both the asset and liability side, but we do ask that that body that
was appointed, the DIDC, adhere to the intent of that law. And we
were glad to see that some action was taken recently in that
respect.

We would also ask that there be some time and coordination
given to the deregulation of assets and liabilities. Our liabilities,
which are our savings deposits, are being deregulated very, very
quickly. Our asset side-and in our case, where we are holding
mortgages for 20 and 30 years-is being deregulated somewhat
more slowly, causing us problems.



We are asking that methods and tax considerations be given to
us for removing of low-rate mortgages from our portfolios.

And we would like to see, if possible, a definite continuation
beyond December 31, 1982, of the consumers' ability to invest in
the all-savers certificates, the tax-free certificates that will become
available on October 1 at the depository institutions.

We realize Congress can't do this alone. We ask Congress, we ask
the administration, we ask the Federal Reserve, to join with the
financial institutions, and, as Bill Beasman mentioned, we also
need a certain amount of cooperation and restraint on the part of
the public and the consumers in order to achieve stability in the
financial markets.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you for a very helpful statement. As I
said, Mr. Hecht's prepared statement will be included in the record
at this point.

[The prepared statement of Robert E. Hecht, Sr., follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT oF ROBERT E. HECHT, SR., CHAIRMAN, BALTIMORE FEDERAL
-SAVINGS & LAAN AbbuCiAuiv

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the economic conditions which
prevail today, and which are impacting homeownership in America.

I come to you from a unique vantage point. As chief executive officer of a billion
dollar savings and loan, I can comment on the economic impact at the local level,
how it affects a savings and loan and how it affects individuals and families. As vice
chairman of the Maryland Savings and Loan League, I can give a somewhat broader
view of the economic impact among thrifts. And, as a member of the Ececutive
Committee of the United States League of Savings Associations, I can add a nation-
al perspective to my thoughts.

Housing in America, today, is in trouble. When housing is in trouble, our econo-
my is in trouble, and the Great American Dream of the nation's families is threat-
ened. If we are to prosper as a nation, and if we are to preserve our traditional
values, we must return the stability to our financial markets that will allow for
needed vitality in the housing industry.

Congress is charged with the responsibility of writing and enacting those laws
which provide for the political, economic, and social order of our country. In this
role, Congress can not only pass but can change or repeal laws which are no longer
relevant or necessary. However, there are some "natural laws" which are beyond
the control of our elected or appointed officials and must be considered when
enacting legislation. One such law is the "Law of Supply and Demand" which is the
basis of all economic activity.

As we look at the problems of the housing industry today, we are really looking at
a problem of supply and demand. For example, the demand for new housing is said
to be 2.6 million units a year. In today's economic conditions, it is impossible for
lenders and for our colleagues in the real estate and building industries to meet
that demand.

1981 housing starts have dropped to record low levels, less than a million on an
annual rate. Mortgage rates in excess of 17 percent persist. House prices are
inflated. Buyers are unable to qualify for mortgages and sellers are unable to realize
the equity they have invested in their homes. We are all in a "no-win" situation,
one that cannot be allowed to continue or deteriorate further.

How have we reached the difficult position we are in today? There are a great
many factors that contribute to this crisis in housing, but the most notorious is
inflation. In the days before double-digit inflation, savings and loans grew and
developed into the primary source of residential mortgage money. You and I, our
families, and members of our communities deposited our savings into thrift institu-
tions because they were an integral part of our community and because they were
safe. With low rates of inflation, there was an incentive to save money. Savings and
loans were able to pay an interest rate that more than offset inflation in those
"golden days."

Thrifts then took that money and invested it back into the local communities in
the form of residential mortgages. There was a balance between the supply of and
the demand for mortgage money that made home ownership possible and affordable.
I do not wish to imply that our system operated smoothly because there was no



government regulation. Quite the contrary. We were heavily controlled by govern-
ment regulations. For example, injunctions like Regulation Q limit the amount of
interest financial institutions can pay on deposits. These regulations originally
placed no hardship upon us nor did they place any undue restrictions upon savers,
for savers received a fair real rate of return on their deposits because of the low
inflation rate. At the same time we were, therefore, able to make mortgages at low
rates for up to 30 years. Since 1980, through the Depository Institutions Deregula-
tion and Monetary Control Act, we have experienced accelerated deregulation of our
business. But this deregulation does not provide for a timely balance between assets
and liabilities.

As a result, the cost of our funds has sky-rocketed, and in turn we have had no
alternative but to offer mortgages at increasingly high rates. The demand for
housing continues because of family formations, divorces and single-person owner-
ship, but the supply cannot be achieved at a reasonable cost.

Because of the high rates of inflation we have experienced for the last several
years, savers and investors have become much more conscious of interest rates and
have turned toward instruments that can offer them double-digit rates of return.
For financial institutions that means there has been deposit growth in short term
certificates, but a large amount of money is being directed from depositories to
Money Market Mutual Funds. They are a creation which has filled a void in the
marketplace and at the same time greatly diminished our supply of lendable funds
which in turn increases the cost of home financing.

Recognizing that inflation is problem that affects all sectors of the economy, the
federal government, and particularly the present Administration, has taken dramat-
ic steps to stabilize prices. I applaud their goals, but I disagree with several of their
policies. Whether implicitly or explicitly, housing is no longer a government prior-
ity. I can appreciate that priorities can change as the times change, but, when we
affect an industry that so completely permeates our economy, we cannot tolerate
abrupt changes in direction. Housing has not caused the economic problems of
today, and housing should not be called upon to carry the weight of solving these
complex issues. Housing can and should remain a priority. Creative solutions such
as the All Savers certificate will help, but we need more.

Housing is not affordable for the reasons I stated earlier: inflation and a lack of
savings flows into thrift institutions, but we also have a third factor contributing to
the problem. That factor is the tight money policy that is currently being pursued
by the Federal Reserve with the blessing of the administration. The Federal Re-
serve, in its efforts to control inflation, is pursuing a monetary policy which empha-
sizes the money supply and not the level of interest rates. While this policy in the
view of many economists has the potential of alleviating inflation in the long run, to
date it has been devastating to industries such as housing and automobiles.

With the prime rate exceeding 20 percent, it is not realistic to assume that
mortgage lenders can make funds available to families at affordable levels. Not only
have thrifts been affected, but these same high interest rates have had a tremen-
dous impact on the bond market and in cases such as Baltimore City, this has had
serious and negative consequences for housing. For example, in its quest to make
housing affordable to low- and middle-income families in Baltimore City, the City in
cooperation with private interests developed an innovative bond program to support
low interest mortgages by private lenders. But because of high interest rates, this
bond program was delayed for more than a year in coming to market, and when if
finally did come to market just this past July, it was cut back to 50 percent of its
projected level. That 50 percent reduction equates to $50 million less that is availa-
ble to support home ownership for low- and middle-income families. This is just one
obvious and visible example of the effects of the current tight money policy. But
how many less visible examples do we have of families who have been turned away
from the reality of home ownership?

Baltimore City has experienced a renaissance: a rebirth of spirit, a reawakening
of pride, a rebuilding of its neighborhoods. The avilability of mortgage funds in the
past at reasonable rates has made possible our very successful homesteading pro-
gram, and the revitalization of our Inner Harbor.

These programs, made possible through monetary policy that did consider the
level of interest rates, brought many benefits to our City and its people: the pride of
home ownership, improved neighborhoods, employment, increased tax revenues, and
a nonquantifiable sense of vitality. We cannot afford to lose that momentum.

To recap briefly: our housing priority has been destroyed by our economic policies
to combat inflation. Inflation has battered the housing industry by raising the prices
of houses, by increasing mortgages rates, and by diverting savings from thrift
institutions. Are there any actions we can take to ameliorate these negative effects?
I think there are.
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Pursue a monetary policy that gives consideration to the stifling effects of
high interest rates;

Pursue fiscal policies to balance the budget;
Assure that the Depository Institutions Deregulation Committee adheres to

the Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act;
Coordinate the deregulation of assets and liabilities;
Provide methods and tax considerations for removing low rate mortgages

from savings and loan portfolios; and
Continue indefinitely beyond December 31, 1982, the consumer's ability to

invest in tax free certificates at depository institutions.
These are the challenges we face: Congress should pass those laws which pronote

a vigorous and healthly economy while recognizing and preserving the valuable role
of the housing industry; the Administration should pursue responsible fiscal and
monetary policies; savings and loans should prudently incorporate those new powers
which will allow them to meet the financial needs of families in then communities,
and the public should demand responsible action and to cooperate to bring stability
to our economy.

Our tasks are not easy, but I am confident that we can achieve our goals to the
benefit of all.

Senator SARBANES. Let me make just one comment before we
hear from Mr. Walton. I have the perception, frankly, that the

uting to it. The rates that the Fed has established are now so far
above the current level of inflation that the real rate of return is
very high in historical terms. So that you have a gap in there that
is prevailing.

Last month, the CPI went up 15 percent. It is tricky to annualize
from a single month, and I don't want to make any more of it than
one ought to.

But if you look at the components of the CPI, and say, "Where
did that come from?" the single biggest factor, was the high cost of
housing, which, again, reflects the high-interest rates. We also
heard testimony that it is not only the carrying cost, but on the
other hand there is creative financing, or situations where you can
assume an existing mortgage, and these are simply reflected in
higher costs for the house. So that too inflates the housing cost.

Second, to the extent it affects fiscal policy, and the effort to
move to a balanced budget, the high-interest rates, if they provoke
recessionary trends in certain sectors of the economy, or cause
people to lose jobs, so that they cease to be wage earners and
taxpayers, and start drawing unemployment. Builders have testi-
fied very graphically that they are laying off carpenters, plumbers,
electricians, and so forth. The net result is that they no longer pay
money into the Tresury on the one hand, and on the other they
turn around and draw money out of the Treasury for the various
unemployment or other income support programs, thereby auto-
matically contributing to a worsening fiscal situation for the Feder-
al Government.

No one is arguing for a "the-doors-are-wide-open" approach, but
it seems to me we're going to have to get some sort of adjustment
that enables established concerns to function in a reasonable way.

A little later we will be hearing from the operating businesses,
and I will be interested to hear their comments. But the testimony
we have been receiving is that the people affected today are not
the marginal people. The people being affected now are old line,
established, highly regarded, effective operators in their particular



lines of work, particularly in those sections of the economy that are
heavily dependent on credit to function.

Don Walton, will you proceed?

STATEMENT OF DON WALTON, MANAGER, POST OFFICE
CREDIT UNION OF MARYLAND, INC., BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. WALTON. Senator, I appreciate the opportunity to testify this
morning on a subject that so vitally effects the credit union indus-
try in general and this credit union in particular.

My name is Don Walton. I'm the manager of the Post Office
Credit Union which serves the postal employees of this area and is
the oldest credit union in the State of Maryland. The credit union
is a relatively small one, with around $7 million in assets.

Although high interest rates have been around for some time,
our credit union is just beginning to face the problem associate
with high interest rates, disintermediation of funds.

Over the past 2 years, the credit union has increased it asset size
at a brisk 20 to 25 percent per year. At the beginning of the
summer, withdrawals began to accelerate relative to the same
period a year ago. In August, withdrawals were $110,000 more than
in August 1980.

Our assumption, of course, is at most of the withdrawals are
being redeposited in higher-yielding CD's and money market funds.
In order to stem this tide, we will have to offer CD's and/or higher
rates on our savings accounts. Paying higher interest rates affects
our bottom line directly. We have to offset that expense by raising
the rates on our loans.

Whether we can maintain a sufficient spread between our yield
and the cost of funds remains to be seen. Many credit unions are
forced to work with narrowing spreads, and S. & L.'s are face with
negative spreads.

So the problem is very real, but at this time we are optimistic
about our ability to deal with it.

As we raise our rates to cover our expenses, we see that it is the
borrower, the consumer, who must bear the cost of high interest
rates. Our loans are primarily personal and auto loans extending
to 4 years and less.

We have been fortunate that our asset size did not allow us to
get into long-term mortgages and subject us to the real ravages of
borrowing short and lending long in the face of rising interest
rates.

Our auto loans used to be for a maximum of 36 months. But an
$8,000 loan at 15 percent of 36 months comes to $277 per month.
Lenders have had to extend such loans to 48 months, which re-
duces the monthy payment by $55, to $222. That's still a pretty
good percentage of income going to a car payment.

Although we don't make mortgage loans, our loan applications
show an even higher percentage of personal income going to hous-
ing. Now mortgage payments on a recently purchased home can
run as much as $600 to $800 per month.

Monthly bills like that, plus living expenses, plus credit cards,
soon put one beyond their means. And the solution, more and more
often, is filing for bankruptcy.



There used to be social stigma attached to bankruptcy that acted
as a deterrent. But new Federal laws have changed that. Now we
see attorneys on their TV commercials advocating bankruptcy as
almost a social good and implying that the slate is simply wiped
clean for a fresh start. They don't point out that bankruptcy seri-
ously impairs one's ability to get credit again. And this is a credit
society we live in.

In addition, the increased losses of financial institutions due to
personal bankruptcies cut even further into their narrowing
spreads.

The myriad causes and effects of high interest rates appear to be
nearly unmanageable.

Senator, I do not envy your task of trying to formulate legisla-
tion to deal with these problems, but I do thank you for providing
us with the forum to express our opinions.

Senator SARBANEs. Thank you very much for that testimony.
Gentlemen, let me ask the panel this question:
To -start with. Mr. Walton. are you losing your depositors in

number, or are they simply shifting a large part of what they have
with you somewhere else while staying with you in numbers?

Mr. WALTON. We find they are staying with us in numbers, but
the withdrawals are moving out-again, we've just noticed the
trend. We've been fortunate, up to this point, that it hasn't hit us
harder and sooner.

Senator SARRANES. Mr. Moran.
Mr. MORAN. We are keeping the customer base. And, in fact, we

are actually increasing the number of relationships with custom-
ers. But the dollars are going out, to a large extent, to the money
market mutual funds.

Senator SARBANES. And Mr. Beasman.
Mr. BEASMAN. The same thing is true. We are increasing our

customer base through a variety of services, branching, but losing
money over the counter, not to the extent that the industry has
been losing it; but we are losing deposits over the counter, although
we are remaining profitable and running in the black.

Senator SARBANEs. Bob Hecht said, in his prepared statement-
and I just want to quote it for a moment-

Whether implicitly or explicity, housing is no longer a government priority. I can
appreciate that priorities can change as the times change. But when we affect an
industry that so completely permeats our economy, we cannot tolerate abrupt
changes in direction. Housing has not caused the economb1p oblems of today, and
housing should not be called upon to carry the weight of Kng these complex
issues. Housing can and should remain a priority.

Mr. Beasman, as I understood your prepared statement, you said
people don't fully appreciate what it means to own a home, and
they're just going to have to understand that things are a lot
tougher.

Do you think housing can and should remain a priority?
Mr. BEASMAN. For the Government?
Senator SARBANEs. As a priority of Government policy?
Mr. BEASMAN. Yes, sir.
I'm not so sure though that it should remain a priority for

investors that it has in the past. Until such time as a loan instru-
ment is developed, that is for a residential mortgage loan, that will



allow it to compete with the alternative forms of investments that
are available in the marketplace, then the mortgage is going to
take second place to those alternative forms of investment.

We're looking at money running out of the financial institutions
that traditionally have invested in mortgage loans. Why? Not be-
cause the customers are disenchanted with the savings institutions
or dislike management or fear for their integrity-financial integri-
ty or their viability-for one reason only, we cannot pay the same
rate of interest that other institutions can pay, because they have
alternative forms of investment where they can put their money.
And this is the old business of supply and demand.

And I believe we have to recognize the fact that the person who
saves the dollar, the person who makes the capital available is the
one in the driver's seat. And that capital will flow to those markets
that will provide them the highest return on the dollars.

If those who are making mortgage loans cannot or are unwilling
or unable to provide the return that that saver wants, then their
money will not flow into those institutions.

Therefore, if housing is important, as I believe it is, then I
believe that the Government will have to play a much larger role
in providing the financing for those homes. I think we should
confront it, we should face that issue, that if there are other users
of capital out in the market that are willing or able to pay a much
higher rate of return than what a borrower is willing and able to
pay, then the Government has got to step in and provide the
mechanism to allow people to buy homes. That is so clear. I don't
see how we can possibly avoid reaching that conclusion.

And I am one who says, "I think Government should step out of
business." But here is an area where I think it is absolutely essen-
tial for the welfare of this country, housing.

And if the private individual, the savers, are unwilling to subsi-
dize or pay for it, then Uncle Sam has to do it. And there is
nothing wrong with that. It is a question of how the Government
finances or subsidzes that mortgage.

They can't do it by debt, which is the problem that has occurred,
off balance-sheet borrowing, increasing public debt. But I'm abso-
lutely convinced that Uncle Sam has got to play a much greater
role in the providing of housing for individuals.

Senator SARBANES. Of course, if he does in one way or another, it
becomes part of the budgetary process. There is no way to do it and
hide it.

I must say that it is not my perception that people are unwilling
to make sacrifices in order to own a home. It is my perception that
the cost now of doing so is just simply beyond their reach.

And was it a 50-percent figure you gave us, Mr. Moran, at the
outset in that instance?

What we've been hearing and encountering, is that people are
prepared to put more and more of their disposable income into
housing. But even doing so, they come up against a situation where
they just simply cannot handle the cost. And it all relates to the
interest charges. The difference in your monthly carrying charge,
depending upon a 12- or a 14-percent rate and an 18-percent rate, is
enormously significant. It is the difference between whether they
are able to do or not able to do it.



Mr. BEASMAN. That is a portion of the increased cost. Interest is
one fact. Taxes is another. Insurance is another. And the cost of
the house and the size of the debt is another. And that contributes
to the increase in the monthly payments.

But getting back to the point of what portion of income a family
is willing to pay for a home, I don't believe we have reached that
maximum. All we have to do is go to other countries and see what
portion of their incomes go for the acquisition of a home.

Senator SARBANES. That is an interesting point. I'm glad you
brought it up, because I really want to say that it is my perception
that one of the strengths of our society, as distinct from others, has
been our relative success in encouraging and maintaining home
ownership, which offers the social benefits of stability, of giving
people a sense of equity in the society. For the overwhelming
portion of our people, their most significant investment over the
course of a lifetime is their home. One of the strengths of this
society and one of the sources of its stability, compared with other
eniantries. is that we have been able to do that.

Your point that it is differenit here than in other countries is
well taken. I think that is quite true. I see that difference as the
strength of our society and a weakness in those societies, generally
speaking. I am quite concerned that we not say, "Well, this is what
happened in other countries, and we're going to move in that
direction." I don't want to see the Europeanization of America with
respect to our attitudes toward housing and home ownership. I
think, frankly, that would be moving in the wrong direction.

Mr. BEASMAN. I don't know whether I agree with you fully,
Senator.

When we're looking at our country, we are looking at a maturing
economy, not a vibrant, young, dynamic economy that was experi-
enced up to, through, and after World War II. We are coming to a
mature economy. And the factors that work in a mature economy
are far different than that in a young, new, and vibrant economy.
The philosophy is different, the people are willing to accept-and
they do-accept the change, because they have different thoughts
and different appetites than they once had.

As we grow older, as people grow older, our appetites change, our
desires for styles and standards of living change. And this is true
with an economy.

And therefore, I believe that owning a home, owning a piece of
America, is absolutely essential and important to our economy. But
I also believe that as our economy matures, our people will be
willing to make greater sacrifices for the sake of buying that home.

Now, to say that to the extent that Uncle Sam can step in and
accelerate that ownership of homes, fine, they should do it, because
I'm absolutely convinced the Federal Government must do it.

But I believe that if we feel that we can continue-our economy
can continue on, the way it has from the date of our birth, is a
mistake. We have to look to what has happened and to other
countries that are much older than ours.

And when they look at our country of 200-and-some-odd years,
they say, "My God, you're a baby. We're talking about 2,000- to
3,000-year-old countries."



I think we have to look at what they're experience has been and
accept that there may be-it may be inevitable and it might be the
right way to go.

That's long-winded, I know. But I feel very strongly about this
business of home ownership in the maturing type of economy we
have, also the fact that people will do with less in order to acquire
their home. There's nothing wrong with that.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Moran, let me ask you, what is the
median-priced house in the Baltimore area? Do you have the figure
for that?

Mr. MORAN. I don't have the figure for the Baltimore area. But if
you look across the country right now, it is running about $70,000
or $75,000.

Senator SARBANES. All right. Let's take $75,000. And I come in
and I want to buy a house for $75,000. What are the financial
circumstances you're going to lay out in front of me?

Mr. MORAN. Well, it would depend upon your income and what
other debts you have. I don't have those ratios with me, but basi-
cally we look for your payments not to exceed about 28 or 30
percent of your income.

Mr. BEASMAN. That is up from 22 percent.
A VOICE FROM AUDIENCE. You're talking about $1,130.32 a

month, principal and interest for a 30-year mortgage at 18 percent.
Senator SARBANES. So, on a $75,000 house, you're talking a

monthly payment of $1,130 a month?
Mr. MORAN. That's just principal and interest.
Senator SARBANES. What kind of income would you require of

the family to do that?
Mr. BEASMAN. $50,000; but that's also not including a downpay-

ment. That's a 100-percent loan.
Senator SARBANES. So you add taxes and interest and insur-

ance-and you get roughly a $50,000 figure.
Mr. BEASMAN. $50,000 to $60,000-two incomes, $30,000 apiece.
Senator SARBANES. What percentage of American families have

that income?
Mr. BEASMAN. As of right not, not as many as there was. They

could have afforded a comfortable home 10 years ago.
Senator SARBANES. What percent? I mean, you're talking about

the top 10 percent of the income scale.
Mr. MORAN. At best.
I would say between 5 and 10 percent.
Mr. BEASMAN. No; I think there's a greater proportion of families

at that income. I think you're looking at the individual income, per
capita income, at $50,000.

Senator SARBANES. Well, the median family income in this coun-
try, as I understand it now, is about $20,000 to $21,000. That means
half of all families are below that and half are above.

And now we're talking about a $50,000 to $60,000 figure. While I
don't have it in front of me, I think probably the 10-percent figure
is not far wrong.

In effect, what the situation has done is to exclude 90 percent of
the families from access to the opportunity to acquire a median-
priced home.



Mr. MORAN. The part that becomes dangerous in all of this is
that if they are qualifying on the basis of two incomes and you're
talking about the kind of monthly payments we're talking about
here, if one of those incomes is removed, even for a short period of
time, because of unemployment or health reasons or whatever the
family situation might be, it becomes a very dangerous situation.
We see situations like this in our lending division, with increases
in real estate owned, and the financial problems that people get
into. We try to help them to work out of them over a period of
time.

Senator SARBANES. Well, gentlemen, we thank you very much.
It's been a very helpful panel, and we appreciate the effort that
went into your testimony.

Next, we will hear from Alan Abramson, representing Maryland
auto dealers.

STATEMENT OF ALAN ABRAMSON, PRESIDENT, ARCHWAY
MOTORS. INC.. BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. ABRAMSON. My name is Alan Abramson. I am the president
of a Ford Dealership, Archway Motors, Inc.

First, it is a pleasure being here this morning. And I, too, com-
mend you for conducting these hearings and, in particular, for
providing a forum for the smaller businessman.

It's nice to know tht someone cares about our problems. What-
ever you've heard about the plight of the automobile dealer in
Maryland is even more so in Baltimore City.

I am certain survival strategy has been a constant theme of the
last few days. Unfortunately, the theme cannot be overemphasized
at this time.

During the last year, we have reorganized our company, relo-
cated within the city, and fortunately I am here to talk about it.

Our formula has been to reduce new vehicle inventory by 80
percent, our employees by 50 percent. We have stressed service,
parts, and used vehicle sales, a strategy for coping, not necessarily
for growing, yet a strategy becoming more prevalent in our market
today.

Dealer costs doubled between 1976 and 1979, and they are pro-
jected to double again by 1983.

Historically, floor-plan interest, the interest dealers pay on vehi-
cle inventory, was 15 percent of total new vehicle expense. And
total new vehicle expense was traditionally 50 percent of new
vehicle gross.

However, during 1980, floor-plan interest rose to 60 percent and
more of vehicle expense, and in some months even exceeded the
total new vehicle gross. It has moderated somewhat in 1981, pri-
marily because of lower inventory levels.

But keep in mind floor-plan interest is just one of eleven vehicle
cost accounts. Approximately 90 percent of the metropolitan Balti-
more Ford dealers lost money in 1980. In 1981, we have 15 percent
fewer Ford dealers in Baltimore, and 40 percent are unprofitable
year to date.

Even this perverse improvement is illusory. Capital was depleted
during the 1979-80 period. Dealers are more vulnerable today than
ever. And the trending is poor, especially for the short term.



Moreover, the retail finance market is in a shambles. The so-
called captives, Ford Motor Credit Co., General Motors Acceptance
Corp., and Chrysler Credit have increased their retail market share
reluctantly, from about 25 percent of market to 55 percent, and
going up; whereas the independents have declined, from 60 percent
to 30 percent, and going down.

Thus, less competition means higher costs for consumers and,
most importantly, less money available for consumer credit. Par-
ticularly as greater borrowing demands are made on the captives,
the marginal buyer has disappeared.

After watching TV last Sunday, I would say economists have
gained parity with evangelists for program dominance. [Laughter.]

Charles Schultze was followed by Paul Volcker, who was followed
by Murray Weidenbaum.

Chairman Volcker is committed to crushing inflationary expecta-
tion even if it means sustaining or raising current interest rates.

Mr. Volcker raises a specter of recession as a likelihood if he
were to relent in regard to the Federal Reserve's tight-fisted mone-
tary policy. My God, doesn't he realize that our business has been
in a deep recession for more than 2 years? Somehow he clings to
the fiction of a statistical, nonrecessionary equilibrium in our econ-
omy.

We are paying more than our fair share of the dues. There can
be no growth in our industry as long as interest rates remain high
unless we have runaway inflation.

Thus, the Feds' one-dimensional policy of controlling the money
supply, primarily by sustaining high interest rates, has the oppo-
site effect in our business. It fuels inflation.

Chairman Volcker conceded the auto industry is on the whip end
of the economic crunch. The auto dealer, then, is on the whip end
of the whip end, if you will.

The auto manufacturers have stood classical economics on its
head. As demand diminishes, they increase prices.

We must break out of the wage-material cost of money-price
spiral. The current situation reminds me of the medieval king,
who, upon receiving bad news, kills the messenger.

In a sense, all of us here today are messengers, Senator. Keep
them from killing us.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you for a very strong statement. I
really have no questions. We appreciate the depth of thought and
feeling that went into that statement. Thank you very much.

Mr. ABRAMSON. Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. If we could have our small business panel,

Ron Fradkin, Bill Streuver, Leslie Lewis, and Bill Pacy. Gentle-
men, do you have any preferred order among yourselves as to how
you want to proceed? I will leave that up to you.

Mr. Fradkin, why don't you go ahead.

STATEMENT OF RONALD FRADKIN, PRESIDENT, AL FRADKIN
CO., BALTIMORE, MD., REPRESENTING THE MARYLAND
HOME FURNISHINGS ASSOCIATION
Mr. FRADKIN. Senator, I am Ronald Fradkin, president of the Al

Fradkin Co., of downtown Baltimore. I am a past president of the
Furniture Retailers Association of the State of Maryland, and



chairman of the board of that group. And I was just invited to this
session last night, so I am filling in for our president, Gerald
Jeffein, who was suddenly hospitalized.

I represent the Maryland Home Furnishings Association, and it
is important to note that this economic situation affects our busi-
ness in many ways. I am going to address myself this morning
primarily to the consumer credit aspect of it, which seems to be the
most critical. Mr. Abramson did an admirable job from the auto-
mobile viewpoint, and ours is very similar.

Seventy-five percent of home furnishings are sold on credit.
About half of our members finance their own accounts, and the
others sell their paper to finance companies, such as Household,
Beneficial, and others. The maximum rate on credit sales allowed
by the State of Maryland is 22 percent on amounts up to $1,000,
and 18 percent on any amount over $1,000.

Our member stores are paying from 2 to 5 points over prime for
money that they borrow from the banks. And we calculate that the
costs of operating a credit department is about 9 percent.

lvllay i wuha~o an piu~ f IitZerst MILL 1.-.& Ma-
land National Bank as presented to one of our members, showing
their rate being 21/2 percent over prime, and that is just from, I
think, last month. That is fairly typical. You can see that due to
the cost of money, we are being asked to extend credit at less than
our cost, less than our absolute cost, for the funds, let alone the
risk factor that we take, which may vary from 1 to 5 percent for an
individual business; and the cost of personnel, office space, and so
forth.

As a result, stores are either closing or severely restricting their
extension of credit. The lower-income segment of our population,
those who relay on credit the most for necessities, are just about
being eliminated from the credit market. I can tell you that in our
own company we went from a policy of'several years ago of grant-
ing up to 36 months' repayment time to a policy today of 18
months-half of that-which makes it very difficult for people to
buy.

To the extent possible, some of our members are raising prices to
cover their cost of credit. This means that the cash customer subsi-
dizes the credit customer, and the short-term credit customer, who
pays a little bit of interest, is subsidizing the long-term credit
customer. And this is not how the marketplace should work.

We advised Chairman Volcker of the Federal Reserve Board of
this situation, and in his response, he agreed that this distortion is
taking place. We feel that the Federal Government created this
distortion by imposing these high interest rates and that it should
therefore resolve the problem by overriding State usury laws.

We ask you to support Senate bill 1406, which accomplishes this
purpose. I refer again to Mr. Volcker's letter, in which he says:
"The board has repeatedly stated that State usury ceilings distort
credit flows, and has encouraged States to repeal them." I under-
stand that Maryland is one of the few States in the country that
has not done that to date.

Now, for the stores that sell their paper to finance companies,
the problem is also very bad. The finance companies are closing
one by one, either going out of business or going out of Maryland to



States where they can have a more advantageous position. Many
that remain are.not opening new accounts, and the few that are
accepting business are just about eliminating low-income families,
again, from their portfolios.

The larger stores that are able to get better financing are hold-
ing on, while smaller stores are being driven out of business. The
Federal Truth-in-Lending Act, regulation Z, which is supposed to
protect the consumer by advising him of the true cost of credit, is
having just the opposite effect, since the stores are forced to hide
the cost of credit in the price.

Mr. Volcker states that since interest costs are a deductible
expense, that part of the cost is borne by the Federal Government.
What he doesn't state is that this is only true if the company is
profitable. With the high interest rates today, many of our mem-
bers are losing money, and therefore they bear the total cost of
interest themselves.

We realize that this inflation is a terrible problem in our econo-
my, and we are willing to tighten our belts and do whatever we
can to help, as suggested by Mr. Volcker. However, it appears that
if these high interest rates continue and the laws are not changed,
many of us will be forced out of business, with the concommitant
ill effects to our economy and to our people.

We thank you for your attention and for your help in this
matter.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you.
Mr. Lewis, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF LESLIE L. LEWIS, JR., PRESIDENT, LEWIS
FINANCIAL, BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. LEWIS. Senator, my name is Les Lewis. I am president of a
financial consulting firm, Lewis Financial, and my background is
basically in banking. I was in the banking business as a commer-
cial lender for 10 years. My statement is in longhand, and will be
presented to you before the day's end. What I would like to speak
about, primarily, is the impact of high interest rates on small
business as it pertains to the availability of credit, and principally
the availability of credit from commercial banks.

In Baltimore, and particularly in Maryland, there is not an
organization in business for the specific purposes of providing
credit for new business and for existing businesses which are con-
sidered small and/or minority. Most businesses in this area which
need conventional financing must pursue that financing through
the conventional commercial banking network.

In the past 10 years there has been a significant change in the
mix of core deposits at commercial banks in this area. Specifically,
there has been a tremendous emphasis on the significance of short-
term certificates of deposit, which are necessary because of the
impending disintermediation in savings deposits at commercial
banks.

There are many thrift institutions, savings and loans, and money
market programs available for investors. Most of the commercial
banks have lost significant core deposits in the savings area. These
deposits were the basis for many loans to small businesses. And
now that those deposits are absent, the short-term and small loans



to businesses must be funded by CD's or certificates of deposits, if
you will. Because of the high interest rates-and particularly be-
cause the price of certificates of deposits follow the prime rate, and
other short-term market instruments-the cost to banks has in-
creased significantly, as has the prime rate.

Usually we attach a spread between certificates of deposit and
the prime of about 2'/2 to 3 points. And I will use that as an
example in this instance. The prime rate, if you follow the history
from 1973 through today's date, has moved from an average of 7
percent in 1973 to a low of 6% percent in 1976, to today's rate of 20
percent. And the average this year is going to be in the high double
digits, probably 192 to 20 percent.

What happens in the commercial banking business when the cost
of deposit increases to those levels is that there is credit restraint
placed on certain types of assets. The first asset which in normally
the recipient of such credit restraint is the loans to small business-
es, particularly because when banks are funding loans with short-
term volatile deposits which have high cost, they must make sure
that the assets in which they deposit those funds are quality assets,
and assets which will reap a return of both principal and interest.

Credit restraint on small business for the period 1974, when the
prime reached its first double-digit peak of 12 percent-it occurred
to the extent that all the Baltimore banks removed themselves
from that market, and it was a public statement to that effect. In
1979 through 1981, we have not heard a public statement to that
effect; however, the reality of the marketplace is that small busi-
nesses have an extremely difficult time obtaining credit in this
market.

I am fortunate to chair the Loan Committee of the only two
small business lending groups in this area, and the demand for
credit from businesses which heretofore had been deemed bankable
businesses in extremely high. The high interest rates also puts
significant pressure on these businesses, when they are able to
acquire bank credit today.

Since core deposits or savings deposits, which typically have
fixed rates, are absent today from commercial banks, most compa-
nies which are able to acquire credit have to acquire the credit on
a floating rate basis at a premium over prime of 2 to 5 points-as
was mentioned earlier.

For a business to make 2 percent of business plan for long-term
credit on a floating rate basis, a small business, is a very difficult
thing to do, because it is difficult to project those businesses which
in fact did obtain bank credit in 1979, when the prime rate aver-
aged approximately 15 percent, and are experiencing a prime rate
today of 20 percent, are paying 7 to 8 points in addition on pure
interest costs, which were not projected. And that is the principal
reason why many of these businesses have failed.

Business failures and bankruptcies are up. As a matter of fact,
the statistic from Dun & Bradstreet which relates to business
failures only relates to the number of businesses that have filed
bankruptcy; they don't include businesses wherein the proprietor
has simply walked away from the business, or has removed himself
without filing bankruptcy.

87-288 0 - 82 - 21



The added assistance to commercial banks as. an incentive to
make loans to small business, namely the SBA guarantee, does not
in any way solve the problem of high interest rates and borrowing
costs. As a matter of fact, the guarantee is an instrument that is
used when the SBA adopts a policy of pegging their interest rate to
the New York prime at no less than 2 percent floating above the
prime rate. That is an exceedingly high rate in today's market.

The other areas of concern, as it relates to high interest rates-
and I will just mention one area of concern-is the shift in consum-
er assistance. Many small business people and individuals who seek
consumer credit from commercial banks, and are considered good
credit risks typically are not able to receive the credit during the
high interest period, because of the State usury laws. We have an
18 percent imposed usury ceiling here for personal loans and con-
sumer loans.

And when a bank is paying an .average cost for certificates of
deposit of 17 percent, they impose credit restraint on those portfo-
lios as well. Those customers either have to take a self-imposed
period of restraint in terms of borrowing that money or they must
go to a finance company, where the cost of borrowing is typically
higher. For small loan companies in this area, interest rates can be
charged as high as 36 percent.

The final area of concern I would like to mention is the quality
of life consideration for people who have started small businesses
and who can't get credit because of high rates, and how the quality
of life is definitely exposed, via rising prime rates in this area, and
other considerations. And I would just like to make a final note
that high interest rates really do visibly show the need for alterna-
tive mechanisms of financing in this area.

As I have mentioned, we don't have a small business investment
corporation which specializes in small business lending. We don't
have any bank in this area that has an urban affairs division
within the bank that specializes in lending to minorities and small
businesses. And we don't have a minority-controlled bank in the
area, which would not.offer any advantage in terms of providing
loans at different rates but would offer a degree of sensitivity and
access to people who ordinarily can't get credit.

That is my statement, and I will certainly see to it that you get a
hard copy. Thank you. . -

Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much.
Mr. Struver.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM STRUVER, STRUVER BROS. &
ECCLES, BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. STRUVER. Mr name is Bill Struver, and I am a small general
contractor and developer in Baltimore, and I am chairman of the
Economic Development Committee of the Private Industry Council
on the Planning Council of the Greater Baltimore Comittee, and a
member of the mayor's Baltimore City Small Business AdvisoryCommittee.

It is with some delight that I noticed that even our normally
jovial and coolheaded President lost his temper past week, and
lashed out at the Federal Reserve for squeezing the money supply
so tight that interest rates remained at near-record highs. His



wonderful new economic plan, which he had just signed into law,
was already disrupted by the unexpectedly high cost of the Govern-
ment borrowing money, and thus threatening a far greater budget
deficit than projected.

The 15-percent interest rate on Treasury bills forced the Presi-
dent to take the enbarrassing step of either finding new tax rev-
enues-after just signing the biggest tax cut in history-or reduc-
ing defense spending, which he said was sacrosanct; or accepting a
mushrooming budget deficit, which he insisted was out of the ques-
tion. That's a tough spot to be in.

And perhaps in some small way President Reagan, when he lost
his temper, was feeling the disruption so pervasive among Ameri-
cans today that are trying to borrow money to buy or sell a home,
expand a factory and buy new equipment, or to pay tuition, or to
open a new restaurant. Perhaps the President understood. that
even with $750 billion in tax cuts, the boom in private business
investment that was critical to his economic strategy would be
stillborn, because business couldn't afford the cost of funds to make
the investment.

If the President is truly angered.by high interest rates, then I
say, "Hooray," for he has discovered a root cause of inflation and a
stagnant economy. For it is the irony of the Federal Reserve's
battle to control inflation that their chief weapon, high interest
rates, is in truth their greatest enemy.

The high cost of capital sucks vitality from businesses and adds
to the cost of production. As a developer, I see the same $50,000
house I renovated 2 years ago, that. cost a buyer with a 10-percent-
interest mortgage $450 a month for principal and interest, that
now costs $740 a month, with 17 /2-interest. An old, abandoned
school building on Howard Street that I could convert into grand,
high-ceilinged apartments and rent to young downtown office work-
ers for $400 a month, now I would have to rent for $650 a month
just to pay the mortgage.

When rehabilitating a once elegant Charles Street office build-
ing, I am faced with a choice of, when. we are doing our pro formas
and sitting down with the bank and trying to figure out how to
borrow the money and how to make it work-and that's what you
have to do when you sit down with bankers-if you are faced with
a choice, right there on the paper, of either raising office rents and
convincing the banks that people will pay the higher rents, 30
percent over the market, or spending 40 percent less on air-condi-
tioning, better carpeting, light fixtures, trim work, solid improve-
ments that go into making that a great building-just because of
the increasing commercial interest rates, from 12 percent to 17
percent.

Even 17 percent is a tax-exempt interest rate. That is with the
industrial revenue bonds. I must either charge my customers more
for the same product, or give them a smaller product for the same
money. Manufacturer and farmer, likewise, must pass the cost
through to the customer. The added cost of borrowing money,
however, is only the beginning of the damage inflicted by higher
interest rates on our economy,. and that is what Les Lewis is
talking about.



Availability of financing is essential to business growth, and as
interest rates go up, loans become harder to get, particularly for
new and small businesses that are high credit risks.

And the President, like everybody else, has read the Birch
report, and knows that small business-in the Birch study of 5:6
million businesses-small businesses with fewer than 20 employees,
create two-thirds of the Nation's net new employment. And if you
look at the Northeastern part of the United States, where all of the
older cities are, small business accounts for virtually all of the net
new employment.

So us little guys are very important in the big picture. And as a
developer who has gone with potential store owners, who want to
go into places like Charles Street-and a' lot of banks in,town are
very sympathetic, even though they often don't have the funds
available-and I agree with Les Lewis, it is a real problem in terms
of accessibility.

We have found that it is not out of spite, or out of sympathy for
the needs of small business, minority-owned businesses, but you go
to bank after bank, get a very sympathetic hearing, and you find
that getting a startup loan is tough. It is not only dispiriting-the
process of going around like that and putting your whole enthusi-
astic sales pitch into why this is going to be a great restaurant or.
great business-but it turns out it is a really futile effort.

Yet most economists agree that it is precisely these small guys
that we really need to count on to generate the growth that the
President is counting on to make his economic projections work.
With a decidedly poor sense of timing,' the administration chooses
at this moment to eliminate "or drastically reduce virtually all
Federal efforts to target financing assistance to new and small
business-EDA, UDAG, 312, SBA 502 plus 503, GNMA-it's all
numbers and acronyms, programs that are the lifeblood that made
Baltimore's revitalization what it is today.

You add onto that-Congress recently passed legislation 'that
curbed the authority of local jurisdictions to provide tax-exempt,
low-interest financing for housing a commercial projects. Baltimore
got in with its $100 million bond -issue for home loans just under
the wire.

Senator SARBANES. That wasn't easy to do, I'll tell you.
Mr. STRUVER. That wasn't easy to do. There was a lot of help

from you guys, I guess. The legislation introduced, coming up, is
even worse. They are talking about completely eliminating the
industrial revenue bonds for 1984. .

You add onto that municipal bonds in cities like Baltimore,
which provided REAL loans,. and the "Shopsteading" loans that
Janet Hoffman talked about, and you add section 8 projects-we're
doing Ridgly's Delight as a section 8 project for people that have
been displaced by the renovations. These programs are getting
squeezed, because first they're used to leverage private money, and
they have to put up more money to get the same amount of results;
and at the same time, it's getting to the point-I noticed on a sheet
of bond rates from New York, CD rates and the like, they weren't
even quoting municipal bond rates. "NA," they had, "not availa-
ble." So it is obviously becoming harder, for the cities to do the
excellent job that it has ever since Nixon wiped out Federal hous-



ing programs in 1972, temporarily, and Baltimore came in and
acted to help itself as a local jurisdiction, establishing its own
financing programs.

So we are losing the Federal help. We are losing the local ability
to help itself and the private guys and, the private bankers are in a
jam-so in place of these programs that are targeted to areas and
businesses of particular need, the President is offering the largest
tax cuts in this Nation's history. The cuts come in the form of
major reductions in upper income tax rates. The maxi-tax. A flood
of investment tax credits and accelerated depreciation.

Unfortunately, new and small businesses have little use for these
tax breaks. If you don't make money, you don't pay taxes. What
they need is financing, long-term financing, to build and equip
factories, and short-term financing so we can make our payroll on
Fridays and pay our suppliers at the end of the month-or by the
10th of the month afterward, if they are nice to us.

What we are seeing, with the combination of high interest rates,
and when you add onto that the whole picture of what the Presi-
dent's program is-which is reduced public sector financing, and
direct economic development aid-EDA, UDAG, CETA-you add
onto that the big tax cuts-you have got a massive distribution of
resources going on.

Tax cuts will increase the profitability of already profitable com-
panies, perhaps, but may make traditional tax incentives, such as
tax-exempt industrial revenue bonds-even if they are still
around-municipal bonds, and accelerated depreciation of low-
income housing no longer attractive investments. And I can guar-
antee you, without the accelerated depreciation breaks that they
have for low-income housing, there wouldn't be any section 8 hous-
ing built today.

We've finally got the targeted tax incentive for historic renova-
tion which helps cities, as compared to the investment tax credit
for new construction that has encouraged all businesses to leave
town. So for once we are starting to get the Tax Code to try to
target some of this help to the place that needs help, the place that
needs jobs, and one big fear I have is that the new tax bill is so
massive and so dramatically changes around the whole picture of
who pays taxes-are corporations going to pay any taxes at all?
Are the people that used to be in the upper income brackets that
really like these types of tax shelters and would take these high
risks, low-income housing projects, are they going to be around? Or
are our tax rates going to be so low that who cares?

What's going to happen is that in the competition for invest-
ment-that is what we're talking about, Baltimore Federal Savings
and Loan and The Savings Bank of Baltimore, we're all talking
about competing for those dollars-distressed urban areas lose out.
I note that Baltimore Federal and The Savings Bank, too, these
people that really have been committed to helping Baltimore get
started and have done their level best to be a part of this whole
partnership of the city and private lenders and small businesses
and community working together to get something going in this
town. They have tried to help the city, and they are losing in this
competition for funds.



It is just being sucked out by the billions at record rates, funds
are going out of the savings accounts this spring and summer.

Why invest in a small business, when you can buy a Treasury
note for 15 percent or get one of those money market funds? Why
put your money in a savings account with Baltimore Federal, even
though they do all of these great things for Baltimore, when you
can get 18 percent from Merrill Lynch? I don't know what they do
with their money, but I haven't seen Merrill Lynch making mort-
gages in Baltimore.

Cuts in the public sector financing and direct economic develop-
ment assistance hit the growth business; we're all getting nailed
from the high interest rates; additional cuts in other programs
made to offset the loss in tax revenues reduce desperately needed
services for minorities, the poor, the sick and disabled.

The mayor is estimating $350 million loss of purchasing power in
Baltimore next year using a two times multiplier on the budget
cuts and loss of Federal funds. And if you start thinking about
what that is going to do to our stores and trying to sell home
furnishings or cars, as the loss of that money trickles down, it is
going to affect us all.

And worse of all, the unemployed already impacted in cities like
Baltimore will lose the opportunity to help themselves with billions
of dollars in Federal assistance for job training, day care, housing,
all of the programs that help them to get back to work are slashed.
Opportunity is the bottom line in our society, opportunity to get
good education, learn new job skills, start a new business, buy a
house.

I agree with you about the home being a stake in our society,
having some equity in it. We are trying to accomplish this with the
Ridgly's Delight section 8 project. We are fighting against the
problems of the tax incentives requiring the investors to keep the
ownership so as to give something to the tenants, so that they have
some control over it and have a long-term investment, and so that
they can look down the road that this is going to be their housing.
This is something that I think is important to work out.

So that is opportunity. Opportunity to get a good job, so that a
worker can help himself. I would put that number one above
owning a home, having a good job, because then a worker can help
himself and help his family to everything else. That is the most
effective way. That is the efficient way. That is the "American
Way."

Yet Baltimore faces the bitterly contradictory position of having
75,000 substandard housing units, one-half of the rental market, in
need of renovation, while at the same time the city has 42,000
people out of work. Unemployment rates in the construction indus-
try probably run 30 percent.

The minority unemployment rate? Take a stab. Minority youth
unemployment rates are so high you can't even measure. Because
of the way they define it, it is meaningless now. With all those
people out of work, many of them could be productively employed.
Just using one little example in construction. Improving living
conditions. Making this place a better place to live and raising
living standards without adding to the inflation. By putting people



to work, getting them off unemployment, putting them back to
work productively. Making Baltimore a better place to live.

So we are stuck between this rock and a hard place with no
money to take care of that housing. You've got all the housing
needs and all the people need work, but you can't do it. It's just
sitting there.

Janet Hoffman gave the example of the developer who has got
that project over in East Baltimore, 99 housing units. He's been
working on it for 3 years. UDAG, city loans, and this and that.
Trying to pull everything together. And it became a very discour-
aging story. He wants out; a big developer, and yet it just won't
work.

High interest rates and President Reagan's economic program
taken together force a disproportionate burden upon the unem-
ployed and the underprivileged. President Reagan's economic strat-
egy comes down with an iron fist upon this opportunity that we're
talking about.

Without hope for progress, racial strife could bring chaos to
Baltimore. Without opportunity, there's only despair and frustra-
tion and that threatens the very foundation of our society.

So there is a lot that needs to be done.
Thank you.
Senator SARBANEs. Thank you very much for a very perceptive

and thoughtful statement.
Mr. Collins.

STATEMENT OF JEROME A. COLLINS, MARKET CENTER
DEVELOPMENT CORP. OF BALTIMORE, BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. COLLINS. Thank you, Senator Sarbanes. My name is Jerome
Collins of the Market Center Development Corp. of Baltimore. bill
Pacy, who coauthored the prepared statement, wants you to know
he's sorry he couldn't be here, but he is trying to do something else
to help the community.

And those of us at Market Center are pleased that you have been
conducting these hearings, because I think our input would be
somewhat different from what has been stated, and yet reflective of
all the remarks to date.

What I am going to say is a generalization, perhaps, but includes
what we believe to be terribly important for the area in which we
work. This Market Center group is a quasi-public, nonprofit corpo-
ration under contract to the mayor and the city of Baltimore
involved in traditional downtown areas, the retail district, and on
some 82 acres. Our original purpose came about through an urban
initiative, joint development Value Capture Site grant matched by
the city of $2.5 million to develop three joint development sites, the
principal one being in the heart of downtown.

This site, which is on Howard Street, Lexington and Eutaw, is
the anchor-will be the anchor for whatever is produced. Now to
be a success in our urban renewal efforts in the city and rehabilita-
tion plans for the 82 acres, we must maintain and enhance the
necessary economic and social equilibrium. In today's money
market, this is just simply not possible.

Let me give you three small examples. In this core area, many
developers, building among them, national and even international



have expressed considerable interest, but the high cost of money
just keeps them away. Fortunately, we do have a developer of
national importance who is using his own money for a very signifi-
cant project, but he is the exception.

In 1979, a large gathering of merchants and property owners
from within the district agreed, voted unanimously for mandatory
property rehabilitation standards, and these would uplift the area
in many ways. They would make it look better. They would create
a new spirit. But most of all, as Bill has observed and others have,
they produce jobs, very much needed jobs. Mrs. Hoffman certainly
emphasized that as a major concern of the city and the mayor. But
we are having trouble helping these folks, because the high inter-
est rates, the financing, just makes it impossible for them to pro-
ceed.

There are about 600 properties in the district. Thirty of these
properties are completed in terms of their facade or rehabilitation
and are underway. And although some people think this is a sig-
nificant increase in terms of when these are supposed to be com-
pleted, it just won't happen. And the reason is, they can't get the
money to do the job.

Another illustration, last year the Social Security Administra-
tion opened a 1 million plus square foot office building in this area.
Now that is a tremendous investment of public dollars, but even
now the area around this beautiful building complex is deteriorat-
ing. The folks in that area would love to go ahead with their
rehabilitation and do needed repairs. They can't. They just can't
get the money.

So interest rates are blocking progress in this vital urban renew-
al program of 82 acres in the heart of Baltimore City. And the
heart of the community must be vibrant or all will gradually fall
into decay. We have to gain relief, and without these financial
adjustments, the necessary economic and social progress will falter
and it could fail. And this would be a community disaster.

Baltimore is a national leader, the national leader, may say, in
answering the challenges of urban life. We are talking here about
jobs. Jobs create dignity. And this, in our belief, is the bottom line.
This must happen. We could provide far more jobs immediately
through construction. We in turn could create jobs with new busi-
ness, with small business. And we're talking about a really small
business. We're talking about mom-and-pop places. And that is the
backbone of America, in our opinion. If we are to continue the
success that has been generated in this community, then these
interest rates, this inflation some how must be abated.

Let's say it another way. The public moneys, our tax dollars,
invested in the retail district urban renewal area now exceeds
some $1 billion with more to come; $1 billion if you include, Sena-
tor, the subway, the headquarters for the subway, and the fact that
this new subway is predicated on this notion of the urban initia-
tives and the Value Capture Sites. The community goal here is to
achieve maximum impact from this transfusion of Federal and city
dollars.

The theory of public investment is to provide incentivies for
private investors. The theory which has become dramatic reality in
Baltimore. In turn, these investments of public and private re-
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sources are supportive of business and activities which maintain
and produce jobs. Tragically, large and small business can no
longer transform this urban initiative theory into vital practice. It
costs too much.

To survive, therefore, business people and property owners in our
district must have immediate interest rate relief. Otherwise, these
businesses and these buildings will lose vitality and surely, painful-
ly, succumb to the inflationary virus which now infects them.

Thank you, Senator
[The prepared statement of Mr. Collins follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JEROME A. COLUNS

As an officer of Market Center Development Corporation of Baltimore, I am
pleased that our organization can participate in this hearing, arranged by Senator
Sarbanes.

The subjects outlined by the Senator-investment, jobs and prices-are of vital
concern to MCDC. This organization is a quasi-public, non-profit group under con-
tract to the Mayor and City Council of Baltimore.

Our principal purpose is the development of three major opportunity sites within
the boundaries of the City. These so called Joint Development/Value Capture Sites
were made possible by a ten million dollar Urban Initiatives Grant of the Urban
Mass Transportation Administration, matched by a 2.5 million dollar city invest-
ment.

One of these sites is located so as to provide an anchor position in the heart of an
area in which more than one billion dollars in public monies has been invested (if
one includes the Lexington Market subway terminal and Maryland Transportation
Administration headquarters). More substantial city funds are to be invested.

The city's urban renewal and rehabilitation plans must be a total success if the
community is to maintain and enhance the necessary economic and social equilibri-
um for this core area. In today's money market, this degree of success is simply not
possible. Let us explain why.

1. Many developers of regional, national and international reputation have ex-
pressed interest in various sites, particulaily the Value Capture Sites downtown.
The high cost of money has kept them from moving forward.

2. In late 1979, a large gathering of merchants and property owners from within
the District voted unanimously for mandatory property rehabilitation standards.
These are now in force by law. But the people who wanted to reface their facades
and do other necessary work to enhance the appearance of their buildings and,
there, increase the value of their properties, find they cannot get the financing at
reasonable rates.

This important project needs help in the way of affordable money.. Only 30
properties are completed or under way out of the 600 in the District.

The deadline for compliance on major streets is July 1982. Properties on other
streets must be renewed by July, 1984. As Mayor Schaefer has observed, in addition
to enhancing the appearance of the area, this project would provide new jobs and
wages.

3. The Social Security Administration opened a one million plus square foot office
building called Metro West within the District last year. Already there are com-
plaints concerning the deterioration of the surrounding area. Baltimore City at-
tempts to upgrade this area through property rehabilitation standards are stymied
because the small merchants and small business people within the District cannot
get the affordable financing necessary to proceed with needed change.

This could mean that the investment by the Federal and City Governments-our
tax dollars-is in jeopardy. To build multi-million dollar office complex like Metro
West in a neighborhood going down would be poor investment policy. With an
affordable money pool, SSA neighbors would upgrade their places of business and
their buildings. They want to do so.

Members of the Joint Economic Committee: Interest rates are blocking progress
in this vital urban renewal program of 82 acres in the heart of Baltimore City. We
must gain relief. Without this financial adjustment, necessary economic and social
progress, will falter-could fail. This would be a community disaster.

Baltimore is a national leader-the national leader, many say-in answering the
challenges of urban life. We are talking here about jobs, and dignity. We believe an
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adjustment to high interest rates is an absolute must if we are to continue the
success we have generated to this date.

Let us say it another way. The public monies--our tax dollars-invested in the
Retail District Urban Renewal Area of Baltimore City now exceeds some one billion
dollars with more.investment slated for the area.

The Community goal here is to achieve maximum impact from this transfusion of
Federal and City dollars. But there is a real and present danger that this will not be
possible because of the unbridled surge of interest rates-the cost of money.

The theory of public investment is to provide incentives for private investment, a
theory which has become dramatic reality in Baltimore City. In turn, these invest-
ments of public and private resources are supportive of business and activities
which maintain and produce jobs.

Tragically, large and small business can no longer transform this urban initiative
theory into vital practice. It costs too much. To survive, therefore, business people
and property owners in our District must have immediate interest-rate relief. Other-
wise, these businesses, and these buildings will lose vitality and surely, painfully
succumb to the inflationary virus which now infects them.

Senator SARBANES. Well, gentleman, I want to thank all four of
you for very perceptive and thoughtful statements and I have just
a few questions, but I think the sense of community responsibility
that was reflected in your statements as small business people in
this community is a dramatic example of what has helped to con-
tribute to the research and the renaissance that has taken place in
Baltimore and which has attracted such national attention.

And I think to come in here as business people and to talk not
only about your own particular problem, as you see it, and your,
ability to function, but to put that in the context, as all four of you
have done, of the strength of the community and the efforts to
improve and better the community, reflects an attitude which I
think marks a good deal of the business community in this town,
and which I think has been important to what the city has been
able to accomplish.

Let me ask you this question: The studies have generally shown
that small business is very heavily dependent on debt financing in
order to carry on their activities, and I assume that is the situation
here as well. I mean, we don't depart from that sort of national
standard in any way, do we?

Mr. LEwIs. Let me make a comment on that, if I may, because
that is what I do for a living. I am an investment adviser that
helps people with tax shelters, and one of the things that I have
been able to do is to have people invest in small businesses which
have some history of operating losses and use that as a form of a
shelter, but a business that has some potential, so if it works out it
is a good investment. In Baltimore we don't. have any type of
equity assistance program. The brokerage firms are beginning to
study the possibilities of doing some type of investment which
consists of venture capital. That is investment for new and small
businesses.

We don't have any individuals who run companies that invest in
small businesses, and we don't have any organizations trying to do
that. If we had a MSBIC-if we did have a MSBIC, and MSBIC's
are chartered to provide both debt and equity, perhaps we could
make a start and make a dent in that area. The only form of
financing we have ever had in this area for small businesses which
sort of smacks of some sort of equity, in terms of its interest cost, is
the direct loan financing from the SBA, which heretofore had
provided loans with interest rates from 6 to 9 percent, but that has



been pretty much been cut out in this area during this administra-
tion.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Collins, there is a point that Mr. Struver
made which I think is important, and that is when you are dealing
with bringing back an older city, which is what we are dealing
with here, a great deal of effort has to go into putting together the
program that is going to work in each particular instance. You
referred to the work that you are doing with Market Center and
your effort to relate it to the Social Security Complex. Mr. Struver
talked about Washington Hill, where they had to stop their efforts.
I would just observe that there is a failure to understand that that
is a very special problem we confront different from problems in a
newer area, where it is simply a matter of expansion. You can stay
as you are, or expand. Our situation is that different unless we
move forward.

Let me ask you the question. If we don't move forward, are we,
in effect, going to fall back? Is this a situation that will simply hold
steady, or is it a situation where you have to put the pieces togeth-
er and move forward out of your situation, or risk falling back into
difficult situations?

Mr. CoLLINs. Senator, you are absolutely right. For the past 14 or
15 years I've been a consultant with national clients in various
aspects of urban renewal, and I came back here because this is my
home State, and I'm very pleased to be back here.

Senator SARBANES. We're pleased to have you back.
Mr. COLLINS. It is never a holding situation. It is a situation in

these older cities, wherein you must move forward, even to stay
even, if you will pardon the pun. Every day you must set an
immediate goal in terms of bricks and mortar, I say, and street
improvements, and all of these things, to keep abreast, but more
important to move forward. You can move forward if the situation
is helpful and possible, and right now it isn't. It is just not, and I
think Mrs. Hoffman certainly reflecting Mayor Schaefer's beliefs is
well aware that without the programs which have been outlined
here by many, we can't do this.

So I would say to you, you can't stand still. If you stand still, you
are going backward. Just like a good football team.

Mr. STRUVER. I have to say that one of the great achievements of
our famous mayor is the confidence that he has built in the city of
Baltimore, and that is really the bottom line of what this whole
renaissance revitalization is all about that Jim Rouse talks about
and Time magazine talks about. The city still faces monstrous
problems in unemployment. We talked about that. And crime,
housing. It is a mess. There are big, big problems out there, and
what has held the city together is this spirit of momentum that
things are going to get better, it's going to be a better place to live.
It's going to be a better place to work. It's going to be a more fun
place to be, a more exciting place to be. A safer place. A good place
to make an investment.

And if that spirit of confidence that this city is going ahead
breaks down, and all of those problems are just sitting there, it's
all going to fall apart. And if the mayor has-and he has tremen-
dous energy, but if it does fall apart, trying to put it back together,
that confidence among everybody, among the bankers, among de-



velopers, among storeowners, among homeowners, among every-
body, is going to be so much harder to put together again.

So we just can't afford to lose it. We are playing with fire. The
President is playing with fire. He is playing a very dangerous
game, and I, for God's sake, wish him good luck, because if it
doesn't work--

Senator SARBANES. Gentlemen, thank you very much. You've
been a very helpful panel, and we appreciate it.

Next we will hear from Thomas Bradley, the president of the
Maryland State AFL-CIO, and Mr. George Bowler, representing
the United Auto Workers.

Mr. Bradley if you would proceed, I think we are ready to hear
from you.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS M. BRADLEY, PRESIDENT, MARYLAND
STATE-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AFL-CIO, ANNAPOLIS, MD.

Mr. BRADLEY. Senator Sarbanes, let me first congratulate you for
taking your time out from your tremendous schedule to put these
hearings across and have these hearing across the State.

It is vitally important that people have an opportunity to speak.
And, Senator, this is certainly just a reflection of what you've been
doing in the past.

The Maryland State-District of Columbia-on high interest
rates-the American economy today suffers from high unemploy-
ment, continuing inflation, and sky-high interest rates.

Today, it is being treated as an economic prescription that ig-
nores that ailings, and instead scutts social programs and shifts
income to big, multinational corporations and the wealthy.

The Maryland State-District of Columbia AFL-CIO vehemently
opposes double-digit interest rates and labels them as counterpro-
ductive. There is no doubt in our minds that is exactly what the
high interest imposed by the Federal Reserve Board are, counter-
productive.

The Reagan administration economic policies will not solve the
Nation's ills; they will put more people out of work; they will
aggravate inflation and will bring greater inequity and unfairness
to the American economy.

What do these policies add up to, simply, but class warfare
against the poor and the working people of America. The battle for
inflation should be fought by reducing rather then pushing up the
high interest rates that choke the economy.

Interest rates add to the cost of everything, but double-digit
interest rates causes exceptional hardship for small business,
homeowners, consumers. Unlike multinational corporations and
banks, they do not have the ability to shop for credit from the far
corners of the world. High interest rates and tight money increase
unemployment, reduce government revenues, and increase the cost
of social programs.

American workers are now losing jobs, and American families
are losing buying power as a result of the depressing effect of the
misdirected tight money and tight interest policies. -

Exorbitant interest rates have created a depression in the hous-
ing industry, made needed investment in industrial modernization



too costly, and sent capital scurrying to high-risk, high-profit specu-
lation.

On top of all of this, interest rate payments on the Federal debt
have been the fastest rising item in the Federal budget.

The Maryland State-District of Columbia AFL-CIO wishes to go
on record in reaffirming the proposals of the national AFL-CIO,
that being:

Strengthening and making the Permanent Credit Control Act in
order to channel available credit to high-priority areas and to
discourage excessive speculation;

Giving the President the authority to restrict U.S. capital abroad
and curb extension of credit to foreign ventures whenever it is
deemed necessary to increase investment in domestic plants and
equipment;

Amending the Federal Reserve Act to enlarge the Board of Gov-
ernors to include representatives from industry and labor and agri-
culture and consumers, and not a closed-shop operation for bankers
and money-interest people;

Encourage investments of pension funds in long-term, fixed-pay-
ment mortgages to help more families purchase housing.

The Reagan administration's Federal Reserve monetary policies
must be changed.

In a democratic society, money supply and interest rates and
credit policies must serve the needs of the society. This Nation
must turn away from disastrous reliance on tight money and high
interest rates to fight inflation.

We feel these proposals will be a step in the right direction. We
believe that double-digit interest rates lead to double-digit inflation,
which, in turn, will lead to double-digit unemployment in this
country, which will be, in my opinion, a blueprint for economic and
social disaster as far as this country is concerned.

So, we feel-the Maryland State-District of Columbia AFL-CIO
strongly urges the consideration that we presented to you here this
morning and hope that you will take back to the Senate our
message from the workers of this State. We want to see those
interest rates come down.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much for a very forceful
statement.

Mr. Bowler.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE BOWLER, PRESIDENT, MARYLAND
STATE UNITED AUTO WORKERS COMMUNITY ACTION PRO-
GRAM COUNCIL, BALTIMORE, MD.
Mr. BOWLER. Mr. Chairman, my name is George Bowler. And I'm

president of the Maryland State UAW Community Action Pro-
gram.

I agree wholeheartedly with Mr. Bradley's statement, and would
just like to add a couple of things.

I think everyone knows the plight of the auto industry at this
point. There is basically 300,000 people laid off, not working. And
of those, we have 4,000 in the Baltimore area laid off. This has a
great bearing on the community as a whole.

Right now the GM plant in Baltimore has 130-day supply of
vehicles, which means that any time that plant could close down



for a week, a month, or-I don't like to say it, but in my heart, I
feel it could close down permanently.

It looks that desperate in the Baltimore area. The people are not
working, as you've already mentioned. They are not paying taxes.
There is no base for the community to survive.

And unless the interest rate is brought down, it is going to bring
total chaos. Along with the automotive industry itself, you have to
think about the dealerships.

Coming up from Tennessee last week, along the road, I saw
automobile lots just literally packed with automobiles. I'm quite
sure eventually some of these people are going to have to close the
doors because they cannot sell the cars. I know that the people
would buy if the interest rates would do down.

Just one thing I would like to touch on besides that, and I think
you are aware of the Essex revitalization that we started in Essex.
It seems that that has fallen through now. And not only has it
fallen through, but people were going to come into the Essex area,
and people who were going to remodel and reorganize are starting
to close their doors in that area, too. So, it is a desperate situation,
not only as far as labor is concerned, but for the community as a
whole.

We would certainly urge Congress, No. 1, to get Mr. Volcker
removed from the Federal Reserve Board and get someone in there
who is a little bit more responsive to the needs of the people.

And second, urge Congress to reduce the interest rates immedi-
ately.

Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you very much.
This is a very important message, and it has to reach the admin-

istration and the Fed; they really need to change the basic premise
upon which they are proceeding.

Last Sunday Chairman Volcker was followed on the talk shows
by Murray Weidenbaum, the Chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisers, who indicated that Mr. Volcker and the Fed were pursu-
ing a policy which the administration wished them to pursue-in
other words, that they were carrying out the monetary policy that
the administration wants carried out.

For starters, I think we have to shift the pressures of both the
Congress and the executive branch of Government, the elected
representatives of the people, and indicate very clearly to the Fed
that there has got to be some moderation or accommodation in
their monetary policy.

Mr. BRADLEY. Could I add one thing to you, Senator?
I traveled the whole spectrum of the society in Maryland, some-

times in a day, a lot of times in a week. And I hear from around
the country. And I was shocked to hear that the President said
that he expects a $60 billion deficit.

I think that the President and the administration, from what I
have seen, is whistling past the graveyard. I would not be a bit
surprised, because of the interest rates moving-the inflation
moving at 15 percent, the double-digit interest rates going up, that
we are going to see double-digit unemployment. And those people
who are not employed are going to have to be taken care of by
somebody.



Senator SARBANES. That's the next point I wanted to ask. For
instance, in the construction grades, do you happen to know what
the unemployment rate is now?

Mr. BRADLEY. Well, in this area, because of the construction that
is now underway, we are doing fine in that particular area, but it
is in the industrial production manufacturing area and in govern-
ment, which has usually been the stable area for employment in
this area.

Usually it is the construction trades that goes down, but this
time, because of the revitalization projects that are underway right
now with the new tunnel and some other things that are going on,
the construction trades are setting pretty good.

Senator SARBANES. What about at GM, in the assembly plant?
They did not call back what they had proposed to; is that right?

Mr. BOWLER. As of this point, they have canceled the second shift
indefinitely.

Senator SARBANES. How many workers is that?
Mr. BOWLER. That's around 2,000.
So, we're talking a total of 4,200 people laid off permanently.

Construction was completely halted on the construction part of it.
Senator SARBANES. That goes to the point made by the previous

panel, that you get momentum going and you get something put
together. We had that GM commitment for a $500 million invest-
ment here, which was enormously important. Now it appears to be
on hold; it may be falling apart on us. We just don't know, and
we're extremely concerned about that.

Gentlemen, we thank you for your testimony. It's been very
helpful.

Now we will hear from the homebuilders panel, and then we will
have the realtors panel. And that will close our hearing.

I appreciate your patience.
I don't know if you have worked out an order, but you can

proceed.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD AZRAEL, PRESIDENT, HOME
BUILDERS ASSOCIATION OF MARYLAND, BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. AZRAEL. Senator, my name is Richard Azrael. And I'm the
president of the Home Builders Association of Maryland, which
operates in the central Maryland area, with chapters in Anne
Arundel, Howard, Carroll, Baltimore, Harford, and Cecil Counties,
and here in Baltimore City.

I am here today on behalf of the more than 1,000 member firms
of our association to protest the high interest rate policy of the
Federal Reserve Board.

Last week, our board of directors met for the purpose of voicing
our displeasure with the Congress and the administration whom
we feel do not show enough concern with the effects of the high
interest, tight money policies of the Federal Reserve Board.

It is because of these policies that Metropolitan Baltimore area
building permits through July of this year are down as much as 50
percent from previous years and getting worse.

According to the Baltimore Regional Planning Council, normal
market demand for the Metropolitan Baltimore area is approxi-



mately 14,000 units a year. This represents annual sales of nearly
$1 billion. .

As has been pointed out by witnesses at hearings held earlier
this week, economists determine the true economic impact of this
sales volume by using the multiplier of at least two times, raising
the full economic impact of a healthy and thriving home building
industry to over $1 billion, the size of many national industries. So
you can see that the tremendous loss in housing starts has had a
dramatic impact on the local economy.

I think it is most appropriate that we are meeting here in
Baltimore City, because our studies have indicated a large part of
our labor force comes from the city. Because of the housing down-
turn, unemployment is approaching 20 percent, greatly impacting
this city.

It's very difficult to determine how unemployment is impacting
on just the housing industry. But I can tell you, from my own
knowledge, that locally, here in the Metropolitan Baltimore area,
with housing off 50 percent, I would suspect that unemployment is
reaching those types of percentages, also.

Homebuilders cannot wait any longer. We need action now to get
interest rates back to reasonable levels. Congress has approved the
President's economic program. It was our understanding that once
this approval was secured that interest rates would drop quickly.

However, of late, even the administration's economists have been
saying that rates will continue to stay high at least through the
end of the year. We feel this is an unacceptable situation.

We also feel that the current interest rates are much too high,
based upon the current inflation rate. We understand that the
spread between the prime rate and the Consumer Price Index
should be about 3 V2 to 4 points. Today, that spread is over 12
points.

Additionally, we find credit being diverted toward nonproductive
activities such as corporate takeovers and the like. We have been
advised that some $35 billion in credit was tied up by large corpo-
rations in the recent bidding war for Conoco.

In conclusion, I wish to express the appreciation of our associ-
ation for you taking the time to bring this national disaster to the
attention of the American people.

The bottom line-and we go through many gyrations and mar-
keting sessions, and we beat on the realtors to sell, to sell, to sell.
We go through every tool and every gimmick and trick we can
think of-of putting a house on the market that the homebuyer
today can afford.

The bottom line, when you get through it all, is interest rates. If
the interest rates were lower, the spirit-and Mr. Struver spoke
about spirit. Well, I happen to be a tremendous believer in spirit
and a tremendous believer in momentum and what the buying
public needs to be motivated to go on with their life.

We address, and we are so sensitive to, what the buying public
wants and where they want to be. Well, our Government has
destroyed that spirit and broken it. There are many builders-and
I am one, sitting here-with interest rates that are 6 to 7 percent
below what the market street rate is.



I still cannot sell houses, and for one reason and one reason only,
that that spirit is not there. The Government has destroyed it.

We must find a way to bring us back together, to put us on a
program that is going to be spiritually uplifting and motivating to
get people thinking positively again. And I think we can do that,
but it has to come from Government.

I think our mayor-and I keep going back to Mr. Struver, be-
cause I thought he was so right-on when he talked about the
movement that is taking place here in Baltimore City. The Govern-
ment has to put that movement into our country.

Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. That is very helpful.
I think it is evident that the Government has to help establish a

framework within which the private sector can then do its job. If
the framework is one within which not only can you not do your
job, but the question of sheer survival is at stake, something is
wrong.

Mr. Simons.

STATEMENT OF JACK SIMONS, JR., CHAIRMAN, BALTIMORE
CITY COMMITTEE, HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATION OF MARY-
LAND, BALTIMORE, MD.
Mr. SIMONS. My name is Jack Simons, and I'm with the Balti-

more City Committee of the Home Builders Association, and will
be participating with the Associated Builders and Contractors of
Baltimore on their board.

I am here to advocate, in the strongest terms, a change to the
basic policy and direction that has forced tight money and high
interest rates.

Homebuilding and commercial construction represents the larg-
est single industry in the country. It tries to satisfy a basic need
and has been lagging behind this demand. Policy that sets interest
rates as much as 12 points above the underlying inflation rate
makes it impossible to bring affordable housing to the marketplace.

Baltimore City, under the leadership of Mayor Schaefer, has
been a national leader in innovative approaches to revitalization.
The evidence of such leadership in public and private sector cooper-
ation are visible in the many projects.

But all of this activity has required intensive planning, a long
leadtime, and a basic confidence of the market for these products.
Continued high interest rates make it impossible to plan an afford-
able product; they stretch the time it takes to bring on a product,
and they increase the risks.

Mostly, our industry is a small business industry, and what the
homebuilders in this area are trying to do is to follow the leader-
ship of Mayor Schaefer and attack the large problem of rebuilding
the housing stock.

Members in our chapter believed over the last several years that
inflation and the resulting skyrocketing prices were the basic prob-
lem with the economy. They indicated that a short, sharp period of
high interest rates, coupled with stringent fiscal policy that bal-
anced the Federal budget, was a painful but necessary approach.

Instead, we have been subject to prolonged outrageous interest
rates that threaten our industry's survival. Then the word comes



down that even with further cuts under consideration, balancing of
the budget is years away.

The massive stagnation of our businesses and local economies
seems pointless. Even with the furor of the recent spending cuts,
the Federal Government is not disciplining itself to stay within its
budget, something that would be suicidal for any other entity.

It would seem that even the Federal Government is finally feel-
ing the effects of its own policy of high interest and tight money.
The Morning Sun ran an article this week that declared a deficit
goal of $42.5 billion may be moving as high as above $60 million
due to higher than anticipated interest rates on Government bor-
rowings. This suggests a vicious cycle.

Federal borrowings cover additions in deficit spending and put
additional pressure on the capital markets; this added capital
demand boosts the cost of money for all borrowers and contributes
to additional Federal deficits. A break in the cycle by balancing the
budget is long overdue.

Other homebuilders' statements have described the numbers and
effects. I would like to point out the large constituency being
affected. High interest rates are causing builders and developers to
delay or cancel new projects and to lay off people in order to
survive the current jobs. This effect multiplies to suppliers, manu-
facturers, realtors, banks, and any group that depends on pur-
chases from these people.

Economists at the National Association of Home Builders esti-
mate the multiplier impact of at least two times actual sales no
delivered. This does not count the social impact to consumers who
expect but cannot find affordable housing. High interest rates and
tight money are a principal cause of these detrimental impacts. I
believe increase deficit spending contributes to the high interest
rates and tight money.

,In conclusion, we recognize the terrible results of the present
monetary policy and urge you to force a change.

Generally, this.statement reflects a frustration of our homebuild-
ing industry. We recognize the need to adapt to changing condi-
tions in the marketplace, but it is increasingly difficult to adjust
when the numbers are extremely unfavorable and there are drastic
swings in movement.

One final comment, our numbers, budgets, and so forth indicate
that less .than 50 percent of a house is actually the bricks and
mortar cost. An increasing amount is devoted to land, soft cost,
interest, transfer taxes, and all of those things.

And a general trend, I believe, is happening that moves the
industry in two directions. The giants are going to survive. The
small very-well-captialized businesses will survive. But it will be
increasingly difficult for people to break into our business, and it is
a point of concern.

And I would like to thank you for giving us the opportunity to
discuss these kinds of problems.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you for your very thoughtful state-
ment.

Mr. Meyerhoff.



STATEMENT OF NEIL MEYERHOFF, IMMEDIATE PAST PRESI-
DENT, APARTMENT BUILDERS AND OWNERS COUNCIL, HOME
BUILDERS ASSOCIATION OF MARYLAND, BALTIMORE, MD.
Mr. MEYERHOFF. Senator, I'm Neil Meyerhoff. I'm an immediate

past president of the Apartment Builders and Owners Council of
the Home Builders Association of Maryland.

I don't have a prepared statement this morning. Mr. Simons and
Mr. Azrael have talked about the general aspects of our business,
and I just will give you some facts.

We are currently building a job in Essex, an FHA program. We
have not built a Government program since World War II because
we felt that it cost us more to deal with the Government than
private sources of capital. Since private sources of capital have
dried up for us, we are now building with the Government. That
alone raises a $15,000 apartment $2,000, so it's now a $17,000
apartment.

But the problem we have is that we see a $15,000 apartment at
12-percent interest rate results in a rent of $350 a month approxi-
mately in this area. And that is kind of high for Baltimore.

So, you sort of have to encourage somebody to rent that apart-
ment: It's a new apartment; it's a good apartment-these kinds of
things.

So, you raise the interest rates 3 points and you add another
$100 to the rent.

If you got to 21 percent, you're now talking about a $650 apart-
ment, which is out of the range of anybody in Baltimore except the
very wealthy, who don't live in apartments.

So, you have, on the one hand, an inability to build the apart-
ments for the tremendous number of people who can't buy houses
that my colleagues are building.

By the same token, assuming we could take a risk and build it
with 15-percent money, the mortgage bankers say: "You now have
a $450 apartment. How do you know there's a market for it? What
are your other apartments renting for?"

So, implicitly, he's encouraging you to raise your rent higher on
your existing apartments on your existing residents, because he
wants you to prove to hini and the insurance company that you
can get that rate.

So the high interest rate is not only raising the cost of building
the new apartments, but you are forced to raise your rent higher
on your existing apartments to justify it to the money man, that
you, in fact, can get that rent.

That all leads to more inflation.
We are never going to have enough housing in this country for

rental or for sale.
With interest rates, we used to say 10 or 12, and probably at 14

percent-unless the mortgage rate comes down to 14 or below and
the long-term financing comes down to 12 and below, the city of
Baltimore and this metropolitan area, no one will be able to afford
to build that apartment.

Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. It was developed earlier today in the ques-

tioning that when we finally cost it all out, we end up, to afford a



median-priced home, needing a $50,000 to $60,000 income, which is
not median income.

You're talking about buying a median-priced home, $75,000. Yet
the income you need in order to buy that home is probably in the
top 10 percent of. income families in this country.

And you have the same problem on rentals, I take it.
Mr. AZRAEL. In addition to that, it is compounded, and it's inten-

sive in our field, where we are borrowing-we are so leveraged in
everything from land acquisition, development, to building, the
bricks and mortar, to buying the end loan, that in a $70,000 house
you're talking maybe $14,000 to $15,000 worth of dollars earmarked
just for those types of-that type of commodity, the cost of money.

Senator SARBANES. Well, that's Mr. Simons point. You said that
under 50 percent was for actual bricks and mortar.

Mr. AZRAEL. It is frightening; it's absolutely frightening.
Senator SARBANES. Let me ask you this question, because it has

come up in previous testimony, and it is something I am very
interested in. It is: Some of the homebuilders said that the boom-
bust cycle of housing was enormously inefficient for 'them, because
they can't put and hold together a work force. In other words, if
they can get a good -constant level of activity, they can build up a
reliable work force, train them, get them into their system.

One witness said that he is now using computers in some of his
work, and obviously that is in many instances a new development.
People have to be trained in it. He said that every time he lays
them off, he finds that when he goes to rehire them, the very best
of his people have gone off somewhere else, because they will go
find someplace where they are not subject to the ups and downs.
Have you all encountered that?

Mr. AZRAEL. It is terribly inefficient, and it makes you so fearful
of going out and building an organization. Since 1969, what have
we had? Three cycles? This is what we are experiencing today-is
something, I think, different than the typical -downturn in the
housing industry. But how can you build a team and stick in
residential housing, for-sale housing? It is almost impossible.
* Mr. SIMONs. Coupling that with your observation of the median
sales price, if we are subject to boom-bust cycles, and given the fact
that a new subdivision might take as long as 2 years, from the
gleam in someone's eye to actually putting the shovel in the
ground, the lead time is so tremendous, to go through the environ-
mental impact considerations and the sediment control studies, and
all the various factors-the project develops a momentum of its
own.

You can get FNMA or VA, construction lenders, all of these
players. The developer or builder is the crunch point, and he might
be 8 months behind his gut feelings to market. Meanwhile, the
capital markets have changed, and he has got to readjust. So your
median sales price might be high. But it is observing the product
that was thought of last year, or the year before.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Meyerhoff, do you have any observations
on this breakup of the work force?

Mr. MEYERHOFF. We have had that problem throughout the
years. The quality of the people coming in is lower each time. The
carpenter you lay off the first time and might come back the



second time, is not likely to come back a third time. We're also in
the maintenance of our apartments, and we're looking to schemes
to see what money we can spend this fall to create jobs for our
current new construction force.

And we hate to lay them off. We have a work force for 30 years
as carpenters, and you don't want to now lay them off. When you
think about putting in new doors, and renovating old apartments,
you don't want them to leave, because when they do the quality of
the building the next year is going to be much less.

The quality of the housing just can't keep up with the loss of
skilled craftsmen. There are almost no skilled craftsmen left.

Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you all very much. You have
been a very helpful panel.

Now, our realtor panel, Mr. Otis Warren and James Piper.

STATEMENT OF JAMES PIPER III, PRESIDENT, PIPER & CO.
INC., REALTORS, LUTHERVILLE, MD.

Mr. PIPER. Senators, Mr. Warren had to leave. I am James Piper
III, president of Piper & Co., Inc., Realtors, with four offices, one of
which is in the city, on Federal Hill. I am also second vice presi-
dent of the Greater Baltimore Board of Realtors. I will make my
remarks as brief as possible, because so much has really been
covered so well by my colleagues.

Just a few points I want to bring up, one, for instance, to give a
frame of reference on interest rates. In January, the interest rates
were in the 13V to 14 percent category. Today, as you heard
earlier, they are in the 17% -well, 17 at the least, up to as high as
18 percent, or roughly a 4-point spread. This is basically-well, this
is roughly a 30-percent increase, and causes two basic things to
occur.

One is that almost all low- and middle-income families are
simply priced out of the market. And I'm sorry that Otis Warren,
my good friend, and competitor, is not with us to comment more
fully on that. And with the average cost of $75,000 on a medium-
priced home, coupled with the high interest rates, it just causes
real problems and concerns for that level of the buying public.

Second, those families that can afford the high payments are
very much on the sidelines, unless they absolutely have to buy, vis-
a-vis the corporate executive that comes in from out of town, being
transferred. The person that has the good fortune to have large
amounts of cash in reserve, in unfortunately the money market
and other areas-we would prefer to have it in a savings and loan,
of course-but these people are still buying. And the other fortu-
nate thing is quite a bit of our personal business is in that catego-
ry, although we are spread in both low, middle, and high income.

So I guess to some degree my company is a little bit the excep-
tion, in that we enjoy both of those situations: a heavy commitment
in corporate relocation and working with middle-to-high and high-
income families.

As far as what the real estate industry is doing, or wants to do,
about the situation, to try to solve the interest rate crisis, which
you may be aware of, on September 7 we are having Interest Crisis
Week, which is a very well organized program sponsored by our



National Association of Realtors, which has some 700,000 members,
the largest trade organization in the country.

The National Association, together with the State association,
which is called the Maryland Association of Realtors, our local
board, throughout the various jurisdictions in the State, will all be,
starting next Monday, writing our Senators, our Congressmen, the
President-anybody that we feel in our judgment can exert influ-
ence and try in a positive way to change the interest rates. I think
we are a positive group; I know we are-and I think we are as a
group very optimistic. But I think that the time has come where
we have got to realize that we cannot be stupidly positive. We have
to realize where things really are.

And I think we have decided just recently to step out of the
crowd and be counted, both as to the way we feel and-I'm speak-
ing with as much belief and integrity as we can, as to how we see
the situation, not just for our own selfish interests, but also more
importantly for the public who we represent.
. So our objective will be to hopefully awaken a very discouraged
and pessimistic public to together with us try to get the job done.
That is the principal objective. A couple of things that we're going
to ask for, or objectives that we hope will be met, will be an
immediate decrease of at least 1 to 2 percent in the mortgage rate
market, so that.our public, our members, that are buying residen-
tial real estate, can afford to buy it.

Our long-range objective-or, I should say, our middle-range ob-
jective, in the next year to 18 months, is that the interest rate be
in the 12 to 13/8 percent range. We think unless the market gets
under 14 percent, as it currently exists, that we're going to contin-
ue to have a very difficult, depressed residential market.

And third, we are going to support to all of our worth the saver
certificate concept. It's very discouraging, I think, to read the paper
this morning, where the Internal Revenue waits until the last
moment to make a decision on whether certain things are allow-
able or not. I think that takes the blush off the rose, so to speak,
and that, to me, is kind of discouraging, that that couldn't have
been answered ahead of time.

I think banks and savings and loans-how something is sold or
publicized is extremely important, psychologically, to whether the
public accepts it or not. I just wish them well, because it is going to
affect all of us. If the saver's certificate does not work, then we
have an even more serious problem, but if it does, it might help the
situation.

As far as- the real estate firms themselves are concerned, we are
seeing more and more not only marginal firms, but firms, small
firms, that are good firms, that are maybe not highly capitalized-
they are. fading out of the market, out of business, or they are
being bought by large conglomerates like Merrill, Lynch, like Cold-
well Banker, and some of the larger conglomerates. This, I think, is
disappointing for two reasons.

One, we need small, good real estate firm; and two, many of
them are really being forced to do that, and they are getting really
no money, or very little money, for their efforts over the many,
many years. There's a lot of sweat and equity that they put into



those firms. And their sales are down, they're losing money, so in
both areas it is kind of discouraging.

I read this 5 years ago, that this was going to happen, but I still
believe that the medium- and small-sized real estate firm will be
with us. It has got to be, because that is where I am coming from,
and that's where I hope to stay.

I guess that really would conclude my remarks.
Senator SARBANES. I thank you very much. Let me ask you, if a

house goes on the market today without some kind of creative
financing arrangement, what are the chances of it's selling, or, to
put it another way, what percent of what is moving involves cre-
ative financing in one form or another?

Mr. PIPER. Senator, I haven't done any personal statistic, but my
reaction to that would be that well over 50 percent in one way or
another. There is either owner financing, or some kind of a buy-
down, or some kind of a program that helps.

Senator SARBANES. Did someone raise a hand?
If you would identify yourself, and volunteer your information.
Ms. LURIE. Adele Lurie, from Columbia, Md. Every bit of 75 to 80

percent of -the housing in the Howard County market sells with
some kind of creative financing, and if it does not, it sells at some
type of-of some level, I should say-or distressed market price.

Mr. PIPER. One of the interesting things, Senator, I think that
the values have really leveled off, and in 1977-78, they were going
up 10, 12, 14 percent, depending upon location, and certain other
things, in price level. Now, most areas have not only leveled off,
but when you factor in the fact that an owner takes back at 12 or
14 percent for first or second mortgage when the. market is at 17 to
18 percent, really, that owner is losing money. In other words,
actually, values are going down because of the tie-in with owner
take-back financing.

Senator SARBANES. What happens to families that have to
move-the sellers, you know-because they have been transferred
by their business or something of that sort? I take it that the
length of time that houses are on the market has just increased
tremendously; is that correct?

Mr. PIPER. Yes, sir.
Our listings portfolio is up 60 percent, over last year.
Senator SARBANES.. What about the people who have been or-

dered elsewhere, and have to go?
Mr. PIPER. Well, if they are fortunate enough, their corporation,

their employer, has a contract with a third party company like a
home equity or Merrill, Lynch, where it automatically gets taken
off their hands, Their equity is given to them on 5 days' notice, and
they go to their new place of employment and start to work. They
are the very fortunate ones.

The majority of them have to sweat it out, and try to sell it. And
if the pressure gets great enough, then they're going to sell it-
they will have to sell it, at a loss. They may gave to go to the new
place of employment and rent for a period of time, until they can
sell their house.

Senator SARBANES. Of course, the fact that that advantage, or
that particular benefit, is provided primarily by the large compa-
nies becomes another advantage they have vis-a-vis the small busi-



ness, to attract talented people. As I understand it, those programs
are invariably to the benefit of, really, the bigger or the larger
corporations.

Mr. PIPER. Yes; the corporation with maybe 30 moves or more a
year.

Senator SARBANES. We had some very interesting testimony on
Monday from Bill Byrnes which was very interesting, and I wonder
whether his was a general reaction.

He said that the whole quality of the work that was done was
markedly affected; that you spend far more time in effect counsel-
ing sellers and buyers; and that, he finally said, that it's no fun to
be in this business anymore. The resentment and the frustration
and the anger that you encounter, he said, is almost constant-
although he said he thought after you talked with people that they
understood that he was the messenger, and not responsible for the
message.

Are you encountering that? Is that a fair summary of what is
happening?

Mr. PIPER. No, I don't think so. I know Mr..Brynes well, and I
can imagine him saying that. I think, yes, there is some frustra-
tion, obviously. One of my jobs, being president of my own compa-
ny, is to desperately try to keep my salesmen's attitudes up in a
market where some are doing very well and many are not doing
well at all. So there is frustration, certainly, but it is still a fun
business. Otherwise, I don't think people would be in it. They
would be doing something else.

I will say that right now it is extremely difficult to attract good,
full-time, competent sales people. It really is very difficult. That
whole thing has changed over the last 2 years. There was a flood
getting into it, and now there is not a flood moving out, but many
firms have experienced rather large attrition going into not so
much other real estate firms as going out of real estate and into
something else that has a steady salary. Where most sales people
are on commission, that is what they live and die on.

Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you very much for a very helpful
statement. And again, I want to thank you for staying with us
until the end. The subcommittee will stand in recess.

[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-
vene at 9:30 a.m., Friday, September 4, 1981.]



EFFECTS OF HIGH INTEREST RATES ON
MARYLAND COMMUNITIES

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1981

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTMENT, JOBS, AND PRICES

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:45 a.m., in room
2-B, Largo Student Center, Prince Georges Community College,
Upper Marlboro, Md., Hon. Paul S. Sarbanes (member of the sub-
committee) presiding.

Present: Senator Sarbanes.
Also present: James K. Galbraith, executive director; William R.

Buechner, professional staff member; and Betty Maddox, assistant
director for administration.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES, PRESIDING

Senator SARBANES. I think we are ready to get underway.
This is the fifth and last day of hearings this week that the

Subcommittee on Investment, Jobs, and Prices of the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee is conducting to document and examine the ef-
fects of high interest rates on Maryland communities and its citi-
zens.

Earlier this week, we heard from a wide variety of business and
local leaders concerning how high interest rates have impacted
local economies, in Baltimore City, Baltimore County, Annapolis,
and surrounding counties, Wye Mills, Eastern Shore, and in Rock-
ville. Today, the subcommittee is conducting its hearing in Prince
Georges Community College.

I want to digress for just a moment to thank the community
college officials for their hospitality in making these facilities avail-
able to us, and also simply to add my own comment on the very
effective job which I think this community college is doing here in
Prince Georges County.

I have had the opportunity to work with the college on a number
of issues and to visit here on a number of occasions. The college is
making a very important contribution to the education of our
citizens. I'm careful to say not just of our young people. They really
have a full-fledged program that goes across the board and is a
very important force, not only in the county, but the State.

In six separate hearings this week, the subcommittee has heard
from more than 80 witnesses about the severe challenge of high
interest rates, a challenge which the witnesses themselves know
best since they face it daily in their own economic activity.
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I think it is no exaggeration to say that the problems created by
the continuing high interest rates are approaching crisis propor-
tions. The situation this year with the prime rate running over 17.5
percent is unparalled. In the last 12 months, the prime rate has
been as high as 21.5 percent. Today, it remains at 20 percent.

The mortgage rate at many financial institutions is over 17
percent, the highest it has ever been. The interest rate in tax-free
municipal bonds is now over 11 percent, twice what local govern-
ments had to pay only 4 years ago. These rates have created grave
obstacles to the operations of many established and productive
enterprises, particularly in those sectors of the economy which
depend upon a line of credit.

The damage thus far is serious. And if conditions are not soon
improved, it will, in my judgment, be irreparable. Enterprises
which have been an important asset to their respective communi-
ties-and we are talking about highly productive, very viable en-
terprises-will be lost.

The burden of high interest rates has become a major financial
problem for small businesses. Auto dealers and other sellers of
consumer durables have been particularly hard hit. For the first
time in the history of quarterly survey by the National Federation
of Independent Business, small businesses rank interest rates and
financing as the singlemost important problem facing them.

The survey which was released last week stated:
The currently high rates of interest are making a bad situation unbearable for

many small firms.

Last year, almost 12,000 businesses failed nationwide, the highest
figure in more than a decade and almost double the number of
failures in 1978 when interest rates were only half their current
level.

The situation is particularly critical in the homebuilding indus-
try. Housing starts last month stood at an annual adjusted rate of
just over 1 million, down almost 20 percent from the. already-
reduced pace of year ago and only half of the 2 million starts
needed to meet nationwide demand.

Construction-related business is similarly depressed, with unem-
ployment and construction industry running at 15 percent, more
than twice the industrial average. Home sales have fallen dramati-
cally down in Maryland as much as one-third from the levels of 2
years ago.

We had some testimony that said the figures should be 50 per-
cent, not a third.

With mortgage rates now around 17 percent, purchase of a
medium-priced house in the national capital area, for example,
would require an annual income well in excess of $50,000, an
income which is well, well above the national mean.

Financial institutions, particularly savings and loan associations
which have done so much to make home ownership a reality, face
unprecedented pressures. High interest rates also have very serious
implications for the finances of State and local governments.

As a Sunday's New York Times article commented 2 weeks ago.
These are dark days for State and local treasuries * * * Prices of municipal bonds

have been sliding all year and fell to a historic low last week. At the same time, the



interest rates that governments have to pay on their new bonds have reached
historic highs.

This is an especially serious blow at a time when State and local
jurisdictions must look forward to sharp reductions in financial
support from the Federal Government.

The Federal Reserve Bank in Richmond reports that Maryland
farmers are now paying the highest interest rate they have ever
had to pay for bank loans, with many farmers paying 2 to 3
percentage points above the current prime rate. As a result, farm-
ers across the State as elsewhere in the Nation have .been postpon-
ing or abandoning productive investments which would make them
more efficient and effective producers.

We have heard some very pointed testimony on this subject on
the Eastern Shore on Tuesday and on Wednesday from Leon En-
field who is the head of the Maryland Farmer Bureau. And, of
course, our first panel this morning will address that subject.

The purpose of these hearings is to document across the State,
with testimony from those directly affected, the conditions to which
these statistics attest. Over the past 18 months, the Joint Economic
Committee, created by the Employment Act of 1946 to provide
Congress with economic information and advice, has held a number
of hearings on the economy with particular focus on the interest
rate question and will return to this matter when the committee in
the fall begins its examination of the impact of the recently en-
acted economic program.

It is my expectation that the report of the Maryland experience
established by these hearings will make an important contribution
to the committee's work and to the response which policymakers
must undertake to remedy this pressing economic situation.

As we reach the end of this week, I must say that I think some of
the testimony we have had has been enormously helpful. It was my
own conviction before the hearings started that the policy being
pursued with respect to high interest rates ostensibly to fight infla-
tion is, in fact, contributing to inflation in a number of very signifi-
cant ways that conviction has been strengthened.

I am very frank to say I think the premise has to be altered. The
economy cannot withstand continued interest rates at current
levels. :Unless the administration, which has been very supportive
of the Fed's position, shifts, and the Fed in turn accommodates, we
face very grim times, particularly in certain sectors of the econo-
my. That is the issue we want to seek to develop this morning.

We are pleased to have as our first panel representing the agri-
cultural community, which is enormously important to the econo-
my of this State and the Nation, Wilma Reeves and Roland Darcey.

If you would take the seat and proceed, we-are happy to have
you. Do you have an order in which you wanted to go?

Mrs. REEVES. I will go first.
Senator SARBANES. I think Mr. Darcey and I are still old-

fashioned enough to believe you ought to go first.



STATEMENT BY WILMA M. REEVES, FORMER MEMBER, MARY-
LAND STATE COMMITTEE OF ASCS AND VICE PRESIDENT,
REEVES AG ENTERPRISES, CHAPTICO, MD.
Mrs. REEVES. Senator Sarbanes, ladies and gentlemen, I want to

first thank you for the opportunity to speak here and try to point
out some of the problems of the farmers of southern Maryland.

I've been concerned for some time, and I have said so, about
farming in general in this country. The family farm of .America
has been the most efficient food factory and the most dependable
source of exportable goods of any country in the world. Four per-
cent of the population provides food and fiber for the other 96
percent and enough extra for export to make a significant impact
on our balance of trade.

But the farmer faces obstacles that are beyond his good manage-
ment and hard work and long hours to overcome.

The weather will give him some good crops or bad years, but
they do seem to even out and are planned for and managed with a
little help. The value of his produce is determined by the buyer.
The value of his produce is determined by the buyer. He sells by
asking: "What will you give me?" Never any cost of production,
cost of living, interest on investment is figured in or considered.

The fixed cost of planting a crop has increased at an alarming
rate in the last few years. Good seed, fertilizer, fuel for machinery,
and the replacement of equipment is determined in cost by a
different method of marketing. The inflation and interest rates we
have been experiencing have priced the land beyond any possibility
of crops grown on it to ever pay for it.

Two bankers I have talked to recently both say they cannot lend
money to buy land at the present price. and interest rate for a
strictly farm operation. Each, in figuring a farm management and
repayment plan, say they must have one family member with a
good paying outside job to meet today's interest rates.

One says that with a good farm operation, with very little debt
outstanding, it is possible to borrow to add additional land with
caution. I can give examples of good farmers getting in serious
financial trouble trying to enlarge that way.

We have always had an occasional farmer who made some bad
decisions and ended up having to sell out and try something else.
Neighboring farmers were able to borrow the money and'buy the
land and equipment and work it into their operation. But in the
last month, foreclosure proceedings have been started on three
farms. This is something that has not happened in the last 30
years.

Farm machinery dealers are. feeling the pinch and are in trouble.
Good farm machinery dealers and easy availability of fertilizer and
lime and available markets are all necessary to a farm operation.

One local dealer says he is spending his time patching up equip-
ment that should be on the junk heap, but at $60,000 for the
smallest combine-cornpicker, the farmer would now be paying
$11,340 per year in interest at present rates and would have to pick
or combine 500 acres of grain to just pay the interest. That size
machine with the owner operating it for wheat, corn, and then soy
beans can't harvest much more than that.



Farmers have been helped by good research by the Extension
Service, good machinery developed by manufacturers, and innova-
tive ways to fertilize and control weeds and insects.

The comparative efficiency of the system might be illustrated by
a few statistics. In 1948, a postage stamp sent a letter across the
country for 3 cents, a loaf of bread cost 13 cents, and wheat
brought $3 a bushel. Today, that stamp will cost you 18 cents, the
bread from 70 cents to $1, and the wheat still brings the farmer $3
a bushel.

I would like to suggest that it is time for you to worry the next
time your television commentator says: "Good news, farm prices
are down."

Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much, Mrs. Reeves.
I think we will hear from Mr. Darcey and then discuss it with

both of you.
Mr. Darcey, will you please state your name for the record?

STATEMENT OF ROLAND E. DARCEY, PRESIDENT, PRINCE
GEORGES COUNTY FARM BUREAU AND VICE PRESIDENT,
MARYLAND FARM BUREAU, UPPER MARLBORO, MD.
Mr. DARCEY. Thank you, Senator.
My name is Roland Darcey. I live in Prince Georges County. I

have been in the Farm Bureau all my life.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you and to present

a major concern the farmers of Prince Georges County are experi-
encing with the high interest rates.

Although Prince Georges County has mostly small farms and
many farmers working another job on the side, the pressure of
high interest rates have been felt throughout our agriculture com-
munity.

Our principal cash crop is tobacco, and it cost approximately
$1,000 per room to build a tobacco barn to house this commodity. It
takes a 20-room barn to house about 5 acres of tobacco, which
would cost about $20,000 plus the present high interest rate of 17.5
percent. Therefore, you can easily see why the farmers of Prince
Georges County are unable to plan any expansion under these
conditions.

Because of the increased production costs and depressed farm
prices in grains and slaughter animals, farmers are only borrowing
money for the absolute necessities such as fuel, feed, fertilizer,
seed, and so forth. Then, they just hope to hang on until things get
better.

I might deviate from the testimony. This is what gets more
farmers in trouble than anything else-hanging on, not knowing
when to make the decision to cut loose or to increase. It is only a
human error that farmers have felt because they feel so close to
the land.

Due to the large amount of money required in the production of
crops and livestock and the long time between paydays, it is neces-
sary for most of us to borrow money to farm. This gives the farmer
a tough decision. Do I take a chance and borrow to continue
farming or do I quit before I go broke?

Many is the time I have tried to make a decision in the last 2
years: Should I borrow money to continue farming and keep the



operation or should I take this cash money, pay my taxes, and then
put the rest of it into high-bearing interest rates? I'm sorry to say
the last 2 years, I made the wrong decision. I would have had more
money in having the money in high-bearing interest rates, but
farming is not something you can go in and out.

If we have a small business and it stops, it can sit still, and you
can maybe go back into business when things look better. If a farm
goes out of business and the weeds grow up and the farm goes
down and all the production and all the grains leave it, it very,
very seldom ever goes back into production.

I heard a speech from the Farm Credit Bank saying in 1933 that
a farm credit employee could walk from the northern tip of Okla-
homa to Kansas and never get off of bank land during the 1930's.
We hope that this doesn't happen in 1981.

Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you'very much, Mr. Darcey.
I asked Leon Enfield, on Wednesday, about your last point: To

what extent are very successful farmers looking at the situation
and figuring they would be better to liquidate their capital and
invest it in the money-market funds? He said that they saw that
that would be better, but loved farming so much that he didn't
think a lot of them were doing it yet.

What has been your experience?
Mr. DARCEY. Absolutely right. As I said, farmers love their land.

It is a lifetime position. You just do not give up because, as I say,
once you give up, you never go back. The position has been for all
the farmers I know of in this southern Maryland area-I'm speak-
ing of the southern Maryland area-none that I know of unless for
health reasons, other reasons, not monetary reasons, has given up.
They are still struggling and hanging on with the idea that things
will look better later on.

Senator SARBANES. Have the suppliers changed their terms-the
fertilizer dealers and so forth-from giving a farmer credit over the
seed?

Mr. DARCEY. The terms of the fertilizer dealers and equipment
dealers have become very stringent toward the farmer, not because
they are mad at the farmer; it is because they also have to borrow
money and cannot afford to carry the crops.

Many years ago, the farmers bought their fertilizer and seed
from a distributor and waited until they sold the crop to pay. This
is no longer the case. They advise you to go to production credit or
the local banker and receive the money. You have 30 to 60 days to
pay your bill. After that, your interest rates go anywhere from 20
to 24 percent.

It has been known is several cases where farmer have come to
different suppliers in southern Maryland on grain and tobacco
production, and these banks have advised them not to plant this
year if they are financially in that bad shape; to just skip this year
and do something else.

Senator SARBANES. Did you want to say something?
Mrs. REEVES. The Farmers Home Administration people have

said they are beginning to see farmers-of course, this is an organi-
zation that deals with people that are in serious financial trouble
and can't get a loan through anything else-farmers come in and



qualify for loans that they never dealt with before. They have
always been above the cutoff point.

Senator SARBANES. In other words, we are really talking not
about marginal operators, but--

Mrs. REEVES. No, you are talking about people who have been
successful and haye been good credit risks. And the interest rates
and various situations have now put them in a position that they
are qualifying for Farmers Home Administration help.

Senator SARBANES. Now, especially in this State where there is
so much development. I know the farm commuity is always under
pressure, with the land being shifted out of farming into housing
developments, commercial developments, and so forth. As an aside,
I think nationwide, this is a problem we are not fully addressing,
although various efforts have been made to keep land in agricul-
ture. I am fearful that one day we are going to wake up and see
that we allowed so much of this to happen that we will be in a
situation where we can't really meet our food needs.
. Mrs. REEVES. I really think you are right; a farming community
is a very fragile situtation now. When you are talking about 3 to 4
percent of the population supplying the food and exports and feed
of the country, this is a small group, and they are not young
people.

This is another thing: we went through a present interest situa-
tion of a young farmer who is a good farmer, raised on a farm,
works on his father's farm, married, there is no way he can ever
buy a farm. Under the present interest situation, he really can't
even go and rent land and buy equipment and start it on a tenant
basis.

It was in past times that young farmers got their start by being
tenant farmers on rented land for a certain number of years. But
as I understand, now, this will not financially fly.

With your combine situation, the farm-machinery dealers are
really in serious trouble. They have got machinery, they have got
overhead, and they can't really figure any way the farmer can pay
the interest and buy the machinery.

Senator SARBANES. A farm dealer on the Eastern Shore said in
his testimony that he could not in good conscience urge his farm
customers to buy his equipment at the terms which they would
have to do it. He said he is also a farmer himself. He said, "These
people are my friends, and I'm caught in this terrible situation of
counseling with them and saying to them finally that they will
probably get themselves in too deeply if they move ahead."

Mrs. Reeves, I noticed your reference to patching up equipment.
How much of that are the farmers doing? To what extent do you
think that the Farmers are becoming less efficient and, therefore,
higher cost rather than lower cost producers because of interest
rates that preclude them from making investments which would
improve efficiency?

Mrs. REEVES. This is what patching up equipment causes. You
try to keep a machine going past the time when it is fairly trouble
free, and then you have got downtime. You can lose crops because
your time runs out when it should be harvested.

Wheat and soybeans are more of a time frame than corn. Corn
will stand there some. But, yes, patching up the machinery to try



to make it go another year isn't an efficient way to operate. It is a
very inefficient way because you have got the situation of down-
time, broken machinery, where nobody is working until it can be
repaired.

Mr. DARCEY. One of the common jokes among the farmers is to
be a successful farmer, your wife has to have agood job. That has
been the situation.

Mrs. REEVES. That's not the family farm.
Mr. DARCEY. But it is true that we find ourselves in a situation,

not only the increased prices, but the high interest rates at this
time have just about absolutely stopped all increasing in agricul-
ture. You try to maintain the volume of agriculture that you have
had for some time and not try to increase.

I find this is the first time in the last 10 years where farmers are
renting land, leasing land. I find this year available land that has
not been leased. As you know, over on the Eastern Shore, you have
an experience there where leasing has been extremely important to
large farmers with large equipment.

But I find in Maryland some land that has been left idle this
year because the interest rates and depression of agriculture have
not been encouraging them to ask to lease land in their communi-
ty. They have cut back.

Senator SARBANES. This has been very helpful testimony.
I want to underscore the point both of you have made about the

enormous contribution that the farm sector makes to the economy.
I think we lose sight of that in this country. I think we lose sight of
it partly because you have been so successful.

When 4 percent of your population is able, not only to meet our
own food needs for 225 million people, but also to be an important
part of our export efforts and, therefore, balance of payments, that
is strength. Other countries can't match that. They have a much
larger percentage of their population involved in agriculture.

Unfortunately, the smaller the percentage of the population, the
more the rest of the country either isn't aware of or tends to
overlook the contribution that you are making. It is a funny rela-
tionship. And I think that is a very important point.

We thank both of you very much for your testimony. It has been
very helpful.

Mrs. REEVES. Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Mrs. Reeves, I want to particularly thank you

for your work on the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Committee over the last few years. It has been a terrific contribu-
tion and important to people of this State.

Mrs. REEVES. Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Our next scheduled panel will be the auto

dealers. Are Kenneth Dixon and Mr. Cairns here?
Gentlemen, will you come forward?
I'm pleased to have you here, and I am ready to hear from you in

whatever order you want to go.

TESTIMONY OF KENNETH 0. DIXON, KEN DIXON CHEVROLET
BUICK, INC., WALDORF, MD.

Mr. DIXON. Senator Sarbanes, I don't have a prepared statement
for you this morning, but I would like to speak to you as a repre-



sentative of my fellow dealers in southern Maryland. And I'm a
representative for them to the Maryland Automobile Dealers Asso-
ciation. And this year, I am also president of that association.

We have been affected many ways through high interest. Infla-
tion is another factor, besides high interest rates, that has affected
us by increasing our product costs over the past 10 years, having
more than doubled, this burden has now almost tripled.

Contrivedly, our business requires large inventories, not only of
automobiles, but of parts and service equipment. My parts inven-
tory through this inflation has increased almost double. The cost of
carrying my inventory has tripled.

And when I say "my," I'm talking about my fellow dealers as
well. I have a tendency to say "my."

The average used car dealer's inventory cash values have escalat-
ed to a point where normally he could carry 40 to 50 cars. For that
same money, he can now carry about 17 or 18 cars. So to bring our
inventories up even to compete and satisfy and service the public
in our area, we had to go, in a lot of cases, to borrowed money. And
borrowed money in our case is prime-plus because the local finan-
cial institutions, our banks, are out of this type of business.

I don't think there is but one bank in the whole State of Mary-
land that is still floor planning automobiles for automobile dealers.
And they are fast getting out of that business.

So we are confronted with dealing with captive finance compa-
nies set up by the manufacturers to finance their products to the
consuming public, and finance dealer inventories, such as General
Motors' GMAC. We are talking about prime plus. Basically, that is
our problem. It is a very strange problem.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you.
Mr. Cairns.

TESTIMONY OF BILL CAIRNS, BILL CAIRNS PONTIAC, MARLOW
HEIGHTS, MD.

Mr. CAIRNs. Thank you for coming. I was beginning to wonder if
anybody really cared. And I'm glad to see you. Thank you.

My situation is pretty much the same as Mr. Dixon's. It is a little
bit more unique. And when I speak, I would like to think that I'm
speaking for all the dealers in the State of Maryland, not just
myself.

About 4 years ago, I decided to build a new facility in Marlow
Heights, Md., not very far from here. And I wanted to build a
facility that I would be proud of and be an asset to the community
and increase my business so I could increase the payroll and
employ more people. So I undertook this large obligation, and I did
it.

Now, when I started it, I had a commitment from a bank of a
loan at 9/ percent. And that was about 3 years ago. Between the
time I started the building and finished the building in February
1980, this high interest rate bonanza started.

The bank was forced to back out of the commitment because
they could not fulfill it because of the cost of money. And I had to
go with another lending institution. They made me the loan at that
time at 1/ percent over prime which at that time still wasn't that
bad because prime then was about 10 percent.



But since then, it has gone up. As a matter of fact, this past
month, I have been paying 22 percent for about a $2V2 million
loan. Only because I have been in business and successful for 20
years and have a very good group of employees that have pulled
together am I still in business.

My interest bill for the year 1981 just finishing, I will have paid
over $1 million in interest between my cost of floor planning, my
automobiles that I sell to my customers, and for the cost of my
building mortgage-over $1 million in 1 year.

So I feel that I'm an expert in the prime rate problem of today.
If the interest was to come down to a reasonable rate of, which I

would never have thought I would say a reasonable rate might be,
13 or 14 percent, but if it would come to 13 or 14 percent, it would
be like dominoes immediately, I feel.

I could, therefore, stock maybe 200 more cars which would be
more selection for my customers. I would then sell maybe 45 more
cars a month. I would then have to have more salesmen to sell
those cars. And then, in 3 or 4 months, I would have to have more
employees to service those cars.

And immediately in Baltimore, for instance, where there is a
large General Motors plant, they would have to put more people
back to work to build those cars. And back in Chicago and Cleve-
land and other parts of the country where they build Goodyear and
B. F. Goodrich tires and Firestone tires and plastics to make the
seats and upholstry, those people would start back to work.

And it would just be a domino effect all around the entire
country. A lot of people don't realize what impact the automobile
dealer has on the community and the entire country. I would like
to make it be known that it makes a very, very large impact in this
industry that the Government for many, many years has been
picking on this which is very, very vital to this community, Prince
Georges County, as well as this country.

And I just want to thank you for listening to me this morning.
Senator SARBANES. Gentlemen, I thank both of you. That is very

pointed testimony about what has happened.
Mr. Cairns, I was .interested in your tracing back to what would

flow if you could just get a reasonable rate that would enable you
to function in something approximating a normal level. You said if
we could just get down in a range which, a few years ago, we would
have regarded as extremely high under the circumstances, people
would be able to move from worrying about how to survive to at
least being able to function in some normal way.

After considerable effort General Motors packaged GMAC grants
and other things-which are unfortunately, being cut back in the
budget, but at that time were available in the city of Baltimore-to
upgrade and modernize their assembly division in Baltimore. That
represented a $500 million investment.

It meant construction jobs. It did not mean additional assembly
line jobs, but it pretty well guaranteed the ones we had. It elimi-
nated fear they might be lost. It meant they would have the most
efficient modern plant in the entire GM system.

A week ago, they announced they had put that whole projected
modernization, on which they have already spent about $40 million
in some beginning stages, on hold. The reason they have done it is,



of course, the sales situation which now confronts them, and which
you alluded to.

Let me ask you to the extent you are getting buyers now: Has
the source of their financing, changed markedly over the last few
years?

Mr. CAIRNS. The only place that is willing to finance automobiles
at this time is General Motors Acceptance Corp. or Ford dealers,
Ford Motor Credit, or Chrysler Credit for Chrysler dealers. Or if
you are a foreign car dealer, those car dealers are having a tough
time unless they are affiliated in some way with a General Motors
dealer. GMAC will then buy their paper.

At one time, bankers of the community were banging on our
door, asking for the business. But now, the bankers of the commu-
nity are scared to death to come by for fear you might ask them to
borrow money. So it definitely has changed.

They talked about inflation, by making the interest higher to
curb inflation; I wasn't able to pay this million dollars in interest
this past year by borrowing money. Fortunately, I didn't have to. It
was because I was forced, as well as all the other dealers, to pass
the cost of my high interest onto the consumer, my customer. And
so my customer is paying my high interest.

I don't see how that curbs inflation. The same with the banks.
The banks are charging 18, 19, 20 percent.

Senator SARBANES. The high interest rates become an important
factor in the increased costs of goods and services.

Mr. DIXoN. Another thing that should be brought out-the
person that is not very affluent or doesn't have a very strong credit
line is unable at this time to secure a loan to buy either a used car
or a new car. And in some of the cars that we see coming into our
shops for repairs, it is almost sinful.

We don't have inspection in Maryland. Those people are very
fortunate that we don't because they are able to patch up in most
cases and not replace.

Senator SARBANES. I wanted to ask you a question on the parts
inventory. This is the point that has not previously been developed.
A lot of people have talked about their floor plans and how much
they have cut back on them, how that then reduces customer
selection and so affects sales.

I gather dealers have cut back very sharply on the floor inven-
tory that they carry. That is almost a universal development now;
is that correct?

Mr. CAIRNS. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. What about on the parts inventory? I take it

you don't have as much room to deal with respect to parts.
Mr. DIXON. In number of parts, the dealer may have cut back.

But with the inflation, the total cost of the inventory is up. I think
every dealer has taken a look at his parts inventory. And the costs
have doubled. In some cases, we have a certain percentage of parts
that the factory will take back. But it is a very low percentage of
your total inventory. And you end up with many parts in stock,
basically there is nothing you can do.

Mr. CAIRNS. It goes back to the problem of the consumer as being
inconvenienced again. At one time, I used to carry almost $500,000
in parts inventory-3 years ago. Today, the same inventory would



be about $700,000 for what it would have cost 3 years ago because
of the price the parts have gone up.

However, today, my inventories in my parts department is only
about $250,000. What happens is the consumer who would have
come in 3 years ago who might need a strange part for their car, I
would have had it in stock. Today, the consumer is put out because
I don't have that part. And they have to wait 5 days. And at times,
their car could be out of commission for 4 of 5 days.

It just keeps going back to the poor consumer is the one suffering
in the long run. And they are the one paying. And it all stems
from the cost of money.

Somebody said money is the root of all evil, and I believe it is
very true this time.

Senator SARBANES. What is the length of time now that you are
generally working with the auto payments? Has it gone to 48
months here?

Mr. CAIRNS. Yes.
Mr. DIXON. It is almost all 48 months on new cars.
Senator SARBANES. As contrasted with 24 or 36 which used to be

the standard; is that correct?
Mr. DIXON. That's correct.
Mr. CAIRNS. Yes, Sir.
Senator SARBANES. What is the reason for that? Is it only by

extending the time because of the high interest charges that you
can get the monthly payment down to a level where the consumer
can carry it, or is there some other reason as well?

Mr. DIXON. It is the only way they can make the payment.
Mr. CAIRNS. The cost of the product has gone up also, but the

difference in interest rate between-if the prime was 13 instead of
the 20 percent today, the difference in an interest rate on an
average consumer's payment per month could possibly be $50 a
month or $600 a year.

That is just a rough estimate. The higher the price of the car, the
more it would be, of course. If prime was 13 instead of 20, the cost
of payment to the customer would be approximately $50 a month
less or even more than that because then we could possibly sell the
car. for less money. I wouldn't have to pass on those costs.

Senator SARBANES. Has the manufacturer tried to change the
terms which they deal with you in order to shift the burden to the
dealers, or do they in effect regard themselves as being in the boat
with you?

Mr. DIXON. Which way are you talking about-some relief as far
as--

Senator SARBANES. In terms of tightening up their terms, requir-
ing you to put your money up sooner and so forth. Have they tried
to shift the burden onto you or have they tried to figure out ways
where you are both confronted with it and work together?

Mr. DIXON. Senator, General Motors doesn't build an automobile
that is not sold to the dealer. When it comes off of their assembly
line, it is sold to the dealer. And as it passes out of their building,
it is paid for. Either the dealer pays for it cash, or he has a floor
planning set up. And it is assigned to him immediately. And his
floor plan starts at that time.



Senator SARBANES. I take it that GM's 13.8-percent plan, has now
been extended for another month?

Mr. DIXON. To the 24th, I believe it is.
Senator SARBANES. I understand it has been quite successful in

encouraging sales; is that correct?
Mr. CAIRNS. I wouldn't say that for sure. They would like to

make everybody believe that. It has helped somewhat.
What the general public does not know is General Motors picked

a rate, but the difference between the 13.8 and the old rate is being
picked up by the dealer. We had to subsidize it. And it comes out of
our potential profit. That is where the differences come. And it has
come out of gross profit as well as net profit for the month of
September and the month of August.

I think it was a bad move. It did stimulate some sales, but only
so that they could sell more cars to us, the dealer.

There is no negotiation with the factory, whether it is General
Motors, Ford, Datsun, or whoever. They build a car. If they figure
the car is going to cost x number of dollars to build, they figure
their profit in there, and they make up an invoice, and we pay it.

When we get the car, we can't do that. We have got to negotiate.
If you don't like our price, you go next door, down the street, or
around the corner. They don't have that negotiation problem; we
do. We are in the community and in business; they are not. For the
business, they are not.

Senator SARBANES. The final question I want to ask-and I think
it has really been answered-is the extent to which this situation is
pushing established, effective, productive businesses against the
wall. We heard Mr. Kaufman testify in Anhapolis; you all know
him. He has won awards 2 out of the last 3 years as one of the best
dealers in the country and so forth. And he says he just can't cope
with the situation.

He said it is not marginal people who for one reason or an-
other-inefficient management, undercapitalization, whatever it
may be-shouldn't be in the business, who are being squeezed out.
He says your very best people are unable to cope with this situa-
tion and are being pushed to the wall. And I take it from your
testimony, you agree with that characterization.

Mr. CAIRNS. That is the sad part of it. We are losing a lot of good
businessmen; not just bad businessmen are going broke. In the last
2 years, a lot of good ones are. The bad ones have already gone.
They left 2 years ago. They went first.

The sad thing is a lot of the family-type business, around 40-50
years, three or four generations, this generation, because they have
made some money and made some good investments over the
years, have just locked the doors. They didn't go broke, they have
just locked the doors of their dealership in their community and
sold the real estate for something else.

A lot of them who would have liked to have sold the real estate
for something else are sitting on the real estate because they can't
sell it under these conditions because of the prime rate.

Mr. DIXON. Senator, I was just reading this article from our
national organization, and we have so far this year lost 486 dealers
nationwide.

Senator SARBANES. Well, gentlemen, we thank you very much.



Mr. CAIRNS. Thank you very much.
Senator SARBANES. Very good testimony, panel.
I understand that Dennis Madden, president of the Prince

Georges Chamber of Commerce is with us.
Mr. Madden, we would be very pleased to hear from you now.

We appreciate your attending this morning.

STATEMENT OF DENNIS W. MADDEN, PRESIDENT, PRINCE
GEORGES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, LARGO, MD.

Mr. MADDEN. Good morning, Senator.
My name is Dennis W. Madden. I am president of Prince Georges

Chamber of Commerce. Prince Georges Chamber of Commerce in-
cludes within its membership nearly 800 business organizations
serving this area. Our members range from large corporations and
institutions to small mom and pop businesses.

Since this is the fifth day of a full week of public hearings on
this subject, it is not likely that anything I say will come as a
surprise to the members of this subcommittee, and therefore, my
statement will be very brief.

The chamber through its day-to-day contacts with its member-
ship is in a unique position to feel the pulse of business of Prince
Georges County. I think it is safe to say that we do not have a
single member who is not affected in some way by the current
inordinately high interest rates prevailing today.

Some particular segments of our local economy appear to be
more severely impacted than others. For example, the home build-
ing industry, the auto 'dealers, and the financial community, espe-
cially the savings and loan institutions. A spokesman for these
segments of our business community either already have appeared
or will appear later to outline their current problems. They can
speak directly and in depth of the effect of high interest rates on
their businesses. There is little point in my repeating their story.

I would like to make a few brief comments from personal experi-
ence. Today, I am wearing my hat as president of the county
chamber of commerce, a volunteer job. In "real" life, I am head of
an architectural and planning firm which does most of its business
in this county.

Two years ago, our firm was designing quite a few residential
units, both single-family and multi-family, to be built in Prince
Georges County. It has now been about 6 months since we have
had a single housing unit on our boards. We are still involved with
other building types-for example, office buildings.

Office buildings are still economically viable due to the invention
of the passthrough lease. The scenario goes like this: A developer
decides to build an office. building. Because of inflation, he has to
pay more for his construction money and his permanent financing
than last year. This forces up his total project cost. Not to worry,
he simply passes along these higher project costs in the form of
higher rents.

The business firms who rent space in the building also have
higher costs as a result of this increased rent. They, in turn, pass
along these higher costs in the form of higher charges for their
goods and services. This causes more inflation.



The next developer who decides to build an office building pays
still more for his construction money and permanent financing and
so forth. It becomes not only a vicious circle, but a flywheel with a
momentum of its own.

I leave it to you to imagine what will happen to our economy if
this process is allowed to continue.

This circle must be broken, and quickly, before we all go down
the drain. As independent businessmen, chamber members normal-
ly tend to favor letting the private sector work out its own prob-
lems with as little interference from Government as possible. In
this case, however, it would appear that only action by the Federal
Government can turn this situation around.

We see this necessary Federal action as taking two forms. First,
control by the Federal Reserve Board of our money supply must
recognize the severity of the current trauma. Problems which have
been building up for many years cannot necessarily be solved over-
night.

Second, Government spending must be substantially reduced to
correct the huge budget deficits which have been a major cause of
the inflationary pressures precipitating this crisis in interest rates.

I would like to read a little article that came in today's issue of
Nation's Business under the heading "Milestones We Would
Rather Ignore Department."

"The national debt is likely to pass the $1 trillion mark some-
time this fall. The administration is expected to opt for a modest
observance limited to members of the immediate family."

On behalf of the chamber of commerce, I wish to thank you,
Senator, for creating this forum to allow us to express our views.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you, sir, for a very helpful statement.
I might note that, following on the testimony of Mr. Cairns and

Mr. Dixon, the Fed's high interest rates increase the carrying
charge on the existing national debt, thereby contributing to the
deficit.

And, second, to the extent they threw people out of work-and
they have obviously done that in a number of sectors in the econo-
my-people, who previously were working, earning, producing, and
paying taxes, who have ceased paying money into the treasury and
have started drawing unemployment and pulling money out of the
treasury.

Mr. MADDEN. Double wammy.
Senator SARBANES. So we get the double blow.
No one is pushing the Fed simply to throw the floodgates wide

open.
I was interested in the testimony before that said if we could get

down into that range that was mentioned, they at least could
function.

Mr. MADDEN. Range that used to be considered intolerable 3
years ago.

Senator SARBANES. That's right. Then the economy would start
to move, and all of these pieces would begin to fall into place.

I want to ask about the national studies which have shown that
small business is almost totally dependent on debt financing, in
contrast to large businesses, who are in a better position to either



use equity money or use retained earnings. I wonder if that is your
experience and whether you would substantiate that view.

Mr. MADDEN. I think it depends to a certain extent on the type of
business. I believe some of the more service-related businesses that
don't have inventory problems and things like that generally are
internally financed to a large extent. But certainly anyone who has
to have a large infrastructure, real estate, to run his business or
has to have a line of credit, is obviously at the mercy of this high
interest rate.

Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you very much. We appreciate
your joining us this morning.

Mr. James Ricci of the Education Systems Employees Federal
Credit Union and Mr. Jerry Whitlock, the executive vice president
of the John Hanson Savings & Loan, Inc.

Mr. Whitlock, I guess Mr. Ricci is not here with us, so will you
proceed, please.

STATEMENT OF JERRY D. WHITLOCK, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, JOHN HANSON SAVINGS & LOAN, INC., FORESTVILLE,
MD.
Mr. WHITLOCK. Thank you, Senator.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for holding

these hearings so we as citizens, property owners and workers in
Prince Georges County could express some of our views concerning
the present economic conditions.

It has not taken an astute reader or listener to be aware of the
current high interest rate scenerio that exists today in their area.
All one has to do is pick up the Washington Post and read the ads
for the high rates that are being paid by banks and savings and
loans and mutual funds to see that unprecedented rates are being
paid today.

Every week, a new record is set on treasury bill offerings by the
Government. And the person going to the grocery store on a
weekly basis sees prices increasing almost before he can get out of
the store. High interest rates today are causing these situations.

What one may not correlate with the rates being paid to savers
and investors is that on the other side of the ledger, there has to be
someone who has paid an even greater price for the use of that
money. The user may or may not be the same person who has
money to save or invest. But at one time or another, most people
will need to borrow for some specific purpose.

While it may be elementary, it is useful to consider some of the
components that make up the interest rate. Obviously, the amount
being paid to the saver or investor is part. And then there is an
amount necessary tt cover the expenses of operation, plus a profit.

The first aspect of what is paid to the saver is a market condition
determined by what the various financial intermediaries are will-
ing to pay and what they need to attract funds to conduct their
operations. The profit aspect fluctuates in accordance with the
yield on investments, but will always be figured on future transac-
tions.

The expense of operations has wide variations, but a good part of
this has been determined by compliance with Government regula-
tions. And the more regulated the business, the more costly this



aspect will be. The end user of money always has to pay for these
interest rate variations.

The wider issue is: how well does the interest rate level balance
the supply of capital with public and private demand for loans? So
the interest rate is of vital concern to us.

We in Prince Georges county are faced with the same problems
that exist elsewhere. Interest rates are at such a high level that it
has stopped a good number of us from accomplishing the goals we
thought so important. One of these goals has been to secure a home
at an affordable price. And here, we have suffered greatly through-
out this inflation and interest-rate cycle.

I would point out to you that just because of the interest rate
increase in the past few years, which has gone from the 12-percent
range to the 17-percent range, the payments on a $50,000 loan have
risen from $514.31 per month for principal and interest to $712.84.

If the standard rule of paying not more than 25 percent of
income is applied, and taxes and insurance are added, it means a
family has to now earn about $3,200 per month instead of $2,400 a
month 2 years ago to get the same loan. When added to the
increased price of housing, it has taken most of our citizens out of
the home-buying market.

As we are all aware, housing has a significant impact on a lot of
people. When new housing construction is cut down or off, it affects
plumbers, electricians, carpenters, furniture makers, appliance
manufacturers, and a whole host of other people who depend upon
continued building programs for their livelihood. Builders are not
building because the interest rates are so high and have caused
them to price their product so much higher that they aren't sure
they can find a purchaser who qualified for a loan.

In addition, as rates go higher, the current homeowner who
wants to sell his home for one reason or another finds it exceeding-
ly difficult to sell at the current price and interest rate. Many
homes have been on the market for over a year without selling.
And so the very fact that a homeowner has a great deal of equity
in his home is not of any benefit to him because he can't sell to get
his equity out.

In 1958, the average interest rate on loans was 6.1 percent as
opposed to the current 17 percent rate, and no one knows what the
rates will do in the near or distant future. So we have developed a
frustrating and uncertain condition affecting a large segment of
our population.

High costs coupled with the instability of market conditions does
not allow us to plan for the future and to satisfy our needs when
we don't know what is going to happen.

In talking about this subject with various people, I have gotten a
clear indication that most realize that some hardships are bound to
occur as we try to correct this high interest rate and high inflation
cycle. Human nature always makes one think it will be the other
guy to whom this will happen, whoever that may be. The "other
guy" right now is the builder, the farmer, the family on a fixed
income, the small businessman, the investor with long-term invest-
ments yielding low rates, and many, many others. Many have and
will say that the hardships have now been enough, and that it is
time to alleviate this suffering.

87-288 0 - 82 - 24



We as citizens cannot rightly place blame for the current condi-
tions on any one segment of our economy. It is not our purpose in
hearings such as this to place blame, but to see if we can suggest
and help with policies that will improve the current conditions.
Most of us do not have the solution because the problem is not of
our making, but we would urge this committee to use its expertise
and influence to bring interest rates down so we can get on with
the business of daily living and planning for the future.

In its most simplistic form, it seems to us as citizens of this
country that we have to find the ways and means to increase our
productivity which cannot be done by driving our producers out of
business. Increased production will solve most of our current prob-
lems if the interest rate does not drive up prices faster than we can
produce. Given the proper amount of time, we in this country can
and will adjust to higher interest rates, but not to the level at
which they are today.

While we may not reasonably expect great reductions in interest
rates tomorrow, we can ask for and work toward having a stabi-
lized situation and with that kind of confidence work on programs
which will benefit all citizens everywhere.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you, sir, for a very thoughtful state-

ment.
Let me ask you, are your depositors leaving S. & L.'s? Are they

leaving in numbers, or do they stay with you as depositors, but
simply shift a large part of their funds away from you?

Mr. WHITLOCK. Essentially, we are having an increase in savings
within the system here in Maryland, but at very, very high rates.
We are not losing too many of our existing customers today, but we
have in the past to the mutual money market funds and operations
such as that.

Senator SARBANES. Let me ask you this question: What is the
median price for a home in Prince Georges County, roughly speak-
ing?

Mr. WHITLOCK. Well, in the medium-price homes in Prince
Georges County, they are in the $65,000 to $70,000 category. And
there are not a great many of those, quite frankly, that are being
built.

The homes that are being built today in the county are more of
the high-priced level. They are being built for people who can
afford or are willing to take the gamble on today's market to have
a nicer home.

Senator SARBANES. That point was made to us by a lumber
dealer on the Eastern Shore, who said the one market that was not
affected was the very high-priced home, the custom-built home, and
the vacation home market.

Mr. WHITLOCK. Right.
Senator SARBANES. He said, you don't even talk about lower-

income housing, or housing for middle-income people. It is just not
there.

What kind of income would you require of a family before you
would say they ought to move ahead on a $70,000 home?

Mr. WHITLOCK. It would probably have to be in the minimum of
combining $40,000, $45,000 in order to qualify. We used to have a



rule of thumb that you could generally have a loan at about twice
your annual income. Now, we are cutting that down to the point
where it is probably in the range of about 125 percent of your
current income that you can qualify for the loan.

So if you have, say, a $50,000 income, you probably qualify for
about $62,000 or $62,500 loan.

Senator SARBANES. So what has happened is that the income to
qualify for a median-priced home is an income that is well, well
above the median income.

We have a mismatch between where people rank in the income
scale and where the housing ranks in cost. A $50,000 income puts a
family, as I recall, in the top 10 percent of income in this country.

Mr. WHITLOCK. The serious thing we are fighting at the present
time is it is almost impossible for a family to buy a home unless
both husband and wife are working. I believe personally that this
has a great consequence on the family formation and stability of
the families here in our county because of this.

Senator SARBANES. What is the attitude you take when you get a
young family coming in? Husband and wife both are working. They
can qualify with two incomes put together.

But then, you look at the situation, and you know they have
been married a year or something. You have to anticipate a family.
What will happen to the income? How do you address that, just in
human terms when it comes before you?

Mr. WHITLOCK. Well, under Federal regulations that we have
today, we are really not permitted to address that issue of future
family formation and what the effects on the income will be. We
will have to underwrite them as if they were not going to have a
fainily at that particular time.

If they are qualified for the loan, we would extend the loan to
them. There are some dangers in that family unit, though, as you
have just pointed out, as to what happens if one of those incomes
gets cut off.

Senator SARBANES. How many defaults do you eventually have in
a situation like that?

Mr. WHITLOCK. The defaults in the mortgage loans are not that
great right now. What we are experiencing is more slow pay rather
than going into the actual foreclosure. A family realizes that they
have got to have shelter, and they will give up a lot of other things
before they will give up that home. It is a high priority item on
their part.

So while they may have to skip a payment here or there and
struggle to make it up in the future, they will do the most they
possibly can rather lose a home.

Senator SARBANES. Do you find that the percent of income that
they are prepared to commit to housing has been raised?

Mr. WHITLOCK. Well, they are prepared to commit much more to
housing than they were, say, a year or 2 years ago. However, that
doesn't really help us in underwriting a loan to determine whether
they are qualified to do it or not. Unfortunately, I think we have to
act under ratios rather than perhaps giving as much individual
consideration as we would like to. We have to find out about the
life styles of each individual couple that comes in.



Senator SARBANES. That, I assume, creates some sharp tensions
on occasion in dealing with perspective home buyers. You have to
operate from a standard, so to speak, of a sensible ratio built up
over experience.

I would take it that a lot of them say they are prepared to do
much more than the ratio requires.. And you then have a sort of a
tense situation.

Mr. WHITLOCK. Very tense. We are finding that most of our real
serious delinquency problems are coming about because of divorce
in the family, divorce and separation.

Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you very much. It has been very
helpful testimony.

Now for our labor panel, Mr. Quackenbush and Mr. Schnabel, we
will take you all now. Which one of you would like to go first?

STATEMENT OF HARRY SCHNABEL, JR., PRESIDENT, SCHNABEL
FOUNDATION CO., BETHESDA, MD., REPRESENTING THE MET-
ROPOLITAN AREA CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS COUNCIL-
ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Mr. SCHNABEL. Good morning sir.
My name is Harry Schnabel, Jr. And I am here representing the

Construction'Contractors Council-Associated General Contractors,
metropolitan area. We exist solely to negotiate labor contracts with
the basic building trades and to administer those contracts.

Our members employ most of the union construction workers in
the metropolitan area. I am a member of the board of directors in
this organization and also have served as it president in the past.

As Mr. Madden said, I also wear another hat. I am also a
businessman. I have been president of a small contracting company
chiefly because I founded it and own it, but we elect the officers.
We specialize in foundation subcontracting.

I personally believe that inflation is the major problem and must
be controlled. Clearly, we have had an increase in unemployment
as inflation has increased.

My industry, construction, has been hard hit in those counties I
have visited which have high inflation. Long-term financing has
become very difficult as borrowers have been able to pay back with
cheap money. However, anyone who has been in downtown Wash-
ington has to be aware that we are in the midst of a building boom.
Last year was the first time in 5 years that we have an increase in
employment in union contractors.

For about 5 years, there has been a steady decline in union
employment in this area. All of the trades we employ were affected
by this decline. And the number of men working is roughly half
the number employed in 1974.

This has resulted, I believe, from two chief causes-the end of
the subway program and increase in the amount of nonunion work.
For several years, we have been negotiating to increase our com-
petitiveness. As just one example, the total wage increase in the
years 1977 through 1980, in the union industry was only 13.5
percent.

I believe these efforts have begun to pay off. For example, I am a
trustee of the Operating Engineers Welfare Fund. And last year



was the first time in 5 years that the decline in members who
qualified for benefits stopped, and we had a slight increase.

In conclusion, many of us are concerned that the Government
borrowing programs are the cause of inflation. High interest is a
symptom that is emotional because it can be tinkered with.

The most significant thing that you gentleman can do is to show
the determination to control inflation. And I encourage you to do
that.

Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Quackenbush, please.

STATEMENT OF JOHN R. QUACKENBUSH, SECRETARY-TREASUR-
ER, WASHINGTON BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION TRADES
COUNCIL, HYATTSVILLE, MD.
Mr. QUACKENBUSH. Good morning.
The problems created by prolonged high interest rates affect

construction workers in two ways. A lack of job opportunities is
one of the affected areas. Washington, D.C., is known throughout
the industry as being recession-proof. Today, this stereotype is
holding true; Washington is still "fat city" for construction.

Associations looking to get their piece of the Federal pie are
paying the higher rents generated by the high interest payments;
insurance companies and foreign investors are placing large sums
of money into the Washington area.

The Federal Government continues to contribute yearly to a
healthy construction economy. The slowdown has occurred in the
outlaying counties on privately financed work.

The difference is not in who is building, but who is not. The
competent auto mechanic cannot build his own station or garage.
The only people building gas stations are the large oil companies.
The would-be owner of a small store cannot build. Only the multi-
nationals and large chains can afford the financing. Housing has
all but been eliminated. The large companies can build, but the
typical working couple cannot afford to buy.

This leads us to the second part of the problem: impact of high
interest on workers' lives. For most young workers, buying a house
or a new car is completely out of the question. Those of us who are
able to purchase a home under the FHA program with 5 /2 percent
loan are living in a days-gone-by era.

Condominium, car and credit card purchases have strained work-
ers' budgets to a breaking point. At union meetings, the cry for
more money in the pocket is regularly heard, along with the pleas
from retirees for higher pension benefits. At negotiations, the infla-
tionary spiral is pushed ever higher with increased wages, result-
ing in higher prices, and on and on.

There are no easy solutions to the vicious cycle our economy is
caught up in; however, the Government has to be the force which
keeps balance in the financial sector. Most importantly, this should
be done without the workers having to carry the lion's share of
straightening out the economy.

Senator SARBANES. How much resentment are you encountering
on the part of workers who sense that they are unfairly being



closed out of economic opportunities that they think ought to be
available to them-the home, the car, and so forth and so on?

Mr. QUACKENBUSH. I personally have seen it with the younger
workers, those in the 20- and 35-year range, or the 18 to 30. I guess
the American dream has always been a house, a car, a good life.
And at least for two of those items, it is completely out of the
question.

Our construction workers, the stereotype, work about 1,500 hours
a year, probably earn about $20,000 to $21,000. As compared with
the previous speakers, they can't afford to buy a home; they can't
even think about buying a home. The new car, that is completely
out of the question, new pick-up truck or whatever.

The prolonged, long-range problem that this creates, I don't
know what it is going to turn to, but to the individual right now,
there seems to be a great deal of discouragement, and to be caught
into a cycle that they see no hope and no way out of. What is going
to be the prolonged effect 2 or 3 years from now or 5 years from
now when the belly rubs the backbone, it is going to be a little
difficult to say.

Senator SARBANES. The other question I wanted to ask is: what
effect do you think it has on the efficiency and skills of craftsmen
in the building trades not to have steady and continuous employ-
ment-to be up, to be down, to be off, to be on? Just looking at it
from a somewhat broader perspective, do you think that has a
negative impact on their efficiency and, therefore, our ability
really to be more efficient producers? Or do they just weather the
storm and come back as efficient as they might have been if they
had just stayed on working?

You both might want to address that.
Mr. QUACKENBUSH. My major reaction is if you get worried about

being fired or worried about being laid off, you don't work in the
construction industry. Normally or historically or whatever, you
work for 4 or 5 or 20 different employers in the curse of a year.
You go to work, you do your job, let laid off when the job is over. It
doesn't bother them a bit.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Schnabel.
Mr. SCHNABEL. I guess that's probably true. I agree with Mr.

Quackenbush.
Of course, everybody talks about the high wages in the construc-

tion field. And one of the reasons they are high is to compensate
for that, to make it attractive to work here, even if you don't work
every day.

Senator SARBANES. What kind of construction are you all talking
about? Some of the homebuilders testified thus far that they put
together a team, as it were, that they build up; and that their
efficiency is markedly affected when they have to disband that
team and let them go because the next time around, either they
can't get some of their best people back or they have gone else-
where.

Is there a difference between the residential home building and
the construciton of large offices or commercial projects?

Mr. SCHNABEL. It is the same thing. Basically, we have an organi-
zation, and people work fairly steadily. But when we have a surge,



we employ people, and we discharge them when the work slows
down. That is routine.

And it is something like the subway which doubled the number
of construction workers in Washington. People came from Detroit
and Philadelphia and New York and Atlanta, and worked. And
now it is finished or finishing, they have gone to Baltimore or
Boston or Buffalo or someplace else where there is another subway
coming.

Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you very much. We appreciate
your testimony.

Mr. QUACKENBUSH. Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Mr. Glendening, I know you have a very

difficult schedule this morning. I think we will take this opportuni-
ty to hear from you if you would come on up.

Frank Komenda is going to join that panel; would you come on
up, please.

And State Delegate Donaldson is with you, Mr. Komenda, as I
understand. And we will be happy to hear from him.

Is the mike on up there?
Then, we will go on to the panel. We have the realtors and

homebuilders to hear from this morning. That is just so people will
have some sense of where we are. I appreciate the patience of
people in waiting their turn.

We will be glad to hear from you, Mr. Glendening.

STATEMENT OF PARRIS N. GLENDENING, CHAIRMAN, PRINCE
GEORGES COUNTY COUNCIL, UNIVERSITY PARK, MD.

Mr. GLENDENING. Thank you, Senator. I appreciate your pa-
tience.

I want to speak from two perspectives: one as chairman of Prince
Georges Council, representing specifically the interest of the citi-
zens of this county; and also if I might from some of my research at
the university, the impact that is going on for planning assigning
of loans.

I appreciate the cooperation of my colleagues here in letting me
speak first.

I have a prepared statement for the record.
Senator SARBANES. It will be included in full in the record.
Mr. GLENDENING. The major impact has been twofold.
One is of the cost of financing local government, and particularly

Prince Georges County government, in terms of interest rates.
And two is in the cost of business in the county as to our revenue

picture.
If I could start on the bond issue for the county, as you are

aware, local government finances its capital construction projects
by municipal bonds. The impact on the bond market of the high
interest rates nationwide has been alarming. For example, the cost
of Prince Georges County bonds from 1977 to 1981 jumped from
4.99 percent to 12.5 percent. The bond costs increased 2 percent in
the last 6 months alone.

The bond market is crucial for us because this is the primary
source of funding we need for construction, not only for the county,
but for agencies that we fund or approve their bonds directly or
indirectly. By this, we are talking about the county facilities, the



Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission, 28 municipalities that
are in the county, Washington Metropolitan area Transit Authori-
ty, Park and Planning Commission as well as a few of the smaller
agencies where we have capital construction projects.

The additional cost to the taxpayers of Prince Georges County
since 1977 in the bonds we have issued-and I assure you they
have been very limited because of the conditions of the market plus
the high interest rate-has been $35 million. We have paid $35
million more, and committed ourselves to $35 million more, since
1977 over the 1981 bond issue.

The key, of course, is this is paid for by our local taxpayers. And
most important is the bonds are guaranteed by the property tax.

As you are aware, we have TRIM and other situations which
make this even more complicated.

Our alternatives are to defer construction, and we have done this
repeatedly. And as my colleagues can say, they have a number of
projects that citizens have been seeking. I think they are justified.
Specifically, a couple of them in this plan here, we simply haven't
been able to fund.

The other is to have a pay-as-you-go system. It becomes very,
very difficult under the constraints that we have of TRIM overall.

The alternative, of course, is to fund a minimum amount at these
extraordinarily high interest rates. Let me give you a specific
example of what we are talking about.

One million dollars of construction bonds in 1975 would have cost
6.19 percent, did sell for 6.19 percent.

Senator SARBANES. When was that?
Mr. GLENDENING. In 1975, that cost us, over a 25-year bond

period, $978,892 in interest. Last year, we agreed on some addition-
al bond sales which .we sold in July 1981. One million dollars in
bonds at this point sold for 10.59 percent. The cost to the taxpayers
was $1,865,000. And in that short time period, $1 million cost us
almost an additional million dollars in interest.

Senator SARBANES. Could I ask what the term on the 1981 sale
was? Did you still go out at 25 years or did you have to shorten
your term in order to try to get a better interest?

Mr. GLENDENING. We ended up with 20-year negotiated. We ne-
gotiated 20 years.

We have other impacts that are affecting the revenues of Prince
Georges County and the other local governments in the immediate
area as well as nationwide.

The high commercial loan rates increased the cost of business
inventory. These costs are passed on to the county government.

We also have such things as the slump in the sale of auto-
mobiles. We are losing revenue from vehicle registration fees. And
most important for this county is the staggering drop in building
activities. There are a variety of factors affecting that, but we are
convinced the major factor is'the high cost of securing a home loan.

In terms of impact on the county in addition to other social costs
associated with unemployment, we lose in terms of revenue moneys
from recordation and transfer taxes, building permit fees, and a
variety of other revenue sources.

Our main revenue source, property tax, is frozen by the tax
limitation adopted by the voters in 1978. As a result of this, we



must rely on these alternate sources of revenues. And this slows
down and causes a significant impact to us. But building industry,
in terms of direct revenues for the county, contributes approxi-
mately $21 million. That is direct in the sense of recordation and
transfer taxes, things of that type. We have seen a significant
decline in them.

In the area of econmic development, the county, working with
the State government, has been trying to-assist the private sector
to overcome the high interest rates. Our major area of activity has
been in the industrial revenue bonds or MIDFA bonds, and indus-
trial revenue-related bonds such as the housing bonds. We have
had growing demand for these bonds. Some of them have been very
large issues.

For example, we just recently approved an industry revenue
bond for Pepco for some of its environmental control projects in the
amount of $42 million. Others have been lesser amounts, around
$500,000, for different housing projects.

As a general rule, by going through the method of industrial
revenue bonds and creating financing, we can knock off about 2
percent with a private builder. However, we are running into diffi-
culties here.

No. 1 is obviously the threat of the IRS ruling that would limit
our use of this.

No. 2, we are incurring problems because we are in effect creat-
ing two markets in Prince Georges County-one subsidized by IRS,
one competing on the totally free, private market.

In addition to this, there is a possibility that the State will
impose maximums here which makes sense in terms of the amount
that is being used statewide.

Far more important is that we are reaching the saturation point
in terms of industrial revenue bonds for sale through private
banks. In the last several issues, we have been informed by the
holder of the bonds, they are having problems selling the tax
subsidized amounts.

In sum, the high interest rates are hurting them in Prince
Georges County, but also all the related local governments here in
a number of ways. They are hurting the taxpayers the absolute
minimum amount. Additional cost that we would identify is $35
million to be passed onto the ad valorem tax or to the rate pay-
ments for the Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission.

A more realistic amount is if we would put together bonds of the
other municipalities, as well as other agencies we have talked
about, it probably approaches the neighborhood of $90 million in 5
years that is being absorbed by the citizens of this county.

In addition to which, it is hurting services in the country because
we are simply deferring construction projects. It is not only deci-
sions made here, but obviously, the State and elsewhere making
the same decisions.

We are also hurting from loss of revenues from the business
community, particularly the construction aspect of business. We
are hurting from other business revenues.

This entirety is being complicated by the actual threatened cut-
backs of Federal and State aid. We would ask in behalf of official



and county government that the U.S. Congress do everything possi-
ble to reduce the rates.

In the meantime, we ask you to try to intervene to restrict
activities that are being contemplated in areas such as the Internal
Revenue Service that would limit imaginative approaches to be
used by State and local government to help keep the private sector
afloat at this time.

I am convinced that were it not for the intervention of State and
local government in the industrial revenue bonds and other ap-
proaches that we, the private sector, would be in considerably
worse shape than it is in this county.

Thank you for having us here this morning.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you. As I say, your prepared statement

will be included in the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Glendening follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PARRIS N. GLENDENING

Regrettably, the subject of high interest rates has many complex components,
most of which are having serious impacts on Prince Georges County, its financial
resources and our citizens.

The most serious and crippling effect high interest rates is having on our county
is in the area of home building activity and the high cost of mortage loans.
However, I would like to confine my remarks to the impact on county government.
- The most immediate reaction to today's high interest rates is reflected by the
increasing rates State and local government are having to pay in the municipal
bond market. This impact directly affects all local governments and the impact has
been alarming. In 1977, Prince Georges County paid an interest rate of 4.99 percent
on one of its construction bonds. Today, the average rate being quoted on municipal
bonds is 12.5 percent. In just the past 6 weeks, municipal bond interest rates have
jumped almost 2 percent.

The municipal bond market has traditionally been the primary source of capital
for local government construction of roads, schools, libraries and water/sewer facili-
ties. Since 1977, the relentless rise in interest rates has cost the citizens of our
county an additional $35 million, and directly impacted their tax rates and water/
sewer user rates.

This added cost of borrowing has forced the county government and many of our
municipal governments to either defer construction plans or proceed, on a much
smaller scale, with pay-as-you-go financing. Ultimately, these alternatives tend to
increase the cost of construction and, in the case of pay-as-you-go financing, places
sorely needed capital construction funding in direct competition with funding neces-
sary for public services.

As an example of the alarming cost increase associated with municipal bond
interest rates, a theoretical $1 million, 25-year bond issued in 1975 at a 6.19-percent
interest rate would, over the life of the bond, cost the county $978,892 in interest. At
the July, 1981 interest rate of 10.5 percent, the same theoretical bond would cost
$1,865,000 in interest payments.

Other impacts from high interest rates directly affect our county's business com-
munity and eventually impact county government. For example, as the cost of
commercial loans increase, the cost of plant expansion for public utility companies
increases, resulting in higher utility costs. As the cost of financing business inven-
tories goes up, so does the cost of office supplies, building materials, vehicle repair
parts, and school supplies.

Higher county operating costs is not the only financial impact brought about by
high interest rates. Numerous county revenue sources are adversely affected. The
slump in new car sales will result in a loss of vehicle registration fees. The stagger-
ing drop in our county's building activity and housing sales will lower collections of
recordation and transfer fee, as well as licensing and building permit fees. All of
these areas have been seriously affected by high interest rates, however, the most
devastating impact may well be in the county's economic development efforts.

During the past several years, the county has significantly increased its efforts to
attract quality commercial and industrial concerns and to assist in their relocation.
A major part of this assistance has been in the form of county participation in
industrial revenue or MIDFA (Maryland Industrial Development Financing Author-



ity) bond issues. These bond issues have traditionally been at lower than prime
rates and demand in our county for such bond issues has been steadily growing as
companies seek less costly financing alternatives in answer to rapidly rising com-
mercial loan rates. Since 1979, the county has participated in over fifty such
financing arrangements. Now, we are seeing a gradual saturation of the market as
more and more local governments compete for new industry. This market satura-
tion will eventually either lead to higher and higher industrial revenue/MIDFA
interest rates in order to attract lenders or fewer and fewer such issues will be sold.
Either way, the county's ability to attract new industry will be reduced, and our
economic development plans will suffer.

The impact of high interest rates is not, however, confined to new business
development. We all are aware of the crippling effect high interest rates have had
on the building industry. Add to this problem the impact high commercial loan
rates are having on existing small manufacturing and repair businesses. As the cost
of borrowing money becomes prohibitive, small businesses are forced to reduce
inventories, defer modernization efforts, plant expansions and new machinery pur-
chases. In effect, they can no longer be competitive, which can result in a greater
number of business failures, increased unemployment coupled with g'reater demands
for public assistance, and loss of county revenues from business property taxes.
Clearly, the ripple effects of high interest rates can impact all our citizens, and the
impact can be devasting.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Glendening, I know you have to leave to
attend another meeting.

Let me just ask you a couple of questions, then I will go to the
rest of the members of the panel. Has the deferral of construction
projects, which you said has reached the point where what is being
deferred are not items that can be deffered without much of a
negative consequence, but items that are either very important for
the further economic development of the county or important to
establish the public infrastructure which the private sector re-
quired in order to carry forward its projects?

In other words, where are you in terms of the deferral of public
construction projects in terms of the impact of that?

Mr. GLENDENING. Senator, I suggest in terms of our proposed
construction list, whether we are talking about libraries or roads or
mass transit system that we are long since removed from the
position that we are deferring either surplus or sort of beneficial
projects that are not essential. We are at the point where we are
deferring projects that because of the increased costs, a number of
them, I think, simply would never be constructed even as absolute-
ly essential as they are.

Beyond that, the immediate impact is considerable. We have
major areas of economic development that are simply being prohib-
ited from development because the transportation facilities are
such that it cannot have access.

Just down the road from us, at the intersection of the Beltway
and Route 50 are two major projects in their development areas
that potential can be minimized in the local. We have people who
wish to come in there and national firms who wish to invest
significant amounts of money for construction, but we simply
cannot get access.

Our other real concern, as an illustration, essentially at least
here, is the subway system. We are becoming increasingly con-
vinced with the sky-rocketing costs and the deferral on construc-
tion of some of our lines that we are in danger of losing some of
the lines here. The problem with that is that this is the regional
compact. We have paid our fair share as other jurisdictions have
constructed the lines, and we find now because of the money situa-



tion plus the total escalated cost, we may not have all of our lines.
The citizens of the county think, and correctly so, that that is
unfair.

Senator SARBANES. I think it is, too. An agreement was reached
on the Metro. It was then subjected to reexamination and in effect
reaffirmed. As you know, it is my strong view that ought to be
carried through as projected.

This has been helpful testimony. We appreciate it.
Mr. GLENDENING. Thank you very much.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you.
Delegate Frank Komenda, would you like to go next?

STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK J. KOMENDA, A MARYLAND
DELEGATE FROM THE 27TH DISTRICT, ANNAPOLIS, MD.

Mr. KOMENDA. Thank you, Senator.
My name is Frank Komenda. I am a member of the Maryland

House of Delegates and have been for the past several years.
I ask your consent to have Delegate Donaldson accompany me to

give part of my presentation.
I serve on the Maryland House Economic Matters Committee

which deals with the entire matter of the economy and the result
of the interest rates. I also serve as the subcommittee chairman of
the Interest Rates Requirement Committee. And last interim ses-
sion, I served as a joint committee chairman for the Economic
Development Evaluation. So I have a direct interest in the matter
before us today.

Delegate Donaldson serves on the Maryland House Appropri-
ations Committee, and he will address you with regard to the
impact of high interest rates on government spending.

I would like to point out that my various capacities and my
direct involvement in the matter of interest rates that today, I am
not here in an official capacity representing the General Assembly
or as a member of any of those committees, but rather I am here
as a very concerned legislator who has a great deal of concern and
who by virtue of the committee assignment may have a rather
direct responsibility involved in making those decisions of public
policy that will have an impact on -this matter in the future.

I would like to address my remarks in two areas specifically. One
is that I think one of the goals of the State Legislators in The
General Assembly has to be to maintain the integrity of our dual
system, our dual charity system, of lending institutions. I think if
we find ourselves where we provide a competitive advantage to one
or the other, we are going to do a great deal of violence to our
economy.

I fear that we are rapidly approaching that point with the poli-
cies of the Federal Government with regard to federally chartered
institutions not being consistent with those of the State-chartered
institutions.

I refer specifically to the Public Law 96-221, the so-called Dereg-
ulation Act of 1980.

While I appreicate that Congress passed this particular piece of
legislation in order to deal with the problems of the economy, the
national economy, in the aggregate, I am concerned about the



impact that we may realize on the individual States that make up
this aggregate.

For example, in Maryland, we find ourselves surrounded by
States which have elected to remain in the deregulation aspect of
the Act, and as such have deregulated interest rates-specifically
Delaware, Indiana, Virginia, and Pennsylvania is presently consid-
ering.

Should Maryland elect to exempt out and maintain the usury
ceilings within the lower general assembly, we could find ourselves
as a regulated State within a sea of deregulation. I think that there
is appreciation that the dynamics of the marketplace would take
care of the consequences of that.

I think that, of course, is a concern. We have already seen some
of our larger lending institutions either having moved their oper-
ations or considering moving their operations. So we are impaled
on the horns of the dilemma of attempting to maintain a healthy
economy and environment for our lending institutions to function
while at the same time be able to provide an adequate source of
credit to our borrowers, either business or consumers, at a reason-
able price.

Finally, I think that the thought that occurs to me is that over
the 7 years that I have served in the legislature, I have seen many
issues, political, social, economic, where we have seen industry,
labor and the consumer in different and frequently opposing posi-
tions on these. But the one issue that seems to cut across the board
where there is a unanimity of the impact, be it the low-income
family who is attempting to balance a budget or the giant corpora-
tion at the highest interest rate, the high interest rate problem
seems to be that one common denominator that cuts across all of
these social, political, and economic issues.

The interest rates in my judgment are the single most important
trigger that puts the entire mechanism of cost and wage/price
spiral, inflation, all of those factors into the bag.

I think as has been suggested in earlier testimony that a firm
grasp on interest rates and the rest of the economy can follow suit
on an orderly basis.

Senator Sarbanes, thank you for the opportunity, for giving me
the opportunity, to express these opinions this morning. I congratu-
late you on the condition of coming out to the communities and
making this available to our communities.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you.
Delegate Donaldson, do you want to speak?

TESTIMONY OF HON. DENNIS C. DONALDSON, A MARYLAND
DELEGATE FROM THE 26TH DISTRICT, ANNAPOLIS, MD.

Mr. DONALDSON. Thank you, Senator.
In the State's role of financing government, we, too, have the

same problem of declining revenues and increased demand for
services. People simply don't have enough money to spend. The
money they have goes into the house payments and car payments.

Tuition-we happen to be here in the community college-is
going off the table. Loans that are available are now more difficult
to obtain at a higher interest rate.



As alternatives, at the State level, we can choose not to borrow
money to make capital improvements. There is a termination a
this time of high interest to invest any moneys that might be lyin
around in the State coffers rather than borrow money.

We of necessity are looking towards cuts in hiring, if not layoffs,
simply by attrition; cuts in capital improvements. If you will note,
our roads are being patched rather than resurfaced. Rather than
new roads being built, we are simply trying to keep up with what
we have.

There is a much-needed bridge in the area of Vienna that goes
into Ocean City that would have a tremendous impact on Ocean
City. If that isn't cleared up, a new bridge built, the type of delay
that would be faced at the State level, I think I can safely say that
Maryland's State Controller, the Treasury, the Government, will
not go to the money market and borrow money at exorbitant
interest. Rather, we will simply live with what we have.

By law, we must have a balanced budget in the State of Mary-
land. So many of the alternatives that are open to the Federal
Government and other States are not open to the State of Mary-
land. So we must play the game with the cards we are dealt.
Unfortunately, in these times, it has been very, very difficult.

Those are my remarks, Senator. Thank you very much, and
welcome to the 26th District.

By the way, we have the Senator and myself.
Senator SARBANES. I appreciate your being here.
State Senator Donovan.

STATEMENT OF HON. B. W. MIKE DONOVAN, A MARYLAND
STATE SENATOR FROM THE 26TH DISTRICT, DISTRICT
HEIGHTS, MD.
Mr. DONOVAN. Good morning, Senator. Nice to see you again. I

want to welcome you to the 26th District also which Delegate
Donaldson and I represent in the Maryland General Assembly.

I recall the days we served together there in the house of dele-
gates. And I welcome you to our district.

Senator SARBANES. I have aged a lot since then, Mike, and you
haven't aged at all.

Mr. DONOVAN. Some of us have greater problems, I guess.
Senator, the people in this area are probably pretty much accus-

tomed to the National Government being right in their backyard.
And it always amazes me to think we have a U.S. Senator with us
here in our district, and this place isn't any more full than it is
today. I know in Topeka, Kans., or Wichita Falls, Tex., or Tempe,
Ariz., or places like that, where the Senator never arrives, it seems
that it is a great day when he comes into town. And I wish it were
the same way here.

I know you are interested in us.
Since your days in the general assembly, the State has been

playing an increasing role in the problems of funding for local
governments in Maryland. The things that have happened since
you were there are these: When the Metro system first started, the
Prince Georges County government proposed its initial bond issue.
Since that time, the State has taken over the role of providing the



funds for the capital construction and the bonded indebtedness of
that Metro line.

We have done that because another system developed in Balti-
more City which the State had to share a comparable responsibility
for since it was all inter-Maryland jurisdictional problems with
Baltomore County and Anne Arundel and Baltimore City.

The compact that developed Metro here was with the jurisdic-
tions that were outside this State, and we had a responsibility to
the citizens of Maryland to support that. So we have come in for
the major portion of the funding of that Metro. We eventually took
over the bonded indebtedness of that bond issue.

Another item that was causing local governments great problems
because they had to float bonds in order to construct them was the
school systems. We developed an Interagency School Construction
Commission in Maryland that took over the construction of the
public educational facilities in the entire State-all 23 counties and
in Baltimore City. That put a tremendous drain on the State as far
as its spending of its revenues went.

To this day, we are now taking over the bonded indebtedness of
those schools that were built prior to the origination of the State
program in order to assess the local governments.

One of the things Chairman Glendening mentioned was the
TRIM, how TRIM was imposed by the citizens of Prince Georges
County under the charter provisions to limit the amount of money
that could be raised through income or property taxes. We realized
that it would be a limit on that.

We developed in the State of Maryland, in order to assist the
senior citizens and those citizens who were least able to pay, what
we called the circuitbreaker program of property taxes. We set a
limit that, based upon a person's income, they would pay only so
much real estate taxes. Above that point, they would be held safe,
not required to pay.

We realized that the local governments could not afford the
losses that would occur if we forgave citizens taxes. So the State
then stepped into the circuitbreaker program to the point that it
made up to the county-held them safe-that money. And the
additional money that occurred in Prince Georges County, I think
it was $11 milion that the State put into the county funds in order
to supplement that circuitbreaker program.

The State has been toying with the idea of a limitation on
bonded indebtedness for many years for many of our capital im-
provement programs. I serve on the Capital Budget Committee.
What have been deferred, delayed, are essential projects. We are
picking and choosing between dire needs now.

It used to be we could sluff off the luxury items for a few years,
but now we are down to the point of choosing between higher
priority items, what to build and not to build. We are trying to set
a limit of $170 million in bonded indebtedness. Each year, it slips
up to $180 or $185 million based upon some priorities that come in.

But the point is that the State recognizes it cannot go on in this
market today floating bond issues that are not too well received by
the bond people who are buying them. And they are charging
excessively high rates of interest in order to float the bonds.



So you are on the right track. The interest program cuts across,
as Delegate Komenda said, all phases of the citizenry, and you are
on the right track. And I commend you for these public hearings
that have been held.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much.
Governor Hughes appeared before the subcommittee Tuesday

morning in Annapolis and in effect concurred with many of the
observations that you all have made here this morning.

I think, Mr. Donovan, this last point is enormously important.
And that is that you, both the State and local governments, as we
have been hearing it, are now deferring capital projects which are
very important to put in place for the private sector to be able to
carry forward its projected activity.

So we are deferring a lot of things. It is not where you say,
"Well, maybe it will come along some day, and in any event, we
will have to make do." The deferral of those projects means that
the private sector is then not able to carry forward with its invest-
ments since those investments are key to either a road or some
other form* of public investment that is essential to the private
development which is being projected.

That is in may instances apparently being lost altogether, not
simply being deferred.

Well, we thank you all very much for coming. I'm pleased to be
here in your legislative district. I saw Lorna Sheahan here earlier.
I think she had to slip away.

Thank you. Nice to see you all.
I think we will have the realtors' panel here next, if you gentle-

men will come forward.
Gentlemen, we are pleased to have you here, We apreciate you

patience and the waiting. And if you have worked out some order
among yourselves, why don't we go on that basis?

If you could identify yourselves and your business or connection
for the reporter so she could get that into the record, you can do
that as you speak. We would appreciate that.

STATEMENT OF LEO K. FARRALL III, L. K. FARRALL, LTD.,
REALTORS, WALDORF, MD.

Mr. FARRALL. Thank you, Senator.
It is a pleasure for me to speak to you on behalf of the realtors

and the related business interests in the southern Maryland area. I
realize that you have held these meetings in different areas of the
State throughout the entire week, and I am sure that the input
and response has been basically the same.

I have a group of letters, many addressed to you, Senator, from a
number of buyers, sellers, mortgage companies, and also from the
president of the Charles County Commissioners, that will reflect
some of the problems these folks are having with high interest
rates. Let me read just one of these if I may that was addressed to
Congressman Roy Dyson.

Senator SARBANES. And the other letters, when you submit them,
will be included with the record at the end of this colloquy.

Mr. FARRALL. Thank you.
The letter reads:



DEAR SIR: I am writing to you as a very concerned homeowner. A few years ago, I
built a large home in Southern Maryland, realizing at tiLe time that I would only be
here approximately 3 years. Of course, I anticipated that at the time I would be
relocated, I would be able to sell my house.

Due to the extremely high interest rates, this does not appear to be possible in the
foreseeable future. Something must be done. Consider for a moment what has
always been the basis of strength of America with the family built around the pride
of ownership in the family home. This will not be possible for our young people of
today.

Just a few years back, a person could qualify for a home loan approximately three
to four times his annual income. Today, the number is between 11V2 and 2 times.
This is strictly because of the exorbitant interest rates.

What happens if people are unable to buy homes? The home construction falls off,
the real estate business drys up, the people are out of work, and the economy of the
country goes to pot.

Is this what your government and the economic advisors want? If so, they are
doing a wonderful job. If not, something better be done about interest rates and
done quickly. I along with countless others have invested my earnings in a piece of
America, a family home. To be severely penalized for this action is unthinkable.

Interest rates must come down for the good of the country and the individual
rates must come down now. A very concerned homeowner, Robert Tulk.

Now, I would like to relate to you the effect of these high
interest rates on my company, L. K. Farrall, Ltd., Realtors, located
in Waldorf, Md. My company-and I consider myself. a small busi-
ness person-is 27 months old this month, starting in March 1979.

We experienced good growth in 1980, and a relatively steady
market has helped us to continue our business through the first
half of 1981. However, the last few months have been steadily
downhill.

I'm sure you have been brought abreast this week on the percent
decline of real estate sales in the State. You should also know that
the Southern Maryland Multiple Listing Service which comprises
Charles, St. Mary's and Calvert Counties, in the month of August,
experienced a 35- to 40-percent decline in sales. This decline in
sales is directly in proportion to my company's records which also
had a 40-percent decline in the month of August.

If the interest rates which we are experiencing today continue, it
is my opinion that approximately 30 percent of the firms in the
southern Maryland area-realty firms, that is-which would be
approximately 300 people-would not be in business in September
of 1982.

I employ a full-time staff of six people and have associated with
me 40 licensees. A number of my agents are already talking a out
other careers and/or jobs. And within the next 30 to 60 days, If the
market does not improve, I will have to make some drastic deci-
sions about my full-time employees. This is how the interest rates
are affecting me personally in my business.

And I am sure that you have heard and you appreciate how
these rates are affecting the buying and selling public.

It was reported this week that home prices have fallen for the
first time in 40 years. There were 3,300 small businesses that
declared bankruptcy in the Washington Metropolitan area in the
first 6 months of 1981. Interest rates are having a chaotic effect on
our entire Nation, and I hope that Washington will begin to
become more sympathetic and attune to the problem. And it is a
complex problem.
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I would hope that you and our other elected officials from Mary-
land continue to support the All-Savers Certificates that will
become effective on October 1; that you will work to hold the
budget commitments as they have been voted on and reduce them
if possible. And possibly, you can have some effect on Paul Volcker
and his committee to relax money growth targets at the Federal
Reserve.

I appreciate your interest. Thank you.
[The letters referred to by Mr. Farrall follow:]

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS,
La Plata, Md., September 3, 1981.

Hon. PAUL SARBANES,
US. Senator,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR PAUL SARBANES: Home ownership is an extremely important factor
to both the stability of local government and to the stability of a community. Home
ownership allows us to have a more dependable base of citizen involvement and a
greater commitment from the citizenry with regard to their role in the community.

High interest rates are preventing many Americans from attaining their dream of
owning a home. Many of our citizens are forced to rent instead. Oftentimes the
rental unit, if recently constructed, has a high monthly rent payment because to
build the unit the landlord was forced to borrow money at a high interest rate. This
makes it difficult for people to save enough for their down payment. If interest rates
were lowered more people could better afford to own their home.

Please pursue whatever avenues that are at your disposal to help Americans
attain this dream of home ownership. It is important to us all.

Sincerely,
ELEANOR F. CARRICO.

THE BARLEY CO. INC.,
Waldorf Md., September 2, 1981.

Hon. PAUL S. SARBANES,
The US. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR SARBANES: Thank you for your support of the Economic Recovery
Tax Act of 1981. The All-Savers Certificate amendment contained in this bill will
assist the housing industry by making available more funds for mortgage financing.

We must, however, not stop here. The budget cuts proposed by the Reagan
Administration will lessen the competition for funds in the marketplace. Current
spending levels and debt financing have kept the pressure on record high interest
rates. The spending targets for the next three years should be held firm or reduced
to achieve a balanced budget by 1984.

In addition, a return to the dual system of controlling interest rates as well as the
money supply would provide more stability in the financial markets. Simply control-
ling the money supply has caused an excessive fluctuation in rates. Relaxing growth
targets along with consistent interest target rates would ease these fluctuations.

We appreciate your concern for the problems facing housing. Your consideration
of the above proposals would help solve some of these problems.

Sincerely,
DENNIS R. VAIRA.

BANCO MORTGAGE CO.,
Waldorf Md., September 2, 1981.

Senator PAUL S. SARBANES,
US. Senate, Joint Economics Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR SARBANES: I am writing on behalf of my company, Banco Mortgage
Company, with regard to the current economic situation pertaining to real estate
financing.
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Banco Mortgage Company is one of the nation's larger lending institutions for
mortgage loans. We are currently located in Baltimore, Montgomery and Charles
Counties.

Our business consists solely of financing home loans under various government
agencies such as the Veterans Administration, Federal Housing Administration and
the Federal National Mortgage Association.

The current level of interest rates has made it extremely difficult for us to grant
loans to perspective home purchasers. We are finding that most purchasers are
reluctant to close with rates at their most recent level.

We have experienced a decrease in our production of over 50 percent from this
time last year. Needless to say, the effect of this decline of our business makes it
imperative to correct this situation.

Banco Mortgage Company employs over 50 people in our three Maryland offices.
The current level of production may force us to reduce the size of our staff.

We feel this has created a need for emergency action on behalf of Congress to
introduce new methods which will enable our residents to purchase a home of their
own.

Your favorable action is requested and sincerely appreciated.
Yours very truly,

STEVEN D. LOWE,
Assistant Vice President.

WALDORF, MD. September 2, 1981.

Hon. PAUL SARBANES
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C

DEAR SIR: I am not one who complains a lot, however I think it is time something
is done about the High Interest Rates.

I have two married children and know of many more who would like to own their
own home and fulfill the American dream of owning their own. To own one now is
out of the question.

As for myself, I retired last year anticipating a move to Florida after selling my
home in Maryland. I purchased a home in Florida with the contingency that I had
sold my home by Aug. 15, 1981. Our home here as of now has not been sold. We are
not asking an unreasonable price and we do have a well kept house but with the
High Interest Rates we have very few people even looking.

In view of the present economy I have sacrificed one cost of living raise each year
and I will now be unable to collect the minimum Social Security as I have all my
quarters paid in. I would like to spend my declining years in a more moderate
climate and do to health reasons plan the move to Florida. Thank you for your
consideration and for anything you can do to ease the problems due to the High
Interest Rates.

Sincerely,
JAMES H. GREEN.

LA PLATA, MD., September 2, 1981.

Hon. PAUL S. SARBANES,
US. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

SIR: We respectfully request that you and your colleagues enact legislation'with-
out delay to revitalize the home mortgage industry.

For what it is worth, we are among the legion of your constituents who are faced
with the necessity of moving. Our house has been on the market since early May,
listed at its VA-appraised price. We have yet to receive a firm offer because we can
present no below-market financing. This, despite the fact that the house is univer-
sally judged to be a quality dwelling with a reasonable pricetag.

Your assistance in returning home mortgage interest rates to a reasonable and
workable level would be very much appreciated.

Very truly yours, 
FEDELA R. VINCENT.
ROBERT J. VINCENT.



TRI-CouNTY FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION OF WALDORF,

Waldorf Md., September 2, 1981.
Hon. PAUL S. SARBANES,
US. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR SARBANES: I am writing today to request your support for a
recovery plan to benefit the depressed housing and thrift industry.

As president of a Federal savings and loan, I have first-hand knowledge of the
devastation wrought by government efforts to deregulate an important sector of our
economy.

The sudden lifting of ceilings on deposit rates, without consideration of how these
rates are to be paid, has put our thrift industry on the verge of destruction. It is the
savings and loans who have approximately 90 percent of their assets in fixed
mortgages, not the banks or money market funds!

Our program for recovery consists of several key points. I'll list these for you
review.

1. The new tax-free certificate will have to be guaranteed a life greater than one
year. No organization is going to commit long-term lending programs to a one-shot,
one-year gimmick. Make the certificate program last for five years.

2. Money market funds need reserve requirements and investment criteria. They
act like financial institutions without the responsibility.

3. The Federal deficit must be curbed. It is absorbing the household sector's funds
at an alarming rate and setting interest rate records.

4. The targeted growth of the monetary base must be relaxed.
We, the thrift and housing industry, are not asking for a "bail out". Sensible

legislation will permit the competitive forces to take over without the severe eco-
nomic disruptions witnessed in the last eighteen months.

Yours truly,
MICHAEL L. MIDDLETON, President.

LaPlata, Md., September 3, 1981.
GENTLEMEN: As a builder in the Southern Maryland area, I am deeply saddened

and concerned as to the way the Federal Government has stopped the construction
industry. It is putting many hardships on workers that are no longer needed, and
are laid off with no other profession or job to go to.

As a voter, I voted republican to fight high interest rates. They have been
constantly higher since the election. We in business feel betrayed. Our company is
used to building 75 to 100 homes per year. In 1980 we built 32 homes, and so far in
1981 we have built 8. These are in the $80,000.00 to $95,000.00 range. The industry
has been very hard hit, and the real reason for the inflated cost in living for
housing lies directly with the Federal Government, citing the following:

High interest rates=Higher money cost. This is added to the house price, money
buy down up to 10 points, this is added to price of the home. We are talking of up to
$14,000.00 added cost per unit of which the consumer pays. This is extremely
inflationary, and for this he gets not one nail.

We are barely able to hold on, and it seems such a shame that such a great nation
would let this happen, while all the fat cats in Washington worry about their
personal raises, fine homes for themselves, and private schools for their children. I
can see a big change in 1982 coming. Here is one democrat who wonders if he really
made a mistake. I would like to know how many more there are.

Construction is jobs for lumber men, masons, carpenters, steel, auto, heavy equip-
ment, painters, electricians, drywall, concrete, roofers, to name few. These people
working keep our shopping centers, offices, and you, all working.

Thank you,
- MILTON F. HEIN, Jr.

JACKSON REAL ESTATE CO., INC.,
Waldorf Md., September 3, 1981.

DEAR SENATOR SARBANES: I am deeply concerned with the very serious problem of
high interest rates and how it is hampering or better yet, choking my existence as a
small business proprietor and a real estate salesman.

A few years ago upon selecting real estate as a career, I was so very proud of the
fact that at last I found a profession suited to me as well as the independence it
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affords me, but for two years now I have waited and watched patiently as the real
estate market declined and through it all a prayerful hope that there are intelligent
people in our Government with steadfast determination and common sense to lead
us out of our crisis. That hope has not diminished.

Senator Sarbanes, I humbly beg you, please fight to ease high interest rates. Give
us a chance to work in our chosen field to support ourselves as well as the existence
of those who depend on our success!

Respectfully,
SUSAN JACKSON.

JACKSON REAL ESTATE CO., INC.,
Waldorf Md., September 3, 1981.

Hon. PAUL SARBANES,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C

DEAR SENATOR SARBANES: I am writing to you as a distressed American Citizen
and a troubled Real Estate Broker.

I have been in the Real Estate business for over 10 years. I am a dedicated person
and feel that I have been of great service to a great many people and have helped
many people carry out the "American Dream" of home ownership. I have been
through bad times and have been able to overcome many obstacles, but the present
state of affairs are beyond anyone's control except our Government and the Federal
Reserve Board.

I understand what the Government and the Federal Reserve Board is trying to do
and I fully agree with it. I don't agree to carrying things to a point of destroying
small businesses, and making it almost impossible for a person to buy or sell a
home. I am watching builders, mortgage brokers, Real Estate Companies, Title
Clerks, suppliers, etc. either going out of business or going bankrupt. I can't help
wonder how long I will be able to stay in the business that I am dedicated to and
qualified for to make a decent living.

We need your help and we need it now. Interest rates must come down so that a
person that wants to work and better themselves and have home ownership has the
opportunity to do so.

Sincerely,
JUDITH MATTIA.

MD. QUALITY HoMES, INC.,
La Plata, Md.

DEAR SENATOR SARBANES: We have been in the building and land development
business for 18 .years, but today's interest rates have put a complete stop to our
business and many other businesses.

If the interest rates are not soon dropped to a reasonable amount, the banks will
be in the land and housing busineqs and no one will be able to afford to buy from
them either.

It's hard to understand also why the United States loans billions of dollars to
foreign countries and charges little or no interest.

These rates must be lowered in order for our people to get back to normal
productive living.

Very truly yours,
KENT CHADWICK.

BRISCOE, KENNEY & KAMINETZ,
Lexington Park, Md.. August 31, 1981.

To Whom It May Concern:
My waterfront home in Hollywood, Maryland has been listed and on the market

for sale for approximately ten months. It is my considered opinion that the most
significant factor in preventing the sale is the unprecedented interest rates availa-
ble to homebuyers.

Very truly yours,
JOHN HANSON BRISCOE.
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NEw ADDRESS REALTY INC.,
Charlotte Hall, Md., September 1, 1981.

DEAR SIns: I am enclosing a list of Buyers and Sellers to whom, because of the
rapid rising interest rates have been either unable to purchase a home or in some
cases, in fact quite a few, sell their property.

Many potential buyers are out there looking for their first home and finding that
even an inexpensive home in the $40 to $50 thousand range is completely out of
their ability to pay for.

All of these cases were directly related to interest changes or points on the part of
the sellers.

These are only cases that fell apart because of this problem and not any cases
where the purchaser did not qualify at the original interest rate.

Purchaser Seller
Sperlbaum Kravats
King Whitson
Obrinski Dennis
Brown
McInerney
Hershey
Jones
Lindsey

These are all within the last 7 months and do not reflect any cases before that
with the exception of the King's.

Respectfully Yours,
LEA HUTCHINSON,

Realtor Associate.

NEw ADDRESS REALTY INC.,
Charlotte Hall, Md., August 31, 1981.

DEAR SIRS: I am writing this letter to try to show you an example of what rapid
rising interest rates are doing to my profession not to mention the middle income
people of this country.

These people became victims of circumstance beyond their control, and are paying
a very dear price. I am enclosing my personal notes as to what transpired in this
case.

In essence what happened is that we ended up going to court over this transac-
tion. It was a most unfortunate experience, the courts found in our favor, so besides
not being able to purchase the home they wanted, these people are faced with a
judgment against them.

The notes show a 13V2-percent rate which by the time we should have settled was
actually 14 percent reflecting a difference of $125.15. To a man with 4 children to
feed this is really a heavy load.

There should be some way to control this market enough at least keep the
interest commitment long enough to settle the property at some where near the
interest rate they qualify for.

This is just one case I am writing about, believe me there are many more. It is
getting to the point where the dream of owning your own home is the impossible
dream to the majority of middle class Americans.

Respectfully Yours,
LEA HUTCHINSON.

OFFICE NOTES ON KING/MAGIC, CONTRACT DATED MAY 25, 1980

July 12, 1980: Frank Baker took key and started pump on well at 1600 Ann
Circle. The water was run for 6 hours for 2 days in a row for the water test order
July 10, 1980.

July 15, 1980: Water sample was taken.
August 1, 1980: Report of ground contamination was reported from Health De-

partment.
August 2, 1980: Well treated.
August 4, 1980: Lea Hutchinson requested a pre-occupancy for the King's as they

would lose their points on the home they were selling August 9, 1980. Phyllis called
back with permission the same day.



August 11, 1980: Kings moved in. The air conditioning had been installed the day
before, the appliances (stove) was not hooked up so Lea Hutchinson asked John
Kalbasky to hook it up and it was done that day.

August 27-29: Phyllis called and asked to set settlement before points rose again.
Mr. Baker said tentative for that Friday August 28, 1980. We had still not received
results of water sample test. Mr. Baker called around 4 p.m. and that there was
ground water contamination again.

September 2: Mr. Copsey again treated the well. Fred Pumphrey notified Ronco
that the King's would settle if Magic would escrow $8,000 for well. Al Shoemaker of
Colonial Mortgage, told us that FHA would not allow that. King's wanted rent
reduced to $350.00 per month until the well was taken care of. Offer was rejected.

Mrs King was always concerned about the interest rate going higher. She stated
several times that if the interest rate reached 13V percent they could not afford the
payments. Amount of the increase from 11Y2 percent at $619.55 to $705.00 PI at
13/ percent reflects an increase of $86.45.

September 26: Well failed again.
September 30: Mrs. King told Lea Hutchinson that the neighbors had told her

that the well was broken by previous owners. I notified Phyllis at Runco. I also told
Mrs. King that there was no need to mention that fact to me as the selling agent or
to them as purchasers since Patuxent pump and well had serviced the well and Mr.
Runco had every reason to believe that the well was in good condition.

October 3: Copsey treated the well again, Lea Hutchinson witnessed the treat-
ment personally. 4 gallons of Chlorox was used.

October 16: Water sample taken.
October 23; Ground water failed again. Called Phyllis at Runco and notified them.
October 25: Called Phyllis at Runco and notified them.
October 29: Phyllis at Runco called and told us that they had ordered Patuxent

Pump and well to fix the well.
November 1: Mrs. King expressed a desire to get some other type of rental

agreement. She expressed a desire to settle on the house continually, but was
concerned with the amount needed at settlement to pay rent and what the interest
rate would be. After the well failed on October 23rd, we set meeting for November
1st, with New Address Realty's broker. Mrs. King requested a representive from
Runco or Magic to be present. Mr. Runco told Mr. Pumphrey that it was not
necessary.

November 1 meeting: Mr. King was very atimate that Runco or Magic was to
blame for all the delays. He insisted that the well was not properly fixed and the
Runco or Magic should have done something sooner. Mr. King got very nasty and
beat on the table and used terrible four letter words. Mr. Pumphrey ordered him
out of the office.

November 3 or 10: Mrs. King gave Lea Hutchinson an agreement her attorney
drew up. Lea called Phyllis and read it to her on the phone-she was out on
Monday so Lea talked to her Tuesday. We forwarded copies of agreement to Runco
on the same day. Magic rejected the agreement.

November 14: The water sample was taken again. It was ordered October 29th
and again November 3rd. On November 20th, Diane Davis, our secretary, was
notified that the well failed again by Mr. Forlifer of the Health Department, he
wanted to take the next sample from inside the house. On the 21st I called the
Health Department at that time I was told that there was fecal contamination. I
immediately notified Phyllis and she notified Magic. At the time I called Mrs. King
at work and notified her. I also called the house to notify her children not to drink
the water.

For 3 weeks prior to finding out about the fecal contamination the King's children
and Mr. King had been ill. Lea suggested the family go to their doctor and have
blood samples taken. Mr. Pumphrey also agreed to this. Monday November 24th
Patuxent Pump and Well again treated the well. December 1st sample ordered. I
called Mrs. King and requested copies of the letter from her doctor.

December 3: We received Mr. Pelisses letter and contacted Mr. Runco. At 4:40
that day he called back after speaking with the Magic representive. They wanted
to collect November rent and no more. They also agreed to put in a new well if the
water sample was bad again and to pay for bottled water for them to drink.

December 4: Lea called Mrs. King and she said that she would talk to Mr. King
and let her know if acceptable on December 5th.

December 5: Phyllis called Lea. I called Mrs. King. Mrs. King said they were not
going to accept the proposal and would look for a rental house. Lea told her that the
letter from Mr. Pelessie made no reference to the pre-occupancy agreement and that
could be held accountable for the pre-occupancy agreement. Mrs. King said she
would not be held to the agreement. Mr. Pumphrey also notified her to the affect



later that day. Mrs. King told him to talk to her attorney. Mr Pumphrey then
notified Mr. Runco and I mailed copies to Mr. Runco.

California, Md.
DEAR SIR: I have been trying to sell my house since January, and, because of the

high interest rates, I can't sell it. I have lowered the price 10 percent, and still, no
interested family can qualifey for a loan. Please do what you can to bring the
interest rates to a fair level.

Sincerely,
M. A. BARLEY.

CENTURY 21/RAY RANCO REALTY, INC.
California. Md., August 31, 1981.

DEAR MARY LYNN: Our home at 106 Pine Needle Court, California, Md. has been
for sale since November 1980. Since that time mortgage interest rates have steadily
increased from 14 percent to over 16 percent. My house is attractive, well-built and
maintained, and offered at a fair price. I can only assume that the steady increase
in mortgage interest rates has deterred potential customers and my ability to sell
this property.

I view this situation with concern and seek your assistance on this matter.
Sincerely,

MICHAEL S. BREWER.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you, sir.
Why don't we hear from the rest of the panel.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS A. CARDACI, OWNER, ALL PRO
REALTY, AND SECRETARY, PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY
BOARD OF REALTORS, UPPER MARLBORO, MD.
Mr. CARDACI. Thank you, Senator.
I have two exhibits which I would like to go over after presenting

my testimony.
My name is Tom Cardaci. I am the owner of a real estate

company in Upper Marlboro, Md. in business since 1974. Currently,
I am secretary of the Prince Georges County Board of Realtors.

Senator Sarbanes, I would like to thank you and your committee
for the opportunity to speak on the devastating effects the high
interest rates are having on the real estate industry. I would like
to show by example how this industry has been crippled.

One, persons wishing to purchase homes are having a very diffi-
cult time unless they have a substantial amount of cash to assume
a loan or some other means of creative financing or have a very,
very high salary to qualify for a loan.

Two, persons wishing to sell a home have little chance selling
unless they can give owner financing, have an assumable existing
loan or are willing to take a large reduction in the sales price.

Three, builders have been a substantial part of our real estate
activity in the past, but rates being what they are, the builders'
business has virtually come to a standstill. Two builders whom we
represented in 1980 have ceased building in 1981, yet one has 164
finished lots, and the other with 250 lots, both with streets on
grade and utilities in place.

Carrying costs are tremendous and excess costs must be passed
on to the consumer in order for these builders to survive should
they be able to start building again.

Four, lenders are a dying breed as very, very few homes are sold
with new mortgages due to the difficulty in qualifying purchasers.
Only the few lenders allowed by law or by quirk in. the law who



can offer wrap-around mortgages seem to be doing business of any
quantity. The ARM's, VRM's, SAM's, and other funny acronyms
are not the answer.

Five, real estate brokers and agents who have survived thus far
into the high interest rate crisis have done so by creative type
financing. As you can see by my exhibit 1, only 30 percent of my
company's settled transactions for the first 8 months of 1981 were
financed with new loans. This is very small by comparison to the
83 percent of new loans in financing in 1976, 84 percent of the
financing in 1977, 87 percent in 1978, and 72 percent in 1979.

In closing, I would like to say the time for the high interest rate
crisis to end is now. In July alone, 11 real estate companies in
Prince Georges County closed the door; in August 5. I'm sure equal
numbers of builders and lenders did likewise. Sellers and buyers
have suffered long enough, too. I sincerely hope your subcommit-
tee, your fellow Senators, Members of the House, and the adminis-
tration can help.

Over-the-counter remedies are no longer helpful. What we need
is professional prescription which I hope your committee can begin
to fill.

Senator, I have prepared two exhibits. The first one, exhibit 1, is
from January of 1975, through August of 1981. It is a graph show-
ing the percentage of homes we have sold, using financing. These
are actual figures.

In 1975, 72 percent of our selling transactions were new financ-
ing. In 1976, 83 percent. In 1977, 84 percent. In 1978, 87 percent. In
1979, 73 percent. In 1980, 52 percent of our business was new loans,
meaning 48 percent was creative financing, cash, assumable loans,
et cetera. In this year, through August of 1981, only 30 percent of
our'settled transactions were new financing.

The last exhibit, what I have done is to prepare a chart of a
typical financing of a $70,000 VA or FHA loan. And I have based
this on a husband and wife and two children with approximately
$150 plus other debts.

If we can look at the left column, Senator, at 16/ percent, that
is what it would take to qualify for a $70,000 loan should you be
able to find such a house. At 16/2 percent, the principal and
interest payment alone would be $969.60. If that were an FHA
loan, it would be plus one-half of 1 percent.

The taxes are estimated at $100, insurance at $20, meaning the
total principal and interest and taxes and insurance payment on a
16-percent loan would be $1,089.60.

To qualify-I will skip down-we come down the chart to a
family that would need a net income of $26,500 after taxes or a
gross income of $40,000.

Going down the list, if we went to 14 percent, a family of 2,
based on the same $70,000 VA or FHA mortgage, 14 percent
would need an income of $37,000.

And down to 12 percent, they would need an income of $34,000.
Even though the difference between 121/2 and 16 is only $6,000 in

income, that $6,000 would weed out about 30 to 35 percent of the
people that could afford a home, $70,000 home at 12V2 percent.

That's all I have to say, Senator. Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much.
[The exhibits referred to by Mr. Cardaci follow:]
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EXHIBIT 1

Percentage of Homes Financed With
New Mortgages

(Actual Figure From Realty USA/All Pro Realty
From January 1975 through August 1981)
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Exhibit 2

Estimated Qualifications for $70, 000.00 VA or FRA loan at various intrest
rates. Based on Husband, Wife '2AChildren and $150.00 plus other debts.

161% 141% 12 %
Principal & Intrest TW. 60 $57.F19 T74T.08
Taxes $100.00 ---- -------
Insurance $ 20.00 ------- -------

$ 10896 0 $9 771 $867.08

Family Support $700.00 ------ -------
Debts $150.00 ------ -------
Utilities $100.00 ------
Maintance $ 30.00 ------ -------
Cushion $100.00 ------- -------

T2,F 60 $2,057.19 $1,947.08
x 12 x 12 x 12

Net Income $26,500.00 5 4,70 .00 $23,40.00

Gross Income $40,000.00 $37,000.00 $34,000.00
(Approx.)

Mo. Gross $3,333.33
State Tax $- 212.13
Fed. Tax $- 738.10
Soc. Sec. $ -164.59

$2,218.51
x 12

$26, 622. 12



Senator SARBANES. Mr. Waggoner.

STATEMENT OF JAMES H. WAGGONER, REGIONAL VICE PRESI-
DENT, MERRILL LYNCH REALTY/CHRIS COILE, INC., AND
MEMBER, MARYLAND ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS AND THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS, BOWIE, MD.

Mr. WAGGONER. Thank you, Senator. I appreciate the opportuni-
ty to meet with you this morning.

I have a prepared statement from which I would like to digress
briefly.

Senator SARBANES. Fine. We will include the prepared statement
as submitted in the record.

Mr. WAGGONER. A fundamental material need of the American
family is to have the ability to own its own home, thus providing
shelter for the family and creating a sense of purpose in day-to-day
endeavors.

The existence of double-digit inflation over a period of years has
dictated the necessity of redefining our priorities as a nation. We
can redefine our priorities, not the needs of our families.

We in the real estate industry witness first hand the lost dream
of homeownership. To those families who cry, "I can't afford it," we
would hope that the position of the administration and Members of
Congress is not similar to that of Marie Antoinette, "Let them eat
cake."

Prince Georges County Board of Realtors reported 617 sales
during July 1981, down 39 percent from the July 1980 sales figure
of 1,015. In the first 7 months of 1981, Prince Georges County
Board of Realtors reported 4,852 sales compared to 5,302 sales for
the same period 1 year ago, a decrease of almost 10 percent. Bear
in mind that Prince Georges County offers the most affordable
housing in the Washington metropolitan area.

The present situation is obvious; we must seek answers.
Respectable real estate companies which have served the local

community well are closing their doors and will be forever lost to
our economy and way of life.

As a regional vice president of Merrill Lynch Realty, I am fortu-
nate to be a part of a large company. Although our sales locally are
up 27 percent, area home sales are down almost 40 percent. Real
estate companies call us daily attempting to sell their organiza-
tions-smaller companies. We still have strong competition, al-
though sincere, dedicated, professional realtors and realtor asso-
ciates have left our profession due to financial and emotional
stress.

I would like to mention a real estate company that I founded in
1973 and sold 2 years ago. Heritage Realty closed its doors last
month, overnight. The principles of the organization were left with
some obvious negative financial situations as well as myself in that
I had an extended buy/sell agreement. Many associates were on
the street without a company.

And more importantly closing Heritage Realty left several mil-
lion dollars worth of real estate with no real estate company.

Now, fortunately, that situation worked itself out through some
efforts of Merrill Lynch and the principles of Heritage at that time.
I will have to say, though, it would have to be discouraging for a



homeowner who had his home on the market with a real estate
company one evening to find the next morning that the company is
no longer in existence when his move or financial welfare is de-
pendent a great deal on the sale of his home.

The National Association of Realtors, consisting of 750,000 mem-
bers lost 70,000 members over the period of this realining economy.
Yet, as an association, we remain optimistic and have faith in the
governmental process.

The real estate field is entering its third year of the impact of a
down economy. A realining of the economy is not necessarily bad.
We endured this type of situation in 1969, 1973, and 1974, although
not to this extent. Sister industries such as mortgage companies,
settlement attorneys, appraisal companies, home inspection and
termite companies, lenders, private mortgage, architects, builders,
and insurers, are also being staggered by the continued high inter-
est rates.

The prices of homes continue to climb-14.5 percent in Virginia,
7 percent in Prince Georges County, and 12.7 percent in Montgom-
ery County. It is obvious that the continued escalation of interest
rates will not remedy this situation.

In 1978, approximately 22 percent of a family's income was
needed to provide shelter. Today, 37 percent of a family's income is
needed to provide shelter.

We congratulate the administration and Members of Congress
for providing strong leadership and request that one aspect of the
tax program, the All-Savers Certificate, receive your continued
support. The certificate should certainly help the real estate indus-
try and commercial banks recover from staggering losses.

Personally, I would like to thank you because I realize you
supported that amendment.

Senator SARBANES. Yes, I did.
Mr. WAGGONER. The administration and Members of Congress

have taken bold steps to correct the inflationary spiral of our
economy which have for the most part been well received by the
American public. Is the continued unbearable crush necessary?
neither the real estate industry nor the strong American public
can withstand continued financial and emotional drain with no
relief in sight.

The time to lower the interest rates would be at this time. It is
difficult to watch an industry to which you have dedicated your
professional life being brought to its knees. I think that the public
will suffer in the long run for some of the people who are leaving
real estate today. I have to cite one example.

I spoke with a realtor Wednesday evening, a gentleman and
competitor I have respected over many years. I have competed for
10 years in Prince Georges County with this individual. Even
though we compete, we are friends and compete on a friendly basis.
He has all the professional designations we have from the National
Association of Realtors: a certified residential broker, certified resi-
dential specialist, and a graduate of the Realtor Institute of Mary-
land. He is leaving real estate after donating 10 years to working
with the community. That is sad.

We feel that we have learned our lesson in economics, and we
would like to call a recess to the current situation.
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Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Waggoner follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES H. WAGGONER

An American Dream

A fundamental material need of the American family is to have the ability to own
their own home; therefore, provide shelter for their family which creates a sense of
purpose in our day to day endeavors.

The existence of double digit inflation over a period of years has dictated the
necessity of redefining our priorities as a Nation. We can redefine our priorities, not
the needs of our families.

We in the Real Estate industry witness first hand the lost dream of home
ownership. To those families who cry "I can't afford it," we would hope that the
position of the Administration and Members of Congress is not similar to that of
Marie Antoinette "Let them eat cake."

Prince George's County Realtors reported 617 sales during July, 1981 down 39
percent from July, 1980 sales figure of 1,015. In the first seven months of 1981,
Prince George's County Realtors reported 4,852 sales compared to 5,302 sales for the
same period one year ago-a decrease of almost 10 percent. Bear in mind Prince
George's County offers the most affordable housing in the Washington Metropolitan
area.

Existing nationwide sales have declined 47 percent in the last 2 years making it
the largest and longest drop in our lifetime.

The present situation is obvious, we must seek answers.
Respectable Real Estate Companies which have served the local community well

are closing their doors and will be forever a loss to our economy and way of life. As
a Regional Vice President of Merrill Lynch Realty, I am fortunate to be a part of a
latge company, although our sales locally are up 27 percent, area home sales are
down almost 40 percent. Real Estate Companies call us daily attempting to sell
their organizations. We still have strong competition, although sincere, dedicated,
professional Realtors and Realtor Associates have left our profession due to their
financial and emotional stress. The National Association of Realtors consisting of
750,000 members has lost 70,000 members over the period of this realigning econo-
my. As an Association we remain optimistic and have faith in the governmental
process.

The Real Estate field is entering it's third' year of the impact of a down economy.
A realigning of the economy is not necessarily bad. We endured this type of
situation of 1969 and in 1973, and 1974, although not to this extent. Sister industries
such as Mortgage Companies, Settlement Attorneys, Appraisal Companies, Home
Inspection and Termite Companies, Lenders, Private Mortgage Insurers are also
being staggered by the continued high interest. The prices of homes continue to
climb 14.5 percent in Virginia, 7 percent in Prince George's County, and 12.7
percent in Montgomery County, therefore the continued escalation of interest will
not remedy this situation.

In 1978 approximately 22 percent of a family income was needed to provide
shelter. Today, 37 percent of a family's income is needed to provide similar shelter.

We congratulate the Administration and Members of Congress for providing
strong leadership and request that one aspect of the tax program, the All-Saver
Certificate receive your continued support. The certificate should certainly help the
Real Estate industry and commercial banks recover from staggering loses.

The Administration and Members of Congress has taken bold steps to correct the
inflationary spiral of our economy which have for the most part been well received
by the American public. Is the continued unbearable crush necessary? Neither the
Real Estate industry nor the strong American public can withstand continued
financial and emotional drain with no relief in sight. The time to lower the interest
rate is now!

Senator SARBANES. Thank you. Thank all of you for your helpful
testimony.

Mr. Cardaci, I saw the exhibits you submitted.
Mr. CARDACI. Yes, sir.
Senator SARBANES. Could you categorize either for 1980 or 1981

the financing that is done, I think you used the term, some sort of



creative way? Is there some way that rough percentages would
indicate the different kind of created ways you are talking about?

Mr. CARDACI. I would way, Senator, the bulk in 1980 were as-
sumptions which allowed people with a substantial amount of cash
or investors-I almost went and did a percentage of these, say, 48
percent in 1980 that purchased homes through creative-type financ-
ing. Probably half of them were investors.

So it was a whole lot of people that were penalized from buying a
home to live in. There were a couple toward the tailend of 1980
which was a wrap-around mortgage which is a form of a second
trust where a lender comes in and puts up the additional cash
needs over and above what the purchaser would have, but instead
of cash form with the usual limit of, say, 16 percent, they can deal
right now-they are trying to deal-20 percent.

But it was a fair amount of wrap-around mortgage toward the
tail end of 1980.

In 1981, 70 percent of the creative financing that was used, I
would say, was propbably 50-50 between creative financing-I
mean between assumptions and wraparounds. There were a couple
instances where we had to use what we call the "land installment
contract" which from buyer/seller/realtor/attorneys was very, very
scary.

And what I would call a last resort when a buyer or a seller is a
crisis situation. And it is what you absolutely use in the last resort,
lay the cards on the table, that they are playing with fire.

Senator SARBANES. This is directed to all three of you: When
some sort of creative financing is used, particularly where the
owner is involved is it reflected in a higher cost to the house?

In other words, in trying to take; the edge off the interest rates
to help the buyer, the seller transmits part of that back into the
price of the house. Housing costs then go up as a consequence of
the interest rate, the financing techniques, which are open.

Mr. FARRALL. I think we may have seen that in one period of
time, as a matter of fact with some of the assumptions. We are to a
point in time now where the assumptions are gone; there are no
more.

What we are seeing now, for example, we sold a house last
weekend that had been on the market for $135,000 for 17 months.
The people accepted a contract of $120,000.

It was just reported this past week, I think by the homebuilders,
the chamber of commerce, that home sales are now decreasing.
And this is the reason for it.

Mr. CARDACI. Senator, in response to that, two examples. We deal
in a community which has x number of houses, but several of the
same style. An appraiser came to me a couple weeks ago and told
me the house he had appraised and asked what I thought it would
be appraised at.

And he said: "Let me give you some parameters. The first trust
on the house was $95,000, VA assumable at 9z/ percent. The house
in reality was probably worth $105,000."

And off the top of my head, I said it probably would have been
appraised at $125,000.



He said, "You are exactly on the money because that financing
was worth $20,000 should that purchaser put the house on the
market.

And we were just playing with some number. We said: "Let's
assume that somebody bought it for $125,000 on the assumption
and put. $30,000 cash into it. What would the payments be at 9V
percent?" Or let me say they paid $105,000 which is what it is
really worth, but $30,000 in the 13 percent, what the interest
rate was at that time.

I think buying if for $20,000 less the payments came out to $250
more than they would have been paying at the higher price.

So in our instance, where there are good assumptions, it has
really inflated the price of houses.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Waggoner.
Mr. WAGGONER. We have a subdivision, Queensland, listed in our

market area along route 301 in Prince Georges County. It is prob-
ably one of the lowest priced planned communities in Prince
Georges County for single family homes. They started originally in
January at $49,900.

Now, a two-bedroom home is selling for $51,900, a low price. That
is partially explained by the long commute to the city. It is a low
price for a single family home in Prince Georges County. For
families that have purchased there, the deliveries are only now
taking place.

We have families who purchased there in, say, January or Febru-
ary of 1981, and were the first to take deliveries. Now, when they
first purchased, the VA/FHA rate was much, much lower than it is
today. Today, the VA/FHA rate is 16 percent VA, 16 percent
plus a half percent for FHA.

The tragedy right now for the families in this entire group is
that most of these people, can't afford that house today. They could
in February; they can't in September.

To give you an example of how difficult this situation is, the
people that are buying the $50,000 property VA, no money down,
have monthly payments of $950 a month to $1,000 a month. It is an
outrageous amount of money.

I don't know how you can equate it to anything we are seeing in
real estate at any point in time in the past. Years ago in real
estate as long as a person put the property on the market and kept
in mind a competitive price, financing that is competitive, adequate
time to market the property, and corporate selling, we could sell
the property. We really could. We could do marketing and help the
people.

Today, the emotionalism is out of the window in real estate. As
Leo Farrall mentioned, it could be the most beautiful home on the
block; but should it not have a suitable loan, it probably wouldn't
sell today. It is something that we are witnessing more and more.

On VA and FHA loans, the costs that the seller incurs cannot be
passed onto the purchaser. For instance, the purchaser will have to
pay one point, the seller pays what the market rate is. Recently,
that has been as high as 10 points on the price of a loan the
purchaser is receiving.

We are seeing disastrous effects on the economy of the seller.
You really can't pass those costs on on a VA or FHA transaction.



Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Following up on that, what is the situation of

the families that have to move because either their company or-in
Prince Georges, of course, you have military people as well. They
are ordered to transfer. What is occurring in those instances?

Mr. CARDACI. Our most recent transaction involved a company
move.

Senator SARBANES. Did they have a benefit program where the
company assisted the people, or something?

Mr. CARDACI. Yes. It was a house that required new financing.
Fortunately for the seller of that particular home, the person being
transferred, his company picked up all the transfer costs, brought
the loan down 3 percent for 3 years, which made it affordable for
him.

But that is probably maybe 25 percent of the work force. There
are people with jobs that have been done away with, and they had
to move or military transfers, whenever the costs are picked up,
and those people don't have that good fortune that some of the
large corporations do where the company buys them.

So I would say 75 to 80 percent of the public that possibility
doesn't help.

Mr. FARRALL. In the area in southern Maryland, we have some
houses sitting where the people could not sell them and have had
to rent them and go to wherever they were being transferred if
there was not a third party involved as far as transfer company.

I think the other thing we have to remember is where there is
an interest rate situation, a family that would like to move up
where someone would come in, a couple years ago, and say, "I
would like to move from a $60,000 or $70,000 house to a $100,000
house," and we had interest rates of 12 and 13 percent, they had an
income that did qualify for sale of a $100,000 mortgage.

Today because of the interest rates going up, they can't move up
because they are not going to get any more price for their dollar.
So they are staying where they are.

Senator SARBANES. Gentlemen, we thank you very much.
Could we have the homebuilders' panel, now, please.
We are pleased to have you here. I know it has been a long wait.
I assume you have probably worked out some order among your-

selves, so why don't you go ahead and proceed. Please identify
yourselves for the reporter.

STATEMENT OF MARTIN PORETSKY, PRESIDENT, METROPOLI-
TAN WASHINGTON BUILDERS ASSOCIATION, PRESIDENT,
PORETSKY & STARR, INC., BETHESDA, MD., AND MARYLAND
STATE REPRESENTATIVE TO THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF HOME BUILDERS
Mr. PORETSKY. Thank you, sir.
I am Martin Poretsky. I am the actual representative of the

State of Maryland to the National Association of Homebuilders. I
am also currently president of the Metropolitan Washington Build-
ers Association which is a regional council composed of associations
in northern Virginia, Maryland, and the District of Columbia. I am
also president of Poretsky and Starr, Inc., a building firm which
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does activity and possibly occasional construction in Maryland and
D.C.

I want to just open with a very few introductory general remarks
and turn it over to my colleagues who will be specific.

Senator SARBANES. All right.
Mr. PORETSKY. We certainly thank you for your understanding

and past support that you have given our industry. I spoke to you
earlier this spring at a breakfast. I don't know; I may or may not
have said at that time, but I had the underlying feeling that the
real philosophy was that the homebuilding industry certainly
looked good for Maryland and for the country.

I don't know if I said that or not. I still feel that way very
strongly.

I think a broader view is considerably needed. I am not against
bigness or smallness, but just an atmosphere in which both can on
their own make their own decisions and survive. The high interest
rates syndrome that we have is making that quite difficult.

Otherwise viable businesses are being choked off. As one of the
past speakers who is now with the Maryland Realty Co. shows,
they are getting more and more jobless because of this.

I implore you and appreciate the help you have given us on the
All-Savers Certificate. I shudder to think what might happen in
the next 12 months to the savings and loan industry if that does
not meet with- any additional help. I am not advocating Federal
necessity, but I am not sure what will happen to the overall nation-
al climate in the next 12 months.

More specifically, too, but again a general feeling, the country
needs to have a greater opportunity to incentive for savings rather
than incentive for borrowing.

Bob Mitchell who is the president for Mallensocks spoke for me
on Wednesday. I just wanted to underscore his remarks from Rock-
ville.

Here in Prince Georges County, new home sales are down under
70 percent where they were as of July 1980.

Senator SARBANES. 70 percent?
Mr. PORETSKY. Yes, sir, the reports we checked on yesterday said

new home sales are down 70 percent-69 percent to be exact-from
last July of 1980. This is very troublesome because 1980 is not a
good year either. There were 1,700 homes built, and they were
started in Prince Georges County in 1980. And that was down from
2,500 in 1979.

Another trend that has developed is the kick-out rate house that
is sold, but does not get to settlement has tripled that rate of what
it was in 1980. One in six contracts that are entered into in new
homes today may not make it to settlement.

In other words, the high interest rate, the builders play the
average in prime plus 2 percent. That means just that much great-
er inventory that is involuntarily growing in the housing industry.
You work that much harder to sign.

The difference that we have felt in this particular cycle, building
admittedly has been a cycle industry, but the cycles have generally
lasted over 6 years, the peak and valley occurring within that
period of time. There seems to be no light at the end of this tunnel.



1979 was a down turn. We thought 1980 would be better. 1980
has come and gone, and 1981 is no better. We don't know where
1982 will bring us. That, to me, is the current change or difference
between this as an aberration of the cycle philosophy.

I want to introduce Charles Ellison, immediately to my left. He
is president of the Southern Maryland Chapter of the Homeowners
Association, representing St. Mary's, Charles and Calvert Counties.
He will speak now and be followed by Homer W. Smith, the presi-
dent of H. W. Smith Co.

Mike Rose who will speak last, on my right, will be making some
what we feel are rather specific recommendations of what might be
done specifically in reference to pension funds.

We can only underscore and hope that if you agree with this
concept, what we most need is your personal assistance to help
commit this program in Maryland. If there is personal money
available for it or State's pension funds, different employees' funds,
whatever, it would be ideal. Perhaps we can start and lead the way
through use of some of those vehicles.

Thank you very much.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you.
Mr. Ellison.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. ELLISON, JR., VICE PRESIDENT, D.
H. STEFFENS CO. AND PRESIDENT, SOUTHERN MARYLAND
CHAPTER, SUBURBAN MARYLAND HOME BUILDERS ASSOCI-
ATION, LA PLATA, MD.
Mr. ELuSON. Good morning, Senator.
The southern Maryland chapter of the Suburban Maryland

Home Builders Association represents builders, subcontractors, pro-
fessionals, and suppliers involved in the building industry in
Charles, St. Mary's and Calvert Counties, Md. That area, as we are
well aware, is truly southern Maryland.

On behalf of the chapter, I would like to thank you for the
opportunity to speak today. We do appreciate your concern with
matters that are of vital interest to this area.

While some of the members of the industry in southern Mary-
land are large firms, most are small businesses, employing from
five to 50 people and having an annual trade from $100,000 to $5
million.

In my positions as president of the southern Maryland chapter
and vice president of the D. H. Steffens Co., an engineering/survey-
ing firm that depends on the building industry for 75 percent of its
income, I have many opportunities to discuss the problems of the
building industry. These discussions involve members of the indus-
try, private citizens, and public officials with no topic being left
uncovered.

With respect to the specific concern of this hearing, high interest
rates, I can safely state that the high cost of construction loans, the
lack of mortgage money, and the inability of borrowers to qualify
for what mortgage money is available has stopped southern Mary-
land's building industry dead in its tracks.

More specifically, the following has occurred:
One, volume at all building-related businesses is down and with

no immediate relief in sight: (a) Capital purchases have been de-



layed; (b) Positions vacated by attrition are not being filled; and (c)
Layoffs of employees are taking place or are being anticipated in
the very near future.

Two, propective purchasers are unable to buy houses.
Three, the construction of rental housing has stopped.
Four, businesses are being forced to the lending institutions to

obtain money for day-to-day operation.
Five, persons wishing to sell their homes and move up or out are

unable to find buyers and have to make alternative arrangements.
Six, the general character of the housing market is changing

from the construction of single-family detached residences to more
dense, townhouses and similar style projects.

While these effects of high interest rates are simply stated, the
impact in an area such as southern Maryland is enormous. Fully
35 percent of our incountry work force is employed in the building
industry, and the dramatic cuts in that that are occurring will
eliminate many positions. Replacement jobs are simply not availa-
ble at present. And these people will be forced to draw on the
public for subsistence.

In addition to the decrease in employment opportunities, it must
be recognized that the housing market in southern Maryland ap-
peals to many young, first-time homebuyers. If these new families
cannot find or afford to buy housing in southern Maryland, they
are eliminated from the housing in Metropolitan Washington or
Metropolitian Baltimore areas and must remain at home or in
rental units.

In a society that has made home ownership an integral part of
its lifestyle, this is a tragic reversal of the American dream.

Admittedly, we do not have the expertise to solve all of this
Nation's problems. We do, however, feel that it is both proper and
appropriate to give you the benefit of our opinions on the best
course of action. They are:

One, the. President's program of budget and tax cuts must
remain and must be wholeheartedly supported. To the members of
our association, this appears to be the first new program and new
approach to our economic problems in some time, and it is long
overdue.

Two, Congress must scrutinize carefully and possibly delay in-
crease in defense spending. This country is probably not as weak as
many think, and it will be better served by a well-thought,. careful-
ly managed program than by a hasty, expensive one.

The greatest lesson learned from past social programs is that one
can't solve a problem by throwing money at it. It takes thought,
imagination, and dedication to find the best solution.

Three, some type of limits must be placed on various investment
options. Commonsense tells one that a savings and loan cannot
compete with a money market fund if both don't play by similar
rules.

Four, the ability of large corporations to tie up money must be
reviewed. As a businessman, I find it difficult to accept. Du Pont,
Seagrams, and Mobil to tie up billions of dollars for the purchase of
stock when 90 percent of the people wanting to buy homes cannot
find or qualify for mortgages.



Five, new sources of mortgage money, especially reasonably
priced mortgage money, must be found. Programs such as the All-
Savers Certificate must be supported and implemented if the
supply of funds is to be increased.

Six, regulations affecting the building industry, especially at the
State and local level, must be kept at the absolute minimum level
needed to protect the public. No one benefits from needless paper-
work, and the cost is always borne by the consumer.

In conclusion, I would like to state that the building industry of
southern Maryland is ready to do its part in solving the problems
the country faces. We recognize that we must share the burdens
and pay part of the costs.

We do, however, feel that we are entitled to a fighting chance-
and in this case fighting change for reasonable interest rates-to
keep our employees working, to build our product, and to provide
the American public with one of life's essentials-shelter.

Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Ellison.
Mr. Smith.

STATEMENT OF HOMER W. SMITH, JR., PRESIDENT, H. W.
SMITH CO., AND VICE PRESIDENT, SOUTHERN MARYLAND
HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATION, WALDORF, MD.
Mr. SMITH. Good morning, Senator.
My name is Homer Smith. I am vice president of the Southern

Maryland Home Builders Association. When I first saw that you
were having this hearing, I thought I would come here and scream
help and sit down. But I think that is what you are doing, looking
for help. I know you have this problem.

And from all the testimony you have heard, I know there is a
problem here. You are looking for help. And there are some things
we are trying to tell you about, Senator.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify before this
hearing of the Subcommittee on Investments, Jobs, and Prices. The
high rate of interest is the No. 1 problem facing the building
industry.

I am a general contractor building mainly commercial jobs. As
president of the H. W. Smith Co., located in Waldorf, Md., I have
firsthand knowledge of this. problem. We simply cannot wait any
longer to begin getting the interest rates back to a reasonable level.

At the present time, I have seven projects on my board that
would be built at once if the money was available at interest rates
of 15 percent or lower. A year ago, 15 percent would have sounded
like an awfully high interest rate. Today, it sounds like a low
interest rate.

These projects would total approximately 150,000 square feet and
create new jobs for approximately 200 employees.

The interest rate must come down and come down now. The only
reason there has not been more of an outcry over high interest
rates in the past is that President Reagan keeps assuring us that
approval of his economic program would quickly bring down inter-
est rates.

As recent as the Ottawa summit, President Reagan assured us
and heads of state that high U.S. interest rates were only tempo-



rary. The statement of Chairman Volcker has persuaded me that
there is no chance of convincing the Federal Reserve Board to be
reasonable on the question of interest rates.

I believe we must make this perfectly clear to the Federal Re-
serve Board. Therefore, we are left with only one choice: To direct
President Reagan to press the Federal Reserve Board with the aim
of revising current monetary policies. We need to stop using the
monetary policy as the only tool to fight inflation.

Chuck Ellison, president of the southern Maryland chapter of the
Suburban Maryland Home Builders Association, has outlined six
courses of action to be taken, and Martin Poretsky, president of the
Metropolitan Washington Builders Association, talked about what
the Federal, State, and local governments can do to solve this
problem. I wholeheartedly agree with them.

Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you.
Mr. Rose.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL T. ROSE, PRESIDENT, MICHAEL T.
ROSE ASSOCIATES, INC., SEABROOK, MD.

Mr. ROSE. Senator, my name is Michael T. Rose. I am a residen-
tial developer and homebuilder in Prince Georges County.

I would like to thank you and the other members of your com-
mittee for this opportunity to report to you on the plight of home-
builders afid home buyers here in Prince Georges County, through-
out Maryland, and around the Nation. You have traveled through-
out this State in the last few days and doubtlessly gathered lots of
facts and figures on what today's stunningly high interest rates are
doing to people, business, and society.

As a builder, I have an obligation to my employees, my custom-
ers, my family, my potential customers, and the local economy.

Unfortunately, over the last few months, I sense that I have let
these people down. Because the rug has been pulled out from under
the builders. Because there is no mortgage money available for
home buyers at rates anywhere near what people are able to
qualify for. And the condition I describe includes mortgage rates
available to consumers on FHA/VA programs insured and guaran-
teed by the Federal Government.

As a result, sales and construction have not slowed down. They
have stopped entirely. The 1981 market is over. The new-home
construction business is at a total, dead-in-the-water standstill.

I've been in this business of providing homes for people 18 years,
and my professional appraisal of the bottom line is: It is gone. We
now in this county, State, and Nation have an absolute condition of
no more construction and no more home starts.

People still visit model homes again and again, hoping we have
located some financing they can afford. The demand for new homes
is out there; the money isn't. I'm here before you today represent-
ing all the homebuilders in this county and in this district of the
State, not just big companies, but also little companies, custom
builders, contractors, independents, and new-home materials sup-
pliers.

My company built, sold, and delivered more than 100 homes last
year in Prince Georges County which was the largest volume in



this area. We are proud of the fact and also that our communities
and our product have consistently been award winning in terms of
design, affordability, and family living.

We are winners, and we are suffering. I know owners of other
Metropolitan Washington housing organizations who are in the
same boat. The fact that you can be competitive and innovative in
business today is tragically eroded by the money market conditions
of 16, 17, 18.5 percent mortgage rates and a prime lending rate of
over 20 percent.

The only houses being built are those homes where lenders have
foreclosed on the builders or allowed them 13, 14, or 15 percent
loans to buyers to avoid foreclosure; in which cases, the lenders are
charging those builders upward of 10 to 15 points, contending such
usury is a bargain.

It is the age-old rule of supply and demand. Today's demand for
housing is tremendous, but there is no supply due to the interest
rates. The supply in effect has been cut off. Before long, the United
States will have a condition similar to so many other countries,
where only the very rich can afford to buy a new home. Middle-
class people can't even buy now.

Here are some economic facts I compiled yesterday with the help
of local lenders such as lawyers, title companies, and mortgage
market representatives.

On Tuesday, September 1, 1981, the Federal National Mortgage
Association or Fannie Mae, this country's primary purchaser of
residential mortgage loans, announced the results of its biweekly
auction of conventional loan commitments. The average interest
rate was 18.654 percent.

As a result, interest rates nationally for the 2-week period begin-
ning September 1, 1981, and ending September 14, 1981, for 30-
year, fixed-rate conventional loans will be approximately 18% per-
cent.

The facts admittedly dramatize the current situation, but are
nonetheless valid. Here is the bad news. Did you know the comp-
troller of the State of Maryland, Louie Goldstein, makes $50,000 a
year, as does the State's attorney general? On that salary, the
maximum allowable mortgage payments are $1,166 a month. That
allows him to get a $62,000 loan based on an 18.5-percent Fannie
Mae mortgage.

If we brought it down three full percentage points to a 15.58-
percent loan, which would cost me 10 points or $7,350, the maxi-
mum loan Louie could qualify for would then be $73,500. And on a
$90,000 townhome, that means $17,000 downpayment. All this is
assuming the comptroller has no other debts such as car payments,
tuition loans, Master Charge, or Visa.

The good news is on the positive side, a U.S. Senator, a Member
of the House of Representatives, Governor of the State of Mary-
land, or the Prince George County executive, who all make ap-
proximately $60,000 a year, will qualify for our $90,000 townhouse
only, Senator, if they put down in excess of the normal $9,000.

So you see, the Senator, the Congressman, Governor, or county
executive will qualify; the comptroller or attorney general won't
make it. If you are making $60,667.50 a year, you would qualify,
but only in the event you put greater than the normal 10 percent
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down, because you only qualify for a $78,000 loan. So your down-
payment also would be $12,000 as opposed to $9,000. That is, as
long as the Senator does not have, again, a car payment, tuition
loan, Master Charge, or Visa, which again would reduce your loan.

Even before things stopped entirely last month, the change in
our buyer profiles was astounding. Our buyers for months have
been single individuals, divorced people, and people living together
for the financial benefits.

The cost of mortgage money, which has affected the cost of
houses, is undermining the normal, traditional mores in American
culture. Family formations are at an all-time low and so is the
birth rate. Of our last 144 home sales, only 22 children were
accounted for.

I'm sure, Senator and committee members, that in your travels
this week, you have heard the National Association of Home Build-
ers' famous plea, "where will our children live." I contend that
slogan cou ld be changed right now to "where will we live."

The solution: The shelter security program.
It is not like me or others in my industry to simply wring our

hands and ask for help, having given no suggested solutions. The
homebuilding industry has always provided better products for
better living with changing times. Therefore, I come today with a
proposal, some ideas, and details of my own.

We all recognize that high interest rates and the feared crash of
the social security program's viability are today's key economic
issues. Even ahead of inflation, the social security system will
probably be saved somehow. But it will never be able to offer the
financial aid and support to retirees, widows, and our elders it was
envisioned to do.

Therefore, I propose, Senator, that you consider what I call the
shelter security program, a system designed to help finance hous-
ing for the young and active while at the same time providing a
supplementary, secure, calculable retirement income for those
same people when they retire.

My shelter security program system suggests that the Congress,
under direction from this subcommittee, explore a progam which
would allow large corporate, large union, small business, and indi-
vidual professional and personal pension plans to invest in the
home mortgage market.

Wall Street investment firms for months have been brainstorm-
ing new ways to attract pension fund assets of about $650 billion
today, soon to reach that $3 trillion mark, into real estate invest-
ment.

Until recently, however, virtually all of this effort has been
directed only at large pension and retirement plans, the multibil-
lion-dollar public retirement funds, and the mammoth corporate or
union plans.

"As far as real estate investment is concerned," says Larry Win-
ston, a senior vice president at E. F. Hutton, "the small plans were
totally ignored." By "small plans," he is referring to anything from
pension or profit-sharing plans with a few hundred thousand dol-
lars in assets to individual retirement accounts and Keogh plans.



An individual can put away $1,500 a year toward retirement by
setting up an IRA plan. Self-employed persons can set up a Keogh
plan and stash away up to $7,500 a year.

The small pension plans are no longer ignored. Wall Street
giants, E. F. Hutton and Merril Lynch, have each developed pro-
grams to bring money from these funds into the real estate market.
The result: an almost untapped source of equity could be opened
up.

Small plans have been given short shrift when it came to real
estate because they couldn't come up with the cash that some
investment programs open to pension funds require. Minimum in-
vestments of $250,000 or upward of $1 million are not uncommon
in the real estate investment funds run by insurance companies
and Wall Street firms.

And even if a small plan could scrape together the minimum
contribution to get into a real estate investment, there could be
problems. The Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA),
which regulates most pension plans, requires that a pension plan's
assets be sufficiently diversified, a requirement that is hard to
meet if the plan's entire assets are sunk into one real estate
investment program.

My concept calls for establishment of a reasonable tax-free
income on real estate mortgages to investors using. pension-fund
money to purchase them. The plan calls for the pension-fund inter-
est on mortgages to be tax-free when it is earned and also when it
is received by the individual. This plan would not extend to com-
mercial or retail real estate; it is strictly for residential shelter
mortgages.

All pension funds, whether they are large or small, are allowed
to generate profits. And those profits are not taxable until the
individual takes the money out. I propose if the individual invests
in America's residential housing in helping to provide shelter for
themselves and other Americans when they go to take out their
retirement income, that this retirement income will come back to
them in the form of tax-free as well and that the pension plans be
required over a specified period of time to invest upward of 50
percent of their assets in real estate mortgages which in turn
would provide shelter for the people who are investing it in them-
selves.

There are really two new ideas in my shelter security program:
One, that it is mandatory for the pension funds to invest upward

of 50 percent; and
Two, that the interest income come back to the individual tax

free.
Administration of the program could be through the traditional

Fanny Mae, Freddie Mae, Ginnie Mae, mortgage market apparatus
and subject to all other rules and regulations in place today regard-
ing pension plans.

There are also safeguards in the program because retirement
right now is regulated. It is not as if a wealthy person could run
out and put $1 million in this program. They can only put into the
new plan what the IRA, Keogh, corporate plans, and so forth,
allow, which is a good solid return on their investment.



If they invested in stocks or real estate on their own, it would
not come back to them tax free. The money for mortgages would be
issued by the savings and loans, and we could use existing Fanny
Mae, Freddie Mae, Ginnie Mae pools which allow offerings in all
increments and all denominations with the mandatory requirement
that the pension funds have these loans as part of their portfolio.

Also, under this plan, the lenders involved would know that they
are not borrowing short and lending long. Instead, they would be
borrowing long and lending long.

Little change in legislation would be required to implement the
shelter security program. There are already in place programs that
say how much you can set aside for retirement. All this new
program does is insure that interest invested in home mortgages
comes back to individuals tax free upon retirement in order to
supplement social security benefits.

In the meanwhile, the $650 billion in pension funds will make
more mortgages available at rates people can afford.

I urge this subcommittee to begin to explore how a shelter secu-
rity program should be structured and regulated. I pledge my
support and that of my colleagues in housing. We must work
together to lower interest rates, even if the work takes months,
which let's pray it does not.

Thank you.
[The press release referred to by Mr. Rose follows:]
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GUARANTY MORTGAGE coRpomnm

INTEREST RATES AND HOUSING:

CAN ELECTED OFFICIALS QUALIFY TO BUY?

On Tuesday, September 1, 1981, the Federal National Mortgage Association (FNIMA or
"Fannie Mae"), this country's primary purchaser of residential mortgage loans, announced
the results of its bi-weekly auction of conventional loan commitments. The average interest
rate was 18.654%. As a result, interest rates nationally for the two-week period beginning
September 1, 1981 and ending September 14, 1981, for 30-year fixed-rate conventional loans
will he approximately 18 5/8%.

Curious as to how this rate would affect the ability of an American family to buy a
home, and at the request of Michael T. Rose Associates, a prominent area builder, we at

Guaranty Mortgage decided to investigate. Specific case studies seemed to offer a way to

compare 18 5/8% interest with a 12% interest rate to see how much difference there would
be in the size loan and corresponding sale price for which a family could qualify.

For most people, a typical first home in Prince George's County, Maryland, would be a
townhouse priced in the 80's or 90's. One such subdivision is Michael T. Rose Associates'
"Carriage Walk" in Lanham. There, taxes average $150 per month, Association fees are $29
per month and hazard insurance is $20 per month. We used standard conventional underwriting
criteria which require that the maximum housing payment not exceed 28% of gross monthly in-
come. Note, please, that extenuating circumstances such as substantial indebtedness will
affect ability to qualify, and that when using VA or FRA underwriting standards Instead of
conventional ones the results will usually be different. As a reasonable measure, however,
of the effect of high rates on today's homebuyer, conventional criteria are both realistic
and accrate.

At the upper ranges of most Socio-rconomir-Status scales are elected office-holders
whose salaries are public knowledge. Below, we show results of our analysis for a United
States Senator, for tie Attorney General and Comptroller of the State of Maryland, and for
the Chairman of the County Council of Prince George's County, Maryland. Since most first-
time homebuyers make down-payments ot 5-10% at the purchase price, the size loan for which
a family qualifies will largely determine the price range in which they can buy.
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-United States Md. Atty. General Chairman - P.C.
Senator and Comptroller County Council

Annual Salary $60,667.50 $50,000.00 $28,534.00

Maximum Monthly
Housing Payment $ 1,415.00 $ 1,166.67 $ 665.79

MAXIMUM LOAM AMOUNT
AT 18 5/8% INTEREST $78,000.00 $62,000.00 $30,000.00

Required Down Payment
To Buy $95,000 $17,000.00 $33,000.00 $65,000.00

Townhouse (18%) (35%) (68%)

MAXIMUM LOAN AMOUNT
AT 12% INTEREST $118,000.00 $94,000.00 $45,000.00

At 18 5/8% interest, with only 5% to 10% cash available for a down payment, neither

the U.S. Senator nor the Maryland Attorney General and Comptroller, nor the Chairman of the

Prince George's County Council would be able to buy a townhouse in Prince George's County.

This would also he true for the Govenor of Maryland ($60,000 income P.A.), Members of the

U.S. House of Representatives ($60,667.50 P.A.) and the Prince George's County Executive

($60,816.00 P.A.). The U.S. Secretary of State and other fembers of the President's Cabinet

($69,630.00 P.A.) qualify for loans of $91,000 which would just allow them to buy $95,000
townhouses with 5% down.

From a different perspective, in order to buy that $95,000 townhouse with a 10%

downpayment and a loan of $85,500, a family would have to earn $65,618 per year to qualify

at 18 5/8%. If the interest rate was 12%, minimum family income would be reduced to

$46,234. At an interest rate of 12%, the maximum available loan to a prospective buyer is

approximately 50% higher than the amount at today's rate. While the numbers of disenfran-

chised would-be homebuyers are immense even at 12%, we think that the difference between

12% and 18 5/8% speaks for itself. Why, at 12% interest, even Paul Sarbanes, Harry Hughes,

and Louis Goldstein would qualify to buy homes of their own in Prince George's County.



Senator SARBANES. Gentlemen, I want to thank all of you for
some very thoughtful and helpful statements in this panel. I hope
these hearings have helped to establish the premise that current
policy ought to shift. Last Sunday I watched Chairman Volcker
and the Council of Economic Advisers Chairman Murray Weiden-
baum on TV. Mr. Weidenbaum indicated that the Federal Reserve
was pursuing a policy which the administration wished them to
follow.

And, of course, Chairman Volcker indicated that himself in his
own testimony.

It seems to me that is an unacceptable premise. The impact of
the policy as it works out at the grassroots level, is not fully
appreciated. It is easy enough to sit there and say people have to
suffer through it.

But when you come right down to reality, a lot of very able,
productive people simply won't be able to suffer through it. They
are going to go under. I am not talking about marginal people; they
have gone long ago, I gather. Really productive people are now
being affected.

Let me ask you this question: As you perceive the situation now,
is there a range of interest rates where it would be possible to
move from survival activities to reasonable activities without at
the same time saying, "Well, the floodgates have simply been
opened wide?"

Mr. ROSE. Senator, the article "Interest Rates and Housing: Can
Elected Officials Qualify To Buy?" which I submitted for the record
lists your income, the Attorney General's, and the chairman of the
Prince Georges County Council, we compare what would happen if
the rates dropped from the current 18.65 percent down to 12. per-
cent. And let me read to you the last paragraph 1:

From a different perspective, in order to buy that $95,000 townhouse with a 10-
percent downpayment and a loan of $85,500, a family would have to earn $65,618
per year to qualify at 18% percent. If the interest rate was 12 percent, minimum
family income would be reduced to $46,234. At an interest rate of 12 percent, the
maximum available loan to a prospective buyer is approximately 50 percent higher
than the amount at today's rate. While the numbers of disenfranchised would-be
homebuyers are immense even at 12 percent, we think that the difference between
12 percent and 18% percent speaks for itself. Why, at 12 percent interest, even Paul
Sarbanes, Harry Hughes, and Louis Goldstein would qualify to buy homes of their
own in Prince Georges County.

Senator SARBANES. I asked earlier--
Mr. SMITH. Senator, on that same question, in the commercial

building business, I mentioned a 15-percent rate. This is a rate that
building a project, we could rent the space, stores, office buildings,
offer whatever houses, whatever we are building. We could get a
payback at this particular time that we could live with.

Mr. ELLISON. Remember, when you are talking about interest
rates, as a homebuilder, you are talking about two phases-one for
construction loans associated. with a prime rate and one for perma-
nent financing which gives money for purposes.

And I think what Mr. Smith has indicated is the 15- to 16-
percent range on the prime rate, 12-percent range of mortgages, we
can do something. We can't serve all the people that want to buy
homes, but if we can survive as an industry somehow--

'See press release, p. 397.



Senator SARBANES. Earlier, I asked the labor people whether the
up-down cycle affect the efficiency of a work force. I wonder wheth-
er you have any comment on that.

Mr. PORETSKY. I wanted to respond to that question you asked
this morning because I did disagree with the labor official. I dis-
agree with him for two reasons.

One, that was answered the other day when you asked as far as
efficiency of work and stopping or starting or losing people. I had
the personal experience in my Virginia jobs in the last recession in
the middle of the seventies that most of our crews went back to
West Virginia and never came back again.

And then housing increased, and that's where workmanship col-
lapsed.

The other thing, though, the thing that gets to the more philo-
sophical is what you are telling people. You are encouraging people
to do a good job, but you were telling them to do a good job with
the work hours out of a job. You consider it is over; you have
nothing else for them to do.

Mr. SMITH. I would agree with Mr. Poretsky. We lose a gret
capacity when we have to lay fellows off and come back. And we
have to keep the continuity going at all times. And we lose some of
our key men. And trying to find them to get them back is just a
mess.

Senator SARBANES. When you lay them off, the best can usually
find something somewhere else that has more stability to it. And
they never come back to you; is that true?

Mr. PORETSKY. In another industry. You are not going to find it
in housing, sir.

Senator SARBANES. I mean other industries.
Mr. PORETSKY. It depends. In the last 2 years, yes, sir, because

housing are the only people really affected by the present situa-
tion. As it continues now, other industries are becoming affected by
the interest rate. And where else can they go now is a very good
question.

Mr. SMITH. I find myself letting the lesser employees go, fellows
making the lower rate, and keeping the fellows at the higher rate.
And this puts my cost up because I need the fellows at the higher
rate. They do a better job and in turn more inflation.

Mr. ROSE. Sir, we are in the land development business. Three
months ago, we were talking to our subcontractors at a meeting
and saying, "Already, land developers are shortening up. Every-
thing is going to be stopping." And we are talking to the carpenter
and drywall man out there working. Did he feel the effects?

In the last 30 days, our concrete sub had maybe 10 men on the
job. Four of them were superintendents from other jobs that he
laid off their entire crews. And as our houses are completed, the
ones we have under construction, because we are one of the fortu-
nate few that our lenders have decided to provide permanent loans
for our customers rather than having us go bankrupt, they have
jobs until those houses are finished, but there are no starts.

And with the winter, there will be no new starts, no other jobs
for them to go to. There is no residential mortgage money being
put forward. There will be a total absolute stop.



The home buyers who are able to buy one of our loans at an
attractive rate that our bank has made available, they can turn
around and resell those loans as brokers have told you for $10,000
and $20,000 more because we are providing them with suitable
loans which is providing for tremendous inflation.

And when our men leave the work force, there is no place for
them to come. We have already had meetings to discuss out of the
hundreds of people that we employed 2 months ago on how we are
going to keep a few, a handful. I could count on one hand the
employees next year. And we are going to go fishing. We have no
choice.

Senator SARBANES. The other thing, of course, is that your people
then will draw unemployment or some support, I gather, from
somewhere. Then we will have an increased deficit problem be-
cause instead of working and being a wage earner and a taxpayer,
they will not be working, and we will be carrying them as a loss.
We lose what they were paying in and we also lose what is paid out
to them.

Mr. ROSE. When we paid $8,000 in loan funds on a $90,000
townhouse to let you qualify for a house, that means included in
that $90,000 price of your house is approximately $15,000 to $20,000
just in pure financing.

Senator SARBANES. We had a fellow yesterday who said that over
50 percent of the cost of a home now is really brick and mortar
cost.

Mr. RosE. That's totally incorrect.
Mr. PORETSKY. Much less.
Mr. ROSE. In 1970, 62 percent. In 1975, the number went below 50

percent. Right now, I would say it is running-Mr. Poretsky can
agree or disagree-42 percent. And counting financing, it is about
to drop through the 40-percent mark.

Mr. PORETSKY. The thing that is hard to believe, as Mr. Rose
said, homebuilding as long as I have been in it, in the last two
decades involved in it, is that people have a misconception. If you
go to a furniture store and are going to buy a $100 item, the
assumption is it has been marked up 50 percent. The housing
industry never had that type of spread.

In good years, if we are making 10 percent on a house, that is
really doing something. I hesitated to mention it here because I
don't have substantiation of it, but I heard somebody mention to
me in my office yesterday by coincidence that a study was made
nationally over the last year of those firms that made money, those
that didn't. What percentage of housing firms are left is beginning
to speak for itself.

But the national average from what I understand officially of
those that were profitable, their profit margin was 1.8 percent. And
it doesn't take very much, then, in point down to make up for
carrying costs, high interest rates. That is very little margin cush-
ion in any business.

Senator SARBANES. Gentleman, we thank you very much. It has
been a very good series of panels.

The subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chair.1


